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My thesis examines the relationship between French culture
in the unique situation of the Occupation, and the Com^dieFrancaise, both as an institution of the state and as a
theatre. The work is divided into three main elements : the
cultural shock engendered by the Occupation, and the special
position, the theatre, and particularly the Comddie-Frangaise,
found itself in;

a detailed analysis of three productions,

with particular reference to their relationship with the
situation;

finally the manner in which the institutional life

of the Corti4die-Francaise reacted to the Occupation.
First of all a definition of culture is established, and the
nature of Nazi culture analyzed.

Because of the totalitarian

emphasis detected, drastic effects on French culture are in
evitable, and it is apparent that a radical transformation of
the indigenous culture is imminent.

These circumstances create

a unique duty for the Com^die-Franqaise to fulfil.
Each of the three plays is then studied with specific relevance
to its appositeness in the cultural situation, by an examination
of the themes and artistic forms; of the relationships of the
works with the French cultural heritage; of the pertinence of
the hnises en sc&nc' to contemporary circumstances.

An analysis of the institutional life of the Com^diePrangaise reveals how, through fortuitous historical circumstances, it was paradoxically able to derive strength from
a situation which, in other realms of French culture, had
effected vital changes.
The particular tension created between French culture,
the Occupation, and the Com4die-Frangaise, obliged the state
theatre to fulfil a cultural r8le of greater significance
than usual.

With the end of hostilities, and the consequent

elimination of the conditions discussed, this tension would
be destroyed, and the incipient crisis apparent before the
war would finally materialize.
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1) Introduction

This thesis is an examination of the relationship
between the Com^die-Prangaise, both as a state institution
and as a theatre, and French culture in the unique situation
of the Occupation.

Since I have chosen to limit my study to

the Ip42-1943 season, which % consider to have been the period
of greatest cultural shock,^ it is advisable to have some
awareness of the general situation in the theatre,^ not only
during the Occupation, but also in the years immediately pre
ceding it.

The appreciation of this general background allows

a clearer perspective on my arguments.

Although I do not intend to make my work primarily a
sociological study, since I am GbviLuusly not qualified to do
so,^ nevertheless, I must impinge on this discipline to some
extent. A rational evaluation of the exceptional social circum
stances of the Occupation is vital to an understanding of the

1-1 will deal with this point in greater detail in
the next chapter.
2 - There have been a number of excellent w^LKn^on this
topic, dealing not only with the theatre in this
time, but also the other arts.
Of particular interest are :
a) Forkey, Leo, ’The Theatre of Paris during the
Occupation', French Review, 22, no.4 (February
1949), pp.299-306.
b) Forkey, Leo, 'The Com^die-Frangaise and the
Occupation', French Review, 24, no.6 (May 1951),
pp.480-489.
c) Marsh, P., 'The Theatre in Paris during the Occu
pation, 1940-1944, with special reference to the
Com^die-Frangaise' (Ph.D. thesis. University of
Warwick, 1973)^
d) French Literature and its Background, Volume 6,
The Twentieth Century, edited by J. Cruickshank
(Oxford, 1970),
Zt-S"e) Knowles, D., French Drama of the Inter-War Years,
1918-1939 (London, 196^).
f) Anders, F., Jacques Copeau et le Cartel des Quatre
(Paris, 1959TT
g) 'La Po4sie et la Resistance', Europe, nos.543-544
(July-August, 1974).
3-1 have had to rely to some extent on secondary texts
with reference to the sociological aspect of my work.
However, I have attempted to maintain intellectual
autonomy in the basic principles I have adopted, and
the conclusions I have reached.

unusually significant r8le bestowed on and fulfilled by
the Com^die-Frangaise. Therefore it would seem vital, before
I begin my detailed analysis of this season at the Com^diePrangaise, to outline the methodology adopted.

Fundamentally, my thesis divides into three parts.
An examination of the precise nature and immediate effects of
alien occupation on French culture;

this leads to an appre

ciation of the singular social importance of the duty
discharged by the *Maison de Moli&re'.

Given the exceptional

prominence of this duty, the next two parts concentrate on an
evaluation of the relationship of both the artistic and in
stitutional aspects of the Comddie-Frangaise to this situation.
The first of these two aspects is approached through an analysis
of three productions, Ph&dre, hamlet, and La Reine Morte; the
second, through a close study of the administrative life, with
particular reference to the minutes of the *Comit<5 de Lecture',
and of the 'Comit^ d'Administration'.
As can be appreciated, this period remains a very
sensitive area in France, subject to constant re-assessment
and crises of conscience;

consequently it has been extremely

difficult, not simply to obtain information, but to ascertain
the exact quality of any information obtained. The considerable
lapse of time involved has aggravated the problems created by
the often violent emotions still felt by many about the Occupation
Several of the people I have contacted could supply no enlighten
ment, for reasons varying from lack of time to difficulty in
remembering the events. Some documents, such as the 'mise en
sc&ne' of Hamlet have been mislaid;

others, such as various

letters written by Montherlant, I was able to read only once,
and then they too did not reappear. A further hindrance was the
closure of my prime source of information on the ComddicFrangaise, its own private library, for over a year from March
1973.

However, two people were extremely generous with their
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time in helping my research, Andr^ Doll,*d^corateur' of
Hamlet, and Jean Hugo,

'ddcorateur' of Ph&dre.

Nevertheless,

although I feel that I may have lost some depth of reference
because of the circumstances, I consider that I have been
able to research sufficient material to make my conclusions
valid. Thus, the remarks above are not intended as any kind
of apology for the quality of the work;
they are intended
first to prepare any other researcher who wishes to indulge
in a similar study, and to present an additional element which
I had to take into consideration when I analyzed my findings.

Throughout my thesis 1 have made use of the best
illustrations available which are relevant to the text.

Again,

because of the generally chaotic circumstances of penury and
restriction during the Occupation, much of this material has
either disappeared, or is not of a suitable quality.

However,

I believe that the illustrative documentation here is of an
adequate standard to provide effective illustration of the
written text.

2) The Cultur8-1 Predicament

Louis Jouvet once described the theatre as
*l*attestation la p]us vraic et la plus vivante d'une
civilisation'the truth of this statement was fully
realized during the Occupation when the theatre assumed
a social r6le more vital and more essential than in pre
war years. The inter-war period in Prance had been a
particularly fertile one in theatrical evolution, as
Jacques Copeau and the Cartel des Quatre reacted against
the commercialism which had not only created a vapid and
superficial theatre, but had also brought about a concomitant
shallowness in the attitudes and expectations of the public.
The Cartel strove both to achieve a more vital theatre and
to re-educate the public into a true awareness of theatrical
quality.

With the onset of the Occupation, the invaluable

work of the Cartel was disrupted, and one would expect a
consequent period of stagnation as these talents were either
stifled into submission, or driven into exile.
Jacques Copeau, as we shall see later, immediately
attracted the hostility of the Germans. Louis Jouvet felt
obliged to leave Paris, since the authorities would not allow
him to stage plays by Giraudoux or Jules Remains, who were
considered 'anti-culturels'.

On September I7th, 1939, Pitoeff

had died near Geneva. Only Baty at the Th^&tre Montparnasse,
and Dullin at the Thgdtre Sarah Bernhardt, renamed Th^&tre de
la Cit^ because of the Jewish origins of the actress, managed
to maintain something like their pre-war activity.

Never

theless it was the work of these five men which had given new
life to the serious theatre, a life which was now in danger
of disruption.

Yet it was during the Occupation that the

social relevance of the theatre,and particularly the Com^diePrangaise, became emphatically apparent.

Although not overtly,

and perhaps not designedly, it provided protection and stability

1 - Jouvet, Louis , T^moignages
p.242.

(Paris, 1952)

for a society facing slow dissolution, as Beatrix Dussane
recalls in her Notes de Th^Atre.
Le th^&tre fut un des moyens que les Parisians
employ&rent pour ne pas se laisser d^truire.2
By 1944 a contemporary critic could describe this period
as a golden age for French theatre.
... il (I'historien futur) sera frapp^ de la place
que les arts dramatiques ont prise & Paris dans
cette 4poque tourmentfSe. Bn examinant les comptes
des ^tablissements de spectacle il s'apercevra
m6me qu'ils ont connu dans notre temps une esp&ce
d'&ge d'or.3
I have restricted ray study to an examination of three
productions, Hamlet, phbdre, and La Heine Morte, at the
Com^die-Frangaise, during the 1942-1943 season. My selection
of productions for analysis was governed by a desire to deal
with as wide a spectrum of serious plays as possible, in this
case, one from the classical repertory of the Com^dieFrangaise, one foreign play in translation, and finally a
completely new play. In addition, ray choice was influenced
by the fact that, apart from Cyrano de Bergerac. these were
the productions which achieved the highest attendance figures
in this season. I have concentrated on ^be 1942-1943 season,
since at this time the Occupation was at its height;

the

French population still felt keenly the humiliation of their
defeat, a sentiment aggravated by the daily toil of staying
alive, and any hope of forthcoming liberation seemed a
desperate fantasy.

The defeat of Britain appeared inevitable,

and the rest of Europe would soon be under complete subjugation.
The Com^die-Frangaise, by its function as a national institution,
by the quality of its productions, and by the very nature of
the plays produced, had to bear a vital burden in consecrating
the threatened culture of a conquered people.

2 - pussane, Beatrix, Notes de Th^&tre
(Lyon, 1951), p.327'
'
'
3 -^Forkey, Leo 0., 'The theatre of Paris during
the Occupation'. French Review. 22, no.4
(February, 1949), p.229.

Although there was certainly some theatrical
activity in the provinces, both in the Occupied and Un
occupied zones, with the birth of such troupes as the
Rideau Gris of Louis Ducreux, the Com^die de Lyon of Charles
Gentillon, the Com^die en Provence of Jean Serge,^ by the
end of 1942, this activity was reduced to a negligible
amount.^ Raymond Cogniat found himself obliged to rescind
the favourable impression he had given of the theatre in
the provinces in the 1941-1942 season.^ A prohibitive tax
of 50^ of the takings, the virtually insurmountable problem
of transport, and the lack of necessary materials? brought
about this sudden and unexpected decline.
Certainly other Parisian theatres continued to function,
such as the Ath^n^e, the Vieux—Colombier, and the Atelier,
but none of these could claim the cultural significance of the
Com^die-Prangaise. Even Henry de Montherlant, often in the
past a vituperative critic of the Com^die-Prangaise,^ realized
its importance as a point of stability in the anguished chaos
of a humiliating defeat.
II y a, paralt-il, au milieu des tourbillons de la
mer, des points qui restent immobiles quasiment. La
Com^die-Prangaise et avec elle la destin^e de La
Reine Morte se sont trouv^s & un de ces points de
calme.9

4 - Plorisoone, M.,and Cogniat, R., Un An de
theatre (1941-1942), (Lyon, 1943) pV28.
3 - Duchesne, Jacques, 'Reflexions sur le theatre',
Prance Libre
no.42 (April I3th, 1944), p.438
6 - Plorisoone and Cogniat, Un An de theatre
(1942-1943), (Lyon, 1944TV p.23.-------7 —

will see below how the Comedie—Frangaise
was able to surmount this problem by extensive
use of the materials in the 'reserves'.

8 - Montherlant describes the Com4die~Frangaise as
creee censement pour conserver pur le godt
frangais', and goes on to maintain,
'... fausse ce godt en maintenant au repertoire
des "dessus de pendule" exdcrables, mod&lefde
sottise et de m^diocrit^, tels que Gringoire,
Le Passant'.
Carnets (Paris, 193?), p.320.
9 - Montherlant, Theatre (Paris, 1934), p.246.
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Before I begin to discuss the cultural r8le of the
Com^die-Pranqaise, 1 must first establish my particular
interpretation of the word 'culture*. Obviously I cannot
hope to provide a definitive meaning for so nebulous and
controversial a word - the very diversity and frequent in
compatibility of definitions negate any such attempt. Prom
the material definition of husbandry which we find in Horace
and Varrius to the humanistic and Hellenocentric definitions
of Matthew Arnold and John Cowper Powys, we now have an
increasing emphasis on the purely anthropological aspect of
this word, as seen in the works of such contemporary socio
logists as Case, Sapir and Nadel.

Therefore, while realizing

that any conclusion reached must appear largely arbitrary,
I have adopted those definitions which most closely concur
with my own viewpoint and seem most relevant to my work and
to the specific conditions of the Occupation. Purely
behaviouristic definitions, such as Linton's

'society is a

permanent collection of human beings; the institutions by
which they live together are their culture',^0 j
inadequate. Equally incomplete is the absolutist conception
of humanists such as Jaeger, derived from the Greek 'paideia'
(ideal development) and 'arete' (excellence), that is, the
highest culture is man's realization of what is most perfect
in him, 'the conscious ideal of human perfectionThis
is a view shared by Matthew Arnold in Culture and Anarchy.
He states that man can achieve 'the two noblest of things,
sweetness and light,' only through culture.
... culture seeking the determination of this question
through all the voices of human experience which have
been heard upon it, of art, science, poetry, philosophy,
history .. . '2
^
^'

10

-

Kardiner, A., The Individual and his Society
(New York, 1939^, p.7.
---------- ^

11 _ Kroeber, A.L., and Kluckhohn, Clyde, Culture
(New York, no date), p.60, (quoting ¥. Jaeger)
12 - Arnold, Matthew, Culture and Anarchy (London,
^909), p.8.
-------
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The most comprehensive and valid definition must
fuse these two elements. The 'ideal of human perfection'
will vary with each national grouping, since each race will
have a unique history and environment.

'Environment and

race .... may be regarded as in a sense original, with culture
emerging from (their) interaction.'13

It is the function of

culture to maintain and transmit this ideal and to protect
the particular fundamental institutions.

Thus it is to

Kroeber and Kluckhohn that I turn for a final definition.
Culture consists of patterns explicit and implicit of
and for behaviour acquired and transmitted by symbols
constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups,
including their embodiments in artefacts; the essential
core of culture consists of traditional (that is, historically derived and selected) ideas and especially
their attached values; culture systems may on the one
hand be considered as products of action, on the other
as conditioning elements of further action.
Due to the attempt at conciseness, the definition betrays a
certain lack of precision in vocabulary which I will try to
clarify. I take 'patterns' to mean the customs and values
accepted in social intercourse and cohabitation;
'symbols'
to mean both the artistic and institutional embodiments of
these traditions. Of necessity, if the 'patterns' are
destroyed or threatened, in order to maintain the 'distinctive
achievements', that is, the especial ethnic traits of a parti
cular culture, a heavy burden must fall on the 'symbols'.

If

they are both totally destroyed, then that particular culture
and race must lose its identity, as the 'conditioning elements'
which assured the propagation of the original culture have
been removed. The importance of the Com^die-Prangaise as a
•symbol* of culture, both institutionally and artistically,
will become evident as we see the gradual disruption and
incipient annihilation which confronted the rest of French
culture.
13 - Case, C.M,, Outlines of Introductory Sociology ;
a textbook of :^adin^%n Sociai ' Science TNew York,
19'2 4 ) , p .foSl
14 ” Kroeber, A.L., and Kluckhohn, Clyde, op.cit., p.357

The totalitarian culture of the Third Reich did
not attempt to coexist with that of Prance, but strove to
impose itself, sometimes brutally but often insidiously.
However, this threat of destruction to a national culture
only served to strengthen the desire for cultural unity.
.... this inner cohesion becomes more powerful when
it is threatened by external enemies.^5
physically and materially a people may have been defeated,
but total defeat will only follow the far more arduous and
complex task demanded by the absolute eradication of their
personal culture.
.... cultural forces have extraordinary powers of
survival. Defeat, enslavement and long alien domination
are often powerless against thern.^"
A people such as the Jews could find strength in its religion,
but such a religiously heterogeneous race as the French, with
their pronounced national tendency to dispute, needed to find
unity in its culture.

With the German military administration

dominating and changing French social customs and institutions,
it was to the areas least affected, in this case the theatre,
that the conquered people wittingly or unwittingly turned.
Margaret Mounot admirably describes this movement when she
marvels at the booked-out performances of Hamlet and Ph&dre;
Je pense que dans cette esp&ce de crise des valours
quo nous traversons, instinctivement on se tourne vers
les grandes traditions morales, vers les chefs-d'oeuvres
litt^raires ou artistiques.^7
In order to establish the unquestionable threat posed
by the culture of the Third Reich to that of the French people,
it is necessary first to examine the nature of Nazi culture.
That Hitler considered culture important, and the arts
('symbols') an integral part, is manifest both from his own

15 - Cowell, F.R., Culture (London, 1959), p.l33.

16 - Cowell, F.R., op.cit,, p.l35.
17 “ Mounot, Margaret,

'En attendant le r6veil au th6&tre',
Paris-Midi (August 15th, 1944).
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writings and from the obvious desire of the German admini
stration to eradicate both the 'patterns' and 'symbols' of
Prance. Hitler states in Mein Kampf: 'In ^bis world human
culture and civilization are inseparably bound up with the
existence of the Aryan.

His dying off, or his decline,

would again lower upon this earth dark veils of a time
without culture.'18 While clearly Hitler's definition of
culture does not correspond exactly with that of Kroeber
and Kluckhohn, and in fact he nowhere provides a lucid or
adequate definition, it is evident from his actions and
instructions to his staff that the two viewpoints coincide
to a great extent in their elements, if not in their natures:
obviously Hitler replaces the absence of political bias
apparent in Kroeber's and Kluckhohn's definition by a com
plete emphasis on totalitarianism. Hitler regarded the
Aryan as mentor of the true culture, without which man would
be plunged into barbarian chaos;

this culture constituted

a vital part of his credo from the very beginning.
During the long years in which I planned the formation
of a new Reich, I gave much thought to the tasks which
would await us in the cultural cleansing of the people's
life: there was to be a cultural renascence as well as
a political and economic reform.19
I cannot hope adequately to characterize the whole of
Nazi culture;

thus imy intention is to describe those aspects

both in its historical and philosophical foundation, and in
its completed vision, which are most relevant to this parti
cular study. The incompatibility of Nazi culture with that
of Prance lies in its very totalitarian and destructive
nature. It admits of no criteria save those of the Aryan,
(l am here adopting Hitler's definition of Aryan as Germanspeaking peoples);

his culture alone must be preserved;

all

others must be destroyed to maintain its perfection. Hitler's
obsessive and ultimately fanatical belief in German nationalism
and racial superiority is obvious from an early age. Already,

18 - Hitler, Adolf, Mein Kampf (New York, 1939),
trams, by Helmut Ripperger, p.581.
19 - Baynes, Norman H., trans./ed. Speeches of Adolf
Hitler April 1922 - August 1939. 1 (Oxford, I942),
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by the age of sixteen, he was exhibiting a virulent hatred
of the Hapsburgs, of the multi-national Austro-Hungarian
Empire over which they ruled.During his early years
spent in Vienna he studied the multifarious pan-German parties
then active - such as the Christian Socialists of Karl Lueger
and the Social Democrats.

By the time he left Vienna his

basic ideology was already formed:

his burning nationalism;

his violent hatred of Jews, Marxists and communists; his
absolute conviction of Aryan superiority. Hitler gleaned
the major part of the philosophical justification for his
beliefs secondhand, from his early spiritual mentor, the al
coholic and mentally unstable poet, Dietrich Bckart, and from
the official Nazi philosopher, Alfred Rosenberg.These two
drew from literary and philosophical works only those points
acceptable to Hitler's fundamental concepts: even if this
meant misrepresenting or mutilating the particular work.
For example, they readily endorsed Count Joseph Arthur de
Gobineau's credo of Aryan superiority in Essai sur I'ln^galit^
des Races, but ignored his pessimistic conclusion that by an
implacable historical law the Aryans, like all previous great
civilizations, must inevitably face extinction.22 As William
Shirer states in The Rise and Pall of the Third Reich, there
is a very solid tradition in German thinking which provided
some historical precedence for Hitler’s views; as early as
1807, after the humiliating defeat of the Prussians by
Napoleon, Fichte, who had the Chair of Philosophy at the
University of Berlin, declared that the Latins were a decadent
race, that the Germans alone were pure and thus would institute
a new era of cosmic order.

Hitler could find ready justifi

cation for military conquest in Hegel; he believed that
anything important took the form of war, that war had a positive
moral value,23

20 - Shirer, William L,, The Rise and Fall of the
Third Reich (London, 1970), p.l5.
21 - Shirer, William L., op.cit., p.97.
22 - Gcbineau, Arthur de, The^Inegualitv of Human
Races (New York, I967), trans. Adrian Collins, p.2

2] - Russell, Bertrand, History of Western Philosophy
(new ed. London, 19<^T)y p/7lTi
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However, without doubt the principal philosophical
tract adopted by the Third Reich was Houston Stewart Cham
berlain's GrundlaRen des Neunzehnten
Jahrhunderts
(Foundation of the Nineteenth Century). That this work was
considered of great significance and value by Hitler is
amply illustrated by this account of Chamberlain's death by
George L. Mosse:
In a dramatic scene Hitler visited the paralyzed and
dying apostle of Germanism and kissed his hands.
This work shows that the Teuton, (which Hitler obviously
took to mean German-speaking peoples), was to be the founder
and protector of human perfection.
.... all those who from the sixth century onwards
appear as genuine shapers of the destinies of mankind,
whether as builders of states or as discoverers of new
thoughts and of original art, belong to the Teutonic
race.^5
Of the other two remaining races the Jews are dismissed as
materialistic and pernicious, the Latins as a 'Chaos of
Peoples‘.26 The passage which patently and unmistakably
demonstrates the proclaimed superiority of Aryan culture and
its consequent inability to coexist with any other is found
in the chapter headed 'The Teutons as creators of a new
Culture»;
The civilization and culture which, radiating from
Northern Europe, today dominate, (though in varying
degrees), a considerable part of the world are the
work of Teutonism; what is not Teutonic consists
either of alien elements, not yet exorcized, which
were formerly forcibly introduced and still like
baneful germs circulate in the blood, or of alien
wares ... This work of Teutonism is beyond question
the greatest that has been accomplished by man. It
was achieved not by the delusion of a 'humanity' but
by sound selfish power.... by insatiable ravenous
hunger.27
24 - Mosse, George L., The Crisis of German Ideology
(London, I966), p.93.
25 - Chamberlain, Houston Stewart, Foundation;of the
Nineteenth Century. trans.John Lees (New York,
1968), author's introduction p.xxviii.
26 - ibid., 2, p.209.
27 _ ibid., 2, p.228.
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This totalitarianism is echoed in Mein Kampf:
... in order to save a certain culture the man who
created it has to be saved. But the preservation is
bound to be the brazen law of necessity and of the
right of the victory of the best and the strongest
in the world.
It is from him (the Aryan) that the foundations and
the walls of all human creations originate, and only
the external form and colour depend on the charac—
teristics of the various peoples involved.^9
Thus we can plainly see that Hitler's credo, forged by
personal prejudice and fanaticism, strenthened by an avid
acceptance of secondhand philosophy, was confirmed in the
belief of the necessity of destruction of any non-Aryan
culture - especially one such as that of Prance, a race
derived from that 'Chaos of Peoples'.
The immediacy of the threat to their national
identity became obvious to the French very soon after the
1940 armistice.

The complete acceptance and use of a certain

language presupposes the acceptance of the culture of which
it is the verbal 'symbol*.

We have seen how in contemporary

times cultural deviation and conflict have found legitimate
expression through language, as in the case of the separatist
tendencies in Brittany, Occitania, Wales and Quebec. The
Nazi regime obviously realized the political implications of
language as an integrating or a separative factor, and
coupling this realization to Gobineau's axiom, «... that the
hierarchy of languages is in strict correspondence with the
hierarchy of races',30 set out, in blatant violation of the
armistice agreement, to eradicate the French language in
Alsace-Lorraine, and thus to attack the conceptual framework
which it expressed. All street names were changed into
German, as were family names:
.... les Flageolet s'appelleront d^sormais Bohn; les
Rochet, Roth; les Ponton, Burger; les Dupont, Brtlckner. 3^
28 - Hitler, Adolf, op.cit., p.390.
29 - ibid., p.398.
30 - Gobineau, op.cit., p.204.
31 - Amouroux, Henri, La Vie des Franpais sous
I'Occupation. 1 (Paris, I96I), p.79.
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The metamorphosis of Alsace-Lorraine, described in PantaKruel of October 1941, delivered an ample warning to the
rest of Prance that the coexistence believed in by Vichy
was a dangerously complacent fantasy. It was anathema to
Hitler to allow any subject race to escape its servitude
and cause the decline of pure Aryan culture by inter
mixture.
Despite the fond but misguided belief of Laval and
Detain that Germany merely wished to install France in its
rightful place in a European federation,^2
clear
that in such a federation Prance would be relegated to a
condition of colonial serfdom. Social intercourse began
to disintegrate under the increasing influence of hypocrisy
and disloyalty. Betrayal was a frequent occurrence.
La lettre anonyme fleurit & Paris.33
Material difficulties, particularly of finding sufficient
food, emphasized and soon aggravated the imminent danger of
social collapse.
II est inutile d*4voquer longuement & propos des
difficult^s de ravi tail lenient cette guerre civile
qui fait rage entre les Prangais et a la lettre
anonyme pour arme.34
Paris was stripped of any autonomy in its internal government
and administration;

the Germans either overtly or surrep

titiously controlled all aspects of Parisian life, as Pierre
Audiat observes:
Ils intervenaient, directement ou indirectement dans
tous les domaines de son (Paris) activity.35

32 - Warner, Geoffrey, 'The Decline and Fall of Pierre
Laval* History Today, 2, no. 12 (I96I), p.822.
33 - Walter, Gerard, La Vie & Paris sous 1'Occupation
(Paris, i960), p.i"55.
34 - Amouroux, Henri, op.cit. 2, p.l73.
35 - Paris pendant la Guerre (Paris, I946), p.24.
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Hitler's concern to transmute the 'symbols' of French
culture j and. to impose the validity of his own was imme—
diately apparent in Paris. He attempted to demonstrate
that the Third Reich created an artistically inspiring
climate by establishing in June 1942 an exhibition of the
work of Arno Broker in the garden of the Tuileries and
proclaiming this German the finest living sculptor. On
September 27th, 1941, in the Faubourg St. Honors, there
was an exhibition of the painting and sculpture of the
occupying forces; the 'highlight' was a huge portrait of
the Kommandant von Gross Paris, Schaumburg. A deliberate
effort was made to diffuse Nazi culture by bestowing this
specific purpose on the Institut Allemand, established in
the old Polish Embassy building in the rue de Talleyrand.
One of the less obvious, but no less effective methods
used to erode French national spirit, was the conversion of
the capital into a haven of pure recreation and amusement
for the occupying troops;

it was solely 'un but d'excursion'

For the Germans Paris had this one fundamental purpose.
L'essentiel .... est de tirer toutes les joies possibles
de ce paradis terrestre.3o
The Nazi administration went to the extent of publishing a
newspaper specifically for its troops, the Parisier Zeitune.
which contained a map dividing Paris into three sections:
Montmartre, Montparnasse, Champs-Elys^es - marking the recom
mended places of entertainment. The French were helplessly
witnessing a radical transfiguration of their traditional
values and beliefs.
Dans leur Arne comme dans leur chair, dans leur fortune
comme dans leur standing social, les restrictions ont
profondement modifi^ les Frangais de tous les 4ges et
de toutes conditions.

36 - Audiat, Pierre, op.cit., p.108

37 - Amouroux, Henri, op.cit., p.184.
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and the gradual infusion of the vapid and prosaic principles
of Vichy into their arts.
Les mots d'ordre et les principes de Vichy appliques
& I'Art Dramatique nous ontploughs dans le conformisme
et la banality.3^
Vichy itself, on April 19th 1942, came under the
presidential rule of Pierre Laval.

The sympathy felt both by

the Germans and the Italians for Laval had been made abun
dantly clear as early as 1936. Ample evidence of this is
provided by a close examination of the Documents Diplomatiques
Pranpais of I936.

Wherever mention is imade of Franco-German

cooperation, Laval's name is used as a prime example of
•rapprochement.- n. DilW,

kkj,'

to

t#

tU

fl (k/ouuph.

.... je lui ai d^clar4 que le peuple de Prance tout
entier et tous les hommes politiques, de M.Cachin &
M.Laval, avaient le meme d^sir d'un rapprochement
franco-allemand; que celui qui le r^aliserait serait
I'homme le plus populaire qu'il y ait jamais eu en
Prance....39
Any decrease in Laval's power is felt to be a direct attack
on this friendship*.
On pent determiner d'une mani&re presque precise le
moment oh ils ont commence k nous en vouloir; c'sst
& la chute du cabinet Laval. Dans le mouvement
d*opinion publique et parlementaire qui a d^termin^
la retraite de ce ministre, ils ont vu un acte do
disaffection k leur endroit.40
The collapse of Laval's position as Foreign Minister^l in
January 1936 was much regretted by the Germans, who feared
he might be replaced by someone less inclined to favour a
close understanding with them.

38 - Lenormand, 'Domain au Thi&tre', L'Oeuvre
(February 21st, 1941).
39 ” Documents Diplomatiques Francais, 3 (July 19th
November 19th, 193IS)no7440, p.685.
40 - ibid., no.114, p.l66.
41

- He was appointed in October 1934.
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L'Allemagne a assist^ avec regret au depart de
M.Laval. Mais elle a trouv^ chez ses successeurs,
meins d'hostilitd flagrante qu'elle s'y attendait.^^

He was a master of French parliamentary intrigue, competent
in national affairs, but totally at a loss in major inter
national diplomacy.

His pro-Pascist inclination demonstrated

itself indisputably in the now notorious radio broadcast on
June 22nd, 1942, when, after announcing that 1^0,000 French
workers would be sent to the Rhineland factories in exchange
for the return of 50,000 prisoners, he stated unequivocally:
Je souhaite la victoire & l'Allemagne.^3
Hence the sole remaining sphere of French self-government
became dominated by a diplomat whose aim was to save the body
of Franco even it it meant the immolation of her spirit.
We can see how real the threat was to both the 'patterns'
and 'symbols' of French life.

Yet, faced with the denigration

of their language, the prospect of perpetual servitude, the
progressive eradication of the traditional mores, the relegation
of the capital to a holiday resort, the deprivation of political
and administrative autonomy - faced with these immediate dis
asters, initially the majority of the French people had little
heart for any but passive resistance.

Though it is obviously

impossible to evaluate the individual psychological motivations
to resist or to submit because of their sheer multiplicity,
there are nevertheless certain general factors which encouraged
this overall passivity - inot least the frenzied confusion
following the mass exodus to the south, and the stunning effect
of the absolute and incredibly swift defeat of the army,
victorious thirty years before.

Whatever the reasons, the

traditional xenophobia and, more particularly, germanophobia
of the French people lay dormant for some time. hh The now
famous broadcast by Charles de Gaulle from London, on June 18th,

42 - ibid., 1 (January 1st - March 3lst, I936),
no.242, p.343.
43 - Warner, Geoffrey, op.cit., p.29
44 - Michel, Henri, 'The Psychology of the French
Resister', Journal of Contemporary History 5,
no.3 (1970), p.164.
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1940, giving his countrymen

hope and inciting them to

resist, was in fact heard at the time by very few people.
During the production of his film, Le Chagrin et la ^iti^^
Max Ophuls did not find one person who had heard this
broadcast. Thus, what resistance there was, was mainly
tacit;

in Paris the citizens studiously ignored their op

pressors, who became *... pour ainsi dire transparents aux
yeux des Parisiens«,45 and soon the Germans nicknamed the
city *die Stadt ohne Blick* (the sightless city).
Naturally, in order to preserve their national identity
as they unwillingly submitted to this violent and drastic
transformation of social institutions and mores, of the 'symbols'
and 'patterns' of their lives, the French needed to find a
focal point of relative calm where the essence of their
national culture had to a great extent survived. This is not
to deny the invaluable work of the various Resistance move
ments, but as they themselves were not unified until 1943 by
Jean Moulin, they could not provide a sense of unity to the
average Frenchman. In the theatre, and especially in the
Com^die-Frangaise, the French witnessed the continuing embodi
ment of their essential national individuality. Other media
of communication and entertainment were subject to a far more
stringent and inflexible censorship than the theatre.
Doubtless one important reason for this was Hitler's own lack
of interest in the theatre;

in Mein Kampf he rapidly dismisses

its function: it
.... should exist for the education of youth and not
for the amusement of old blas4 generations.46
He does not consider the theatre worthy of any deeper or more
intensive analysis. Its sole purpose is as an element whose
educative function must concord with that of all art forms.
Literature, the theatre and the cinema will be used as
a means of educating the people, supported by the press
and the radio.
45 - Audiat, Pierre, op.cit., p.29.
46 - Mein Kampf, p.355.
47 - Calic, Unmasked (Chatto and Windus, 1971), p.56.
This book is a record of the author's interviews
with Hitler; the first on May 4th, 1931, and the
second in June, 1931.
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Art therefore, in whatever form, would be deliberately
made subservient to the needs of propaganda.

However,

the Nazis failed to realize the incipient danger of an
art form which could group into one space at one time a
large number of people in direct communion with a live
performance. During the Occupation the theatre would
often become the scene of vociferous anti-Nazi demonstrations,
particularly in the Com4die—Fran^aise.

This fact was cer—

tainly apparent to many Germans, and a matter of serious
concern, as can be seen in this passage by a German theatre
critic, translated in Prance Libre.
Un journaliste allemand, Albert Buesch, ^crit dans
pas Reich du 12 septembre 1943:
'Le theatre est,
comme dans ses grandes ^poques, redevenu le forum
sur lequel se livrent les batailles d'id^es de notre
temps, sous une forme d'autant plus pure que 1'actuality,
au sens direct et bon march^, est interdite pour des
raisons de tact, de politique int^rieure et ext^rieure.
II n'y a pas eu de pi&ce qui ait port4 sur la sc&ne
I'exode, le drame de la guerre ou des Episodes de
Inoccupation allemande. Et pourtant la scbne est plus
d'une fois devenue un tribunal.
Le Parisian souffre dans son temperament, dans son
besoin de s'exprimer et de discuter, de devoir renoncer
A la discussion ouverte des evencments de la guerre. En
dehors de la diffusion des rumours; qui ne saurait
satisfaire que de petits esprits, le the&tre est devenu
la seule soupape. Le public, dans la representation des
piAces d'idees, donne trop souvent 1'impression d'une
reunion politique. Des applaudissements, au moment
approprie, prennent le caractAre de manifestations. Aux
representations destinees A la jeunesse universitaire,
cela devint une sorte de method©, La scAne du The&tre—
Prangais se transform© pour ainsi dire en tribune de
la Chambre des Deputes, de telle sorte qu'il fallut
intervenir serieusement.48
From July 18th, 1940, all the other media differed little in
content from those of Hamburg and Berlin,

Hitler very soon

realized the propaganda potential of the cinema, and the
French screen was inundated with German films and with Germaninfluenced French films such as La Duchesse de Langeais.
scripted by Jean Giraudoux.49 The omnipotence of the

48 - Duchesne, Jacques, ’Reflexions sur le theatre',
France Libre. 7, no.42 (I944), p.439.
49 - Audiat. Pierre, op.cit., p.179.
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Propagandastaffcl was not always overt;

they allowed in

consequential French films to be shown, like the opulently
luxurious Visiteurs du Soir of Marcel Carn^, or delicate
nostalgic pieces that could encourage a sense of quietude,
like Douce and Les Dames du Bois de Boulogne. Radio was
also totally under their control.

Though the Propaganda-

staffel introduced several German language programmes, they
attempted as far as possible to imitate pre-war French radio.
An expert on French language and psychology. Doctor Friedrich,
was employed to seduce the spirits of any dissident Frenchmen.
Later an insignificant French journalist, Jean-H^rold Paquis
would be used for the same purpose;

his cliche-ridden but

passionate rhetoric earned him an audience of some 2,000.50
The press, while expressly forbidden to indulge in any kind
of anti-Nazi references,was allowed maximum latitude in
criticizing the failure of the national administration to cope
with the exigencies of war.

The Germans had no need to in

timidate the press, as there was already a large coterie of
pro-Fascist intellectuals, eager to realize their political
ideologies in print - Marcel D^at became editor of L'Oeuvre.
Dorict of Le Cri du People, Jean Luchaire of Les Nouveaux
Temps. Jacques de Lesdain, a clumsily obvious and leaden
doctrinaire in the national socialist mould, became editor
L * Illustration.51 and through it tried to infuse Paris with
a new personality. There were a great number of Resistance
newspapers, beginning with the publication of Pantagruel in
October 1940 by Raymond Deiss, and they represented every
shade of French political opinion.

Owing to the extreme

danger entailed in their distribution, their influence was
fairly small; only 10,000 copies of Pantagruel were printed
although obviously many more people must have read them as
they were passed by hand,^^ while the average monthly distri
bution of L'Oeuvre was 100,000,5^ and that of Au Pilori (an
anti—Semitic newspaper) was 90,000.

Newspapers could not even

50 - Audiat, Pierre, op.cit,, p.l73.
51 “ ibid., pp.40-44.
52 - Bourget, Pierre, and Lachretelle, Charles,
Sur les Murs de Paris 1940-1944 (Paris, 1959), p.114.
53 - Walter, Gerard, op.cit. p.244.
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safely adopt a position of political neutrality, since
tha Service Lehmann of the Propagandastaffel had complete
control of paper distribution and would frequently choose
to deny any non-affiliated periodical.

Heavy censorship

was exercised on all works of literature;

the Otto list

banned all works which criticized directly or indirectly
the philosophy of Nazism, the person of its leader, and
of course those which dealt with the fate of those countries
occupied by the Germans.

Works concerning Jews and Judaism

were also banned, unless they were an attack on the religion
and its followers. Anybody like L^on Blum, considered to
have tendencies too far to the left, was also subject to
censure; an artist and writer such as Aragon would come
under a double condemnation because of his political beliefs
and because he had been a member of the Surrealist movement.
Even such an apparently inoffensive author as the Rumanian,
Panaxt Istrati, found his works banned.

Of course, any work

by De Gaulle was on the list, whether it referred directly
to Nazi Germany and the Occupation or not, as was the case
with his military treatises, La France et son arm^e, and
Vers I'arm^e d6 metier.
Two lists were published, one in September 1940, and
a second one in July 1942;

the second one was not only more

extensive, but also included a coda at the end stating
unequivocally the philosophy behind the selection process, in
order that any books which came within the categories described,
but had escaped detection, should also automatically be banned.
Traductions de 1'anglais
En principe, toutes les traductions de 1'anglais,
except^ les ouvrages des classiques anglais, sont
retirees de la vente. Toutjs les exceptions ult^rieures devront chaque fois Atre autoris^es particuliferement par le service de la Propaganda-Abteilung
en France.

54 -

Copies of both lists can be found in 'La
Po4sie et la Resistance*, Europe (juilletaoAt 1974).

OuvraR^s d'auteurs juifs et biographies consacr^es
& des ^uifs
Tous les livres des auteurs juifs, ainsi que les
livres auxquels des juifs ont collabor^, sent &
retirer de la vente, & I'exception d'ouvrages d'un
contenu scientifique au sujet dosquels des mesures
particuli&res sent r^serv^es. Mais d&s & present
des biographies, mAme rAdigAes par des Prangais
aryans, consacrAes & des juifs, comme par exemple
les biographies relatives aux musiciens juifs Offen
bach, Meyerbeer, Darius Milhaud, etc.... . sent &
retirer de la vente.55
There were further numerous examples of interference in
the publishing of French literature. Duhamel had just
completed a novel. Lieu d'asile, which had at first been
accepted for publication, but was subsequently rejected
since he would not include a 'mot aimable' about the Germans.5^
Several works of considerable literary value were
published by the Resistance:

novels such as Emmanuel d'Astier's

Sent fois Sept Jours and Jean-Louis Curtis' Les PorAts de la
Nuit, or poetry such as that of Eluard, Aragon and Jouve.
However, here again their immediate influence could only be
very small - Vercor's Le Silence de la Mer was printed in only
350 copies when first published in February 1943.57

While no

noted dramatist arose from the pro-Fasoist intelligentsia,
several novelists, essayists and poets found aesthetic in
spiration in the Nazi credo - BAraud, Brasillach, Drieu la
Rochelle, Benoist-MAchin.

As they had embraced an unpopular

political doctrine, any true creative worth these writers
displayed was largely ignored
even witnessed the conversion
and historical 'symbols' into
process amply demonstrated by

in post-war France, "fhe French
of their traditional literary
supporters of the Nazi credo, a
58
the Nazi use of posters. The

55 - Second Liste Otto, p.15.
56 - This event was recorded anonymously by a person

actually residing in Paris at the time, in 'Dans
Paris occupd', France Libre, 3, no.14 (1941), p.159
57 “ John, S.B., 'Vichy France, 1940-44: the literary
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artifacts of French society, such as the Eiffel Tower and
the Chamhre des Deputes, were defaced with monstrous banners
proclaiming:
Deutschland siegt an alien Fronton.
victorious on all fronts.)

(Germany is

As always the opera held the greatest attraction for
the Germans and consequently suffered most from their pat
ronage. In Wagner,and especially in the Nibelungen Ring.
Hitler, and thus his party, found the highest aesthetic and
spiritual satisfaction. Shirer relates how Hitler, on the
evening of January 24th, 1942, talked to his generals of the
great inspirations of his life, and particularly of the
opera.
The ten days of the Bayreuth season were always one
of the blessed seasons of my existence. And I rejoice
at the idea that one day I shall be able to resume the
pilgrimage,59
Thus it was specifically
la demande des Allemands* that
the doors of the Op^ra were quickly reopened.
The theatre, though free of the emphatic pro-Nazi
prejudice enforced on the other media, nevertheless suffered
some impositions.

The Com4die—Pran^aise was prevented from

staging Edmond Rostand's L'Aiglon because the Germans feared
the inflammatory speeches of Flambeau. Jacques Copeau,
director of the Com4die-Fran^aise at the outbreak of the war,
demonstrated an intractable and overt hostility towards the
German administration, and was subsequently removed from
office through their pressure.Athalie of Racine was never
produced since it was considered to be too greatly orientated
towards the Jews.

We know also from his memoir^s how Jean-

Louis Barrault came very close to being deported to Germanv.
His memory of the episode is sufficiently vivid for him to be
able to quote the actual conversation.

59 - Shirer, William L., op.cit., pp.10l_102.
60 - Dussane, Beatrix, op.cit., p.28.
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J'eus un jour une singuli&re visite. Un officier
allemand demandait & me voir: un homme 'courtois
et cultiv4'.
- La Kommandatur vous a choisi pour mettre en
sc^ne & I'Op^ra 1'oeuvre de Werner Eck (je ne me
rappelle plus le nom de 1'oeuvre).
— D^sol4, mais je monte le Soulier de satin.
— Si nous retardons le Soulier?
- Mon inspiration sera retard^e d'autant.
— Mais nous n'aimons pas Claudel.
- Nous, nous I'aimons. Vous ne pouvez pas nous
retirer ga.
- Nous pouvons interdire le Soulier.
_ Vous le pouvez, mais j'en serais si abattu que
je ne pourrai plus rien faire d'autre.
“ Vous pourriez aller travailler en Allemagne.
- Oui, ga, vous le pouvez 4galement.
- Mais je ne suis venu que pour me placer sur le
plan culturel.
- Je vous en remercie.
Le lendemain Honneger vient me voir.
— Tu devrais envoyer une lettre aimable & ce
monsieur, il t' a d^fendu. GrAce &. lui, tu ne seras
pas embarqu^.
J'envoyai une lettre polie & cet officier et
poursuivfmes les repetitions de 'mon' Soulier. ’
However, though the Schiller Theater of Berlin visited the
Comedie-Prangaise twice, performing Schiller's KahTale und
Liebe in April 1941, and Calderon's El Alcalde de Zalatnea
in November 1943, the Nazi influence, either through censorship or through imposed productions, was relatively small.
Often the propagandastaffel would fail to realize the
proper significance of a work;

they encouraged the sudden

glut of Joan of Arc plays, such as Claude Vermorel's Jeanne
avec nous at the Com^die des Champs—Elys4es, believing them
to be anti-British in spirit; yet Jeanne to the French is
above all a symbol of resistance to any invader.

However,

any work of art which finds its roots in the conglomerate
traditions and national spirit of a particular people,
necessarily becomes virtually incomprehensible in its more
subtle thematic content to those not initiated into that
cultural heritage.

The few pro-Nazi plays produced were

61 - Barrault, Jean-Louis, Souvenirs pour demain
(Paris, 1972), p.l62.
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always ill-received, and always too dogmatic and clumsy^
In Les Pirates de Paris, Alain Laubreanx satirized the
political, social and economic disorders of pre-war Prance:
the only good reviews it received were from Le Petit Parisien
and Je suis partout, of which newspaper Alain Laubreaux was
the drama critic.Initially the French visited the theatre
in order to seize on any word, phrase or symbol which,
however inadvertently, hinted at hatred of the Nazis.^3
Every night these two lines in Henri de Montherlant's La
'll est rare qu'un
Reine Morte were fiercely applauded:
homme de valeur ne finisse pas par 8tre arrAt^.'
']En prison
se trouve la fleur du royaume.' Unlike in the cinemas,
where such virulent manifestations incurred the imposition of
heavy sanctions both on the audience and the management, the
Germans reacted slowly to these events in the theatre.
As I have shown, the Germans were successively des
troying or mutilating the 'patterns' and 'symbols * which
maintained the distinctive nature of French culture, and thus
of the French national identity. In the given conditions it
fell to the theatre to be the stabilizing force;
it fell
especially to the Com^die-Frangaise because it was a 'symbol',
not only artistically, but institutionally by its role as a
government-sponsored national theatre.

But it was not

sufficient for the Com^die-Frangaise merely to continue func
tioning;

it also needed to attract good audiences so that

the largest number of people possible could share in the
knowledge that their national culture remained here at least
almost intact. To attract them, the Com^die had to answer
the greatly multiplied desire for escapism.
It is necessary to enumerate only a few of the excep
tional material difficulties prevalent during the Occupation
to understand why the desire for escapism became both greater
and more imperative. Thiebaut unequivocally points to the
intimate relationship between the heightened material diffi-

62 - Audiat, Pierre, op.cit., p.l77.
63 ” Amouroux, op.cit., 1, p.463.

culties and the predilection for escapist entertainment:
La souffrance ne suscite pas infailliblement le godt
du tragique, elle appelle aussi par reaction le comique
d^lirant.^^
The inevitable consequence of physical deprivation was a
certain reluctance to contemplate aspects of life not directly
linked to the immediate problem of physical survival.

If the

theatre wished to achieve consistent success, there would be
a need for it to provide in its productions an easy avenue
of escape from the problems of daily existence, and the
obvious danger here was of a return to the vapid values of
commercially orientated theatre. Any play which presented a
social or philosophical problem with unmitigated directness
was likely to meet with little success. Such was the fate of
Sartre's Les Mouches.Physical survival alone did not
suffice:
,,,. yivre pendant 1'occupation cela signifie aller
h. la conqufite des haricots mais aussi h. la poursuite

du bonheur.66
The most persistently demoralizing deprivation was the lack
of adequate food.

Both Audiat and Amouroux describe this

perpetual quest for nutriment as 'une obsession';

by October

31st, 1941» it was announced in several newspapers that
certaines personnes affam^es ne craignent pas de capturer des
chats pour en faire un bon civet.**67 Agricultural production
had fallen to 25^ of its pre-war level, and the Germans claimed
priority in their needs - in the five months from February to
June 1941, 14,000 head of sheep and cattle were exported to
Germany, 24,000 tons of vegetables, 40,000 tons of wheat,'68
Rationing queues were in evidence everywhere and had their
personal philosophy created by the mental resilience and
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patience needed to queue all morning and afternoon for a
particular food product, with minimal hope of success at
the end.
Ce qui est d^solant, c'est que si vous faites la
queue devant un marchand de legumes dans I'espoir
incertain d'acheter des carottes, il ne faut pas
compter que le m^me jour vous pourrez aussi faire
la queue pour du poisson ou pour du lait. La
premi&re queue vous auraz demand^ toute votre
matinee: la queue pour le poisson devra 6tre remise
au lendemain. Bien heureux encore si vous n'avez
pas fait la queue pour rien du tout.^9
Since, by the end of 1944, waiting had become a normal
aspect of daily life, the French found themselves imbued with
a new and unexpected characteristic, that of extreme patience,
Les Frangais sont devenus les gens les plus patients
de la terre. Voil4 deux heures que je suis dans la
salle d'attente de Mdcon. II y a deux esp^ces: les
victimes de la fatality qui dorment ou ruminent, les
autres - sans doute les coupables - qui prennent un
aire faussement d^gag6: tout ga devant des consommations invraisemblables qui vont de la limonade
saccharin4e au pernod sans absinthe ni alcool./^
The small shopkeeper became an omnipotent figure, as we see
in France-Europe of November 26th, 1943:
On ne contrarie pas une marchande de legumes par le
temps qui court.
After eighteen months of the Occupation, the Journal Official
of Vichy published a list of the rations for the month of
November 1942: 100 gr. of bread a day (depending on the
category of the consumer), 130-250 gr. of meat a week, 450 gr.
of fats a month, 500 gr. of sugar a month, and 250 gr. of rice
a month. Some indication of the drastic nature of this
reduction in nutrition can be found in the fact that the
average daily pre-war consumption of meat was 111 gr.
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course this brought about a sharp increase, of about 29^^
in the rate of infant mortality between the ages of 1 and
^,71
Before the war the newspapers had been full of the
squabbles caused by the conflicting interests and attitudes
in fashion;

this concern was now replaced by a concentration

on fantasies about food.
A Paris naissait la mode, et I'Acad^mie s'en mAlait.
A la saison qui pr^c^da la campagne de Prance, Abel
Bonnard consacrait un article aux 'robes de guerre',
et un po&te en vogue se prenait de querelle avec un
journalists pour un parfum. Maintenant Paris occupy
a aussi ses passades; tous les journaux ^taient
plains d'une 'histoire': un arrivage de morue allait
parvenir k la capitals.72
The demoralizing effect of hunger was obvious everywhere as
mutual distrust and exploitation gradually developed between
the supplier and the buyer, between the country and the
town " a situation considerably exacerbated by the birth of
the phenomenon of the Black Market. Everything necessary
for daily life was rationed, and this included all combustibles
required for heating. Both audience and performer in the
theatre had to endure considerable physical discomfort, as
Jean-Louis Barrault recalls:
L'hiver nous jouAmes dans le froid (il n'y avait plus
de chauffage), parfois par moins de deux degr^s. II
m'est arriv4 de pincer Marie Bell qui, decollet^,
^tait sur le point de s'4vanouir. Les spectateurs
venait avec des couvertures et, pour ne pas sortir les
mains, applaudissaient avec les pieds.73
Large crowds would collect in the few buildings consistently
heated - such as hospitals and post offices.

In 1942 this

shortage of fuel reached crisis point when distribution was
limited to exceptional cases; morale was further menaced by
a total blackout of the city from January 23rd to the 24th.74
In this atmosphere of material privation and imminent famine
the need for escapism became much greater.
71
72

73
74

'La Condition humaine', Entente (London, 1942),
p.40.
De Pricambaut, P., 'Paris ville occup4', France
Libre, 1, no.6 (April, 1941), pp.566-567.
Barrau11, Souvenirs pour demain, p.165.
Audiat, Pierre, op.cit., p.159-
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To a large extent this was provided by the musichalls; indeed the first places of entertainment to reopen
after the Armistice were the music-halls, A.B.C. and Pigalle
on July ^th and 5th, 1940, then on July 9th the Alcazar, and
two days later the Mayol, Palace and Tyrol.75 gy September
26th, seventeen music-halls and cabarets were already open.
The desire for escapist recreation engendered an expansion
in variety entertainment, paradoxical in such materially
difficult times.

The music-halls and cabarets could obviously

no longer make use of international performers and thus had to
share their indigenous artistes.76 Nevertheless, several new
clubs opened, from the Club des Vedettes in the final months
of 1940 to the Th6Atre de Chanson, founded a few days before
the Liberation.

The music-halls thus fulfilled their tradi

tional, and now extraordinarily valuable, r6le with great
vitality:
(...) le music-hall
s'efforga aussi dans des
conditions difficiles de remplir son r6le traditionnel
envers ce qui restait du public parisien, en ouvrant
aux hommes accabl6s sous la peine des jours les routes
du r6ve et de l'esp6rance.77
The tenacious will to believe in a more auspicious future is
reflected in the motif of hope in the majority of songs, often
evident in their titles - Domain, Ah quo la Prance est belle.
Chanson d'Espoir, Notre Espoir.

Resistance to the oppressor

was frequently blatant and fearless, as when the variety
singer. Martini, began his act with the Hitler salute,
declaiming:
Jusque—l&l
Jusque—l&I
jusque-l&.78

Nous sommes dans la merde

Indicative of the desire for escapism was the popularity of
Cyrano de Bergerac at the Com6die-Prangaise. Always a favourite
this play of grandiose bravura attained even greater popularity

75
76
77
78

*Les Th^&tres Parisians sous Inoccupation', Revue
d'Histoire du Theatre, no.1 (I948), p,52.
Pr6javille, Gustave, 'Les Spectacles de Vari6t^s
& Paris pendant la Guerre'T no\2/(1950). n.^1.
ibid., p.52.
Amouroux, Henri, op.cit., p.461.

:^o
as it consistently attracted large audiences during the
height of the Occupation, In the I94I/42 season it had
23 performances, behind Hamlet (29) and Maltre Pathelin (24);
in the 1942/43 season it played 40 times, second only to
La Reine Morte.79
the 1943/44 season, as the prospect
of liberation became an increasing certainty, Cyrano de
Bergerac had only 11 performances.

It would seem that the

pressing need for escapism had begun to dwindle as historical
reality furnished proof of release from oppression.

It is

also extremely relevant that the two most successful new
plays produced by the Com^die-Prangaise during the Occupation,
Claudel's Le Soulier de Satin and Montherlant's La Reine
Morte, had a heavy Spanish influence in the actual subject
matter. Apart from any natural inclination of the dramatists
for the Spanish character, (obvious in Montherlant; less so
in Claudel), the French have always regarded Spain as essen
tially a romantic country (in the sense of a savage, heroic
people, violent in love).80 This inclination towards Spain
was already obvious in the 1941/42 season, as young directors
such as Jean Dast^ were attracted by the mixture of heroic
violence and exalted sentiment, by the Golden Age of Spanish

79 - Forkey, Leo 0., 'The Com^die-Frangaise and the
German Occupation', French Review. 24, no.6 (May I931)
pp.482-484.
80 - As early as the reign of Henry IV, Barth^lemy Joly,
companion to the Abb^ of Citeaux on his mission to
Spain, thus described the Spanish people:
'N^lancholiques, taciturnes, sages, prudents en
conseils, graves, s^v^res, religieux, col^riques,
guerriers de consequent.'
The same attitude is obvious throughout French literature - from Corneille's Le Cid to Victor Hugo's
Hernani and Ruy Bias to the twentieth century with
this poem of Anna de Noailles:
Pievreuses promenades
Sous un ciel sans pAleur, sans
ombre sans oiseau
Dans les vallons jaunes et secs
du Toloso ....
Provinces de Tolfcde et de
1 'Andalousie
D'oh vient cette ardente et
sourde frendsie?....
Quel ddsir j *ai de vous ce
soir, divine Espagne.
(Jean Descola, 'L'Espagne dans les livres francais'.
La^Table Ronde^ no.14^ (l939), p.l^O).
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drama embodied mainly in the work of Lope de Vega and later
Calderon.

Michel Florisoone recorded this fact in 19^3:

... cette affectation assez soudaine portae au th^&tre
espagnoL non seulement h celui de Lope de Vega et do
Calderon, mais & celui de la vieille tragi-com^die, est
comma une confession. Un jeune th^dtre s'est manifest^
cherchant la passion avec see tondressos, comme avec
ses cruaut^s, voulant se retremper dans la grandeur,
fdt-olle encore marquee quelque peu de barbarie dans la
violence des sentiments, dans une r^alitd exaltde.^^
To the French people, enduring the monotonous deprivations
of occupation, this image of Spain provided a source of
escapism from their uniformly drab existence.
Though other 'symbols' of French culture, such as the
circus or the music-hall, could to a great extent provide for
the need of escapism, they could not fulfil a cultural r8le
as significant as the Comddie-Frangaise in this period. The
Comddie-Frangaise was able to accomplish this duty, a vitally
necessary and immediate one;
'in the midst of chaos, despair
and uncertainty«82 it continued to function almost indepen
dently and thus assured the continuation of a vital element of
French 'distinctive achievements', both by its r61e as an
institution and by its theatrical productions.

81 - Florisoone, Michel, and Cogniat, Raymond,
op.cit., p.7.
82 - Porkey, Leo 0., op.cit,, p.^81.

$) The Come&ie-Pran^aiee ae a theatre :
La Reine morte
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To understand fully the particular importance of
La Reine Morte during the Occupation, it is necessary first
of all to see clearly that Montherlant presented it purely
as a work of art, and in no way, directly or indirectly,
intended it to be a political exegesis. Certainly some con«
temporary critics wilfully distorted the dramatist's intentions,
as in La Gerbe of January 14th 1943, where a whole political
edifice was erected by a reader from Neuilly to "explain" the
play.
La jeune Infante de Navarre, si femme de gouvernement,
c'est l!Allemagne. Bile doit 4pouser Pedro, Idche et
apathique - qui est les Btats—Unis - fils du cruel
Perrante - qui est I'Angleterre. Mais In&s de Castro la Prance - est marine secr&tement 4 Pedro. In4s (la
Prance) mourra victime de Perrante (I'Angleterre) pour
n'avoir pas voulu ^couter les sages conseils de I'Infante
(I'Allemagne). Bn m6me temps qu'elle, mourra Perrante, 1
Although this interpretation is not lacking in a
certain prejudiced ingenuity, we can only regard it with a
contempt equal to that of Montherlant.

'La coupure la plus

amusante est celle-ci, extraite de La Gerbe due 14 Janvier
1943 : "Des spectateurs 'font un sort' 4 certaines repliques
de La Reine Morte,

o4 ils croient voir des allusions politiques

Mais aucun, sans doute, s'y met autant de subtility .... et de
fantaisie qu'un de nos lectears de Neuilly, qui nous propose de
la pi4ce de Montherlant 1'interpretation suivante ....' ^
However the article is symptomatic of the extreme and diverse
reactions to La Reine Morte.^ and to Montherlant's work in
general during the Occupation.

The Germans would feel obliged

1 - Montherlant, 'Souvenirs sur la creation de La
Reine Morte*. Revue des Deux Mondes. vol.5
(Sept . - Oct. 1 9^ ) , pT482l
2 — ibid p.482. Montherlant is content to quote the
journalist.
3 - op. cit. pp.481/2. Montherlant here lists examples
of both sides of the reaction to his play, from
Jean Laurent in La Gerbe
'On vit rarement une salle aussi froide, aussi
r^ticente '
to Maurice Sachs in Lettres de Hambourg
'Peut-etre que nul aujourd'hui n'est plus chaud
que Montherlant brdlant m#me'.

3?

to bam L^uSolstice de Juin.
the Resistance would condemn
the same book.^ P. Toynbee would even go to the extreme of
^l^^Gifying Montherlant as a collaborationist writer along
with Drieu la Rochelle, Celine, Giono, Jouhandeau, and Maurras.5
Though he was never directly accused of collaboration with the
Germans, nevertheless a legal enquiry into his wartime activities
was instigated by the Comity National des Ecrivains at the end
of the war.^ This apparently paradoxical situation is resolved
by a close study of Montherlant*s artistic ethos.7
Firstly we should look at his work contemporary to
La Reine Morte. The total absence of commitment to any
political ideal is made obvious in his Carnets:
On ne s'occupe pas de politique quand on a une oeuvre
a faire qu'on sait qui vaudra sous tous les regimes.8
Indeed he virtually never mentions war in these Carnets except

4 - Beer, Jean de,
pp. 226/227.

Montherlant (Paris. 1963)
^

5 - Toynbee, P.
'Notes on the literary situation
in Prance', Horizon. vol.X, no.59 (November,
1944), p.296.
6 - Pierre-Quint, L^on, 'Henry de Montherlant' La
Table Ronde. no.155 (I960), p.l6l.
—
The Editor's introductory note to this article
explains that, although the Commission d'
epuration de la Soci6te de gens de Lettres dis
missed any blame, the Commission d'6puration des
Arts et des Lettres, when only two members were
present, condemned him to one year's suspension
('retroactive') of publication.
7

I intend here to deal only with those details of
his ethos particularly relevant to the Occupation.

8

Montherlant, Carnets annees 1930/1940 (Paris,1957)
pu 255. See also p. 345, where Montherlant expresses
the conviction that an artist has neither the time
nor the freedom to become involved in political
ma

1 &ILx*S ,

obliquely through poetic images,9

His isolation from

political events is conscious and self-willed;

he depicts

it facetiously in an image of flood representing the des
tructiveness of war.10 Amid the floating carcasses only
three people are left alive, sitting on a rooftop; one is
a dramatist, who, blind to the tragic chaos around him,
blithely reads out his latest manuscript.

The artist is

proclaimed a totally autonomous being, subservient only to
the demands of his art.
Yet to some extent, Montherlant welcomed the state
of war, and saw it as a natural historical consequence,11
Again in his Carnets we can see his scorn of pre-war Prance
bathing in the euphoria of peace,1^ the same Prance he
virulently criticized as having a 'morale de midinette'.l)
He presents '....

le symbole de tout ce qui est en retard

(la.ns 1 istat fra.n5a.is,

since the ^ wrote to him at an address

he had left four years before, and misspelt his name.14 He
believed that
could
restore Prance's lost 'grandeur'

9 ^ This attitude is apparent also in Le Solstice
de Juin. (Paris,1942).
'Quo dois-je pensor moi-merae de mes mouvements
d© I'^t^ 1940? Nous ^tions des hommes qui
fuyaient humili^s et le for au coeur. Je
rencontrai la Po^sie, je m'appuyai & son bras;
nous ffmes un bout de route ensemble. Au vrai
les ^y^nementsnem'ont jamais import^. Je ne
les aimais que dans les rayons qu'ils faisaient
en moi ....'
10

Carnets. p.370.

11

L'Bquinoxe de Sentembre. (Paris, 1947).

12

Carnets, p.329.

13

L'Equinox© de Septembre.

14

Carnets. p.336.
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when in defeat she would find the nobility of her tragic
destiny.15 War is a virile order where men can realize their
dreams of heroic action, and cast off the strictures of
bourgeois society, of domestic banality.1^ Even in the total
humiliation and decisive defeat of his fatherland a man must
maintain his 'hauteur' above all.l? In Montherlant's case,
he would protect this 'hauteur' by maintaining his literary
development, and would even enter the Com^die—Frangaise for
the first time, with outstanding success.

We find in Textes

sous une Occupation, Kosrau, who provides much of the basis
for the character of Perrante in La Reine Morte;18 he decides
to sacrifice his life to save his 'grandeur'.19

How important

this concept of 'grandeur' is to Montherlant, we will see again
in La Reine Morte.

Thus his apparently ambivalent attitude to

war is seen to have a sure philosophical basis.
At the very heart of Montherlant's artistic beliefs
is his theory of Alternance; it is a theory which permits the
artist to adopt any philosophical system as all are funda—
mentally correct.

15 - Carnets, p.337*
'Le destin tragique de la Prance. Un des plus
grands destins tragiques de sorte que ce people
qui fait si piteuse figure depuis tant d'ann4es,
reprend une esp&ce de grandeur dans le corable
de son abaissement.'
16 - Mohrt, Michel, 'L'Ordre de la Guerre', La Table
Ronde« no.155, i960 (special number on Montherlant)
p.52.
17 - Pierre-Quint, L4on, op. cit., p.17l» quoting

Montherlant 'L'essentiel est la hauteur .... elle
vous tiendra lieu de patrie le jour ou 1'autre
vous manquera.'
18- Textes sous une Occupation, Montherlant (Paris,
T953y~pT7, 'L'Assomption du Roi des Rois donne la
germe du roi Perrante...'
19 ~ Textes sous une Occupation. p.9l.
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Chaque syst&me r^sout compl&teaont les probl&mes
de I'univers. 20
Je ne me laaserai de r^p^ter * ne jamais perdre de
vue que tout est confusion. Le mal nait du bien,
et le bien du mall
His concern is seen to be not with an abstract system,
be it philosophical or political, but with examining the
elemental motivations of the human spirit22 within a given
framework. This credo is emphasized in his theatre; he uses
the plot merely as an exter r framework23 within which he
intends to examine and express with the most intense concen
tration the deepest movements of men's souls.
Hne pi&ce de th^Atre ne m'int^resse que si I'action
ext^rieure, r^duite & sa plus grande simplicity, n'y
est qu'un pr^texte & I'exploration de I'homme; si
I'auteur s'y est donn^ pour tdche, non d'imaginer et
de construire mycaniquement une intrigue, mais
d'exprimer avec le maximum de vyrity, d'intensity et
de profondeur un certain nombre de mouvements de I'&me
humaina^^

20 - L'Equinoxe de Septembre.
21 - Carnets, p.360.
22 — Perruchot, Henri, Montherlant (Paris, 1959)t
p.97.
Perruchot is quoting from an interview that
Montherlant gave around 1950 :
'Pour dyfinir mon oeuvre, je ne trouve rien
de mieux que ce que disait de la sienne
Richard Wagner: "Mon oeuvre est la recherche
de I'yternel humain, dyilvry de toute convention."
23 — Montherlant,

'A pronos de La Reine Morte'.
Comoedia (January 30th, 19^^^.
Montherlant is examining the various politicallyorientated reviews his play had received; he comes
to the conclusion that these elements do exist, but
only as the framework, not as the essence of the
play.
'D'abord je hausse les ypaules quand je lis que
j'aurais mis & la sc^ne le conflit entre la raison
d'Etat et les affections privyes. Puis je rouvre
mon livre, et je constate qu'il y a bien malgry
tout un peu de ga : c'est I'enveloppe superficielle.'

24 - Montherlant, 'Notes de thy&tre', Thy&tre
1954), p.1079."

(Paris,
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For his first play» La Rmine Morte^^ he did not invent a
plot, but borrowed one from Vel^z de Guevara, and used the
story to exemplify certain aspects .of the human spirit. So,
unlike writers such as Drieu la Rochelle^^, he did not attempt
to engage himself in the contemporary political situation.^?
He could not commit himself to a war, since his concern above
all is with himself and with his artistic credo.
'Je ne
m'int^resse qu'& ma vie priv^e, qui est mes relations avec les
6tres que je desire, et & ma creation litt^raire.*^^ He pro
claims the absolute freedom of man in the midst of mass turmoil
and devastation: "... quel que soit le r4sultat final, le salut
pour moi, est en mol, ne pent venir que de moi.'^9
He is the supreme individualist, who wishes to ignore
the strictures and impositions of society. This ability to
retain his will to self-determination would be a factor in
making his play such a success, since it would be fundamen
tally apolitical, yet essentially French.30

25 - There are two earlier works, L*Exil (written in
19^4 and published in I929) and Pasipha4 (published
in 1936 and performed at the Th44tre Pigalle in 1938
by Sylvain Itkine and his company, Le Liable Bearlate). They were however basically experiments in
dramatic literature, and the full scope of his
theatricaltalent would not appear until the first
production of La Reine Morte on December 8th, I942.
26 - cf. Chapter
p,Z-Z.
27 “ cf. Also the ’litt4rature engag4e’ of the Resistance
and the Liberation, and the contributors to the
Resistance newspaper, Combat, such as Camus and Sartre.
28 - Carnets, p.253.
29 - Carnets, p.3l6.
30 - It is interesting to note that Montherlant was suf
ficiently aware of the presence of the occupying forces
not to show the first version of Port-Royal, begun in
1940 and finished in 1942, to Vaudoyer. He realized
that its thematic content would not be considered
suitable by the Germans, so he chose to write a com
pletely new play. Montherlant recalls this problem in
his 'Preface' to Port-Royal (Paris, 1954), p.9•J'4crivis un premier Port-Royal entre 1940 et 1942.
II parut que sa mise k la sefene ne serait pas
accept4e par 1'occupant.*
Jean de Beer (Montherlant (Paris, I963)p.264) quotes a
more detailed explanation given by Montherlant;
'Si je ne montrai pas k Vaudoyer le premier Port-Royal
commenc4 en 1940, termini en 1942, ce fut surtout
parce que le sujet, avec ses histoires de police, de
perquisitions, d'emprisonnements, eut paru aux
Allemands plein d'allusions k la situation d'alors et
eut fait intend ire la piece.*
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We can see now why some of his countrymen

would,

after the war, accuse him of defeatism and virtual colla
boration.

He chose to ignore the war, yet he felt fatefully

attracted by it.

He welcomed it yet he loathed it.

However

his 'crime*, in purely political terms,could only be termed
indifference, not active collaboration. Montherlant believes
war to be the natural consequence of the parallel growth of
two great nations: 'Eh bien de m^me que notre hostility d'hier
n'emp^che pas, & mon sens, une sympathie d'aujourd'hui, de
mAme cette sympathie d'aujourd'hui ne me semble pas Atre
gAnAe par la possibilitA d'une hostilitA de domain.'3^ The
defeat of Prance was transient and therefore unimportant,
since it could be seen in the consoling myth of the 'Roue
5olaire'.3^

Finally, his rejection of this war was, to

some extent, due to an 'amour dAgu';

from it were absent the

two cardinal virtues inherent to World War One,

'la valeur et

la puretA'.33 It is clear thenithat philosophically and
artistically Montherlant could/Cbut ignore this war. Never
theless, in the Occupation his play achieved great cultural

31

— L'Equinoxe de Septembre, where Montherlant
quotes a passage from his own Mors et Vita.
It is part of a speech he intended to deliver
to some German university students, but was
rejected by their mainly Jewish professors
since they considered it a dangerous incitement
to war.

32 — Textes sous une Occupation, p.64.

In the chapter
headed 'Le RAve des Guerriers', Montherlant
examines both wars, and culminates the chapter
by stating in the tragic defeat of his fatherland,
he could find solace in 'le mythe consolant' that
was the basis of Le Solstice de Juin.
'... Toute la mythologie du Solstice est fondAe
sur la Roue Solaire, symbole de ce qui ne
dAcline que pour se relever.'

33 - Textes sous une Occupation, p.63.
cf. also Carnets, p.332. Montherlant also regrets
the final destruction of that sense of honour
apparent in World War One.
'Void fini aussi ce sentiment si obsAdant en
1'autre guerre et un peu aussi en '40, que
c'Atait une affaire entre hommes.'
This horrified reaction to World War Two was caused
by the inhuman bombing of cities in the West.
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significance* which derived from the peculiarly ethnic
quality of the work.

La Reine Morte exemplifies the funda

mentals of the French tragic ethos/ and has that endemically
French quality so apparent in Montherlant's art,
J'ai le plus grand respect des hommes qui repr^sentent
vraiment la France; et, dans la litt^rature* je compte
parmi eux, Henry de Montherlant. On n'est pas plus
frangais que lui.34
The tragic story of In&s de Castro was not new to the
French stage. There had been several earlier versions*
notably Houdart de Lamotte's In&s de Castro, first performed
in the theatre of Moli&re in 1^23; it was a great success
and was revived several times until 1801, when it wae finally
removed from the repertoire.

Later in 182], Lucien Arnault

would produce Pierre de Portugal, based on the same subject,
but with considerably less success. This too vanished from
the repertoire in 1828.

However, necessarily, we must look

at the basis for the story in Portuguese legend and history.
In&s de Castro died in 1355, but it was not until 200 years
later that the first known version of the tale was written,
by the Portuguese Antonio de Ferreira.35 Vei^z de Guevara's
play would appear in the lyth century, in the Golden Age of
Spanish drama; it is this version, translated by Charles
Habeneck,36 that would inspire Henry de Montherlant to write
La Reine Morte.

It is in his adaptation,and in fact virtual

34 - Ce Soir (December 7th, I938I A surprising
tribute from one of the founders of Surrealism
and a supporter of Communism, Louis Aragon.
35 - The details of the theatrical history of this
subject are taken from an unpublished article
written by the 'biblioth^caire' in the Occupation,
Nepveu-Degas.
36 - Montherlant, La Reine Morte. with Charles Habeneck's

translation of Reinar despu^s de morir fParis.
------------

1942).
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recreation of this story, that we can see how completely
his play fulfils the traditions of French tragic theatre.37
The most obvious and notable metamorphosis is from
the tragi-comic aspect of the Spanish version to the pure
tragic vein of the Montherlant play.

The French mind finds

it all but impossible to assimilate the unique aspects of
Spanish tragi-comedy;

the strong element of farce, provided

by the buffoon, Brito, in Vel4z de Guevara's play, is totally
absent from La Reine Morte. Parallel to Pedro's love laments
in Reinar despu^s de morir.
Ahl Inez! mon &me, c'est & toi que je pense en
souffrant, en pleurant, en gdmissant ....38
Brito provides a chorus of coarse ribaldry;
Je n'ai plus mes entrailles, elles me sont remont^es
& la gorge, et je m'en gargarise. Quant & la partie
de mon corps, qui touchait la selle, elle est en tranches
de saumon.39
Two other elements traditional to Golden Age Spanish drama,
the theme of the 'pundonor' and the concern with the retention
of the pre-ordained cosmic and social order,40 are apparent

37 - A comparison of the lists of protagonists
immediately demonstrates that changes have been
made. Brito is not in Montherlant's play, and
nor are In&s de Castro's children, Alonso and
Dionsis. Obviously Alonso's careless farewell
to his doomed mother would be inappropriate to
La Reine Morte.
'Console-toi, m&re, reste avec Dieu. Nous
allons avec notre grand-p&re, 11 ne voudra
pas nous fairs de mal.*
op.cit. p.243.
38 - op.cit. p.193.

39 - op.cit. p.195.
40 - In Lope de Vega's plays, society is divided into

three definite and firmly separate stations - the
king, the nobles and the commons. Each station
has both duties and rights to perform, and any
transgression by a member of any station must be
punished. In Fuenteovejuna. the social accord is
disrupted by a nobleman who sins not only against
his villagers by his brutality, but also against
his King by his revolt. Peace and harmony can only
be restored by the removal of the nobleman from
office. There are echoes of this theme in some of
Pedro Calderon de la Barca's plays, such as El
Alcalde de Zalamea.
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in Reinar despu^s de morir.^^

Already in French drama

Pierre Corneille had taken up the idea of the 'pundonor',^^
and in his play Montherlant would retain both themes, but
only as arbitrary vehicles for his main concern, 'la recherche
de I'^ternel humain'^^ The Spanish tragic vision allows for
some hope;

the deaths in Reinar despu^s de morir are seen

as regrettable, but absolutely necessary, evils in the re
establishment of social order.

Dynastic purity and continuity

are assured by the death of In&s, but moral demands are
answered by the deaths of the King and his courtiers.

Hope

then takes the form of the re-establishment of stability.
There can be no theme of hope in French tragedy.44

In Veldz

de Guevera's play, the songs of the Pasteurs de Manzanares
continuously remind us of the pervasive presence of God; in
La Reine Morte there is no hint of such a compensating Heaven
to detract from the tragic import.

What makes Montherlant's

41 — op.cit. When Dona Blanca learns of Pedro's love
for In&s de Castro, she feels insulted and demands
revenge, partly through jealousy (p.205) but mainly
through a feeling of slighted honour.
*... une femme de mon importance perd I'honneur
lorsqu'elle se laisse insulter ainsi. Plus de
conseilsl N'oubliez pas que, offens^e et m4pris&e,
il me faut mourir ou me venger.' (p,214)
The theme of social stability is the mainspring of
the tragedy, since the love of In&s and Pedro must
ultimately be subservient to the common good. It is
Bgas Coelho who presents the social reasons for her
death; '...le Portugal entier demande sa vie...'
(p,239)« Yet cosmic order too has been transgressed
since the King and his courtiers have killed an
innocent, so they also must die before total harmony
is regained.
42 - Le Cid is the obvious example of this theme, since
the play concerns a man killing the father of his own
fiancee to avenge an insult to his own aged father.
43 - cf .p 2:6, note 22,.

of

44 - This aspect is clearly delineated in another French
tragedy produced during the War (on February 4th, 1944,
at the Th&dtre de 1'Atelier), Jean Anouilh's Antigone.
'Dans la trag^die on est tranquille. D'abord on est
entre soi. On est tons innocents en sommeI Ce n'est
pas parce qu'il y en a un qui tue et 1'autre qui est
tudU Cost une question de distribution. Et puis
surtout,
c'est reposant, la trag^die, parce qu'on
tXoAicsalt qu'il n'y a plus d'espoir, le sale espoir.'
Anouilh, Antigone (Paris, I964) pp.47/48.
The word 'distribution' is vital here, since it
!
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play an exclusively French tragedy is, firstly the lucid
awareness of an immutable fate and a scrupulous rationality
in theobsezn^mceof it, and secondly an intense concen
tration on the crisis - there are no deviation or sub-plots.
The language is concise and always relevant to the funda
mental tragedy. Montherlant realizes the French classical
ideal45 in his wish to portray eternal truths about man
without any specifically contemporary reference. Already we
are far removed from the mood and themes of the Spanish
original; baroque splendour has been replaced by Jansenist
aaceticism.46
A less obvious, but no less vital factor in French
tragic writing, is the conscious scorn of mediocrity.47
The extreme heroism of many of Corneille's protagonists, who

45 - Though Montherlant does not seek a strict ad
herence to the classical 'rules', he does seek
to achieve the ideals laid down by Racine through
the intensity of the language and the concentration
of the action. Racine maintains that it must be
'une action simple, chargee de peu de mati&re, telle
que doit 6tre une action qui se passe en un seul
jour, et qui s'avangant par degr^s vers sa fin, n'est
soutenu que par les int^r&ts, les sentiments et les
passions des personnages'. (Racine, Oeuvres Compl&tes (Paris, 1951), First Preface to Britannicus.
p. 405T.
Aristotle demanded that all events should point to one
clear, sustained Fable, p.28.
(Aristotle, The Poetics (Cambridge, 1953) trans,
L.J. Potts).
46 - Montherlant has stated his attraction for Jansenism:
'Dans le Jansdnisme je trouvais.... des solitaires,
des rigoureux, des dissidents, et une minority :
cette famine Sta.±t et ne cessera d'etre la mienne.'
and underlined it with his play Port-Royal. based on
the Jansenist abbey in Paris of that name.
47 - Racine showed that majesty and honour were essential
constituents of tragedy.
'Ce n'est point une n^cessit^ qu'il y ait du sang
et des morts dans une trag4die; il suffit que
1'action en soit grande, que les acteurs en soient
h^roxques, que les passions y soient excit^es, et,
que tout 8'y ressente de cette tristesse majestueuse
qui fait tout le plaisir de la Trag^die.»
(Racine, op.cit.Preface"to B^r^nice, p.483).
In La Reine Morte what most galls Ferrante about his
son is his mediocrity,
♦A quatorze ans, vous vous dtiez 4teint; vous ^tiez
devenu mediocre et grossier.' (Paris, 1947), p.24.)
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finally are in command of their own destinies and realize
them in full nobility, would have been incompatible with
the contemporary situation.

The country had suffered a

humiliating defeat, and at this time of crisis, it was
necessary to purge the wounds of the past fully;

plays

depicting victory and glory would have been inappropriate.
Corneille is more strongly in the tradition of Spanish
drama than Montherlant. Though some critics attributed a
Cornelian grandeur to La Reine Morte. "... La Reine Morte
s'inscrit dans la lign^e des h^ros corn^liens...' 48
Montherlant looked on such ideas with amused tolerance.
"... qu'on y voit quelque chose de corn4lien me plonge dans
une douce reverie.

Heureuse d'ailleurs.

Toutes les fois

qu'un lecteur ou un critique donne d'une oeuvre ou partie
d'oeuvre de moi une interpretation radicalement erronee, je
me frotte les mains. Plus on se gourre sur une oeuvre,
plus elle a la chance de durer.*49 The torment and isolation
suffered by Perrante are eternal, so at a time of despair
and defeat peculiarly apt; the tragic moment must be time
less.50 With La Reine Morte, Montherlant presented to the
French public a work which realized the most hallowed
concepts particular to French tragedy, and thus was able,
albeit unwittingly, to reassure them of the durability of
their culture.

By fusing the French tragic ethic and a

Portuguese legend, Montherlant attains this ideal of time
lessness. This is the eternal and sacred task of the writer,
and is imaged by Khosrau :
Du moins Khosrau remplit-il mon vide de cette
sublime atmosph&re d'impr^cision sacr^e o6 il n'est
tenu compte ni des temps ni des espaces; ou l*on

48 - Charles Merle, Aujourd'hui

(December 19th, I942).

49 — A propos de L^ Reine Morte*, Comoedia
30th, 1943).

(January

50 - The very fact of historical displacement into the

past creates a reassuring and eternal link for a
troubled people with previous cultures.
51 - cf. p.%.
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ne peut identifier ni nn individu ni un lieu; ou
le oui et le non tournoient enlac&s ... tout cela
n'est-ce pas, c'est la meme famille; c'est la
religion du plafond de la Sixtine, la religion de
cet ind^termin^ que j'4tais fait pour incarner dans
ma personne et pour exprimer en un magnifique langage.52
It is this feeling of the eternal aspect of man*s
spirit which Montherlant imparts to his play.
Khosrau exemplifies several elements of Montherlant's
artistic credo. His court is a heroic one, devoid of
women; he is obsessed by 'grandeur'; he is a sublime
individualist who will admit of no social bonds.
'Je n'ai
pas plus besoin qu'on m'admire que je n'ai besoin qu'on
m'aime.*53
Montherlant's desire to make Perrante his own unique
creation is amply demonstrated in a programme for La Reine
Morte in 1959;^^ he points out that he changed the his
torical name of the King, Alphonse IV,
davantage ce monarque*.

'afin d'individualiser

This concentration on the develop

ment of the King from a secondary character in Reinar despu4s
de morir to the main protagonist in La Reine Morte obviously
shifts the whole dramatic emphasis; the play is no longer
a fatal love story, but an intense tragic study of a man
attracted by purity and innocence, yet dominated by worldly
scepticism.

There are no extraneous dramatic themes;

the

death of In&s is vital only in relation to Perrante. The
tragic emphasis is on the King alone. This is not to say
that Montherlant identified absolutely with Perrante;

each

protagonist displays some element of Montherlant's beliefs
or experiences and thus each is rendered unique yet familiar.
L'Infante devenait malade d'orgueil, parce que je
fus ainsi en certaines periodes de ma jeunesse. Le
Roi, dont le caract&re est k peine esquiss^ chez

52 - Textes sous une Occupation, pp.96/97.
53 - ibid. p.9l.
54 - Montherlant wrote the introduction to the
production of La Reine Morte at
Com4diePrangaise on July 10th, 1959. Here again he
looks back to the success of the play during
the Occupation, and how even Prench prisoners
of war were able to put it on in their camps.
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Guevara, prenait forme p4trie de moments de moi.
In&s n'4tait plus une femme qui a un enfant, mais
une femme qui en attend un, parce qu'il y avait
1& une mati&re humaine que des amies m'avaient
rendu famili&re.55
Thus Montherlant creates a character completely new
to dramatic literature, and makes him realize his fate in
an essentially French tragedy.
How Henry de Montherlant came to write La Heine
Morte is well known.56 Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, appointed as
administrator-general of the Com4die-Prangaise in 1941 after
the departure of Edouard Bourdet, was instrumental in the
creation of this play. He was well aware of the vital duty
that the Com4die-Prangaise had to fulfil in those times.
Dans les grands malheurs qui nous ont assailli^s,
la Com6die-Prangaise a la chance qu'une de nos plus
richesses spirituelles, notre repertoire, soit
demeur^e intacte, et qu^le moyen d'en exalter les
beaut^s soit rest4 & notre port4e. Ceci nous cr4e
un grand devoir. La Com4die-Prangaise saura n’y pas
faillir.57
Vaudoyer would devote his first season as general adminis
trator to consolidating the traditional repertoire, in order
that a mood of continuity and stability be created.58

55 ~ Montherlant, 'Comment fut 4crite La Heine Morte',
Textes sous une Occunation. p.l62.
cf. also p.163, 'Chacune de ces creatures devenait
tour & tour le porte-parole d'un de mes moi.'
Jacques de Laprade, in his preface to Montherlant's
Th^dtre (Paris, 1954), quotes the following from
the writer: *11 n'est pas un des personnages de
mon th^&tre avec lequel je ne sois d'accord, que
je n'aie tir4 d'un de mes moi-m6mes, Je ne suis
aucun d'eux, et je suis chacun d'eux.' p.xiv.
56 - In 'Comment fut ^crite La Reine Morte', Montherlant

recounts how, in 1941, Vaudoyer lent him three
volumes of Golden Age Spanish dram<^, with the
request to translate one for the Com^die-Prangaise pointing out two particular plays, Lope de Vega's
Amar sin saber a quien, and Reinar despu^s de morir.
Montherlant eventually asked for total freedom in
changing the original.
57 - Yvon Novy quoting Vaudoyer in 'Quelques projets de
M. Jean-Louis Vaudoyer pour la saison prochaina.',
Comoedia (August 9th, 1941).
58 - See my chapter on the administration of the Com^diePrangaise.
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It would only bo in the 194^/43 aoaaon that ho would invito,
and in Montherlant's case virtually commission, new plays.
Though Montherlant certainly had some reservations about the
quality of the repertoire of the Com^die-Prangaise, as we
have already seen, he^too)fully realized its critical task.^^
Of the two plays suggested to him by Vaudoyer, Montherlant
decided to use Reinar despu4s de morir, but not in translation,
just as the basic framework of his own play.
C'est une armature que je pourrais garder, mais en
changeant tout ce qu'il y a dedans, aussi bien les
caract&res que le dialogue."^
Thus in May, 1q42, in five weeks of total seclusion in Grasse
he created an important play in the Occupation,6l and one
which would endure in the repertoire.

Vaudoyer was able to

present to the French public a new play to inspire them, yet
one which embodied the traditional elements of their tragic
literature to reassure them.^^*

59 - cf.Chap.2, p.6.
'll y a, parait-il, au milieu des tourbillons de
la mer des points qui restent immobiles quasiment.
La Com6die-Franqaise et avec elle la destin6e de
La Reine Morte se sent trouv6s & un de ces points
de calme.»

6o — 'Comment fut 6crite La Reine Morte'. p.l62.
The unique quality of his play earned this tribute
from Marcel Arland; 'Tout ce qui compte dans La
Reine Morte est de vous.' p.167.
61

-

The success of the play was not restricted to the
stage. In his introduction to the programme for the
1959 production, Montherlant states that in the
bookshops La Reine Norte was one of the most con
siderable literary successes of the period, since
231,000 copies were printed.

62

-

In 1952 the Com6die-Prangaise took the play on a
tour of South America and Belgium, with only one
member of the original cast left, Yonnel. In 1966
Pierre Franck would create a comoletely new 'mise
en sc&ne' of the play at the Com^die-Prancaise,
with the decor by Simonini.
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Since we have seen that the tragedy of La Reine
Morte centres on Perrante, it is necessary to examine how
he carries out this r8le.

Firstly he conforms to one of

the essential qualities demanded of the tragic protagonist
by Aristotle;

he must be neither wholly good nor utterly

evil, as this concentration on either extreme negates a
true 'catharsis'. The hero must be a distinguished man who,
through some flaw or error,falls from prosperity to mis
fortune.^3 Certainly Perrante cannot be considered to be
at either extreme;

Montherlant himself proclaims that the

very basis of Perrante's character is the fusion of the
'clair-obscur', an intensification of what is true for all
men.
He embodies the inconsistencies inherent to all
humanity.
Le th^&tre est fond4
et la vie est fondle
sistance de Perrante
Morte. La coherence
incoherent.^5

sur la coherence des caract&res
sur leur incoherence. L'inconest unedes donnees de La Reine
de son caractkre est d'etre

The King adopts the guise of the cynical political tyrant,
«... une des meilleures garanties de longue vie est d'etre
insensible et implacableyet he ]has lan immense

63 - 'The Tragic pattern'. Poetics, p.33.

Aristotle states that for true pity and fear to
be evoked, the protagonist must not pass from
the absolute extreme of good or bad fortune to
the other extreme. There can be no sympathy
bond established with the audience if the feelings
of horror or revulsion are excited in them.
64 - Jacques de Laprade again quoting Montherlant in

his preface to the Th^ATre,
'... on reclame au tb^dtre des caract&res "nets
et bien dessin^s" mais ce qu'on reclame ainsi,
c'est encore et toujours de la convention, car
dans la vie, il est trbs rare que les caract&res
soient "nets et bien dessin^s". Ou bien ils
sent par richesse, disparates et incohdrents.
Ou bien ils sent par pauvret4, flous et pdles.
Ce ddsir d'unifier et d'accuser un caract&re
dramatique... est une des raisons pourquoi presque
tout le thddtre..,. reste superficial et d^godte
les esprits profonds.' p.xx.
65 — Montherlant, Thddtre, p.254.
66 - La Reine Morte, p.l33.
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for love.

He deeply regrets the mediocrity of his son,^7

and the inevitable loss of love for this person who could
not achieve the metamorphosis from the purity of youthful
innocence to the 'grandeur* of an adult.
Treize ans a 4t4 I'annde de votre gloire; vous avez
eu & treize ans une gr&ce, une gentillesse, une finesse,
une intelligence que vous n'avez jamais retrouv^es depuis;
c'^tait le dernier et merveilleux rayon du soleil qui se
couche; seulement on salt que, dans douze heures, le
soleil r^apparaltra, tandis que le g^nie de I'enfance,
quand il s'^teint, c'est & tout jamais.
It is this essential dichotomy between the man capable of
love and drawn by innocence, and the cruel man of state,
on which the tragic denouement will be founded.

Perrante

is well aware of these contradictions within himself, of the
duality of good and evil.
m
Moi, toute ma vie, j'ai fait incessam^nt ce trajet;
tout le temps & monter et & descendre, de I'enfer aux
cieux. Car, avec tous mes p4ch4s, j'ai v4cu cependant
envelopp^ de la main divine.^9
It is now that the significance of In&s* pregnancy
becomes apparent.70 Perrante, to survive at court, necessarily
adopts the mask of hypocrisy and political cynicism,71 but
progressively the mask has become the man, he begins even to
derive sadistic enjoyment from his evil.

67 - cf. p./fl, note hi.
68 - La Heine Morte, p.24.
69 - La Reine Morte, p.l55.

70 - As we have already seen, in the Velez de Guevara
version, Infes is not pregnant, cf. p.40.
71 - L'Infante is well aware of this danger of the mask
becoming the man, and warns In&s of the incipient
peril she faces.
'Les princes mettent dos lions sur leurs armoiries,
sur leurs oriflammes, Et puis un jour ils en
trouvent un dans leur coeur.' p.98.
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Plus je mesure ce qu'il y a d'injuste et d'atroce
dans ce que je fais^ plus je m'y enfonce, parce que
plus je m'y plais.7^
Parallel to this the human spirit in him begins to die.73
The imminent birth of In&s' child recalls to him the purity
of childhood, of human love.

In 1942, Montherlant wrote a

'notice de programme' for the creation of La Reine Morte
(though it was not in fact printed), and in this
enlarged on this theme:

'notice'

cet enfant & venir remue

douloureusement I'amour qu'il eut jadis pour Pedro, et qu'il
n'a plus, et tout ce qu'il y a en lui
est bless4 par cette vie nouvelle qui va venir au monde.'74
What is left of humanity in him abhors the idea of the
merciless eradication of such innocence;

surrounded by the

harsh empiricism of his courtiers, he asks:
N*est-ce pas cruaut6 affreuse, que tuer qui n'a pas
eu de torts?75
However, at the same time he manifestly realizes the political
exigencies that would be served by her death.7^ He is

72 - La Reine Morte, p.156.

73 - In 'En relisant La Reine Morte'. Th^dtre, Monther
lant points to this gradual but immutable
estrangement of the King from the humanity within
himself.
'Perrante... semble lentement se s^parer de 1'humain
jusqu'd I'instant oh il tombe.' p,254.
74 - In the play itself Perrante accuses In&s of doing
this deliberately.
*Vous vous dies servie de votre enfant & venir
pour remuer mon enfant passd.' p.15l.
75 - La Reine Morte, p.64.
76 - P.158, when Perrante has just given the order for
the assassination of In&s.
'Une telle decision ne se prend pas sans douleur.
Mais au del& de cette femme infortun4e, j'ai mon
royaume, j'ai mon peuple, j'ai mes Ames; j'ai
la charge que Dieu m’a confine et j'ai le contrat
que j'ai fait avec mes peoples...'
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antagonized both by the purity of the unborn child and
by the love of life of %n&s,77 Her one motivation is love:
'Aimer, je ne sais faire rien d'autre.'78 But any temp
tation to kindness or humanity kindled in Perrante is
nullified by his courtiers, especially by the pitilessly
rationalistic Bgas Coelho who demands In&s' immediate death.
The King cannot permit himself the luxury of sentiment,
however much he might regret it.
Perrante
Hdlasl Nous sommes bien loin ici du Royaume de Dieu.
Egas Coelho
Lequel en effet, n'a rien & voir dans notre propos.
Perrante
C'est un simple soupir qui m'^chappait en passant.79
He is not allowed to revive his humanity.

He is even no

longer able to recognize or inspire it in others; Dino del
More, on whose purity Perrante calls as he dies; 'Q^e
I'innocence de cet enfant me serve de sauvegarde quand je
vais apparaltre devant mon juge...'80 will betray him in
life as in death.The Gordian knot of contradictions that
torment the King can only be resolved by violence, by his
death;

he begs to be freed from this turbulence of emotions.

77 “ P.149. Perrante is only too aware of her
unblemished and pure enjoyment of life.
*... vous, In&s, vous semblez avoir pari4
singuli&rement pour la vie.'
P.141 . Inks seems even to love her own death.
L'Ombre - 'Comma tu aimes ta morti Comma tu
1'auras aimeeI'
78 - P.108.
79

op.cit. p.70.

80

op.cit. p.1 61 .

81

Dino has no illusions about deceiving the King;
he is quite ready to admit his own part to In&s
'Tout le monde le trompe ici.' p.124.
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0 mon Dieu! dans ce r^plt qui me reste, avant que le
sabre repasse et m'^crase, faites qu'il tranche ce
noeud ^pouvantable de contradictions qui sont en moi,
de sorte que, un instant an moins avant de cesser
d*6tre, je sache enfin ce que je suis.^^
The tragedy is assured and inevitable. The whole
play is pervaded by a sense of death; In&s* love for Pedro
is tinged with 'peur', 'angoisse*, 'tristesse', and she
suffers premonitions of an indefinable but definitely tragic
fate.^^ Perrante is obsessed with the abyss and dominated
by the conviction that his own death is very near.
*Je
meurs... depuis longtemps; il ne s'agit que d'achever la
chose.We can see how within the character of Perrante
and within the atmosphere of the play itself, the Aristotelian
tragic ethic is answered.The tragedy was inevitable from
the realization of the task which political expediency had
imposed on Perrante.

In human terms, the deaths of Ih&s and

her unborn child are socially blameworthy, in political terms
an absolute necessity.

Prom this tension results the tragic

import.

82 ~ op.cit. p.l6l .
83 “ In&s tries to explain her acute sense of fear
to Pedro.
’Depuis deux ans, sur nous, cette menace, cette
sensation d’une pluie noire sans cesse prete &
tomber et qui ne tombe pas. La destines qu’on
sent qui s’accumule en silence.’ p.38.
’Souvent, au coucher du soleil, je suis envahie
par une angoisse. Tenez, quand je vois les
marchands qui ferment leurs volets. Un coup de
lance me traverse: "En ce moment mAme on decide
quelque chose d’effroyable centre moi..." ’ p.39.
84 - P.115.
85 - Apart from the density of the language and the
action, it is the merciless logic of the tragic
denouement which most clearly belongs to the Aris
totelian ethic. Aristotle maintains that logic is
the best means for the untying of the tragic knot,
apart from the probability of the Fable.
(poetics,
p.38). Logically Perrante must die because iTe'^Eas
negated the last element of humanity in himself by
the assassination of In&s. The logic of social
stability is fulfilled by her death.

The particular mood of deceit and hypocrisy which
runs parallel to the omnipresent feeling of fear, was
uniquely suited to the time of the Occupation.

Throughout

the play there is a sense of distrust and impending betrayala feeling only too familiar to the defeated French. The
whole of Act III, Scene Vl, a dialogue between In&s and
Perrante,is played out to a background of shifting shadows,
of people listening and watching.
Scene VI ;
Perrante, In6s. Au fond do la pi&ce, dans 1'ombre,
Egas Coelho et les seigneurs, puis d'autre personnages.
and later on during their conversation these nameless shapes
are still present.
Durant les r^pliques qui suivent jusqu'au depart de
I'ombre de 1'Infante, dans le fond obscur de la salle,
des ombres apparaissent, ^content un moment, puis
disparaissent avec des gestes horrifies.86
Fear is the normal and intractable state of the human race.
«... le monde entier vit sous 1'empire de la peur.'^Y The
final scene in its baroque and enclosed setting, enacted
almost totally in darkness, concentrates this feeling to an
almost intolerable intensity, until with the explosion of
light we almost welcome the release of death accorded to
Ferrante.

The unity of love and 'grandeur% finally achieved

86 - pp. 133 and 138
In the circles of the Royal Court, hypocrisy is
seen to have a magical rejuvenating quality.

Ferrante
'Un de roes grands, qui est venu tard k la cour,
m'a dit que le jour ou il avalt d^couvert
I'hypocrisie, il avait rajeuni de dix ans, tant
c'dtait bon.' p.76.
During Act III, Scene VT, Ferrante is aware of his
hiding courtiers, and knows that it is the truth
which so frightens them. The rule of hypocrisy has
been transgressed.
'... ils croient qu'ils s’enfuient par peur de mes
repr^sailles, alors qu'ils s'enfuient par peur et
horreur de la v6rit6. Le bruit de la v4rit4 les
4pouvante comme la cr4celle d'un Idpreux.’ p.142.
Thus the catharsis effected in the audience during
the Occupation was of a particularly relevant and
potent kind.
87 - p.39.

^3
symbolized by tbe placing of the crown on the
of
the dead In^s, presents a potentially glorious conclusion.
In worldly terms the triumph is that of the body politic,
since dynastic order has been restored.
merely superficial outcome.

Our pity is not for the dead

In&s, who has achieved 'grandeur*
but for the tormented King.

Yet this is the

predicted by 1'Infante, 88

The final scene has a unique

emotive power; enacted in almost total silence, in stark
contrast to the frenzied and turbulent dialogue before, we
see the ritual crowning of the assassinated In&s. Initially
a sense of hope is evoked, but, as we become aware of the
King's body, a feeling of defeat and despair is established.
The King is left alone, as the other protagonists gather
around the new Qpeen; his is the tragedy of a man deprived
of the 'grandeur' he sought,®^ betrayed even in death. This

88 - In&s refuses the avenue of escape offered by the
eminently realistic Infante, for she will not sacri
fice her love to expediency. L'Infante knows that
her desire for 'grandeur' will be a fatal one.
'Eh bieni dona In&s, soyez done sublime, puisque
e'est cela d^cid^ment qui vous tente. Sublime
en ne partant pas. Sublime en ne poussant pas
h trahir.
Allons, soyez sublime tout votre saoul,
et mourez-y. Adieu.'(p.113).
89 -

Perhaps the most important factor necessary for
the realization of Montherlant's concept of 'grandeur'
is the ability to maintain the 'liberty d'esprit*.
*Rien n'est plus victorieux que la liberty d'esprit.
Elle a quelque chose de solaire, elle a la force
du soleil, qui perce et delate les nuages, et qui
fait tomber la vague. Elle refuse, en notre nom,
que nous soumettions aux objets qui nous sont
Strangers. Elle est la victoire sur tout : sur
le monde ext^rieur et sur soi-mAmo. Elle est le
type mAme de la victoire.*
Perruchot, Montherlant, p.233, quoting from he
Solstice de Juin.
This is where Perrante ultimately fails in comparison
to Khosrau. Both are weary of their appointed tasks,
Khosrau
*Je suis las de mon armAe, de mon tr6ne, de ma
couronne... C'est mon 4me qui est ^puisAe et mon
coeur qui est vide.'
Op.cit. p.90.
IPerrante
Moi aussi.. je suis crucifiA sur moi-mAme. sur des
devoirs qui pour moi n 'ont plus de r^alitA.^
La Reine Morte, p.l39.
yet it is only the Persian King who is prepared to
choose his own death and assure his glory, both worldly
and eternal. Perrante's plea for purification (p.l6l)
comes too late. He has not shown his 'liberty d'esprit'
but remained subservient to temporal demands.

5^4

coronation of death is a brutally ironic tragedy for
Perrante;

he had suffered the rigorous impositions and

solitude of royal power, and now in death he is exiled from
the rest of humanity.90 Montherlant had a number of problems
to resolve in his composition of the final scene.

Physical

action, which in the rest of the play assumes an essentially
secondary r61e, at the end is the dominant interpretative
factor, since the culminating image does not arise from the
language, but from the movements of the protagonists.
Initially Montherlant was tempted by two extremes;
firstly one of divine redemption and eternal hope, which of
course would have completely nullified the tragic power.

Dans I'acte final, non ^critC de La Reine Morte, on
verrait Perrante, grand, faible, assassin pitoyable,
mais qui a toujours v^cu *envelopp4 de la main divine',
8'Clever vers le ciel, emportant dans ses bras sa
victime et la presenter & Dieu; I'Assomption du Roi
des Rois.92
Yet he was also tempted by an intense concentration on the
aspects of physical decay which accompanies death.
S*il n'avait tenu qu'h moi, la sc&ne aurait grouill4e
de vers,93

90 - The theme of solitude and exile is important in
Montherlant's work. The sense of communion with
the rest of humanity is vital, whether it be in
sport, war, school, etc. In L *Exil, Philippe de
Presles states:
'...Et puis la guerre et I'exil
de la guerre. Et domain comma aujourd'hui, exil4
de tout ce pourquoi je suis fait, tantSt par ma
faute, tantdt par la faute des autres.»
Th4&tre, p.69.
91 - There can be no tragedy if there is a hint of a
compensatory heaven.
92 - Theatre, p.259.

93 - Montherlant, 'Souvenirs sur la creation de La
Reine Morte', Revue des deux mondes (SeptemberOctober, 1966), p.484.
This again would have impaired the power of the
tragedy, since the inspiration of the extreme
emotion of horror in the audience would have
weakened the effect of the catharsis.

Even tke original end, as contained in the manuscript of
La Reine Morte^^, is not as fully realized as it would be
in the final stage version. The vital action of the page
finally deserting the King is not included.
Au milieu de ce tumulte on apporte sur une liti^re
le cadavre d'In&s. Le tumulte A 1'instant s'apaise.
En silence, tons s'^cartent du cadavre du Roi, se
massent du c8t^ oppose de la sc&ne autour de la liti&re,
et mettent un genou A terre, A 1'exception du petit
page, qui, apr&s un geste d'h^sitation, s'est agenouillA
aupr&s du cadavre du Roi. A ce moment apparait Don Pedro;
il se jette contre la liti&re en sanglotant. A I'extr^me
droite, le corps du Roi Perrante est 6tendu sans personne
auprAs de lui, que le petit page agenouill^ A son c8t^.95
In the 1942 Gallimard edition, there is a significant change
made to the movements of the page.
Le page glisse un regard, plusieurs fois, vers le groupe
des orants. Enfin il se lAve et va s'agenouiller parmi
eux, lui aussi.?^
This act of desertion in effect becomes the physical embodi
ment of the absolute separation from humanity which Perrante
must suffer in the fulfilment of his task, a theme which is
one of the main concerns of the play. The manuscript version
does not have the same thematic power. However, Montherlant
was not yet satisfied; he felt that Dino del Moro's actions
should have greater emphatic detail, and we find this
exemplified in the version now extant.
Au milieu de ce tumulte, on apporte sur une civiAre InAs
morte, pendant que des cloches sonnent. Le tumulte A
I'instant s'apaise. En silence, tous s'^cartent du cadavre
du Roi Atendu sur le sol, se massent du c6t^ oppos^ de la
scAne autour de la litiAre, A I'exception de Dino del Moro
qui, aprAs un geste d'h^sitation, est restA un genou en
terre auprAs du Roi. A ce moment apparait Don Pedro; il
se jette contre la litiAre en sanglotant. Le lieutenant
Martins entre A son tour, portant un coussin noir sur
lequel repose la couronne royale. Pedro prend la couronne

94 - The original manuscript was bestowed by Montherlant
on the ComAdie-Pranqaise, and is now in their archives
95 - The manuscript is dated 'Paris, avril 1942*.
96 - La Reine Norte

(Paris, I942), p.18^.
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et la pose sur le ventre d*ln&s, puis il se tourne vers
I'officier des gardes; celui-ci d^gaine; tous les
gardes font de meme et pr^sentent I'dp^e. Alors Pedro
force par son regard I'assistance & s'agenouiller; le Prince de
la mer ne le fait qu'A regret. Pedro s'agenouille &
nouveau, et, la t6te sur le corps d'In&s, il sanglote.
L'assistance commence A murmurer une pri&re.
A l*extr&me droite, le corps du Roi Perrante est
rest4 ^tendu, sans personne auprks de lui, que le page
andalou agenouill^ A son c6t4. Le page se lAve avec
lenteur, regarde longuement le cadavre, passe avec lenteur
vers la civiAre, h^site, se retourne pour regarder encore
le Roi, puis, se d^cidant, va s*agenouiller avec les
autres, lui aussi, aupr&s de la civi&re. Le cadavre du
Roi reste seul.97

Another action in this final scene which was changed
to achieve a greater significance was the placing of the
crown. As can be seen from the photograph of the original
production, it was initially placed over the heart of InAs,
which served to emphasize her devotion to love. In later
productions, at the suggestion of Jean Cocteau, the crown
was placed on her stomach.98 Thus, those particular aspects
of love exemplified by InAs which so troubled Perrante, purity
and innocence, found an emphatic physical symbol. As we shall
see below, the successful realization of this final scene
demanded extensive interpretation into scenic terminology by
Dux.
It becomes vital here to examine the 'mise en scAne*
for the 1942 production of La Reine Morte by Pierre Dux, and
the d^cor and costumes designed by Roland Oudot.

The revo

lutionary works of Edward Gordon Craig had been published in
Prance in 1920,99 and men of the theatre, such as Copeau,

97 - La Reine Morte, p.l62.
98 - Montherlant,

’A propos de La Reine Morte*, p.1.

99 - De 1'Art du Th4dtre was published in 1920 with
an introduction by Jacques RouchA. During the
Occupation, from 1942, Craig in fact lived and
worked in Paris; on June 27th, at the Maison de
Chimie, in 1945 he would preside over a performance
by the Etienne Decroux Company.
(Bablet, Edward Gordon Craig (Paris, I962) p.236).

^7
freely admitted their indebtednesa to this influence.
Antonin Artaud's obsessive and violent theatrical credo
was also well known.^^0 yet Dux chose to restrict himself
to the more conventional elements of the 'mise en sc&ne',
though he must certainly have been aware of the innovations
in dramatic production wrought by such as Artaud, Craig and
Appia.
Dux's theatrical ethic as a 'metteur en sc&ne' is to
achieve harmony both in the relationship between the play
and its production, and between all those concerned artis—
tically and technically in its realization.^0^ Above all,
the written play itself must be the dominating element.
... le travail de mise en sc&ne comprend en somme deux
tdches diff^rentes, bien qu'dtroitement lides. La
premi&re est de conduire 1% repetitions de la pi^ce
dans le ton, le style, et le mouvement de I'ouvrage,
d'harmoniser le jeu des acteurs, de mettre ceux—ci en
yaleur, en tenant compte de leur personnalite et des
indications de leur r81e. Cette tAche, la plus impor—
tante, est inconnue du public. La seconds consiste &
realiser materiellement le spectacle en collaboration
avec le decorateur, puis les techniciens du plateau...102
Dux also believes that in a theatre such as the
ComAdie-Prangaise, there must always be an awareness of
tradition, but not an uncompromising subservience to it.
This awareness should be apparent on stage, as it is in his
'mise en sc&ne' here.

100

-

Artaud's Le ThAAtre et son Double (a collection
of his articles in La Nouvelle Revue Frangaise.
his lectures, etc., from I932 onwards), was published by Gallitnard in 1938, His influence was
considerable; as we shall see in greater detail
later, Jean-Louis Barrault was vitally influenced

101 - Pierre Dux began his career at the ComAdiePrangaise on April 4th, I929, in the Barbier de
Seville♦
^
"
102

-

J.L., 'Un Entretien avec Pierre Dux', Nouveaux
Zpmps (December 18th, 1943). This statement
was also quoted here: 'Mon travail consiste k
servir de mon raieux les intentions de 1'auteur.'

5^8

S*il s'agit de rAkonstituer un spectacle tel qu*il a
cr^6 et si la Com^die-Prangaise avait proc^d^ ainsi,
nous aurions aujourd'hui des mises en sc^ne du dixsepti&me sibcle. A l*oppos4, il n'est pas bon, non plus,
de se lancer dans n'importe quelle innovation qui ne
tient aucun compte de 1'acquis traditionnel. Je crois
beaucoup & cet acquis, qui se manifeste par un godt de la
clart^, par une perfection de la diction, par une analyse
logique de la phrase qui la rend nettement comprehensible.
With regard to La Reine Morte he was totally justified in this
artistically;

too great an emphasis on the visual aspect

would have distracted attention from the verbal interplay
which provides the essential movement^in the tragedy. The
language is all important and had to be an important element
in the drama. Consequently Dux attempted no startling inno
vations but strove to follow and accentuate the verbal patterns
in his'mise en sc&ne'. Secondly, the Com^die-Prangaise
traditionally is not a place of dramatic revolution, and Dux
must have fully realized that the public in the Occupation
needed to be reassured, not startled.

103 - Dandrel, Louis, 'Un Bntretien avec M.Pierre Dux',
Le Monde (October 5th, 1972), p.1.
104 - This emphasis on the verbal aspect of course is
in direct contradiction to one of Craig's basic
ideas, that it is the visual aspect above all
which must be concentrated on.
•The first dramatists were children of the
theatre. The modern dramatists are not. The
first dramatist understood what the modern
dramatist does not yet understand. He knew
that when he and his fellows appeared in front
of them the audience would be more eager to
see what he would do than to hear what he might
say. '
(Craig, 'The Art of the Theatre* in Theory of the
Modern Stage, ed.Eric Bentley (LondonT9^FJ~pTTl 5)
105 - In 1943 Michel Florisoone pointed to this need for
reassurance.
'll (le public) veut de la m^lodie, il veut du
chant. Il veut surtout qu'on ne lui change pas
ses habitudes, et il faut qu'on lui enveloppe les
nouveaut4s dans un emballage de courtoisie.'
(Plorisoone/Cogniat, Un an de Th^&tre (Lyon, 1943)
p.9).
However he does attribute this reluctance to accept
new ideas partly to the conservative nature of the
public in art.

^
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Roland Ondot*s d^oor, too, would not correspond
to any of the precepts laid down by Craig^^^, and would
even go directly against one as he sought historical versimilitude in the costumes.^0? Oudot worked in close
consultation with Dux, and studied works of Portuguese art
contemporary to Relnar despu^s de morir;^08 he tried to
find a communion between the thematic content of La Reine
Morte and the 'ambiance* unique to Portugal. Both artists
avoided any over-emphatic effect which would mar the nobility
of the language and themes;

they adopted the simplest style.

We become immediately aware of the courtly splendour
and empiricism that will dominate the first scene when the
curtain lifts. The ddcor is geometrically symmetrical,^^9
and the colours are of a luminous clarity - there is the
strong contrast of pure black and white, with the brilliant
red of the curtains; the throne is in the centre, alluding
to the omnipotence of the King; the whole atmosphere is one
of balance and order, dominated by Ferrante. This feeling of
rationalism and stability is further emphasized by tho calm
regality of Ferrante's entrance.

106 - Roland Oudot had been sent in 19^2 to work
under L4on Bakst for the Russian Ballets of
Diaghilev.
(Vaudoyer, 'Naissance de La. Reine
Morte', Comoedia (December 5th, 1This
would be a strong influence on his designs as
we shall see.
107 - cf. Craig's Art of the Theatre, p.124.
108 - Nepveu-Degas, 'La Reine Morte'. Revue des Beaux
Arts de France [Februar57^iarch,~~T"9l|3y7™no7lIlT

p.152.
109 -* cf, the set plan
The entrances on either
side of the throne recall the Mediaeval 'myst&res',
when the centre of the stage would be dominated by
an altar or crucifix motif with Hell mouth on stage
left and the entrance to Heaven on stage right.
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Perrante, auivi de Christoval, Alvar Gongalves et
Binardo, entre de D1 et se dirige vers le trone 4
il s'assied. Manuel Ocayo & la porte Cl s'incline,
fait un signe et redescend prendre place & droite d*
Alvar et Christoval apr&s s'6tre incline en passant
devant le roi,^^^
However this sense of harmony is shattered by the sudden
and rapid arrival of 1'Infante, who, unlike Manuel Ocayo,
does not immediately show her obeisance to the King.^^^
L'Infante qui entre tr&s rapidement ne voit le roi sur
son tr8ne que lorsqu'elle est descendue de quelques pas
en sc&ne.^"^
Already a sense of disquiet has been created in the audience.
Prom now, as the verbal exchanges take place, the movements
of the protagonists follow an almost formal, stylized pattern.
The King leaves his throne as if to retreat from the tirade
of the enraged Infante, and the two groups stand facing each
other.

Perrante has left his throne and thus relinquished

the centre of power.

Once she has finished her initial out

burst, she retreats to her own faction. Now it is Perrante's
turn to advance as he begins to defend himself.^^3 Dux's
ability to comprehend and highlight the verbal composition

110 - All the references to the 'rnise en sc&ne' are
taken from Dux's 'livre de r^gie' for the original
production, which is now in the private library of
the Com^die-Pranqaise. The pages of the 'raise en
scfene' were incorporated to the 1942 Gallimard
edition of La Heine Morte to run parallel with the
text. The page numbers will therefore refer to
the text of this edition of the play.
111 - Even before there is any speech, we can see how
faithful Dux was to the writer's intentions. The
essential contrast Dux immediately establishes
between the ritual splendour of Perrante's entrance
and the unfettered violence of 1'Infante's, is
exactly what Montherlant intended. In 'La creation
de La Heine Morte'. Th^&tre, Montherlant compared
this first encounter between Perrante and 1'Infante
to a bullfight.
'Le rideau se l&ve. Toreros et matador entrant
et occupant leurs places respectives en silence,
Un temps d'attente. Puis le taureau fence dans
I'ar&ne. Le taureau est Mlle.Faure, Infante de
Navarre.' p.250,
112 - op.cit. p,l3.
113 - of, op.cit. pp.13/16.
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is amply demonstrated in the directions for l'Infante*s
first main speech; her physical movements naturally follow
the cadences of her speech,^^^
2-3 She establishes the basic facts relevant to the
emotional and political background, and faces the King.
3-1 Now as she leaves the realm of pure fact to con
centrate on the abstract, she turns to the audience.
This is an important movement, as it prepares us for a
new emphasis in her speech; we now have some idea of
the task she sets herself, and a natural bridge is formed
between the description of the details to the description
of the affront of her slighted honour.
1-2 Again she faces the King to explain more fully the
facts of the insult.
2-3 This time the growing schism is emphasized as
l*Infante turns away from the King, and he walks further
away towards his courtiers. The physical distance between
them corresponds to the spiritual separation created by
the violence of her words.
3-4 Finally,as the speech reaches its crescendo, so the
physical action reaches its climax; the opponents again
face each other as 1'Infante angrily advances.
Thus in no way does Dux seek to impose his own personality
on the play;115

his

'rnise en sc&ne' is in perfect accord with

Montherlant's creation.

It is aimed solely at adding visual

support to the speech rhythms and to the themes they embody.
In the final scene as Perrante dies, the halting
measure of his speech is admirably matched by the staccato
physical action.^The movement 3-4 is especially important;
as Perrante's spiritual torment reaches a crisis in despair,
so Egas Coelho tries frantically to break through the enclosing

114 -

See Appendices P5-P6.

115 — This desire to adapt to the play was also true
of Pierre Dux as an actor. Dubeux compares him
to the actors, F4lix Huguenet and Pierre Presnay,
both of whom had personalities rich enough to
give new life to any r6le. This is in contrast
to performers such as Raimu, who are always
basically themselves, with their well-known 'tics’,
whatever the demands of the r6le.
116 -

See Appendices:
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crowd.

Ho is as condemned to suffer the ultimate punish

ment as Ferrante is condemned to die without achieving the
serene spiritual fulfilment of self-knowledge. Dux restricts
himself to what he considers the absolute necessities until
the final tableau, which is acted out in silence. This
technique of understatement is apparent also in the list of
accessories. Until the final Tableau, they are minimal and
essential; as the same set is used in the first and third
Tableaux, in order to establish that Ferrante is now in his
^cabinet de travail* in the third Tableau, Dux makes use of
several vital accessories, such as pens, paper.^^7 in his
original conception there are nine pages of 'mise en sc&ne*
to accomplish the crowning of the dead Queen;

the tragedy

presaged by the violent entrance of l*Infante in Act I, Scene
I, is now realized in the turbulent movements of the last
scene.

117 — The list is taken from the ’inise en sc&ne*

:

Tableau 1 / Tableau 3
Sur table 1 - un encrier (fix4 & la table) deux plumes d'oie — une serviette cuir garnie
dossier - un dossier 4pars - deux feuilles au
coin J de la table.
Sur table 7 - un encrier (fix^ & la table) une plume d'oie - une serviette cuir - un
dossier 4pars.
En coulisse - A Ferrante un parchemin
Tableau 2
En coulisse - A Ferrante une canne noire &
porame d'argent.
Tableau 4
En coulisse - A 1’Infante un bracelet souple
en diamants.
Tableau 5
Sc&ne ; k la chemin^e - pelle et pincettes
En coulisse
Troisifeme plan cour
un soufflet - un cande
labra, 3 branches allumees - civi&re
Fond cour
2 bdches, au page;- une lettre
griffonnee
A figuration:- 4 torches allumees: 2 candeiabres
3 branches et 2 candeiabres 2 branches - allum^s
A Martins;- un coussin noir, une couronne royale.
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This turmoil is finely accentuated by the baroque
proportions of Oudot's d^cor for the final set. Throughout
the play his desire for complete harmony with Dux's intentions
and Montherlant's wishes is apparent.His design for the
curtain both announces the themsof 'grandeur'^^9 and fore
bodes death.

On a simple background stands an almost heraldic

motif of a 'chevalier'.

The pose suggests the traditional

chivalric values, yet he is dressed in black.

The main

colour motifs in the play are already in evidence here black, and pastel shades of pink, blue and grey, with the
occasional stark contrast of bright red.
In the second Tableau, the house of In&s^^^, the d^cor
is evocative of warmth and freedom. The dominant colours are
soft and harmonious shades of blue and purple, in sharp contrast to the first Tableau.

The trees and the sky, easily

visible in the background, inspire a feeling of space, so
lacking in the claustrophobic geometry of Perrante's court.^21
The third Tableau, Perrante's 'cabinet de travail*, is
the same as in Scene I, but with the curtains drawn; red now
overpowers. In the next Tableau, we see the Castle of Sanarem
in which Pedro is to be imprisoned.

Oudot has created a scene

oppressed by the sombre grey and white castle, with a

118 - This was in effect Roland Oudot's first attempt
at theatre work. He would continue to design for
the Com4die-Prangaise, with such productions as
Racine's Andromaque :ui 1947, hhd Andr^ Obey's
L'Homme de cendres in 1949.
119 _ See above for this theme.

120 - The actual indications given in the text of the
play for this Tableau are 'Dans la maison d'In&s,
h Mondego, aux Environs de Montemor^o-velho, une
pi&ce donnant sur un jardin.' P.35 (1947 ed.).
121 -

See Appendix PI.
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threatening red door, which vividly reminds us of the King.
However there is an avenue of escape; through the grey
background a winding road leads to the distant horizon.
This is the scene created in the greatest physical depth, as
can be seen in the set plan.122

in this outlet stands

1'Infante, and it is she who will offer the final hope of
escape to In&s.123 In&s' rejection of this opportunity to
save her life and that of her unborn child makes the final
enclosed Tableau artistically necessary and thematically
inevitable.
The disturbing intricacies of the baroque decor of
this last scene124 force upon the audience the vivid reali
zation that the rational order of Perrante faces impending
destruction. Here the preponderant colour motif is black,
and indeed most of the scene takes place in almost total
darkness.
There is a corresponding and harmonious interplay in
the colours and patterns of the costumes.125 The emphasis
in In&s' two costumes is elegance and flowing movement;

one

122 - See Appendix P2',
123 - In their first and only meeting,!'Infante
strives above all to convince In&s of the
grave dangers she faces, and offers her the
protection of her own kingdom.
'Ce n'est pas Don Pedro, c'est vous qui je
veux sauver. Venez & Pampelune. Pampelune
est comme la cour intdrieure d'une citadelle,
encaiss^e entre de hautes montagnes... La
main du roi ne pourra vous atteindre, pardessus ces montagnes. Venez k Pampelune,
mAme si ma cour est pour vous sans attraits.
La sensation d'etre en s4curit4 donnerait
du charme k n'importe quel lieu, et vous
retrouverez votre dme avec votre s4ourit4 .'
(p.109, 1947 ed.)
124 - Oudot no doubt has in mind here the exuberant
style of the Spanish baroque architects, the
Churrigueras, who flourished in the late
seventeenth century. He had probably seen
some of the designs for the Court Theatre in
this period, which often show the influence of
these architects.
125 - The 'maquettes' for the scenic and costume
designs are preserved in the archives of the
private library of the Comddie-Pranqaise,
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has pastel hues of blue and pink^^^ and the other of yellow,
to soften the black and white contrast.

Perrante's costume

is dark and oppressive, unrelieved by any pastel shading.
The other main female protagonist, 1'Infante, shows no hint
of delicacy or refinement in her costume; the dominant
colours are black and brown, and create an impression of
power and authority. Finally the costumes of the pages are
a flamboyant combination of all the main colour motifs to
exemplify their youthfulness.

Oudot's designs concentrate

on the evocation of courtly grandeur without any self-indulgent
exoticism. Obviously Roland Oudot does not seek to follow the
examples of Craig's scenic designs, but adopts the luminous
and exotic techniques he had learnt when working for the
Ballets Russes, although Oudot's palette is more restrained
than the vivid and fantastic images he had seen.

His skill

is substantially that of the pictorial artist rather than
that of the theatrical designer.

He is in the line of the

artists, such as Picasso, called on by Diaghilev, and is above
all a painter, as evinced in this tribute by Vaudoyer.
'M,Oudot,... est fid&le dans ses oeuvres & une double v^rit^:
la v4rit<^ de la chose vue et la v4rit4 de la chose r6v^e.

II

les concilie naturellement, involontairement commes les conciliaient Claude et Poussin, Watteau et Prud'hon, Corot et
Renoir.^7 The desire of the public for escapism is an
swered by the splendour of the d4cor and by the sense of
historical displacement engendered by both costumes and
d^cor^^®; the artistic needs of the play are answered by a
sparing but dramatically effective 'raise en sc^no*.

126 - This is the costume that In&s wears in the second
Tableau, and demonstrates Oudot's success in har
monizing the costumes and the d6cor. The subdued
warmth of the d6cor here is complimented by grace
ful elegance of the costume. It was one of the
main precepts of the Ballets Russes that the same
man should create both d6cor and costumes, in
contrast to the traditional methods, when often
the costumes were put together in a haphazard
fashion from existing stores.
127 - 'Naissance de La Heine Morte *. Comoedia
(December 5th, 194^1^
128 - The desire for escapist entertainment has been
dealt with in Chapter %,
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The general critical reaction to La Reine Morte in
19^2 was favourable, although two aspects of the play and

its production were deprecated. Firstly the accusation
was levelled at Montherlant that this was a purely literary
rendering of certain introspective concerns. Jacques
Berland, in Paris-Soir (December 14th, 1942), peremptorily
dismisses the work by explicitly stating it was the product
of 'introspection subjective', and that, apart from the
quality of the first few speeches, it was merely 'un
magnifique ouvrage litt^ralre', not a valid piece of theatre.
Nbvy, in Aujourd'hui (December lOth, 1942),is less
blatant in his criticisms;

he maintains that the true

theatrical activity is over Ihy tl^ ei^ of the second Tableau
and that from then on you hear recited 'un langage de romancier, tr&s beau, tr&s riche, lourd d'images'. The second
criticism was that the actors were not of a quality to match
the play itself. This criticism is typified in FranceSocialiste of December l9th, I942 (no author given).
'... les comedians ne sont pas & la mesure de 1'oeuvre ellem6me.'

However the dramatist himself was well satisfied with

the actors involved. Of Jean Yonnel Montherlant says: 'Yonnel
soutient toute la pi&ce, comma le maltre-mat soutient toute la
tente'; of Madeleine Renaud, '1'experience, 1'intelligence et
1'instinct obtenait cette sorte d*4quilibre qu'on appelle la
qualitd'.^^^ However there was an overall approbation of the
play,^30 inspired fundamentally by the clarity and purity of

129 - 'La creation de La Reine Morte ». pp.249/250.
130 - As befitted the first major theatrical venture
by a noted writer, the press was far more concerned
with the play itself than with the qualities of the
production. The ddcor did, nevertheless, inspire
some considerable praise, notably from Alain
Laubreaux in Le Petit Parisian (December 12th, I942).
'.... le d4cor est magnifique, notamment celui
du dernier acte...'
and from Armory in Les Nouveaux Temps (December I5th.
1942).

'Les decors sont d'une somptueuse architecture.
Les jeux des couleurs y ajoutent.'

^7
the language» 131 and by the manner in which its tragic
elements were seen to be essentially French in origin.
'Henry de Montherlant revient aux plus hautes traditions
de notre art: v^rit^ humaine des caract&res* 1'Eloquence
d'un verbe oh le lyriT^sme et l'4motion laissent pen de
place & la rh^torique, I'action oh I'int^rieur commande h
tout instant I'ext^rieur . et oh la pens4e determine l'acte.'^3^
Some critics even saw in this play a reassertion of French
autonomy.
'La Heine Morte est une victoire frangaise. La
premihre depuis longtemps.'l33 This 'produit maison'T34 was
the first new play of genuine value to be produced on the
stage of the Com4die-Frangaise after the defeat of France in
1940.

It was received with the joyful belief that it pledged

the continuing greatness of French culture.

131 - Alain Laubreaux (op.cit.) recognized the work
as a major achievement, especially with relation
to the quality of the language. Andre Castelot
in La Gerbe (December l7th, 1942) was lavish in
his praise of the outstanding beauty of the
language.
*.., plaignons ceux que la violence et la
beauts du chant de 1'auteur, vrai Shakespeare
frangais, laisseraient indiff^rents.'
Laubreaux also responded to the theme of 'grandeur'
'... au cours de ces trois actes, un sentiment
permanent de la grandeur...*
132 - Charles Merle, Aujourd'hui

(December 19th, 1942).

1 33 ” Andr4 Castelot, ((oc . ci t. ) , quoting Alphonse de
Chateaubriant.
134“ This description of La Reine Morte as a 'produit
maison' comes from a report on the celebrations
to mark the 250th performance of the play. Apart
from the various speeches, the most important event
was the handing over of the original manuscript
of the play to M. Gazagne, chief librarian of the
Com4die-Frangaise at the time, by Montherlant.
('Chronique', Les Cahiers Blancs (1954/55, no.lO),
p.22).
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'La Comddie-Prangaise se hausse & la hauteur de sa mission
en pr^sentant, dans les heures sombres que nous vivons,
La Reine Morte. Bile honore la Prance, chose qui, de nos
jours, ne lui arrive pas aussi souvent que nous le souhaiterions.'^35 This evaluation of the play was carried to
extremes by the more patriotic members of the audience.
Montherlant remembers how some young Resistance workers
even saw in one sentence an explicit justification of
terrorism, an attitude he sums up in this phrase:
'On tue
et le ciel s'^claircit.' Obviously Montherlant's love of
probity and honour could not in fact consider subterfuge,
of any kind.
upon:

This is the particular sentence they seized

'Ahl quand je vois ce peuple d'adorants h^b^t^^,

il m'arrive de trouver que le respect est un sentiment
horrible.'^36
Montherlant would in fact realize later the possible
contemporary implications which could be attributed to his
work.

He understood that perhaps, through force of circum

stance, his play unwittingly achieved a particular relevance
to war in Europe.
Actuality involontaire de La Reine Morte. L'ombre
de la mort passe sans cesse sur cette oeuvre. Tous
ses personnages vivent dans la peur. Perrante attend
sa mort et a toujours eu peur. In&s vit sous menace
de la mort. Pedro est mis en prison. Executions,
guerres nationales, guerre civile, et jusqu'k la
famine, tout cela, qui est 1'atmosphere de ce drame,
est aussi 1'atmosphere de 1'Europe d'aujourd'hui.
Ceux qui liront plus tard cette oeuvre devront se
rappeler en quels moments dramatiques elle fut
4crite et mont^e.^37
In an unpublished commentary to the public's reaction to the
play,^38 Montherlant explicitly

examines the contemporary

issues which might easily find parallels in La Reine Morte.
135 - J. Silvain, L 'Appel

(December 17th, I942).

136 - 'La creation de La Reine Morte', Th4&tre
pp.251/252.
137 ” Montherlant, Th^dtre, p.l081.
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The play was often seen as an attack on the Vichy govern
ment, and certainly similarities between the political
opportunism of Egas Coelho and that of Laval were seen by
many;

both were seen to push their respective leaders to

political initiatives.

There were even direct resemblances

in terminology.
On appelait dans la pi&ce le roi Perrante, 'notre
chef et notre p&re', ce qui ^tait le clich^ par
lequel (la presse) d^signait le Mar^chal P^tain.^39
Furthermore, the element of imprisonment contained within
the play could only find an immediate response from an
audience which lived in constant fear of sudden imprisonment.
M6me dans I'histoire on n'imagine gu&re un grand homme
qui ne se trouve & un moment devant un juge ou devant
un g^olier; cela fait parti du personnage. Et un d'entre
eux qui n'ont pas pass^ par la prison, fait figure en
quelque sorte de d^serteur... 'Dans les prisons, etc.'
car enfin, quand ces r4pliques 6taient ^crites et prononc^es, c'^tait le temps oh c'^tait les Allemands et
les miliciens qui mettaient en prison les Frangais.
It would seem that in many ways the themes and the
atmosphere of the play could be seen as not only the creation
of Montherlant's artistic ethic, but also a creation directly,
if unwittingly, influenced by events.

The implicit parallels

between the social and political situation of Occupied France
and of Ferrante's court are too apparent to be merely for
tuitous.

When Montherlant states that;

Au vrai les ^v^nements ne m’ont jamais import^. Je ne
les aimais que dans les rayons qu'ils faisaient en moi.'^^
he provides some evidence that La Reine Morte must have been
to some extent the result of his artistic reaction to the
war and the Occupation.

139 “ Both this quote and the following one are taken
from the unpublished article mentioned above,
140 - Montherlant, Le Solstice de juin

(Paris, 1942).
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Montherlant's search for a permanent quality in
his art has been realized in this play; it survived the
specific period of the Occupation and has endured in the
repertoire of the Com^die-Prangaise with a new and notable
*mise en sc&ne' in I966.

Such was the harmony between the

text and the performance in 1942, that Dux's 'mise en sc&ne'
also outlasted the war, to be used even as late as 1962.^^^
The writer rejected and ignored the violent oppression of
the Occupation and presented to the public a play that, in
its elegance and tragic intensity consolidated their cultural
heritage.

Moreover, it allowed them to purge their most

private emotions of fear and forget the humiliating inflictions
they suffered daily.

In terms of the history of the theatre.

La Reine Morte and its 'mise en sc&ne' have no singular
innovatory relevance, yet the primarily verbal quality of the
play itself has assured for it a distinct place in French
dramatic literature.

It is both uniquely Montherlant's

creation, and patently French in origin.
Through historical circumstance, through the fusion
of personal genius and the traditional classical ethic of
French art, this play attained a cultural significance vital
in the particular social conditions of the Occupation. In
itself it is a'symbol' of French culture, since it is an
artistic embodiment of this particular ethic;

yet the artistic

quality of La Reine Morte is such that it transcends any
limited identification with literary precedents, and achieves
a personal identity which has allowed it to become a con
ditioning element in French cultural evolution. Whether
designedly or not, it had undisputed contemporary relevance,
and,as I have argued above, must have owed some part of its
final form to events. Thus, this play was able to present to
the French indisputable proof of the continuing vitality of
their culture. Mainly through the d^cor and the sense of
historical and geographical displacement, it answered the need

1- Pierre Dux was appointed 'administrateur
g^n^ral' of the Com^die-Frangaise in August,
1970.
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for escapism. Finally, the intensely tragic quality of
the work, with its particular emphasis on subterfuge and
betrayal, provided an especially relevant cathartic element
for an audience suffering the impositions of alien occupation

4) The Comedie-Pranfaise as: a theatres
Hamlet
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Given the amount of diverse and often controversial
scholarship on Hamlet, it is not my intention here to
attempt a definitive interpretation of the text.
do propose to elucidate

However I

why, in my opinion, this perhaps

of all Shakespeare's plays was so uniquely suited to the
conditions faced by the French in the Occupation.

Though

to some extent the choice of the play must have been governed
by practical considerations,^ nevertheless the thematic
content, the particular atmosphere engendered by ^be 'mise
eii sc&ne' and d4cor, and even the subject matter had an
immediate relevance in 1942. Yet before examining the play
in this specific context, we must first make an analysis of
the development of the attitude of fhe French to Shakespeare
from their first contact with his work.

In this way we will

be able to understand why, as Jean-Louis Barrault has stated,'
the French need Shakespeare.

Hamlet has always been held in special affection by
the French since the days of the Romantics, when the Prince
was regarded as the incarnation of the Romantic hero, bewil
dered by the social, moral and political chaos of his world.
Delacroix's thirty lithographs^ completed in 1843, which
fascinated the Romantics, epitomized the imaged held of Hamlet.
In the first half of the nineteenth century at the Com^diePrangaise, Mounet-Sully in a highly-charged performance^ ful
filled the basic ideals of the movement.

Shakespeare had

from the very beginning suffered radical metamorphoses in

1 - The 'mise en sc&ne' by Granval and the d4cor and
costumes by Andr^ Boll, were first seen in a
production at the Com^die-Prangaise in 1932. Thus
the material elements for the 1942 production were
already available and did not necessitate any
great extra expenditure.
2 - Barrault, Jean-Louis,
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translation or adaptation into French.

In I77O Ducis^

produced a version of Hamlet. '(Trag^die) imit^e de
l*anglais*j6 where all that could offend the accepted norms
of classical tragedy was ruthlessly eliminated to leave a
severely classical play more reminiscent of Racine's Ph&dre
than any of Shakespeare's work,7

The person who introduced

Shakespeare to the French was Voltaire;

yet even he, though

able to praise the fecundity of the English poet's imagination,
regretted that his creative genius was not tempered by a modicum
of good taste:
... il avait un g^nie, plein de force et de fdcondit^^
de naturel et de sublime, sans la moindre ^tincelle de
bon godt et sans la moindre connaissance des r&gles.8

5 — Duels, Hamlet (Paris 1770), but first performed
by the Com^die-Frangaise on September 3rd, I769.
6 - Duels had not even read the original Shakespeare
and saw no reason to do so. He merely relied on
the work of Mr. de la Place. In the 'Avertissement'
Duels plainly states his ignorance of the English
language: 'Je n'entends point 1'anglais et j'ai os^
faire paraitre Hamlet sur la sc&ne frangaise.'
7 - Some of the main protagonists in the Shakespeare
original have disappeared, notably Horatio, Laertes,
Fortinbras and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. To
replace them were created Elvire, 'confidente de
Gertrude', and Norceste, 'seigneur danois'. There
is also the elision of certain scenes, such as the
opening scene on the battlements and the gravedigger
scene.
In order to realize one of the main precepts of
Aristotle, namely that the 'raisons d'etat' should be
of paramount importance in the tragedy, Hamlet has
been made the King and Claudius the 'premier Prince de
sang'. Duels' play opens with Claudius and Polonius
plotting to take power.
The Ghost has of course been removed and the presence
of Hamlet's father is represented by an urn.
'Oui, Seigneur, la voici cette urne redoutable
Qui contient d'un Heros la cendre deplorable.'
(Act IV, p.43).
8 - Voltaire, 'Lettre XVIII', Lettres Philosophigues
(Paris, Larousse, I964), p.l04.
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Tke gravediggers' scene which would be so dear to the
Romantics was found to be a foolish dramatic blunder.9
Voltaire considered that Shakespeare was denied the ability
to reach perfection because he had not been born in the age
of Addison, when he could have assimilated to his genius
the undoubted elegance and purity of the age.^9 ft is
obvious then that initially the French found it difficult
to accept Shakespeare;

indeed the first tour of an English

company playing Shakespeare in 1827 was greeted with riots.
The Romantics may have accepted him completely, but they
only appreciated those elements in his work relevant to their
beliefs. He was a powerful weapon in their conflict with the
Classicists.It is apparent that the French mind finds it
a complex and arduous task to assimilate the particular quality
of Shakespeare's theatre, since the ethic of reason dominating
passion can find little answer in this theatre which explores
the recesses of the human spirit where reason penetrates only
w’ith difficulty.

_

10

-

Mme de Stael pointed out how Shakespeare,

dans Hamlet, des fossoyeurs creusent une fosse
en buvant, en chantant des vaudevilles, et en
faisant sur les tetes des morts qu'ils rencontrent
des plaisanteries convenables aux gens de leur
metier.'
ibid. p.l05. This is one of a list of 'sottises'
committed by Shakespeare according to Voltaire.
He regards Boileau and Racine as having reached per—
fection in art,
gives his dramatic ethic in his
appreciation of them.
'Je regarde ces deux grands hommes comme les seals
qui aient eu un pinceau correct, qui aient toujours
employ^ des couleurs vives et copi^ fid&lement la
nature.'
Correspondance (University of Toronto Press, 1969),p.173.
«

11 ~ This is eminently apparent in Stendhal*s Racine et
Shakespeare (Paris), where after an elucidation of the
qualities necessary for the realization of the perfect
dramatic moment, Stendhal goes on to state:
'... je dis que ces courts moments d'illusion parfaite
se trouvent plus souvent dans les tragedies de Shakespeare que dans les tragedies de Racine.' p.21.
12 ~ H. Peyre in Qu'est-ce que le classicisme? (Paris I942)
gives a lucid analysis of the reasons which render the
English unable to appreciate or to produce truly
classical literature. He^concludes on this idea;
'Le classicisme plait paybe qu'il a de moins rigpu—
reusement classique, et paipce qu'il dissimule d^crbtement
romantiques plus proprement anglais, *
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even in his only play based on a Greek legend, Troilus
and Cressida. did not in any way follow the Aristotelian
ethic.13 However, there are powerful elements of the
Oedipus and Orestes myths which search to the very roots
of the French classical traditional^

thus the interest

manifested by such as Duels finds an explanation.

In contemporary Prance Shakespeare is totally ac
cepted, and Hamlet especially so (though obviously the
difficulties mentioned above still exist).

In 1932, when

an exhibition of the play was mounted at the ComddiePrangaise, this statement by Anatole Prance was prominently
displayed:
Nous vivons ensemble. Prince Hamlet, et vous Ates ce
cpie nous sommes; un homme au milieu du mal universel.^5

Jean-Louis Barrault goes further into hhis examination of the
need for Shakespeare;^^ he lists his three essential works,
*... the Bible (our source), Racine (beauty), Shakespeare
(life).^7 In order to make Shakespeare more acceptable in
France, he must be *de-nationalized•, for example by the use
of costumes of no particular period,and there must be an
emphasis on the abstract and universal aspects in his plays.
It is appreciated now that Shakespeare must not be regarded

13

u

cf. Madame de Stael, 'Des tragedies de Shakespeare*,
in De la litterature (Paris, no date), pp.178-190.
For a detailed analysis of this concept, see Ernest
JoneSjHamlet and Oedipus (Gollancz, 1949).

15

Quoted by Gaston Goldschild in 'Hamlet & la Com6dieFrangaise*, Journal de Th64tre (July I5th, 1932),
p.9.

16

Barrault, Jean—Louis,
ibid. p.l02.

17
18

'Why the French need Shakespeare*

ibid, p.109. This is a view held also by Granval
and Boll, as we shall see below.
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as the destructive antagonist of the classical ethic.
His all-cmbracing and extravagant imagination, his concern
with every level of humanity and avoidance of political
militancy or bias, his unique poetry, all these elements
can only serve to complement those found in Racine. There
is room and a necessity for both in the French theatre;^9
in 1942 and 1943 there would be a need to consecrate
tradition with ph&dre, but also to maintain artistic diver
sity with Hamlet.

¥hat question of more pointed relevance to the French
in 1942 and 1943 could there be than this?
To be, or not to be, that is the question.
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them.^O

Humiliated by a disgracefully swift defeat, the French had
individually to decide whether to act or to submit. The
atmosphere of treachery and death fostered by the growth of
a corrupt society, demands in the play a complete revaluation
of the accepted social structure; it was a problem much akin
to that faced by the French who had seen the failure of L^on
Blum's socialist government just before the war^l and the total
inadequacy of their new leaders^^ to deal with the threat of

19

Claudel in Conversation sur Racine (Paris, I956)
examines this duality:
'Shakespeare, c'est un spectacle qui se d^roule,
une histoire qu'on nous raconte. Nous ne sortons
pas du fait,
nous de 1'interpreter comme nous
voudrons du domaine du fait divers. Racine c'est
le domaine des causes, une presentation logique k
1'intelligence.' p.23.

20

Shakespeare, Hamlet (Cambridge, 1971), III i, 56-60.
L^on Blum was the premier of the coalition government
formed by the Left in I936, the Popular Front. It was
hoped that he would realize many essential social
reforms. However Blum's government collapsed in June

21

22

-

At the declaration of war on Germany in 1939, DaJadier
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invasion.

There was an obvious need for a vigoTrous new

society to replace the old one. The dominant image in
Hamlet is one of sickness and decay, which once it has
attained the leader spreads its pervasive evil through the
whole of the society. Rosencrantz explicitly examines this
element of the cumulative destructive process initiated by
the corruption of a King:
.... The cease of majesty
Dies not along; but like a gulf doth draw
What's near with it. 0, 'tis a massy wheel
Fixed on the summit of the highest mount,
To whose huge spokes ten thousand lesser things
Are mortised and adjoined, which when it falls,
Each small annexment, petty consequence.
Attends the boisterous ruin. Never alone
Did the King sigh, but with a general groan.^3

Nature,so often the emblem of regeneration and order in
Shakespeare,^^ is here a symbol of gross degeneration.
Hamlet employs this imagery to warn his mother of the dangers
of corruption;
.... Confess yourself to Heaven,
Repent what's past, avoid what is to come.
And do not spread the compost on the weeds
To make them ranker....25

23 - Hamlet, III iii 15-23.
24 - Time and Nature, symbolized by the growth of Perdita
in the Shepherd's cottage, are the two main regenerative
agents in The Winter's Tele (London, I96I). In Hamlet
Ophelia's bestowal of flowers on the other protagonists
(IV vi 179-188) presages her death, and she is garlanded
with flowers and weeds in her suicide. Perdita dis
tributes flowers as a mark of respect, and they herald
the coming scenes of reconciliation and restoration:
'... Here's flowers for you;
Hot lavender, mints, savory, marjoram;
The marigold, that goes to bed wi' th'sun.
And with him rises weeping;
these are flow»rs
Of middle summer, and I think they are given
To men of middle age. Y'are very welcome.
(IV iv 103-108).
25 - Hamlet, III iv 149-132.
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This is an enclosed, self-sufficient, narcissistic society
in tlie thrall of corruption, where the over-abundant revels
of the court are in stark contrast to Hamlet's obsessive
melancholy:
This heavy-headed revel east and west
Makes us traduced and taxed of other nations.
They clepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition, and indeed it takes
From our achievements...^"
The evil must be exorcized for a new society to grow, and
Hamlet is the agent, not the instigator, of this exorcism.^7
Yet he is more than an individual faced with a personal
dilemma, and more than simply a Renaissance hero of doubt and
lofty hesitations^
confronted ultimately with the
tragic and insoluble mystery common to all mankind, that of
Death.
From the very beginning the presence of the ghost
emphasizes the importance of the powers of darkness in the
play, and death will dominate the action throughout. And it
is the reductive imagination of the First Clown which displays
the vanity of all the glitter and intemperance of the court.
The only truth even they can be certain of is death:
What is he that builds stronger than either the
mason, the shipwright, or the carpenter? ... ‘a
grave-maker». The houses he makes last till
doomsday.29

26

ibid. I iv 17-21.

27

ibid.

28

29

‘The time is out of joint, 0 cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right.*
(I V 188-189)
Barrault does however see Hamlet as the pure and
chaste embodiment of the ‘hero of lofty hesitation’,
op.cit. p.108. The fundamental duality of man’s
spirit as examined in Pope’s Essay on Man. Ep.II
(London, I958) is perhaps nearer the root of this
doubt.
'Cha^s of Thought and Passion, all confused;
Still by himself abus’d, or disabus’d;
Created half to rise, and half to fall.' (13-1$)
Hamlet, V i 4O-60.
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Tne spiritual decay of the court has already announced
Its physical death.

A startlingly harsh yet comic incar

nation of this immutable fate is Yorick's skull; the Pool
here is dead^^ ^nd the rest of the court too one day will
be merely a butt for the jests of a gravedigger. However,
parallel to this concern is a unique atmosphere of treachery
and suspicion. Everything and everybody must be disbelieved,
questioned, as hypocrisy is the rule. As Parolles^l was the
mouthpiece of a court sophisticated to a Machiavellian level,
so here Polonius is the epitome of a court where appearances
hold sway, where sophistry replaces reason. To him words
are more important than meanings:
Hamlet - Do you see yonder cloud that's almost in
shape of a camel?
Polonius - It is backed like a weasel
Hamlet - Or like a whale.
Polonius - Very like a whale.^2

Deception and duplicity are apparent in every spiritual and
emotional sphere, and in every situation;

we have the physical

manifestation of deceit with Polonius biding behind the arras
to listen to Hamlet's words. Furthermore, Polonius is not
prepared to trust his own son, Laertes, on his trip to England,
<Kk\
30 - This is/important dramatic device in this plav

si^^e normally in Shakespeare the Pool has a r6]e
which could be compared to that of the Chorus in
G^eek tragedy. In King Lear for example, he pro-

_ iiiiillis
31

lilpliillF
companion; away with^t.^^ ^ver lost.
32 - ibid. Ill ii 378-38^.

*Tis too cold a
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but sends Reynaldo to spy on him.33
Hamlet moves in
a world dominated by death,34 and by treachery,35 and as
such must be assailed by uncertainty.

To the French people

at the mercy of instant and often unjustified betrayal to
the occupying forces by collaborators, oppressed by threats
of immediate and arbitrary death in manifold forms, this play
had a vital significance, and the cathartic effect would be
particularly apt. The rhythm of the play is dominated by
the halting tempo of a powerful yet indecisive intellect, by
a tortured doubt, which could only be felt as deeply relevant
to the French. To come to terms with a court where 'seeming'
is all important,36 Hamlet finally assumes the mask of
insanity, so that with the artifice of lunacy he can confront
the artifice of life in this court where appearance and not
meaning holds sway.

33 - Hamlet. II i 3-^.
'You shall do marvellous wisely, good Reynaldo,
Before you visit him, to make inquire
Of his behaviour.'
34
Hamlet's link with death is emphasized throughout
the play by his traditional costume of black,
3hA dominating motif of treachery reaches its ultimate
35
statement in the themes of fratricide (the murder of
Claudius) and of incest (a man sleeping
with his brother's wife, even if his brother was dead,
was considered in Shakespeare's time to be committing
inces t ^°
36 ^
76-86, Hamlet explicitly states his
attitude to the attitudinizing of the court:
'Seems, madam! nay it is, I know not 'seems*.
'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother,
Nor customary suits of solemn black,
Nor windy suspiration of forced breath,
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye.
Nor the dejected behaviour of the visage
Tbgether with all forms, modes, shapes of grief.
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem.
For they are actions that a man might play.
But I have that within which passes show.
These but the trappings and the suits of woe.'
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The physical aspect and Hamlet's abhorrence of it,
are of prime importance in the play.

In this confrontation

between the contemplative and imaginative (only Hamlet can
see the ghost) and the basely realistic (as witnessed by the
already-mentioned corruption of the court),the flesh
a symbol of the world of malevolent action.

becomes

And for Hamlet

this physical corruption is violently imaged in the sexual
relationship between Claudius and Gertrude;^? he berates his
mother for the rapidity with which she was willing to exchange the bed of her husband for the bed of his brother,
and concludes on a virulent image of sexual infidelity.
Nay, but to live,
In the rank sweat of an enseamed bed
Stewed in corruption, honeying, and making love
Over the nasty sty.38

This leitmotif of physical decay, of disease, and its contra
position to fantasy comes to a climax in the scene with
Yorick's skull.39 Hamlet, faced by the brute reality of a
skull defiled by lying in the earth, lets his imagination
trace a bitter path through the conceivable historical meta
morphoses of Alexander;
Hamlet - To what base uses we may return Horatio!
Why may not the imagination trace the
noble dust of Alexander, till a'find it
stopping a bung-hole?
Horatio - 'Twere to consider him too curiously, to
consider so.
Hamlet - No, faith, not a jot, but to follow him
thither with modesty enough, and likelihood
to lead it; as thus - Alexander died,
Alexander was buried, Alexander returneth to
dust, the dust is earth, of earth we make
loam, and why of that loam whereto he was
converted might they not stop a beer-barrel?
37 - Note; this is a theme which will be emphasized
both in the 'raise en sc&ne' and in the d^cor.
38 - Hamlet. Ill iv 91-94.
39 - ibid. V i.
40 - Hamlet, V i 196-206.
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The whole movement of the play originates from and is
dominated by an act that took place before the opening of
the play itself^^ and the moment of absolution will occur
only once this original sin is expiated by an equally
violent act of retributive^^, if suicidal, justice.
The fundamental pertinence of this play to the French
in 1942 and 1943, is now apparent, The dominant motif of
physical and spiritual decay with the consequent decomposition
of the traditional social system into self-destructive chaos;
the emphatic leitmotif of doubt, of the debate between action
and reflection; the lucid and pitiless concentration on the
essential form of death, in a particularly heightened atmos
phere of treachery and intrigue - all these factors were
applicable to this tragic time for the French. That the
French felt a strong sympathy for this pliry during the Occupation,
we shall see proved by the attendance figures as recorded in
the 'registres' for 1942 and 1943.
Obviously in the performance of a foreign work of art,
the choice of translation is all-important. "The translation
used in the 1932 production,that of Eug&ne Morand and Marcel
Schwob,was a generally excellent, if occasionally prosaic, one,
although in 1942 a different one was used.

The original trans

lation, and in effect the one used by Sarah Bernhardt in her
controversial interpretation of Hamlet in I899, was by Eug&ne
Morand and Marcel Schwob.

However to the occupying forces

41 " The act of fratricide.
42 - Claudius unwittingly condemns himself to a violent
end in an explicit reference to this concept of
•lex talionis’:
’... Diseases desperate grown
By desperate appliance are relieved
Or not at all.’
(IV iii 9-11.)
This aspect is also emphasized in the 'miseen scfene’
by the use of the decor. See below.
43 - The same ‘raise en sc&ne' was used in 1932 and 1942.

8:^
the Jewish ancestry of the latter was unacceptable,44 and
this was an obvious reason for the change. The translation
chosen in 1942 was by a Swiss writer, Guy de Pourtal&s, and
had already been made use of by Pitoeff in his performance
of Hamlet in Geneva in 1920.45 Apart from the obligations
imposed by circumstances, another cause of this change was
that the original creator of the *mise en sc&ne', Charles
Gribouval *dit' Granval,46 died during the 1942-1943 season,
and the direction of the production was entrusted to JeanLouis Barrault. His evident preference for a more literary
translation than that of Morand and Schwob would become even
clearer in 1946 when he asked Andrd Gide to write one for him.
However, before we examine the translation by Guy de Pourtal6s
and its differences from that of Eug&ne Morand and Marcel
Schwob, it is necessary first to analyze Pourtal&s' attitude
to art and literature in general, and to Shakespeare in parti
cular.
Above all in his artistic concerns Pourtal&s was
influenced by the splendours of Romantic Europe and a desire
to impart an appreciation of this period to his contemporaries
engendered his particular vocation for the writing of the
biographies of the great Romantic composers, Liszt, Chopin and
U7
Wagner. / His reactions were always expressed in an essentially
literary manner, and this factor would be pertinent in his
translation of Hamlet.

As we shall see, the emphasis would be

on a refined poetic quality, and there would also be an obvious
lack of awareness of the basic qualities necessary for the
successful realization of dramatic art. ilt WiM a translation
to be read rather than heard. Guy de Pourtal&s had certain
reservations about the play; the final cataclysmic scene of
destruction and carnage was to him merely an unsatisfactory
44

For corroboration of this point see Jean ValmyBasse, Naissance et vie de la Com^die-Franqaise
(Paris,1945), p.46^.
^
’... on declarait ind^sirable la traduction d'Hamlet
par Eug&ne Morand et Marcel Schwob, en raison de ce
dernier nom|'
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46

The translation was actually published in I923.
It is a tradition at the Com^die—Prangaise to give a
new artist a cognomen.
Apart from these biographies, Pourtales wrote mainly
novels centered on his birthplace, Geneva, such as
Marins d'eau aouce, and La Peche miraculeuse.

47
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device allowing Shakespeare to extricate himself from a
tricky dramatic situation.He considered the main purpose
of the play to be the delineation of the attempt to control
the intangible, the vital relationship between the finite
and the infinite by thought process;
Shakespeare nous fait toucher d&s son d^but le fond
m6me du drame, ses origines, qui ne sont autre que
le besoin de connaltre (dans la reflexion) puis de
contr6ler (par les faits), enfin d'exprimer (parole
ou geste), afin de laisser le moins possible h
1 * obscurity . ^*9
He believed that here, as in all his plays, Shakespeare was
concerned with the spiritual debate within man.50 Thus the
poetic style demanded was one of an elegance and restraint,
with little emphasis on the physical or the sensual.

I intend here to analyze Pourtalfes* translation, not
only in relation to the English text, but also in contrast
to the 1932 translation of Morand and Schwob.5l We shall see
how, despite the intrinsic quality of some of his verse,
pourtalfes’ work is nevertheless an unhappy union of Classical
refinement (imposed by the intellectual emphasis he placed on

48 ~ Pourtal&s, Guy de, ’Postface k une traduction
nouvelle de Hamlet’, De Hamlet & Swann (Paris
1924), pp.47-50.
(p.48)
’(Shakespeare) ne trouve d’autre ressource pour
r^soudre son probl&me que la mort do ses personnages.’
49 - ibid., p.51 .
50 - ibid., p.49•
’Avec le ’que sais-je’ de Montaigne (pr^cis^ment
de m6me date), il est le premier doute moderne
quant & la valeur du bien et du mal, du concert^
et du fatal, du pratique et de I’art.’
51 - I shall also make a comparison with a more recent
translation by Yves Bonnefoy, which on many points
was a more valid work.
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the play) and of Romantic excess.^2

the speeches

which, because of its elemental violence, has always been
a problem for translation into French is that of Hamlet
in Act I;
0, that this too too sullied flesh would melt.
Thaw and resolve itself into a dew.
Or that the Everlasting had not fixed
His canon 'gainst self-slaughter. 0 God, God,
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable
Seem to me all the uses of this world|
Pie on't, ah fie, 'tis an unweeded garden
That grows to seed, things rank and gross in nature
Possess it merely....53

As mentioned above,Nature in this play has become a symbol
of decay and corruption. In translation the results have
varied from the absurd and fanciful.
Oh, si mes chairs pouvaient pantelantes d'horreur
Se dissoudre en poussibre ou se fondre en vapeur,55

to the banal and almost crude,
Oh, que cette trop, trop solide chair pdt fondre,
se vaporiser et se r^soudre en ros6e.56
Fountains sought to solve the problem of eliminating the
feeling of rankness, by adorning Hamlet's meditation on the
banality and corruption of the world with a refined allite
rative language;

52 - See page 9a.
53 - Hamlet. I ii 129-137.

54 - See pp-77-7,^
55 - Cayrou, Chefs-d'oeuvres de Shakespeare (Paris,
I876), 1, Hamlet, I ii, p.130.
56 - Rosny, J.H., Oeuvres de Shakespeare (Paris, I909)

Hamlet, I ii, p.14.
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Oh! que cette trop, trop solide chair voulAt sc
fondre, se dissoudre, se r^soudre en ros^e! Oh!
que I'Eternel n'eut pas dressd sa loi centre le
suicide!
0 Dieu!
0 Dieu! cue lassantes, ranees,
plates et vaines m'apparaissent toutes les habitudes
de ce monde! Pi de lui! Oh! Pi! C'est un jardin
non sarcl^ ou I'ivraie pousse & graine; seules les
choses basses et grossi^res le poss6dent tout k
fait.57

The soft rhythm and pleasant alliteration of *se fondre, se
dissoudre, se r^soudre en roseel' diverts attention from
Shakespeare's concentration on the essential concept of man
returning to his pristine elemental form. So too, 'basses'
is an inadequate equivalent to the more pungent English
word, 'rank';
the expression 'self-slaughter' with the
emphasis on 'self is weakened in the French to 'suicide*.
These faults, which could be attributed to a strict classical
heritage, do not, however, stand alone. The word 'Pi!',
unacceptable in French and thus inimical to any French actor,
testifies to a liking of Romantic extravagence.

Yves Bonnefoy

produced a more severely classical version, but one which had
at least the merit of consistency.

C'est un jardin
D'herbes folles mont4es en graine, et que d'affreuses choses
Envahissent et couvrent....58

Pourtal&s failed to realize either the Classical or the
Romantic ethic. Nevertheless, he was certainly able to provide
an artistic parallel to Shakespeare in some sections of his

57 - Pourtal&s, Guy de, Hamlet, (Paris I923), p.l5.
Clearly Pourtal6s was using an English version
where 'sullied* had been replaced by 'solid'.
58 - Bonnefoy, Yves, Hamlet et Jules C^sar (Paris 1959),
p.1 2 .
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translation;

the absurdly pedantic word-play of Polonius

in:
...the cause of this effect,
Or rather say, the cause of this defect.
For this effect defective comes by cause
is extremely well evoked in the rhythm and diction of the
French:
...la cause de ce m^fait, car cet effet est
le m^fait d'une cause.^0

Yet the over-riding impression created by this translation
is of an unnecessary elegance with intermittent lapses into
over-robust verse. The primary image of pervasive corruption
in;
0, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven.
It hath the primal eldest curse upon’t,
A brother's murder! Pray can I not,
Though inclination be as sharp as will,
My stronger guilt defeats my strong intent.
And like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first begin.
And both neglect? What if this cursed hand
Were thicker than itself with brother's blood,
Is there not rain enough in the sweet heavens
To wash it white as snow7^1
is negated by the restrained diction and rhythm of:
Oh! L'odeur forte de mon crime monte jusqu'au ciel!
II porte 1'antique, I'originelle malediction; le
meurtre d'un fr&re! Frier, je ne peux pas, bien que
mon desir ait I'aigu du vouloir. Ma faute plus forte
triomphe de ma forte intention; et, comme un homme
oblig^ & deux t&ches, je m'arrete, ne sachant pas
par laquelle commencer, et les neglige toutes deux.
EhI Quand cette main maudite serait plus recouverte
du sang d'un frfere que sa propre chair, n'y auraitil pas assez de pluie dans les deux cieux pour la
Ictver blanche comme la neige.^^

59 - Hamlet. II ii 101-103
60 - Pourtalfes, p.47.
61 - Hamlet, III iii 36-46,
62 - Pourtal&s, pp.93-94.
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Yet Morand and Schwob were able to render the sense of
violent decay, but at the expense of poetic beauty and
quality:
0 quelle puanteur exhale ma fautel Son relent
va jusqu'au ciell Elle porte 1'antique malediction
originelle, le meurtre d'un fr&rel Frier? Je ne
peux pas, quoique mon d^sir ait 1'acuity du vouloiri
ma trop forte hankedefait ma forte intention; et
comme un homme oblige & une double affaire, je
m'arrete, incertain par laquelle d’abord commencer,
et je les neglige toutes deux. Quoil Si cette
maudite main portait toute son epaisseur du sang
d'un fr&re, n'y a-t-il pas assez de pluie dans le
doux ciel pour la laver blanche comme neige?°3

However, as we shall see, the power of the version by
Morand and Schwob was more relevant to the 'mise en sc&ne*
by Charles Granval than the poetically elegant one by
Pourtal&s.
In 1942 Jean Cocteau compared Barrault's^^ Hamlet in
this production to 'le petit Hamlet noir et animal' of Eug&ne
Delacroix.^5 This statement was perhaps valid in terms of
the 'mise en sc&ne', but was certainly not in terms of the
translation.

The quality of the poetry alone, as we have seen,

would render this statement equivocal;

yet tlbis point is made

even more emphatically apparent by a comparison between Delacroix's series of lithographs and the illustrations of Ralph
Druot for this edition of Pourtal&s' translation.

The

oppressive tension and dramatic sweep of the lithographs find
no echo in Druot's work, which recalls the work of 'le Douanier'
Rousseau in its strange mixture of the naively lyrical and the

63 - Morand, Eug&ne, et Schwob, Marcel, Hamlet
(Paris 1910), p.154.
64 ~ Jean Cocteau in Comoedia, (April 4th, 19^2),
'Le veritable triomphe de Monsieur Jean-Louis
Barrault restera done d'avoir fait entendre le
drame en ne le masquant plus, par une presence
orageuse et d'avoir soulev4 I'enthousiasme en
substituant & 1'Hamlet cariatide (l’Hamlet qui
semble soutenir 1'Edifice) le petit Hamlet noir
et animal de Eug&ne Delacroix.
^■5 " See Appendix.
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starkly realistic.

The woodcuts are extremely precise,

of necessity since the medium requires great accuracy, and
the gestures of the figures portrayed are highly stylized
in the Romantic fashion, but without the vigourqTsness of
Delacroix.

The illustration for the suicide of Ophelia in

Act
represents a beneficent Nature in a lyrical setting
which has no relevance to the intolerable reality of the
action taking place. Without prior knowledge of the play,
we could not possibly guess from this illustration what tragic
event is occurring/
The illustration to Act 11^7 has the
protagonists caught in gestures as Romantic in their styli
zation as Delacroix's;

yet the formal and almost geometric

quality of the room, the stiffness of the figures lends a
peculiarly transfixed and motionless aspect to the picture.
This unhappy alliance of Romantic emphasis and classical
precision is the pictorial equivalent of Pourtal&s' poetry.

The reactions of the critics to this translation in
1942 was ambivalent.
They admired its obvious literary
quality, yet could not but deplore the patent lack of awareness
of theatrical exigencies;
La trag&die de Guy de Pourtalfes, bien qu'enti&rement
en prose, est une traduction de po&te.... ^8
La traduction de Guy de Pourtal&s est faite avec
beaucoup de conscience, un respect d^f^rent du texte
originel, un souci litt^raire Evident.
Ecrivain de race, Guy de Pourtal&s n'a jamais abord^
la sc&ne. Dans la circonstance, il ne s'est pas souci4
de I'optique th^dtrale. L'audition am&ne A penser que
sa traduction est peut-Atre mieux faite pour la lecture
que pour la representation.^9

66
67

68
69

See Appendix,
See Appendix^ G 3 .
Rostand, Maurice, Paris-Midi (March l9th, I942).
Ricou, Georges, La France socialiste (March 23rd.
1942).
"""
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Obviously this could only have a detrimental effect on
the final production itself, since both in intention and
style the translation and the 'mise en sc&ne' were at
variance.
Charles Gribouval 'dit' Granval,before this parti
cular one, had a long history of revolutionary^^ 'mises en
sc&ne*. To some extent he was considered to be one of the
leading elements?^ in the liberation of the Com^die-Franqaise
from the strictures of theatrical tradition. It was during
the third centenary of Moli&re's baptism in 1922, that Granval
created his remarkable production of Les Pourberies de Scapin.?^
In an interview with L^opold-Lacour, Granval discussed his
aims and achievements both in this work and in his later
productions.73 Above all, he was an artist with a conclusive
belief in the imagination and particularly sensitive to the
use and effect of colour,
J'ai cherch^ des effets de couleurs vives, de chaude
lumifere m«5d it errand enne .74

He demonstrated a certain irreverence towards the hallowed
symbols of Moli&re's theatre, and was frequently accused of
sacrilege.75 Though he attached great importance to the d^cor
and costumes, his determinative ethic was of a total synthesis
of all the elements of the *mise en sc&ne', be they visual or
verbal:

70 - I do not attach any political or subversive impli
cations to the meaning of 'revolutionary* here, but
interpret it strictly to mean a strong movement
against the accepted norms.
71 - See P. Blanchart, Histoire de la mise en sc&ne
(Paris, 1948), P.I20T
'(Granval ^tait) horsde tout esprit de syst&me,
avec un style ^tonn^m^nt souple, (ses creations)
affirm&rent la maitrise do celui que la Com^diePrangaise doit honorer comme le pr^curseur de son
grand mouvement d'^mancipation.'
72 - Still in use in I946.
73 - L^opo]d-Lacour, 'La mise en sc&ne en France', (s^rie)
VIII, Comoedia (August 12th, I929).
74 - 'La Mise en Sc&ne en France'.
75 - ibid., with reference to his 'mise en sc&ne' for On
ne badine pas avec 1'amour, Leopold—Lacour states
'Certains I'ont traide sacriiege.'
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L'accord intime qui doit exister entre 1'oeuvre, le
d^cor et le com^dien, ne se limite pas & ces trois
^l^ments. II doit ^galement r^gner sur le costume,
car le v&tement doit apporter lui aussi sa part
d'interpr^tation... Le ddcor et le costume jouent
ayec I'acteur et prennent part au drame. La relation
des costumes avec les decors doit etre compl&te,
permanente et lin^aire, autant que color^e, mAler
avec lui ses tonalit^s, joindre see lignes aux siennes
,.... En r4sum4;
costumes, decors et attitudes doivent
donner I'essentiel seul des formes; mats une synth&se
o6 tous les details se concentrent vivants. 7^
Despite his great and avowed admiration for Bakst, due
mainly to a similarity in artistic concept,77
never
theless found that Bakst's concentration on a luxurious and
compelling visual aspect destroyed the artistic balance vital
to a theatre.78 Once this intrinsic harmony is upset, a
production degenerates into anarchy.

This successful

realization of harmony is the result of a conscious choice, of
intelligent discernment.
La preparation de cette unit^ est faite de discernemont,
Enfin trois mots r^sument toute ma pens4e:
4conomie, choix.^O

unitd,

Throughout his creative activity the 'metteur en scfeiie ' must
ue^ hds sensitivity and intelligence;

in I929 Granval was

the critical and openly antagonistic opponent of the contemporary theatrical fashion - the logical result of the movement

76

79

Granval, Charles, 'D'Antoine & Bakst', in
Bravo (November 29th, I929).
ibid., quotes Bakst;
•Je le congois pour le d^cor, comme un tableau
dont les personnages ne sont pas encore points
et non un paysage ou architecture.'
^D'Antoine h. Bakst'!
'Malgr^ ses dons d'artiste, Bakst ^tait trop riche.'
ibid.
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L4opold-Lacour,

77

78

'La Mise en sc&ne en France*.
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begun by Antoine in 1899 in his Th^&tre Libre.

The minutely

realistic reconstruction of human life and of the material
environment that conditions it was for Granval the death
knell for the theatre:
Des projets d'avenir
Le th^&tre n'a pas d'avenir
Le th^&tre agonise, le th^&tre va mourir,
Le th^Atre r^aliste a tu^ le th^dtre,
Le THEATRE N'EST PAS LA VIE, pas plus que la peinture
n*est la photo en couleurs
Le r^alisme, art facile des gens & courte vue, a tu6
le th^dtre
Laissez-nioi porter mes regards et ma vie d'artiste...
ailleurs,81

There is no doubt that he exerted an important in
fluence on his contemporaries, and not least on Jean-Louis
Barrault, who named him, along with Dullin and Artaud, as
one of the people who had most inspired him.^^ Yet all
Granval's revolutionary idealism was tempered by the dis
cretion born of a deeply cultured and discerning intellect.
He did not exhibit the same sense of a relentless quest bordering
on the fanatical, which animated Artaud, but allowed his ethic
to be governed by a sensitive appreciation of artistic refinement.
He was, to quote Barrault, *un artiste k I'etat pur'S3. Also,

81 - This is a direct quote cited from a letter
written by Granval to Andre Boll, and which
Roger Dardenne includes in his article on
'La Decoration theAtrale' in Le Figaro
(June 28th, 1929).
--------82 - See Jean-Louis Barrault, Reflexions sur le
thedtre (Paris 1949), pp.84-89,
Dullin is 'LA TERRE - la naissance, le corps,
la purete, le pionnier', Artaud 'LE SOLEIL I'^preuve du feu, 1'Esprit, la verity, le
prophfete*, and Granval 'LA LUNE - le sentiment
et I'&me, la vertu, 1'artiste', p.84.
83 - Reflexions sur le theatre, p.89.
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unlike Artaud,he recognized the importance of the spoken
word. He believed that the 'mise on scene* should serve the
text, and not use it as a pretext for the creation of an
innovatory, but irrelevant,

*mise en sc&ne*.

When Charles Granval composed the *mise en sc&ne* for
Hamlet in 1^32, his avowed intention^^ was to formulate a
work in contradiction

with the theatrical precepts established

by the extravagances of the Romantic tradition. Action and
accessories were to be restricted to the limits imposed by
As mentioned above 86 Hamlet
had often undergone a radical metamorphosis in adaptation into
the essential needs of the play.

French.

Dumas in 1847 transformed the play into an archetypal

Romantic adventure. Together with Paul Meurice, he prepared a
translation which was first heard on the stage of the Th4&tre
Historique in 1847, and was used again by the Com6die-Frangaise
in 18o6.

In 1904, with Mounet-Sully as Hamlet, and Jean Sylvain

as Claudius, the production, using this translation on the stage
of the Com^die-Frangaise, was perhaps the definitive Romantic
version.

The success was described by Henri de Lapommeraye:

... II est la representation vivante do 1'Hamlet d'Eug&ne
Delacroix, avec quelquechose de plus puissant encore.
M.Mounet-Sully est bien 1'artiste romantique qu'il fa^llait
pour Cette oeuvre romantique.

84 - See Artaud, 'Lettres sur le langage*, in Le Theatre
et son double (Paris, I964), pp.139-184.
'Void ce qui va en r6alit^ se passer. II ne s'agit
de rien moins que de changer le point de depart de
la creation artistique, et de bouleverser les lois
habituelles du thddtre. II s'agit de substituer au
langage articul6 un langage different de nature, dont
les possibilites expressives ^quivaudront au langage
des mots, mais dont la source sera prise h un point
encore plus enfoui et plus recule de la pensee.' p.167,
83 - This was explained to me by Andr^ Boll during an interview I had with him on March 13th, I973.
86 - See pp.73-7J.
87 - This commentary by Henri de Lapommeraye is contained

in the 'rnise en sc&ne' of Hamlet, in the translation of
Dumas and Neurice, which is to be found in the Library
of the Association des R6gisseurs de Theatre in Paris.
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Mallarm^ also saw in Mounet-Sully's porformanco the reali
zation of the aesthetic principles exemplified by the
Romantic movement.The emphasis throughout is on the
conflict between hesitation and doubt, symbolized by Hamlet,
and physical action, symbolized by Portinbras. This tension
is given a material image through violent physical gesture.^9
It is important that we should have this particular inter
pretation in mind when we come to consider Jean Jacquot's claim
that Granval's 'mise en sc6ne* owes an enormous debt to this
Romantic tradition.

Unfortunately, the only »mise en scfene* still extant
is the one copied out by the *r6gisseur-souffleur', Dupuy, for
the production in 1934. Although I obviously cannot vouch for
the complete accuracy of Dupuy's work, it remains nevertheless
extremely doubtful that, given his particular talents and
functions in the Com^die-Prangaise, he would have indulged in
any but the most minor alterations.

This point is reinforced

by the fact that the performers were in the main the same in
both productions.

However, I feel that it is necessary, before

I begin my analysis of this 'mise en sc&ne', to note some dis
crepancies between the work I have studied and the notes quoted
by Jean Jacquot.9^

The version which he actually studied, the 1932 one
at the Association de Regisseurs de Theatre, has been lost.
does claim in his bibliography that a parallel version exists
in the private collection of the Com^die-Prangaise.

Yet the

only one the 'biblioth^caire* could find for me is the one of

88 - Mallarm^, 'Hamlet*, in Oeuvres Completes
(Paris 1945), p.302.
89 - For a detailed examination of the Romantic
Hamlet, see Jean Jacquot, 'Mourir! Dormirl...
R6ver pent—6tre|, Revue d'Histolre du th^&tre,
16, no.4 (1964), pp.407-443.
90 - Jacquot, Jean, Shakespeare en France (Paris I964)

He
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Dupuy, which contains the variants noted below.Although
I clearly cannot disagree with Jean Jacquot's conclusions,
since they are based on a manuscript I have not had access
to, nevertheless I feel that the Dupuy manuscript concurs
more closely with the artistic ethic of Granval and with his
intentions for this particular production.

The discrepancies

may perhaps find some explanation in the fact that the manu
script studied by Jacquot was the original 'mise en sc&ne Merits'
that is the detailed account of Granval's initial conception, and
the version I studied' was the 'livre de r^gie', that is the
director's notebook. It is likely that Granval felt obliged to
alter those aspects which appeared to be directly influenced by
the Romantic heritage, and which are the main elements of dis
crepancy, once he saw the performance on stage.

91 - Jacquot's account of the various elements in the

production which he feels most betray a Romantic
influence, are either absent in the Dupuy version,
for example the storm, or are included in a more
restrained fashion, for example the use of projectors and coloured light during Hamlet's interview
with the Ghost. I include here two vital examples
which will, in the course of my analysis of the 'mise
en sebne', demonstrate a great discrepancy in intent
and content:
'Quand il (the Ghost) disparalt avec I'aurore, un
rayon rouge tombe sur le groupe que forment Hamlet
et les temoins de cette rencontre, & qui le Prince
demande de prater serment. Enfin, cheque fois que
le spectre dit *Jurez' d'une voix sous-terraine,
une flamme gaillit du sol. Un orage savamment
orchestre unit la fin de la sc&ne 2 de I'acte III,
oh le roi d4masqu4 interrompt la. representation, la
sefene 3 oh Hamlet renonce h tuer le roi en prifere,
et la violente sc&ne 4 oh son entrevue avec sa m&re
est ponctuee d'effroyables coups de tonnerre.' p.93.
The second example taken from Jacquot, comes from the
end of the Player Scene:
'Hamlet... se pr^cipite comme un fou vers le roi,
I'attrape par le bras droit et court avec lui en
le regardant fixement, jusqu'h l'extremit6 de
I'avant-sc&ne en criant: 'Qu'est-ce qu’il arrive
au roi? Prot^gez le roi.' p.93.
Hamlet's lines quoted here do not appear in the original
Shakespeare text.
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The 'mise en sc&ne',^^ in harmony with the d^cor,
is austere and admits of no extraneous concerns - an intention
apparent also in the cuts,93

The predominant theme is a con

centration on the relationship between Gertrude, Claudius, and
Hamlet, and, by extension, on the fate of the court and the
society they represent. Very little of the sub-plot involving
Portinbras is maintained; both the complete account by Voltimand and Cornelius of the events concerning Norway in Act IT, ii,
and the discussion between Marcellus and Horatio of the prepa
rations for war in Act I, i, are elided.

Much of the interplay

between Hamlet, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is cut, as is the
whole of Act TV, vi, dealing with Hamlet's letter to Horatio
recounting his experiences on the way to England. The r6le of
Laertes has little significance, since most of his speeches in
the play are reduced to the minimum.

There are only minor variations in the cuts between
the 193^1 and the 194% versions. 94 These 1ines of Ophelia in
Act IV, V, are cut only on the 1942 version
Parsem^ de douces fleurs
Fleurs humides raises en terre
Sous averses d'amour en pleur.95
These lines of Claudius in Act IV, vii, are cut only in the
1934 version:

II faut le suivre Gertrude. Ah! quo j'ai eu k
faire pour calmer sa rage] J'ai pour que ceci ne
1*excite k nouveau. Viens done, il faut le suivre.96

Clearly, these kinds of variations do little to alter the thematic
emphasis intended by the 'metteur en sc&ne'.

It would thus seem

evident that there was no intention to change the particular

92 - Unless otherwise stated, the

'raise en sc&ne

will refer to Dupuy's.

93 - See below.
94 - Although there is no version of the 'livre de
r(?gie * for the 1 942 production available, I was
able to find an edition of Pourtalfes' translation
containing the cuts for this production.
11.37-39.
95
1934 mxse en s c& ne
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aspects of the play emphasized in Granval's original con
ception. This clearly implies that the 'mises en sc&ne' are
essentially the same, although, as we have seen, he may have
considered it necessary to restructure certain scenes which
were not in complete harmony with his original conception.
This assumption is reinforced for the production of 1^42, since,
due to Granval's illness and subsequent death in 1943, Barrault
had to assume the task of the director, and would obviously not
have tampered to any great extent with the work of an 'homme
de th4&tre' he so respected.

The effect of paring to a minimum the scenes that do
not have a direct link with the study of the relationships
mentioned above, is to concentrate with great intensity the
attention on the overwhelmingly claustrophobic quality of these
relationships, a theme powerfully emphasized by the oppressive
and enclosed d^cor. Any hint of external influence, whether it
be the threat of Portinbras, or the trip of Hamlet to England,
which might allow the audience some respite from this enclosed
atmosphere, is virtually eliminated. The only scene exterior
to the court, the burial scene, paradoxically carries little
hint of the outside world. The d4cor for this scene is solid,
massive and oppressive.97 The predominant visual image used
by Granval to reinforce this concentration on the relationships
is to place the thrones of Claudius and Gertrude in a central
position, so that all the action revolves around them and between
them.98 The thrones remain together centre stage until the last
scene. As Claudius reaches the ascendancy in his relationship
with the Queen, he assumes the upper throne. If we study the
’raaquette* for Act III, i and ii, we notice that one throne is
set higher than the other, and is more obviously a throne. In
Act I, tableau 2,99 it is the Queen who presides; in the rest
of the play it is Claudius.

This is a deliberate visual symbol

of the reason for his crime, the desire for power.
97 “ The original 'maquettes' for the d^cor are con
tained in the Appendix, and are labelled according
to their relevance to the ’mise en sc&ne*.
98 — See ’maquettes ’.
99 - This reference is to the divisions into separate
tableaux made by Granval in his ’mise en sc&ne’.
A microfilm of the ’mise en sc&ne’ can be found
in Southampton University Library.
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Hamlet's desire to intercede and destroy the bond
between his mother and his uncle is symbolized by his standing
between the thrones on several occasions.

As the Queen and

Claudius hold hands, Hamlet stands between and behind them.
Le Roi tend la main & la Reine, qui lui donne la
sienne. Hamlet regarde les mains unies.lOO
In the Player scene, aa the tension reaches its climax, Hamlet
approaches the thrones, to confront the two lovers, and again
he places himself between them, but this time in front.
Hamlet se l&ve et bondit au praticable oh sont les
tr6nes. II s'assied sur le praticable entre les deux
fauteuils.^ ® *

The final visual symbol of this bond, and its imminent
destruction in the last scene, is the removal of the two thrones
from their central position.^Now they are placed at the
lowest level at the front of the stage, and at its furthest
limits to the right and left.

Originally the thrones were

together as the lovers felt secure in their relationship, and
placed centrally on the highest platform, as they felt certain
of their power.

In this scene they lose that power and their

relationship is destroyed.
Hamlet and Laertes duel on

Their fate is enacted above them as
^3 above them. Initially, in the

preceding scenes, Claudius and Gertrude block the exit to the
outside world;

removed from this central position, they cannot

prevent the intrusion of the outside world in the form of
Portinbras. The last time the complete court was assembled, to
witness the performance of the Players, the setting was one of
complacent certainty.

In the middle, on the raised platform,

100 ~ 'Mise en sc&ne releve&par Dupuy', p.21,
Hamlet (Cambridge 1971), pp.14-15.
101 - See set layout in 'mise en scene* for Act V,
tableau xvi.
102 - 'Mise en sc&ne relevee par Dupuy*, p.113,
Hamlet (Cambridge 19/1), p«7l•
103 - Copies of some set designs from the 'mise en
sc&ne* are included in the Appendix, and labelled
Illustrations 1 - 6. This is no.6.
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preside the Queen and Claudius, the court radiated around
and from them.^^^ This tableau is the last scene where
the court assumes the form desired by the King and Gertrude.
The extreme contrast with the setting of the last scene, gives
us immediate visual evidence of the impending disintegration
of the new order.

As stated above, the 'mise en sc^ne* is austere, and
the accessories are reduced to a minimum. However, those that
are used assume an importance beyond their mere physical presence
The thrones ('fauteuils') become the physical embodiment of the
King and Queen to Hamlet.

In their absence, he relates directly

to these artefacts, and with them acts out his preoccupations:
(a) Hamletrwnt^ les marches D et va au fauteuil 2
avec lequel il jouera quand il parle k son p&re.
M6mo jeu avec le fauteuil de sa mfere.-|o^
(b) Il bondit jusqu'au si&ge 1 en tirant son poiguard
et en le brandissant, Un temps.
Il r^fl^chit,
remet le poignard h. sa ceinture.io6
They come to represent to Hamlet the corruption of the court and
the act of fratricide which motivates the action.

The bed in the Queen's room exemplifies another theme
emphasized in this production, the underlying current of sexual
infidelity.

The bed is predominantly red in colour and, in the

colour scheme adopted in the rest of the set, becomes the immediate
visual focal point.^*^7 Finally, the curtains are not merely
decoration, but also assume an important symbolic function.
They are the material image of the deceit and hypocrisy which
dominate the court.^08 ^ unity of theme and purpose is thus
strongly established between the protagonists and the physical
environment in which they enact the tragedy.
104 - Illustration 2.
105
106
107
108

-

Dupuy, p.20, Cambridge, pp.13-14.
Dupuy, p,89, Cambridge, pp.56-57*
See hnaquette' for Act III, tableau 4.
See below for a more detailed examination of
this theme.
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The deliberate emphasis on the material side of
the d^cor is a direct result of the main thematic influence
in the action, the acts of fratricide and incest which, though
unseen, dominate the production. The ealm regality of the
royal couple and the court retinue, with its strict observance
of formal etiquette, seem to belie this second aspect.^09 Yet,
wilfully and spontaneously, Hamlet reacts to this hypocrisy by
his violent and overemphatic physical gestures. He strikes the
first discordant note in the otherwise seemingly composed atmosphere:
La Heine a ungesie de la main pour caresser la joue
d'Hamlet. Celui-ci lui prend violemment le bras, la
regarde, se calme, lui prend la main et la baise.
II ne parle qu'apr^s.iiQ
Yet physical warmth is not entirely absent, since Hamlet's greeting
of Horatio in the same scene demonstrates an instinctive physical
approach.
Hamlet se tourne vers Horatio qui lui prend la main et
s'incline profond^ment. Quand il se redresse, Hamlet
1'attire k lui et I'embrasse.YII

A third element of this motif is Hamlet's deliberately ironic
use of physical action. In separate scenes, Hamlet embraces the
King, his mother, and Polonius, and in each case this follows a
violent physical action; thus, the embrace is a designedly
ironic gesture.^

Hamlet feels repulsion for the physical contact between
his parents, and this feeling, already noted above in Act I, i,
is echoed again in Hamlet's attitude to Ophelia.
divorce the romantic from the vulgar.

As they watch the play,

Hamlet sits at Ophelia's feet.
109
110
111
112

~
-

He cannot now

See Dupuy, p.l6.
Dupuy, p.19, Cambridge, p.13,
Dupuy, p.27, Cambridge, p.lS,
See Dupuy, pp.20, 82 and 152,

lol

Hamlet soul&ve la robe d'Oph^lie.

Elle le repousse. 11 3

This act, symbolic of sexual abandon, is echoed by Ophelia in
her insanity:
Elle a un rire de folle avec un geste comme pour
relever sa robe.1^4

Thus, in a social situation where physical contact has become
merely the visual manifestation of murder and illicit love, the
court strives to hide this truth in polite formality. Physical
action and contact is minimal; Hamlet's reactions are violent,
but spasmodic and transitory. Finally, as the tragedy is
resolved, the final scene is one of prolonged ceremonial, where
the physical will no longer be used simply as the agent in
criminal activity^5

Throughout the play there is an atmosphere of hypocrisy
and deceit which recalls that surrounding Ferrante in La Heine
Morte. As mentioned above, the curtains become the material
symbol of this element. In Act III, i, as Hamlet talks to
Ophelia, it is made abundantly clear that Polonius is listening
to the conversation:
Pendant cette scbne on voit Polonius soulever le
rideau de la bale U et ^couter.^^^

Later Hamlet will also make use of this technique of deceit:
Derri&re le rideau 3 on voit par transparence Hamlet
qui vient de S arriver lentement au milieu.117
The use of the projector here to reveal Hamlet’s presence is a
deliberate echo of the first appearance of the Ghost.In
the following scene, the presence of the Ghost is made known in
the same way.
113
114
115
116

117 "
118-

Dupuy, p.111, Cambridge, p.70.
Dupuy, p.l68, Cambridge, p.l05.
See Dupuy, pp.225-226.
Dupuy, p.97, Cambridge, p.6l.
Dupuy, p.129, Cambridge, p.81.
See Dupuy, Act I, tableau 4.
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Allied to the use of curtains and shadows is the
emphatic absence of bright light. Apart from torches fitted
into the walls, the only other light comes from below, not
above as would normally be expected.

This is achieved by the

projection of light through strategically placed transparent
green plates. Obviously this has an abnormal and disquieting
visual effect. This technique is used with particular impact
during Hamlet's first confrontation with the Ghost.^^^ Each
time Hamlet asks his comrades to swear secrecy, his face is
lit up by this unnatural light. During the Player scene, the
light is provided by torches held by the valets.^^0
scene ends in anarchic disorder, all the valets leave; only
one torch remains, snatched by Hamlet who needs to have direct
light on Claudius' face in order to see his guilt. Finally,
he extinguishes this one too, and restores the darkness.
Le Hoi descend les marches du praticable. Tout le
monde commence A sortir en d^sordre. Hamlet se l^^a
et vivement va A droite prendre un flambeau des mains
d'un valet. Le Roi descend les marches D et sort par
C. Hamlet sur le praticable lui ^claire le visage
quand il passe devant lui...
Hamlet bondit sur le praticable oh sont les trhnes et
brandissant son flambeau d^clame.
II tourne son flambeau vers la terre et l»<5teint en
I'appuyant sur le praticable.12I
This predominance of grey indistinct light heightens the feeling
of spying and deceit so vital to the atmosphere of this
schne'.

'mise en

One significant change Granval made from the original
English work was to rewrite the Dumb Show. The action in Granval'3
version has a violent rapidity absent from Shakespeare's work.

119 - See Dupuy, Act I, tableau 5.
120 - See Dupuy, Act III, tableau 9.
121 - Dupuy, pp.117-118, Cambridge, pp.74-75,

10?

The duplicity and complicity of the Player Queen is implied,
if not stated. In the English version, the Queen is made
to lament the loss, and initially she resists the attentions
of the Poisoner;
... the Queen finds the King dead, and makes passionate
action... the poisoner woos the Queen with gifts; she
seems harsh awhile, but in the end accepts his love.122

Granval does not allow her these emotions
Lucianus entre... par C, vient milieu, et se penche
vers le Roi Com&dien: il fait le geste avec une
petite fiole de lui verser du poison dans I'oreille
puis il court & la Reine Comedienne, lui prend la
main, et I'entralne en courant par C.123

Furthermore there is no romantic interplay between the Player
King and the Player Queen. The action within this Dumb Show
is severely reduced in order to allow a full concentration on
the act of fratricide, and the immediate union between Lucianus
and the bereaved Queen.

It is clear that, in Granval's con

ception, Gertrude is a party to,
of, the deed.

and perhaps even instigator

She belongs as surely to the corrupt court as does

her new consort.

This of course increases the ironic impact of

her falling victim in the final scene to the trap laid by Claudius
and intended, not for her, but for Hamlet. They both fall victim
to the system of guile and imposture they have created.

The ’d^corateur’ for this production of Hamlet was
Andr^ Boll. As we shall see, the partnership between him and
Granval was valid in artistic terms, for they had a close affinity
in their views on the qualities intrinsic to theatrical perfor
mance.

Boll, like Charles Granval, believed implicitly in the

dominant value of absolute harmony between the decor and the
’mise en sc&ne’.

122 - Cambridge, pp.69-70.
123 - Dupuy, p.110.

lof

Aujourd'hui le d^cor depend directement de la mise
en sc&ne, e'est elle qui non seulement dicte le
dispositif sc^nique: plantation du d^oor; mais e'est
elle ^galement qui en d^finit le style; style r^aliste
ou fantastique, symbolique ou synth^tique.^ .

His artistic style is governed by a tendency to strict simpli
city through a deliberate attempt to resort to the minimum
amount of scenery which will still allow the onlooker to con
centrate on the essential thematic emphasis,^^5

One of Boll's

most notable and most admired creations was the d^cor for
Troilus and Cressida, also in 1932; here the principal aim
was to emphasize the physical presence of the d^cor, to empha
size the massive interrelation between space and volume.

This

self-imposed discipline brings to Boll a suspicion of stage
machinery and of any self-indulgent scenic innovations.126
Also 5 like Granval, Boll denigrated the contemporary obsession
with the fastidious reproduction of the material minutiae of
human existence; he believes that each work demanded its own
particular and often unique stylization:
Le th6dtre, comme toute oeuvre d'art, est une
stylisation; il ne doit pas chercher & imiter la
vie... il appartient par sa nature m#me, au domaine
du merveilleux et de la fiction.1^7

124 — Boll, Andr6,

'Le Probl&me de la mise en sefene',
in Beaux Arts (duly l^th, I938).

125 - Much of the basic information, both on Boll’s

productions and his general outlook on art, I
obtained in the interview I had with him.
126 - See Andr4 Boll ’Le Probl&me de la mise en sc&ne’,
It is interesting to note here that Charles
Granval is credited with the invention of the
revolving stage, in Prance anyway.
127 - Boll, Andr^,

’peintres et d^corateurs’, Comoedia
(July 18th, 1924).
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... chaque forme de spectacle appelle une mise en
sc^ne particuli&re, une conception sp^ciale du
ddcor.128

This desire for the elimination of extraneous detail and
gratuitous embellishment derives from one of Boll's funda
mental concepts, that the d^cor should be initially striking,
but discreet once the play begins, without, however, losing
any of its effectiveness:
Le dcScor id^al est celui qui situe et qui cr4e
1'ambiance imm^diatement et seulement pendant les
premi&res minutes d'un acte et qui, par la suite,
s'y incorpore au point de perdre toute existence
propre.i2p

Though in all cases Boll believes that he should first
listen to the directives of the 'metteur en sc&ne' before com
mencing his sketches, nevertheless, once his work is completed.
Boll holds it as a basic premise that the designer's creation
should reach the stage with minimal changes. He maintains
that only too often the original design is subject to the ego
tistical whims of the star or to the autocratic interpretations
of the producer or 'metteur en sc&ne'.^^O
1927 Andrd Boll
went to the lengths of taking the director of the Folios

128 - Boll, Andr4, 'Le R6le du decoratCqr', in ParisSoir (January 21st, 1926).
Boll started off his career in the 'atelier Amable',
where he was a 't&cheron', and went on to attend a
number of scenic design schools, culminating in a
period of work under Simas. His dissatisfaction
with each successive school came essentially from
his search for and belief in stylization, and after
the First World War he began to work independently
so he could realize this concept.
129

- Boll, Andrd, 'Le D6cor moderne*, Comoedia
(January 4th, I926).

130 - Boll, Andr4, 'Comment on realise un d^cor de theatre',
Paris-Soir (January 28th, I927).
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Bergere to court for, in his opinion, mutilating his original
sketches.131 However by I932 Boll had his own studio where,
if need be, he was able to construct his own d4cor.
With this similarity in outlook, the natural con
sequence was a working relationship of mutual respect.

The

understanding between Boll and Granval was intimate, particularly
as on a purely human level. Boll found him an extremely likeable
and sensitive person. Yet this does not seem to have been quite
the case with Jean—Louis Barrault in 1942. Charles Granval died
during the 1942-1943 season, so Barrault was entrusted with the
revival of the 1932 *mise en sc&ne'; Barrault himself was ill
at ease with this undertaking, as his conception of the play
had to be subservient to another's interpretation of the text.
It was obvious to most critics that Barrault needed to have
complete control, both in the creation

and in the realization

of the 'mise en sc^ne'. In I932 Yonnel, who was in the tradition
of Mounet-Sully in his combination of the sober and the expansive,
had played the part of Hamlet; in 1942 it was Barrault with his
much more restrained and intellectual style, a contrast parti
cularly apparent in movement. It is LnA[Kk^^Xthat virtually no
'mise en sc&ne' can be equally suited to two such diverse and
powerful talents.

Thus the partnership between Barrault and

Boll was not as harmonious as had been the one between Granval
and. Boll,

One point of contention was that Barrault insisted

on the observance of the contemporary theatrical practice that
the lighting should not be entrusted to the 'ddcorateur', but to
the 'metteur en sc&ne'.
Andr^ Boll has a very lucid and definite system in his
creative activity. He allows himself first of all, through
several readings of the work, to absorb and appreciate the text
itself:

131 ” Antoine, 'Les Bonnes Coutumes perdues*,
Joumal (May 21st, I927).
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Avant d'dtablir un d^cor de
d'abord je
tiens ^ lire naturellemcnt la pi&ce de bout en bout,
je relis certains passages, et j'attends afin d'etre
bien'p^n^tr^' par mon sujet.i^g

Then he concentrates on shaping the overall concept, having
first consulted the 'metteur en sc^ne'. In the creation of
the d^cor for Hamlet, as for Troilus and Cressida, the inter
relationship of space and volume in comprehensively solid
dimensions was his prime aim;
and Cressida

however, here, unlike in Troilus

the proportions were emphatically vertical and

thus created a disquieting feeling of vertigo.

His use of

colours was restricted mainly to the costumes, unlike his
design for King Lear. 1 33 The d^cor was in its essential element:
fixed,^34 with tapestries to permit the intermediary scenes.^35

Once he has established his overall concept. Boll works
on the modifications for the individual scenes. It is strikingly
evident in the six different sketches for the d^cor of Hamlet
that there was no intention of including any but the most vital
accessories, which of course corresponded to the desires of
Granval. Boll intended to create a timeless d^cor without any
historical terms of reference.^3^ He eliminated any sense of

1 32 - H^raut, Henri, 'Artistes d'aujourd'hui: Andre
Boll', in Sud (March loth, 1935), p.l6.
133“ The same consciousness of volume and space is
apparent in this earlier production, but there
is a much greater abundance of colour, both in
the costumes and the d^cor itself.
134 “ See Appendix for notes on the decor of Hamlet
which Andre? Boll sent to me on B'ebruary" 22nd, 1973.
135 ~ There were two main tapestries, one inspired by
Paolo Uccello's painting. The Battle of San Romano,
the other by the Bayeux Tapestry of Queen Mathilda.
On the main stage curtain was reproduced the title
page of the 1603 edition of Hamlet. intended to
produce a feeling of continuity in the intervals.
136 - See p.93 of this chapter.
See also Boll's description of this d^cor in 'pourquoi nous avons congu une mise en sc&ne constructiviste*
Conioedia (May 1st, 1932).
'Un style decoratif qui ne situe pas le drame dans une
p^riode trop ddtermin^e.'
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'trompe-l'oeil* in order to create a solid and stylized
three-dimensional ddcor^37 which would enhance the perfor
mances of the actors without distracting attention by any
over-abundant or luxurious quality.^^8
we study each
scene individually, we find that the concentration on cold,
stark geometric forms in a forbiddingly sober setting, creates
a pervasive atmosphere of mystery and suspicion, and above all
of death.^39 This atmosphere is reinforced by the fact that
every scene is enclosed, even the cemetery where a wall blocks
out the horizon.^it is only in the final scene that there
is an opening out and a very obvious and centrally-placed
horizontal perspective in a thematically important linear contrast to the earlier scenes.

The dominant and claustrophobically

nightmarish vertical perspective of the early scenes is now
destroyed, as is the corrupt court of which it was the material
manifestation. In the Queen's bedchamber the bed itself assumes
a dominant significance because of the long drape reaching down
to it from thecedling, this being the only decoration.^Boll
strove to achieve a unity in the colour scheme, restricting his

137 _ This kind of ’trompe-1'oeil' d^cor was very
popular at the time, especially in the theatres
of the Boulevard and Boll was one of the leading
artists in the reaction against it.
1 38 - See Boll, 'Pourquoi nous avons congu une mise en
sc&ne constructivists'.
139 “ Despite the revelling of the King, for Boll the
environment was essentially that of a 'fort sinistre'
not of a 'lieu de plaisir'. For the importance of
death in the play see pp/Mi-^O of this chapter.
1 40 - See the photograph of this set in the
Appendix.
1 41 “ See reproduction of sketch for this scene Ur* .
See also the importance of the
concern with the flesh on ppS1-S2of this chapter.
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palette to variations on two basic colours, grey and green.
The only main contrasts^in colour were provided by the
costumes,^though in any case his choice of costume was to
some extent restricted since purely practical considerations
denied him the chance of creating original costumes, both in
1932 and in 1942.

both years the Com^die-Frangaise was

undergoing periods of financial difficulty, so Boll had to
make use of what was already in the 'reserve'.

However, he

did modify the existing costumes he selected into the utmost
simplicity.

For Hamlet he kept the traditional 'velours-noirs*.

The acute and disquieting contrast between the vivid cohxms of
the court and the forbidding drabness of the surroundings pro
vided an ideal environment for the illustration and development
of the themes of suspicion, menace and death.

The artistic success of the union of the theatrical
talents of Charles Granval and Andr^ Boll was made emphatically
apparent by an almost unanimous approval on the part of the
critics.
Roland Purnal, one of the few detractors, did not
appear to have understood the desire of Boll to create an
essentially simple design with the decorative elements reduced
to a minimum.^In 1932 Edmond SSe added to his unmitigated
praise of the ’mise en schne* an unstinting admiration of the

142 - There is also a contrast in the colours of the
throne, which is placed in the centre of the set.
The combination of yellow and red is in discordance
with the grey walls of the room.
143 - Claudius is dressed in purple and red and Gertrude
in blue. The richness of the colour scheme of their
costumes is in contrast to the soft hues of Hamlet's
friends, who are in grey and beige. Thus not only
by their attitudes and actions but also by the
opulence of their costumes, the King and Queen seem
out of place in this setting whose dominant motif is
death.
145 “ Apart from the analagous quality of their respective
theatrical ethics, both artists with this play were
concerned primarily with the elimination of the usual
Romantic accoutrements in order to create an atmosphere
of menace and imminent death. Artistic technique pushed
to its purest and most emotive simplicity. That Granval
was aware of the need for total harmony between d4cor and
'mise en sebne' is inherent in the fact that at the start
of his theatrical career he was essentially a 'd^corateur'
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d^coi

Although the other critics were not perhaps so extravagant
in their praise, they did lay considerable stress on the
visibly total cohesion between Granval and Boll.^^7

to note here that the 1942 produotioh
at the Com&.ic-Prahsaiso, theugh essentially identical

o
to the

932 one, nevertheless did demonstrate some significant

Changes, notably in the cheice of translation and in the subatrtution of Barrault for Yonnel.US

o the crities was ambivalent;
complain j

i.th years the

reaction

in 1932 Gaston Goldsehild could

yet Gabrielle Boissy in the same year found that the simplicity
and sobriety of the production lacked a sense of vitality:

146
147

See Appendix^fSr reference
1 48

149
1 50

Goldschild,

'Hamlet & la Com^die-Prangaise', p.lQ

Ill

others, such as Maurice Rostand,found
him totally committed to the role.

Nevertheless,

tho general

opinion was that his approach was too intellectual and un
suitable to the

'misc en sc&ne'.153

Perhaps the main difference

in 19^2 in the reactions of the critics was their concentration
on the actor rather than on the

*mise en sc&ne' itself;

as

stated above,it was obvious that Barrault felt unhappy
interpreting someone else^s

^mise en sc&ne*.

He needed to be

in absolute authority over the production.

Hamlet is the longest of all of Shakespeare's plays,
and in its entirety would take six hours to perform. Thus it
is inevitably subject to often drastic cuts;
gether with the

these cuts, to

'mise en sc&ne', determine which of the

Hamlets potentially contained in the complete work is performed.
It is not possible, without the use of the total version, to
fully represent all the concerns embodied in the text.^^^ Ihe

151

- Silvain, Jean, L'Appel (March 26th, 19^2).
'...M. Jean-Louis Barrault semble souvent s'imiter,
se caricaturer.
On dirait & ce moment, qu'il joue
devant une glace et qu'il s'y contemple avec luie
f^licit^ interieure.'
152 - Rostand, Maurice, Paris-Midi (March 3rd, I942).
'...Hamlet e'est Jean-Louis Barrault, angoiss^,
bouleversant, vivant le drame immortel comme si ce
fOt le sieni*
1^^ _ See Alain Laubreaux,

'Hamlet & la Com6die-Prangaise',
Le Petit Parisien (March 18th, I942).

154 - See p.106of this chapter.
133 - Even Jean Cocteau who, in
had given Barrault almost
clear that in his opinion
happy with the role of an

Comoedia (April 4th, I942)
unreserved praise made it
Barrault could not be
actor.

156 - For a more detailed elaboration of this point, see
Jan Kott, 'Hamlet of the mid-century', in Shakespeare
our contemporary, translated by Boleslaw Taborski
"(London , T967 )", PP • h7~60 .
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dominant motifs in Granval's production are deception, hypo
crisy, and social decay, all of which are pervaded by the
omnipresent evidence of death. Both the 'rnise en sc&ne* and
the d6cor, since they are in complete harmony, strive success
fully to realize these motifs. Although neither was specifically
created as an answer to the situation during the 19^2-43 season,
nevertheless, historical circumstance bestowed on them an
immediate social relevance.

There can be no doubt that the

public attending a performance of this production was
a singularly apt catharsis;

offered

furthermore, once the particular

emotions dominating their lives had been purged, the release of
the final scene as the enclosed d^cor is suddenly flooded with
daylight, answered the desire for hope and escape. They were
the witnesses of the continued evolution of a play of established
cultural significance; the production allowed Hamlet to achieve
a vital contemporary relevance in Occupied France.

5) The Comedie-Prani^jaige as a theatres
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Whether as a theatrical activity, a literary study,
or as a cultural symbol, Racine's Ph^dre has a vital role
to play in Prance;

in such an apparently hopeless period

as that of the Occupation, it was only natural for one of
the most venerated symbols of the continuity and depth of
national culture, the Com^die-Prangaise, to stage this
particular play from its extensive classical repertoire.
Prom the very beginning, Racine's work has given
rise to philosophical and literary criticism and controversy
in Prance, which persist to the present day. Through this
constant revaluation, Racine's work has remained vitally
relevant to Prench culture. Nevertheless, there exists the
danger that a theatre will be content to surrender to
facility by merely resurrecting a 'mise en sc&ne' of one of
Racine's plays, based on the theatrical reflexes and tradi
tions handed down through the centuries in the classical
repertoire. it is a danger which Roland Barthes studies in
his discussion of Jean Vilar's production of Ph&dre at the
Theatre National Populaire.

....il exi^te un vieux fonds folklorique racinien...
et c est 1& que cheque acteur, s'il est laiss^ & luimeme, va tout naturellement puiser....^

As we shall see below, Barrault will try to reconcile the
proper regard he feels should be given to what, in his opinion,
are the constants in the performance of Racine's work, and
personal innovation. The survival of the play, and the high
esteem in which it is held, do not stem only from its intrinsic
literary worth or its position of prominence in Prench culture,
but also from the fact that to perform the r6le of Ph&dre, or
to direct the play itself, is regarded in Prance as the climax
of a theatrical career.
Le r^le de ph&dre est le couronnement d'une carri&re.
il ne fait pas de doute que monter Ph&dre est
I'eprouve supreme.2
------

1 - Barthes, Roland, Sur Racine (Paris, I963), p.143,
2 - B^scotes, Maurice, Las^Grands R8ies du
a.
Racine (Paris, 1937), p.l47. '
------------

Ilf

The accusation has often been levelled by critics
that Racine had no real awareness of the precise needs of
theatrical performance, and that his plays, by their
reliance on the quality of the poetry tend to be parochial.
It would seem relevant here briefly to see why Racine's work
is so highly valued in Prance, and how, to a great extent,
it epitomizes French cultural aspirations.
Primarily, it is obvious that the very form of his
play^ and their subject matter, answer the particular emphasis
which has always been placed on the learning and appreciation
of ancient Greek and Roman myths and literature.

Racine's

own interpretation of tragedy, based on the precepts established by Greek writers, and notably Aristotle, realizes the
basic ideals of French classical schooling.

He successfully

imposes the 1aw of logic and order on the essentially savage
and anarchic situations predominant in su^^ legends as that of
Ph&dre. However, we must differentiate between the pure
demands of French logic, and a separate, though intimately
linked, concern with Jearning. The myths and legends which
were a commonly held heritage in the audience of ancient
Greece and Rome, were also accepted spiritually as the sincere
and legitimate manifestations of their religious preoccupations.
In the monotheistic society of seventeenth century France,
these myths and legends were not spiritual truths but literary
illustrations of the condition of man's existence,
which
could be interpreted and appreciated by reason. Given that
Racine wrote basicaly for a sophisticated social elite, he
could assume that their education had imparted to them a. sure
knowledge of the classics;

thus, he, and his audience, could

concentrate on the poetic delineation of man and not burden
themselves with the complexities involved in the creation and
understanding of a new plot.
The eclectic quality of Racine's use of classical sources
is well known. His intention was to use only the elements of
these precedents immediately pertinent to his vision of the
Phfedre legend. Racine has, in this play, been able to reconcile
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and represent the two essential characteristics of traditional
French scholarship, by the dominance of reason and order over
the pristine forces of evil symbolized by Ph&dre, and by his
subtly discriminative use of classical sources.

Nevertheless,

this play, in order to achieve the position of prominence it
has in French culture, has demonstrated that it is not merely
a product of the French intellectual ethic, but has given
evidence of its own singular quality;
thus, not only is this
play seen to be the creation of French cultural 'patterns',
but also, because of its individual worth, has become a
'conditioning element' in this same culture.

The power and

the originality of Ph&dre come, not from the 'action', but,
as Jean-Louis Barrault strove to elucidate in his

'mise en

sc&ne', from the luminous clarity of the poetry, and the
intrinsic quality of the poetic realism which creates the
universe of Ph&dre.

The audience, secure in its knowledge

of classical precedent, can allow its attention
the poetry itself and through it on the intense
man's condition. As the success of the play is
on the poetry,3 the play has unfortunately been

to focus on
analysis of
so dependent
a failure

when translated into foreign languages, since no language
can fully reproduce the excellence of the poetry of another
language.
There can be no doubt that to the French in 1942 and
1943 the possibility of communing with one of the most
cherished and essentially French works of art in the history
of literature, helped to salve the mortification of defeat
and to assure them of the continuity of their culture. We
must examine how Jean-Louis Barrault set about answering
these needs while still maintaining his own artistic indepen
dence.

3 - See below for the emphasis that Barrault places on
the importance of a correct appreciation of the
poetry,particularly by those who must speak it, the
actors.
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Immediately we are confronted with a paradox.
Paul Claudel could say of Barrault's 'mise en scene':
'Jean—Louis Barrault a r^entoil^ ce chef-d'oeuvre, comme
on a fait de certains Rembrandt....'4^ yet its reception
in the 1942-19^3 season was not universally appreciative.5
The success of the 'mise en sc^ne' has perhaps been greater
as a literary venture than as a theatrical endeavour, for
several important reasons which I shall discuss below.^
Jean-Louis Barrault's emphasis in the re-interpre
tation of Racine's Pb^dre can already be sensed in an
article written in 1936.7 Barrault maintained in this work
that romanticism had declined, and with it the decadence of
exotic sophistication;

but, as yet, tragedy and the sense

of the tragic had not replaced it.

This could only come

with 'I'^poque collective', when a whole civilization would
be stirred to corporate action, and literature in its
multiple forms would become the responsibility of a common
aesthetic spirit, and no longer the prerogative of presumptuous individuals. Furthermore, fhis evolution of a sense
of the tragic relevant to contemporary society must also be
parallelled in the art of the theatre.
.... la forme nouvelle de la trag6dic n'apparait^ra
que lorsque les acteurs auront tons compris ce qua
repr^sente la vie collective d'une troupe et 1'6norme
travail sur soi—m6me qu'il faut faire pour acqu6rir
le veritable metier de comddien.^

k - Claudel, Paul, Conversations sur Racine (Paris, 1036),

p.42.
‘
^
5 - See below for my examination of the critical reception

6

7

-

A new series of books based on the 'mises en sc&ne'
of notable French directors was started in I946 under
the direction of Pierre-Aim6 Touchard, and included
this work.

Barrault, Jean-Louis, 'La Trag6die doit renaxtre',
Humanity (August 2nd, I936).
8 - ibid.
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The vital word here is

'collective', and this tendency to

concerted action will be the dominant element in the 'mise
en sc&ne' of Ph&dre.

A deliberate and lucid attempt will

be made to compose it as a symphony, where each part is
integrated totally into a harmonious whele with the rest.
ph&dre n'est pas un concerto pour femme;
symphonie pour orchestre d'acteurs.9

c'est une

The r8le of Ph^dre will not be allowed to overshadow the
play;
.... il faudra veiller A ce que Ph&dre, commo les
autres, serve un tout. Mettre en valeur une oeuvre
d'art et non une reine 'incandescente'. Paire jouer
avec la precision d'un mouvement d'horlogerie une
troupe, et non pas donner la r^plique A une c^l&bre
tragedienne.

The danger of the play becoming the vehicle for a
technical display of acting virtuosity by one actress had
always been prevalent:
II n'y a qu'un r6le qui absorbe tous les autres....
L'auteur fait le tour d'une passion... et la pi&ce
est fini quand 1'exploration est terminee. II suit
que ph&dre ne comporte qu'un r8le et c'est celui de

Ph&dreTTT

Such renowned actresses as Rachel and Sarah Bernhardt had
found resounding success in the r8ie of Ph^dre, though to
some, and particularly to Barrault, there had always been a
tendency for the leading actress to reserve her energies for
the scene of the declaration in Act II and for the scene of
despair in Act IV.

9

Mise en sc&ne de Phfedre, p.ly.

10

ibid. p.16.

11

Sarcey, in Le Temps (September 1873), quoted by
M. Descotes, in Les Grands R8les du th^&tre de
Racine (Paris, 1957^.
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On allait, paraft-il, voir Sarah Bernhardt dans Phedre,
non plus pour voir jouer la pi&ce, memo pas voir Sarah
Bernhardt jouer le r6le en entier, mais pour lui voir
jouer les deu^ sc&nes dans lesquelles elle triomphait:
la declaration du 'II', et le ddsespoir du 'IV'. Par
ailleursj elle 'lachait' le role afin de manager ses
forces et son art pour oes deux 'numeros'.^^
However it had already been proved by Mounet-Sully in the
r6le of Hippolyte, and Sarah Bernhardt herself in the role
of Aricie,'3 that there were much greater possibilities i n
the other roles than was generally presumed.
That the 'mise en sc&ne' of the play has always been
especial^rsubject to the vicissitudes of theatrical fashion
and often widely disparate interpretation is due to the
negligible stage directions.if we take one example among
the great number of interpretations of this play in the
twentieth century, that of Gaston Baty, in order to illustrate
this point in contrast to the 'mise en sckne' of Barrault,
we can see immediately an intrinsic difference in the funda
mental vision of the work.

Barrault sought to create the

atmosphere of claustrophobia, of the suffocating torpor which
precedes an impending storm:
aujourd'hui il r&gne sur Tr^z6ne une atmosphere
lourdement insolite. Les bois, la mer, la greve, tout
est silencieux, Le SILENCE p&se sur Tr^zene... Dans
cet air g^n^ralement pur et serein, on suffoque. On
^touffe k Tr^zene.15
Baty, on the other hand, strove simply to evoke a classical
setting within no limited historical perspective.

12 - Barrault, Mise en scene de Phedre. p.l6. See also
Descotes, p.1again quoting Sarcey, to whom
Bernhardt's interpretation was perfection itself.
'C'est d'une beauts achevee. C'est l'id4al dans
la perfection'.
13 - Descotes, pp.130-132.
14 - Racine gives only one stage direction,

'Bile s'assoit',
in Act 1, Scene III, 1,157. Apart from this, Barrault
maintains that much can be gleaned from the text
itself.

13 - Barrault, Mise en Sc^ne de Ph&dre (Paris, I972), p'30.
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Nous nous sommos d^cid^s & ^voquer plutAt une imprecise
antiquity, telle qne I'imaginait le dix-huiti&me siecle,
telle que la sugg^rent Poussin on Claude Lorrain. Nous
n'emmenons le spectateur ni dans le P^lopon&se, ni &
Versailles, ni & Port-Royal, mais dans un lieu th^&tral
qui les concilierait tous trois, et qui nous paralt etre
le seul o6 Ph&dre puisse vivre totalement.^^
Already we have seen how Jean Vilar approached the play,^7
again from a totally different viewpoint. Thus one of the
most ancient symbols of French culture has always been open
to multifarious theatrical interpretations.
There is one point of significant accord in the
separate visions of Barrault and Baty, an emphasis on tlhe
religious aspect.

According to Baty, Ph&dre is Racine's

third Christian play, through the silence of God.18
just as terrible under his Greek pseudonym.

is

For Barrault,

Racine's principal design in this work was to impart moral
education to the audience.19 His desire was to present to
ecclesiastical circles the unquestionable proof of the value
of the theatre to mankind.
Racine, n'^crit-il pas principalement ses tragedies dans
le but de d^montrer h ces saintes personnes que le
theatre est une oeuvre utile? Qu'il est utile d'^taler
devant les hommes leurs propres faiblesses et de leur
montrer jusqu'h quelles sinistres consequences ces
faiblesses les entralnent?
N'est-ce pas dans un but avou^ de reconciliation que
Racine ^crivit ph&dre?
'Un bon po&te, disait-il, peut
faire excuser les plus grands crimes et m6me inspirer de
la compassion pour les criminels.' Pour inspirer cette
pitie, il ne faut que de la 'fecondite, dc la deiicatesse
et de la justesse d'esprit.20

16
17

Baty quoted by Descotes, p.l47~l48.
See p. 113.

1 8

Baty quoted by Descotes, p.165.
See Preface to Berenice, p.483.

19
20

Barrault, Jean-Louis, avant-propos k G.le Roy,
Reflexions sur la trag^die (Paris, I950), pp.4-5,
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As we can see, Barrault maintains that the desire for a
reconciliation with the Christian ethic of Port-Royal was
deliberate and a creative force in the conception of the
play. Barrault will emphasize this aspect in his 'mise
en sc&ne«; the purpose of the lighting in Act I, for
example, will be to create *une atmosphere de confessional',21
and in the final act, 'Hippolyte psalmodie ces derniers vers
comme des litanies'.22
When Jean Louis-Barrault first composed his 'rnise en
scene' for Phedre in 19^2, he had only recently entered the
Com4die-Prangaise.

His first appearance on the stage of the

'illustre theatre' was as the chief protagonist in Corneille's
Le_Cid^ It seemed inevitable that his particular theatrical
creativity and originality^^ would be both stifled and frus
trated by the conservative, and often doctrinaire, traditions
extant in this national institution. At the time Jean Cocteau
held the opposite to be true : that the evolution of Barrault
as an artist would not stagnate, but find a new freedom of
expression within the particular discipline of the Com4diePrangaise.24 Certainly Barrault was very soon made 'soci^taire';25 nevertheless, by 19^6 he had decided to leave in
order to form his own company. The reasons for his departure
are stated with unequivocal directness:
... la veritable raison de notre depart, c'est que nous
sommes tons atteints maintenant de claustrophobic.26
21
22
23

' Wise en sc^ne, p.67.
' ibid, p.175.
We have merely to realize the close affinity between
Barrault and Artaud to understand why the former could
artistic stimulus within the congt_son'double
Barrault s mime-drama, Autour d'une mbre;
'= ^
spectacle de Jean-Louis'Barrault une
sorte de merveilleux cheval-centaure. et notre
emotion devant lui a ?t3 grande comme si avec son
en^r6e de cheval-uentaure Jean-Louis Barrault nous
avait ramene la magie.'

24
25
26

(Januiry olh? ’ 194 3 ) !

Jean-Louis Barrault', Comoadla
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Throughout his artistic career, his love of the
theatre has betrayed an impassioned spiritual commitment,
much influenced, as we have seen above,^7 by the vision
and writings of Antonin Artaud.
Si je parlais de ce metier du th^&tre - du Th^&tre je ne dirais m6me plus que c'est un art, mais un
sacerdoce, mais une religion...
Aussi me content6-je de la pratiquer avec fureur, Et
je tire ma joie directement.^^
The emphatically spiritual quality of this commitment would
be translated into scenic terms in the 'mise en scbne* of
Ph&dre.

Nevertheless, his incorporation into the company of

the Com4die-Prangaise and his consequent reappraisal of Ph&dre,
reassured the French public of the viability and continuing
creativity of their national theatre, at a time when it could
easily have been destroyed by the inevitable internal tensions
provoked by the Occupation, at a time when alien domination
threatened a radical metamorphosis of indigenous French culture
¥e have seen two of Barrault's main preoccupations in
the writing of this 'mise en sc&ne' - a concentration on the
collective aspect both in the acting and the overall inter
pretation, and an emphasis on the hieratical

element.

A

third vital preoccupation was an intense concern with the
quality and value of the language, with a precise realization
of the metrical accent.

Roland Barthes has cogently examined

the predominant influence of the language in Racine.
Ces probl&mes de diction sent tr&s importants parce
que dans un langage aussi 'distant' que celui de la
trag^die classique, le choix de la diction domine de
tr&s haut le choix de 1'interpretation.^9

27 - See note 2,328
Barrault, Jean-Louis,
(July 7th, 1941).

29 -

'Amour du metier, Gerbe

Barthes, Roland, Sur Racine (Paris, Seuil, I963),
p.139.
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Barrault devoted much of his introduction to an extremely
detailed analysis of the poetic idiom of the play, with
two main objectives; first of all that the 'verbe* should
be in symphonic harmony with the other components of the
production, and that the actual diction should achieve a
just balance between the lyric and prose.
Monter Ph^dre comme une symphonic, en respectant la
valeur de chaque personnage,
obtenir une diction & la fois noble et nature]le
qui soit aussi eloign^e de la prose que du chant;
avoir le souci simultan^ de la composition, de
IJintrigue, des th&mes, et de I'orchestration (syntaxe.
harmonic, pensees, en somme; po^sie),JO
In so doing, Barrault believed that he w;^ being faithful
to Racine's dwn artistic tenets in the composition and
realization of his plays;

the sonic quality of the poetry

was of such great importance to Racine that he often composed
his work out loud.
On connaft 1'anecdote qui d6crit Racine arp^ntant les
jardins des Tuileries tout en composant & haute voix
tournant autour des bassins, se tordant les mains se
lamentant si bien que les jardiniers attirds par tant
de d^tresse, crurent qu'ils avaient devant eux un
d^sespdrd qui voulait se jeter dans le bassin.31
Two of these aspects, the collective and the verbal
are preponderant in his overall vision and there is an inti
mate conjunction between them. To a large extent Barrault
composed his work in musical terms,32 where the symphonic
quality is derived, not only from a just balance in sound,
but also from a euphonic symmetry in the thematic content and
interaction of the protagonists.

30

Barrault, Mise en sc&ne. p.2^.

31

ibid. p.20.

32

chapter is,
symphoniques de ph&dre'. p.202.

'Les mouvements

12^
His first analysis of the characters exemplified this
unity by being embodied in a partition of their r8les
according to the musical tonality epitomized by their
function in the play.
Th^see, baryton (on basse chantante?) grand premier
r6le.
Ph&dre, mezzo-soprane dramatique, premier rGle tragique.
Hippolyte, t^nor, jeune premier tragique.
Aricie, soprane, jeune premi&re tragique.
Oenone, contralte, m&re tragique.
^^ram&ne, basse, p&re noble tragique.
Ism&ne, soprane, confidente tragique.
Panope, mezzo-soprane, confidente tragique.33
His final chapter crystallizes this concern.
movements,

There are four

Symphoniquement les cinq actes de Ph^dre peuvent se
diviser en quatre mouvements.
Premier mouvement
:
Acte I
Deuxi&me mouvement
:
Acte IT
Troisi&me mouvement
: Actcs III et IV
Quatri^me mouvement
;
Acte V.34
Each one is dominated by one particular theme: Act I, 'myst^re';
Act IX, *d<?sir’j Acts III and IV, ’ds^lire, extra—lucidity*;
Act V, 'combustion'.35 yet, as in all music, there must be a
sense of harmony between each movement, and Barrault has
assured this harmony.
... chaque mouvement se termine par un rythme qui
annonce le rythme du mouvement suivant.3o

33
34
35
36

P.28.
P.202

P.203
P.211,
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Prom the very beginning he deemed it necessary to
Vi,sual.1,^e the evolution ox the play in precise musical
parallels:
De m6me que dans un concert le chef d'orchestre qui
vient de prendre place & son pupitre se met en position
d'attaque, les deux bras 4cart6s, et reste ainsi tant
que le silence n'a pas pris possession complete de la
salle, il importe qu'Hippolyte n'attaque que lorsque
le th4&tre est doming par le silence. II est done
recommand^ de laisser un grand temps entre les trois
coups et I'attaque si importante d'Hippolyte.37
Throughout there will he constant reference to musical termi
nology:
'un troisi&me point d'orgue',38 '1'allegro est
termini',39 'Immobility g^nyrale du thy&tre,des personnages:
bref de tout 1'orchestra. Los instrumentistes restent suspendus dans la position d'attente'.^O Every shift in the
interplay of personality, every change in the atmosphere,
every re-orientation of the action, is echoed by a modification
in the musical 'score'. The abrupt revelation of Thys^e's
imminent arrival after Ph&dre has already surrendered herself
to her illicit passion, demands a sudden and complete alteration,
from the torrid declaration of love by Phbdre which culminated
Act II.There is an imperative contrast between the debilitating nature of Ph&dre's impotence to counter the unwelcome
occurrence, and the triumphal approach of the legendary figure.
Le rythme change alors avec la rentrye d'Oenone, II
deyient fybrile et rapide. Comme un remous de poissons
qui se dybattent & I'intyrieure du filet qu'on retire.
Incessant, ce rythme court jusqu'^ I'approche de Thysye:
trouble oh je suis, je ne puis rien pour moi'
Apr&s ce remous, yclatent 'trompettes' et 'cars' qui
marquent le retour triomphal de Thysye. Hyias: 'cors'.
'trompettes' et Thysye sent rapidement arretys, un pied
en I'air. II ne reste plus que les lamentations & peine
perceptibles du violon ypuisy de Ph&dre qui meurent
progressivement avec la sortie de celle-ci.^2
37 - P.20^.
38 - P.205.
39 - P.207.
40 - P.207.
41 - 11.670-711.
42 - P.21 3.

12^
All the actors must work towards a successful integration
into this concept of total harmony;

should one role pre

dominate,then the only possible result is cacophony.
For Jean-Louis Barrault perhaps the most essential
method of realizing this aim is through the correct appreelation and application of the particular mechanics of
Racine's poetry.

During the actual process of creation,

Racine would concentrate on the words.
Racine avait un grand talent pour la declamation, et
il notait musicalement les rdles, mot par mot.43
This necessitates an equal concern for the language on the
of the performer. With Miis in mind, Barrault devotes
a large part of his introduction to an extensive and meti
culous examination of the Alexandrine, and the establishing
of certain rules for its declamation.44 Rupeg which,
however, are not inviolate and must be left to the poetic
interpretation of the artist.
Ces quelques remarques ont cela de merveilleux.qu'elles .
ne peuvent devenir des r&gles. Ce que nous/sommes permis
d'4noncer sch^matiquement reste A la disposition du bon
godt de 1'artiste.45
Yet there can be no doubt that Barrault attaches great im
portance to these ideas, and it is only for lack of space
that he does not elucidate further.46

Barrault pursues his

analysis beyond a purely syntactical elaboration of tlhe
Alexandrine to discuss the clearly defined structure which
governs the overall rhythm and movement of groups of Alexandrines — the recitative.

43 - P.18.
44

pp.42—54. A glance at the individual titles
for the separate sections of the chapter emphasize
the importance of ^his analysis; for example,
'L'Hiatus et les liaisons’, ’Valeur plastique des
voyelles et des consonnes’, ’Diff^rents aspects
de 1’alexendrin*, etc.

45
46

P.58.
cf.Note 1 on p.58.
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There is an extremely precise preparation for and
evolution of the recitative:
1 .
2.

Crise agit^e de mouvement.
Un palier Strange fait d'indecision, de rupture
brusque du rythme : moment assez court pendant
lequel le personnage cherche son nouveau rythme.

3.

L'envol^e proprement dite du recitatif, sa courbe
et sa retombee.

k.

Bnfin, un retour subit du mouvement agitee.^7

He gives us the example of the avowal of Ph&dre to Oenone
in order to illustrate his concept.Thus he demonstrates
that each word, each line, each group of lines, exists in
total inter-dependance, and upon them rests the unity of
the play.
However, given that the theatre is a visual as well
as an auditive art, and thus for its successful realization
depends on the quality of the actors, Barrault presents us
with certain recommendations applicable to the function of
the actor.

He maintains that there are two main sources of

creation in the actor, which find their manifestation in the
spoken word and in movement:
b'acteur, artiste de la volont4, dispose de deux
sources d'expression qui fr^missent au rythme permanent
de la pulsation. Ces deux sources d'expression sont;
La respiration d'une part.
La colonne vert^brale d'autre part.
Autrement dit : un soufflet et un fouet.^9
Thus the art of the actor has a basic physical origin, and
his body must be trained to a due appreciation of these vital
elements.

Fundamentally Barrault sees a need for the re-

training of the actor: too often the performer does not have
a clear enough appreciation of ^he value of vocal intonation
and thus should be subject to as rigorous and exacting a
musical training as any opera singer.
47 ~ P.56,, He goes on to enlarge the musical analogy
by discussingaparallel with the performers of
Vagner's work.
48 - Pp. 56-57.
49 - P. 41.
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II y a des passages, dans Ph^dre. qu'il faut 'couler'
comme un legato; d'autres qn'il faut, au contraire,
syl-la-bi-ser; il y a des pertes progressives de
souffle qui rappellent le diminuendo ou le 'fading'
en T.S.P.... Pour obtenir un bon legato, il faut en
avoir rabach^ beaucoup; pour atteindre un subtil
diminuendo, il faut rudement etre martre de son souffle.50
In addition, he must be made aware of the intrinsic importance
of respiration, since only the physical ability to breathe
correctly will render him capable of reproducing the rhythms
vital to the Alexandrine.
Tout ce que nous avons dit au sujet de I'alex&ndrin
ne pent Atre exAcutA 'artistement', c'est-A-dire comme
par enchantement, que par ceux qui savent respirer, et
I'art de la respiration est un art trAs compiiquA que
nous, occidentaux, nous nAgligeons beaucoup trop.^i
So too, the actor's expression must be educated to be in
accordance with the exigencies of the spoken word. Frequently
in the contemporary theatre there had been a tendency to
naturalism in 'le geste', bordering on the vulgar, and there
fore necessarily inadequate to the demands of Racine's poetry.
The actor must be trained to understand and produce only the
most directly relevant physical expression of the verbal
rhythms.
Pour acquArir la science du geste; pour savoir calculer,
choisir et rythmer un langage de gestes qui pourra se
*concerter' avec le langage vocal que 1'auteur a composA,
I'acteur doit done se plier & un entralnement qui
I'assouplit et l'dduque.52
Both poles of theatrical endeavour have the same poetic
rhythm.
Tout comme le souffle et la voix, le geste a son langage.
Tout comme le coeur bat I'lambe (systole-diastole), tout
comme le souffle respire I'lambe (inspiration, expiration),
le geste se rythme sur I'lambe (contraction-dAtente).53

P.6o.

50
51
52

P.61.
P.62.

53

pp.62-63
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They must be in unqualified harmony with one another.
Bref, il doit y avoir une similitude absolue entre
ce geste r^gT^, choisi et rythm^ et la forme vocale
choisie, r^gT^e et rythm^e par 1'auteur.
There is no doubt in Jean-Louis Barrault's mind
that Ph&dre represents the apotheosis of French classical
literature. Its formal structure is governed by the
postulates imposed by a correct and rigid adherence to
the norm of classical symmetry.

Racine, en composant Ph&dre, a ob^i aux exigences du
Nombre et de la pure g^om^trie. Les vertus essentielles d'un&oeuvre classique sent la Mesure et le
Dessin.55
This provides a definite reversal for the Romantic ethic

En chacun de nous il y a deux personnages. Le premier
est tout passion; il veut s'exprimer d'une fagon
d^brid^e, il se r^volte centre la moindre contrainte
ext^rieure : c'est notre personnage romantique. Et
le second plus humble est dou^ du sens critique. Il
juge et accepte d'ob^ir. Il est modeste...
Avec Ph^dre, chef d'oeuvre classique, nous assistons
et il faut en definitive que nous assistions au triomphe
de I'ordre et de la mesure sur ce romantisme int^rieure.
Cette sorte de corsetage (le classique)... loin de
supprimer 1'individuality du pofete, la prycise et
1'intensifie.56

5h - P.63.

This provides an interesting comparison to
ancient Greek dramatic performance, where the
physical action is both instigated and given its
particular rhythm by the words. ¥e find this too
in much mediaeval drama, where the lines contain
within them the motivating force of the action.
55 - P.61, cf. also pp.l27, 79, I77.
56 - Pp. 195-196.
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Finally, above all, it is one of the purest and most rep
resentative creations of the French artistic mind.
Le lustre d'un theatre reforms.... les cinq qualit^s
principales que doit possdder un chef d'oeuvre.
Un bel objet lumineux,
cristallin,
compliqu4,
circulaire et
sym^trique...
Dans le temple de I'art dramatique, c'est Fh^dre
qui tient la place du lustre.57

We have seen Jean-Louis Barrault's general designs
in his composition of the 'mise en sc&ne', and we must now
examine how he applied them to the play in detail. One
aspect which is immediately noticeable is the unusual im
portance attached to the role of Oenone.58
longer the colourless matron of tradition, but the most
mysterious and threatening protagonist in the play.
Throughout the play she emanates a sense of supernatural
influence and of death; her ability to fulfil her function
of safeguarding the life of her mistress borders on the
skill of the necromancer; and we are deliberately incited
to wonder whether she is human or not.
Oenone est le mauvais g4nie de Ph&dre; c'est son
d^mon; sa valeur noire. Oenone est son destin
n^faste. C'est le corbeau de son malheur.59
The elemental power^O which motivates Ph^dre is predominantly
physical in its manifestation;

her mind, when not weakened

to irrationality by her desire, lucidly rejects this passion.

57 - P.218.
58 — Roland Barthes, in Sur Racine, also concentrates
on the importance of the r6lc of Oenone, describing
her as an 'accoucheuse' of the terrible secret.
(p.118). Lucian Goldmann also deals with the eraphatic r8le played by Oenone; in Le Dieu cach^,
he maintains that Ph^dre lives mainly through
Oenone. (p.^29).
59 - Mise en sc&ne de Ph^dre, p.81.
60 - See below for an analysis of this power.

1^0
Oenone does not carry out simply a protective r6lc towards
Ph^dre, but she is also her evil surrogate.
Oenone, nous I'avons dit, est moins la confidents de
Phbdre, que son 'double* (le double de ses forces
noires).^!
She represents the tragic destiny of Ph&dro and will allow
her no deviation from the course of her fate;

she is the

omnipresent and intrusive reminder of the evil forces within
Ph6dre.
Oenone, e'est le destin de Ph^dre;
la detestable
Oenone a conduit tout le resfe. Oenone est le meneur
du jeu..... Ph^dra ira s'6craser centre cet 4cueil et
sera pr6cipit^e dans la mort.^^
When they are on stage together, the rhythm of the scene
recalls by its primitive emotional interplay a pagan ritual
Barrault creates a symbolic parallel to Oenone with a tradi
tional emblem of the forces of darkness, the crow.

He uses

the image freely in reference to Oenone.
C'est & Oenone maintenant de se lamenter..,.11 souffle
sur sebne une espfece de vent d’Orient. Le corbeau
affol^ vole de tous c&t^s, se heurte h la cloison et
vient retomber, fl4tri....^3
Mais Oenone.... apparait au mAme instant. Ses voiles,
comme un oiseau qui bat des ailes, se cognent & droite
et k gauche centre les cloisons du couloir lointain.^4
Towards the end of the tragedy, Oenone's character, expressed
through her mode of speech, is pared of virtually all human
analogy.

61 - P.85.
62 - P.81 .
63 - P.91.
64 - P.79. Barrault also carries this bird analogy to

Ph&dre herself, thereby enhancing the almost mystic
content of the emotional and physical bond between
the 'confidante' and her mistress.
'ph&dre est repartie affolde, comme un oiseau qui
va se cogner centre les barreaux d'une cage.' P.1 35
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La Toix d'Oenone, monocordo, soutenue, Strange et ^
spectrale, s*^l&ve len^emont; sa bouche & I'oreille
droite de Ph^dre. Oenone semble parlor & la place des
Dieux... Jamais Oenone re fait autant parser aa Destin
ou & une sorte*d'envoy6e des Dieux*
ce moment
myst^rieux. Sa voix est comma une voix d'outre—tombe.
L'effet impressionniste de cette p^riode est hallucinante."5
Undoubtedly her role has a pristine violence not usually
associated with it and thus assumes an unusually important
place in the play - perhaps in terms of Jean-Louis Barrault's
general concept of concerted playing, too important.
The emphasis in Barrault's delineation of Ph&dre's
character is generally directly physical and sensual.
Phbdre est & la 'canicule' de sa vie. Elle est ^Iclose.
Elle est mdre pour la moisson. C'est un fruit odorant
et chaud qui craquelle de partout dans sa pouss4e
juteuse. Elle est couverte d'une moiteur qui,poisse....
Phbdre a attaint sa sensuality la plus dense.
Racine establishes the five principal aspects of her dramatic
personality immediately - her imminent death, her femininity,
her heavenly parentage, the passionate lover, and finally
the sincere desire to preserve her virtue.After the
presumed death of Thysy©, her sensuality,

the pure eroticism

exuded by her physical presence, reaches its most potent
stage.
L'air est embaumy de son odeurj on per^oit presque
le ‘g-odt * qu’elle a. Elle vient de 'secrdter toute
sa reserve de syduction.^S

65
66
6?

P.167.
P.81.
P.81.

68

P.119,
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In her confrontation with Hippolyte, Ph6dre displays an
almost demented physical violence as she allows her ob
sessive passion free rein.
Ph&dre apparalt dans toute la splendour de la femme
^panouie. deune, belle, pleine, elle est splendidement
desirable.
Enfin elle court se plaquer franchement contre lui.
Cette fois % ventre en avant.^9
Once she has surrendered to her illicit love, then she is
fully absorbed into the necromantic world of Oenone; in
a speech of incantatory resonance, she calls upon Venus to
be her aid in the successful seduction of the morally con
strained Hippolyte.
Oenone a disparu comme par enchantement. Ph&dre,
subitement seule, retourne se blottir dans son coin
favori. Le coin d'Hippolyte.
Mais cette fois c'est vers le haut qu'elle regarde...
C'est le moment des incantations de Ph&dre & V^nus.
A V^nus dont elle 4tait la victims - jusqu'alors
I'innocente victime. A V^nus dont elle fait maintenant s& complice et avec qui elle consent & s'associer
pour commettre le crime, pour 'faire le coup'.70
There is no doubt that Barrault sees the monster that causes
the death of Hippolyte as the material representation of the
lascivious passion of Ph&dre;
throughout his notes to the
play her love is described as 'une bete',7l and the severe
concentration on the physical horror of the monster72 becomes
the unquestionable image of the obsessive sensuality which
Barrault deliberately emphasizes in his interpretation of
Ph&dre's character.
Initially, Barrault's treatment of Hippolyte appears
to answer the traditional notion of this protagonist.
Hippolyte est le pli^ bel ^ph&be de Gr&ce.
est le plus beau cheval de Tr4z^ne.73

Hippolyte

69 - P.1 23.
70 - P. 133, 11.813-824.
71

- For example on p.87,

72 ~ 11,1515 et seq,
73 - P.67.

'La bAte au dedans veut sortir.'

13?

Thus Hippolyte would seem, in his untainted virility,
present a deliberate contrast to the hint of pristine
chaos embodied by Ph&dre and Oenone.

However, he too is

prey to the laws of Venus.
Hippolyte a la 'bAte au ventre*. La fi&vre, le
remords le d^vorent. Une passion I'obs^de. Les
veilles I'ont 6puis6. Sa mine est creuse, son oeil
est fixe.^^
Barrault concentrates on the parallelism in the evolution
of these two protagonists in the play, and maintains that
the explicit realization of this deliberate correspondance
comes with a careful examination of the symmetry inherent
their emotional conditions and physical actions.
Au premier acte, l*aveu d'Hippolyte balance par l*aveu
de Ph^dre; au deuxi&me acte la declaration d'Hippolyte
encore balancde par la declaration de Ph^dre; au
troisibme, ils optent tous deux pour leur passion.75
This harmony is maintained until Act V,7^ and is the solid
basis upon which a successful realization of Barrault's
concept of total theatre depends.
Yet within this harmony exists a necessary contrast,
without which the play would merely become a study in mirror
images.

The contrast is clearly formulated by the obvious

differences between the two 'confidents'.

Oenone, as we have

seen, is the image, and perhaps the instrument of evil and
destiny.77

Th^ramfene represents the pure ideal of the sacred

7h - P.69. The violence of the passion here, described
in terms analagous to those used in relation to
Ph&dre, would seem to have little justification
within the poetic rhythm and content of the speeches
by Hippolyte.
75 - P.16.
76 - P. 17. 'Ce n'est qu'apr&s le 'IV* qu'ils divergent,
comme deux tiges, qui s'etant 6levees parallblement,
se s6parent 1'une de 1'autre, entrain6es par le poids
de leur fleur au moment de 1'6clatement.'
77 - There is also the vital difference that at one parti
cular moment in the tragedy, Hippolyte does have a
glimpse of pure happiness, cf.p113: 'Nous snmnies au
point le plus lumineux de la tragedie. Nous vivons les
quelques socondcs ou. le honheur pouvait etre possible *
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unity propounded by Greek philosophy, and he is able to
remind Hippolyte of his social duty and to remind us o^
the essential quality of nobility prefigured by Hippolyte,
Gr&ce & Th4rambne, Hippolyte-amoureux reste bien un
Hippolyte grec.78

Yet there is an element of Oenone in Hippolyte, and an
element of Th4ram&ne in Ph&dre.79 This demonstrates clearly
how Barrault envisaged the thematic harmony through the pro
tagonists. None exists in complete autonomy from the rest,
but acts in reaction to, and is influenced by, the others.^0
¥e are presented with the microcosm of a society where
each person is heavily reliant on the other members, and
where the transgression of one from the accepted moral and
spiritual order has a direct and cumulative effect on the
whole social structure. It is here that I feel that perhaps
Barrault's concept of an all-embracing symphonic harmony obviates the implementation of his thematic interpretation. It
would seem to me that this harmony can only exist in terms of
the retention of a harmonious social pattern; Phfedre's
digression from the norm at those moments when, in complete
surrender to her passion, her previous sense of self-recrimination vanishes, should sound a cacophonic note in the *mise
en scfene*.

Her role should not predominate, but it should

78 - P.69.
79 - As we have already seen, Hippolyte bears the physical
evidence of an illicit passion, of the kind of guilt
imaged by Oenone; Phbdre retains some of her noble
heritage in her sincere desire to resist her passion.
80 - Barrault again delineates this inter-relation in his
analysis of the r6les of Aricie and Ism^ne.
'Aricie, c'est la traduction feminine d'Hippolyte...
Ism&ne, c'est Aricie sans le malheur au bout.
C'est le double ensoleille d'Aricie.' pp.99-101.
So too, Panope is an integral part of this whole.
'C'est le 'pendant' homoth^tique d'Oenone; sa
'correspondance' favorable. C'est Oenone sans la
mission funeste que celle-ci doit remplir.' p.95.
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be clearly felt that her action would tend to disrupt the
established harmony. If Phbdre is integrated totally into
the order, then she no longer becomes a threat, and is
therefore committing no sin. There should be a tension
between her admission of sinful intent and the order inherent
in this Greek universe. If this tension does not exist, and
primarily through the language, then the extreme emphasis
placed on her sensuality, the extreme emphasis placed on
Tb^ram&ne's nobility, cannot be successfully encompassed
within the play.^^
Barrault, as we have seen, is especially
concerned with expressing the action through the language
and through the apposite management of the musical tonality,
where no discordant note should be struck.

This intent is

at odds with the vision he has of the emotional environment
and conflict, which is based on a contrast between order and
chaos. Our first awareness of deviation from the norm^^ is
Ph^dre's admission of the love she feels; however, instead
of creating a cacophonic opposition to the general sense of
euphonic balance, Barrauit insists that the actress maintain
throughout a constant sense of harmony.
Phbdre s'est agit6e comme un malade qui, sous I'effet
d'une arise, se retourne dans son lit. Dans cette crise,
ne pas oublier toutefois la musicalit^ des vers.^3
Les vers qui so terminent par des points d* exclamation
ne doivent pas Stre 'lances', au contraire: ce sont des
points d’appui int^rieur, pendant lesquels Pb&dre respire
et reprend de I'^lan... Dans la diction de tout r^cit qui
retrace le pass4, les contours sont arrondis. Le rdcitatif
n'en est que plus harmonietix.

81

It could perhaps be argued that these two extremes
represent opposite poles and thus are in aesthetic
balance. However, I feel that the sheer violence
of Ph&dre, coupled with the evil intent latent to
Oenone, create a far more powerful force within the
structure of the play.

82

See below for how this is translated into scenic
terms in the decor itself.

83
84

P.89.
P.91.
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That Barrault intended to present Ph^dre's state
as a violation of the accepted moral strictures, is made
evident in his precise delineation of the^physical environ,
ment. The dominant motif in the scenery is a contrast
between light and dark.
Deux ^l^ments contrastants doivent done former le
d^cor :
- d'une part ; la lumi&re, le soleil, I'air marin;
- d'autre part : des coins sombres donnas par les
murs et les vodtes.85
In normal times Tr^z^ne is a place of repose and peace; a
place of refuge where past sins can be expiated through un
disturbed reflection. However, a paradox now reigns, since
in this land of sun, people now flee the light.
Dans ce pays de lumi&re, on cherche 1'ombre; on s'y
cache... II y a du cauchemar & Tr^z&ne.^^
There is thus a certain element of discordance vital to
Barrault's interpretation of the play, which I feel is to
some extent negated by the concern with musical harmony.
Ph&dre's behaviour, as understood by Barrault, is, by its
very extreme nature, abnormal within the confines of the particular social system of the Tr^z&ne depicted here; as the
action is created through the language, this discordance
should find an expression through the rhythms and tonalities
of the spoken word.
Barrault does not examine in exhaustive detail the
musical quality of each line in the play,^7 but basically
devotes his intention to pointing out the main changes in
quality of tone. Nevertheless, at no moment does he lose

85 - P.30.
86 - P.30.
87 - This is a deliberate intention. See p.yl.
'11 serait d6plac6 de continuer une telle comparison
pendant les 1654 vers de la trag6die....'
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sight of his original conceptas late as Act V,
scene VI, he is prepared to concentrate his notes on a
detailed musical annotation of Thdram&ne's^account of
Hippolyte's death.
Oraison fun&bre de la mort d'Hiupolyte
7.

Commence le r^oitatif de 1'oraison fun&bre d'Hippolyte.

8.

Pose du po&me.
personnel.

Th^ram&ne impose au theatre son rythme

9.
10.

La marche d'Hippolyte.
Secousse int^rieure, changement de timbre. Economiser
1'intensity vocale, Le cri est effroyable mais 6loign6
II n‘y a pas encore d'apparition,

11.

Pr^missement g^n^ral.

12.

Quart de temps. Ce qu'on a entendu, maintenant on va
le voir. Depart lent. Large et crescendo jusqu'& la
fin du vers l^l^u

13.

Rapide, anxieux, sonore et pr6cipit4.

14.

Diminuendo rapide du souffle g^n^ral de 1'orchestra.
L'orchestre, comme les flots, s'est r<5sorb4 d'^pouvante
Court point d'orgue.^9

15-

He therefore demonstrates extremely clearly his evaluation
that the successful interpretation of Racine depends on a
proper understanding of the inter-play of language within his
poetry. Since he can find no adequate theatrical equivalent
to the method of scoring used in music, he naturally relies on
the terminology of the other art for his treatment of the
poetic 'score' in Ph^dre. His study, with the dual emphasis
on the syntactical and musical, analyzed both in his general
introduction and in the play itself, is of undoubted value to
any artist wishing to accomplish a valid interpretation of
Racine, since it restores to the poetry the preponderant role
it should have.

88 - cf. p.89, note 37; p.l23, note 47; p.l5l, note 4;
p.lOl , note 6, etc.
89 - I have not given all the notes here since he con
tinues this detailed analysis with sixteen more
notes. The speech and notes are on pp.180-185.

1)8
Barrault's 'miso en sc&ne* is designed to proclaim
the triumph of reason over passion, of calm lucidity over
a world threatened with disintegration into the chaos of
unbridled eroticism, and the triumph in art of symmetry
and collective performance over excessive individualism.
As I have stated above, the achievement of the the latter
precludes to some extent the successful realization of the
former.

Barrault does in many instances allow the poetic

rhythm to control the physical actions, and in so doing,
looks back to the theatre of Ancient Greece and liturgical
drama of the Middle Ages.
5. Ex.de precision : le premier vers pent rythmer
la marche d'Hippolyte, qui doit Atre plac^ au mot
*Thdram&ne'. Le deuxibrne vers est un legato qui est
soutenue par un tour lent de la 161e d'Hippolyte vers
la face.90

It would seem that, given this facet of his interpretation,
he could almost have adopted the Greek convention of the
mask in his 'miso en sc&ne', since his vision, in its contrast
of elemental violence and heroic nobility,its use of
rhythms bordering on the ritual, the hieratical emphasis
demand the use of costumes stylized to the utmost simplicity,
as in the theatre of Ancient Greece. It is significant that
he describes Oenone as a 'veritable pleureuse antique',92
and that he maintains the ddcor should be virtually invisible,
given that both metaphysically and materially, Oenone, Th^s^e,
and Thdram&ne, form the environment around which the play
evolves.
Th^s^e, Th^rambne, Oenone : voil& le veritable d6cor,
la 'couleur locale'. Sur eux jouent alternativement
les ombres et les lumi&res. Centre eux viennent, ou
s'abriter comme dans une crique, ou ^chouer contre un

90 - p.71.
91

- In Barrault's interpretation, Th4s4^ is the epitome
of nobility and heroism.
'De tous les personnages de la tragedie, Thds^e est
le seal qui arrive avec un esprit clair et direct
... II revient done de ses m&les aventures, la
conscience nette, I'oeil franc, uniquement pr4—
occupy de sa famille et de 1'amour absolu qu'il
ressent pnursa jeune rcinc : Ph^dre.... II repr^sente
ce qu 1 y a de beau dans 1’ag^e adulte. *
,
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^cueil, lem futures victimes qui bientot seront
prdcipit^es dans la mort.93

The protagonists interact therefore not only on a spiritual
level, but through an almost organic unity with the poetry
itself and its very texture.94 p do not believe that the
intended power of Barrault's vision is translated into
adequate theatrical practice on the stage.
One unfortunate aspect of the printed 'mise en sc&ne'
is Barrault's tendency to indulge in generalizations on the
art of the theatre and more especially of the actor. Of
necessity, since his prime aim must be the interpretation of
Racine's phbdre, his observations on theatrical technique
have to be limited in their scope, and thus tend to the sim
plistic. When he examines the evolution of the actor through
the process of rehearsal to the actual performance, he comes
to a conclusion which, in theatrical terms, had long before
become a truism.95
L'art de I'acteur est compost h la fois de I'art du
geste et de I'art du verbe, appel^s commun^ment i la
mimique et la diction. La mimique s'adresse & la vue
et la diction, & I'oui’e. L'acteur dans son jeu, doit
arriver & la synthase du geste et du verbe, d& m^me
que Ic ph^nnm&ne the4tral doit arriver h la synthase
des sensations visuelles et auditives.9^

93 - P.32.
94 - Barrault displays an extraordinary ability to relate
poetry to material reality in his comparison of the
form of the 'recitatif' and the action of a plane
as it takes off. He has tried to reconcile two
apparently opposing factors, the extreme of pragmatic
materialism in its physical aspect, and the most
refined and powerful classical poetry. In his 'mise
en schne* I do not think ho has realized this unity,
with the physical aspect he propounds in his image
of the plane. See pp.55-56 for this image.
95 - Barrault does to some extent justify the re-stating
of such truisms, as we shall see in my conclusion to
this chapter,
96 - P.4I.
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Vhon he describes the actor as an 'athlbte affectif',97
he is making an explicit avowal of his debt to Artana,^^
yet does not sufficiently enlarge on his own evaluation
of this term. To provide an intelligible explanation of
his vision of the function and practice of the theatre,it
would have been necessary to devote a separate work to the
proper analysis of these ideas. Placed here in abrupt
simplicity, they can only mar our judgement, By the end
of his introduction, Barrault has in fact become aware of
the deficiency.
Une ^tude plus approfondie de ces probl^mes feraut
le sujet d'un important ouvrage quiil est impossible
d'aborder ici.99

However, despite the faults mentioned, this work has
an unquestionable value in the correct appreciation and valid
performance of Racine's plays.

Barrault set out, not to

impose a preconceived and consciously unique vision on the
play, but to serve it, and thus to serve Racine.
En la circonstance, il ne s'agit plus de plaider pour
la trag^die de Racine, il y a longtemps quo sa cause
est entendue; notre but, dans ce qui va suivre, sera
done uniquement do servir I'oeuvre avec respect,
enthousiasme et amour^lOO
All artists must become the total servant of the work, and
interpret it from within.
.. ceux qui sur une sc&ne sont charges de faire vivre
ia trag^die ne sont ni juges, ni temoins, ni critiques,

mais serviteurs et, le cas dch^ant, avocats. Leur tache
est de servir et au besoin de plaider pour. Ils duivent
pour cela s 'incorporer &; ils doivent 1 *^pcu.^_gH-

97 - P.36.
98 - cf. Le Th^&tre et son double, pp.195-20?

99 — p. o *1.
100 - P.15.
101 - P.14.
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Because of his emphasis on the collective, he restoredl02
the accurate balance between the characters, that balance
which is essential to protect the play from becoming a
vehicle for the performance of one actress.

Because of his

concentration on the verse, he managed to elucidate and
illustrate the vital force of Racine's plays. Furthermore,
he was thus able to present to the public in the
season, not a purely traditional 'mise en sc^ne' which, while
it would solace them with a feeling of the constancy of
French culture, could not embolden them with a sense of the
continuing renewal of this same culture, but one where the
aspects of tradition and artistic progress were in complete
harmony.^^3
The main reason for the lack of artistic success of the
production in 1942 was a salient and, at first view, incomprehensible disparity between Jean-Louis Barrault's intentions
and the actual d4cor. In effect, the causes of this discordance
were to be found not in a lack of aesthetic sophistication on
the part of the 'd^coratcur', Jean Hugo, as was believed at
the time by many critics, but in the contingencies of historical
circumstance.
Jean Hugo is primarily a painter,^

and this trait

permeates every aspect of his work.
'....quelle quo soit la
discipline adoptee, il se montre toujours profond<?ment peintre . '^

102 - This aspect is given added depth by Barrault
extending it to a concept of duality, inherent
to the relationships in the play fcf.above) and
within the characters themselves (cf. Mise en
scbne, p.73» footnote 1).
103 - In the original edition of 1946, Barrault included
in the 'mise en sc&ne' a section devoted to a brief
survey of the traditional attitudes adopted by critics,
from the polemic between the Jansenists who supported
the play and the Jesuits who did not, to the theory
that the play was only written as the result of a
'gageure'. The five pages devoted to this examination
are omitted in the edition published in the Collection
points series. Quite possibly Barrault realized that
tli3.s part too was guilty of an extreme sense of
generalization.
104 - This is in direct contrast to Boll, who of course was
intensely interested in the actual physical proportions
and interrelationships on the stage.
105 ~ Levcque, Jean-Jacques, 'Jean Hugo', L * Information
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In his artistic ethic there is a two-fold concern; a desire
for a harmonious interplay of shapes and colours, and a
meticulous simplicity in delineation.

We find these elements

exemplified in his paintings:
... on retrouve dans ses nouveaux paysages sa minutie
sans s4cheresse, sa volont4 d'^criture precise et propre,
le sens presque musical qu'il a des rapports du ciel
avec les murs, et surtout le registre harmonieux d6cal^
vers les gris, les bleus lavande, les roses. 166
and in his treatment of theatrical design,
Le talent de Jean Hugo est volontairement seh4matique;
aucune recherche du r^alisme: il veut et r^ussit &
sugg4rer par quelques indications sommaires, naives,
souvent grossi^res, le lieu oA se d^roule I'action.
Ses discours ont un style bien & lui et son harmonic
pr4f^r^e est faite d'unc rose tendre, d'un bleu clair,
dJun jaune safran^, que viennent fr^quemment rehausser
des noires intenses.foy

These dominating interests tend to create an art which has
liitle affinity with reality.
His first venture into the realm of the theatre was
in 1921, when he designed the costumes and masks for Jean
Cocteau's Les Marias de ]a Tour Eiffel, and throughout his
career as a 'decorateur* he would attempt to translate into
scenic terminology his talent as a painter.

He has now

virtually forsaken the theatre in order to concentrate on
the successful transposition onto canvas of the Mediterranean
beauty of the Languedoc08 However in 1942, he was still
very interested in the theatre, and willing to devote his
attention to Jean-Louis Barrault's production of Phhdre.

106 - De Colombler, Pierre,
(January 1 941 ) .

'Jean Hugo', Beaux Arts

107 ~ Boll, Andr4, 'Un ddeorateur; Jean Hugo’, Paris-Soir
(May 13th, 1927). The reason for the obvious lack
of sympathy here is evident from my description of
Boll's work above.
108 - Hugo continues to paint, and frequently has exhibitions
of his work, especially in the Mus4e Fabre of Montpellier
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Tn the introductory section of his *miso en sc&nc*
Barrault is extremely precise in his recommendations for
the d^cor which would be in accord with his interpretation
of the text.

As is the case for the actual staging of the

play, the indications given for the creation of the d4cor
by Racine are negligible. Apart from this, 'la sc&ne est
& Tr6z&ne, ville du P^loponn&se',^^9 the only hints have to
be gleaned from the poetry;
of these:

Barrault enumerates a number

Du reste du texte nous remarquons des vers, ou des
trongons de vers, tels quo :
Le s^jour de I'aimable Tr^z^ne.
De ces paisibles lieux, si chers & votre enfance
Les for6ts de nos cris moins souvent retentissent.
Tant8t faire voler un char sur le rivage
Ahl que ne suis-je assise & 1'ombre dos forets.
Quand pourrai-je, au travers d'une noble poussi&ro
Suivre de I'oeil un char fuyant dans la carri&re.
et encore
II me semble dejk que ces murs, que ces voBtes
et par centre
Mes youx sent 4blouis du jour que je revois
Bntrer. C'est trop garder un doute qui m'accable, etc.^^^

It is from these few elements that Barrault through the bias
of his own interpretation of the play, bases his evaluation
of the physical environment on the essential contrast vital
to the work.
La t&che du d^corateur reside done dans une savante
repartition des ombres et des lumiferes.^11
In a city where the sun, the sea, the forests, provide the
ideal material environment for tranquil meditation, there is
an oppressive and stifling silence. Thus the preponderant

109 - Ph^dre (Nouveaux Classiques Larousse) , p.31(.
110 ~ 'Mise cn sc&ne', p.29.
111 - ibid. p.30.

1#

concern of the *d4coratenr* in his composition must be
a deliberate attempt to make manifest the contrast between
sun and shadow.
Deux ^l6ments contrastants doivent done former le
d^cor:
- d'une part : la lumi&re, Ic soleil, l*air marin;
- d'autre part ; des coins sombres donnas par les
murs et les vodtes.112
The presence of the sun must be felt throughout the action1l3
and the areas of shadow must not be a cool and restful refuge
from the sun, but must emanate a sense of suffocating warmth.114
In order that the play should not betray a total concentration
on despair, there must be a positive visual symbol of the
possibility of escape from the impending tragedy.
Les personnages sont 'enferm^s', psychologiquoment
envelopp^s, envodtds par leurs passions; il noi^
faut done devant les yeux un point lointain mais
luminoux d'une sortie possible.115
In addition, given the severe^rclassical nature of ph^dre,
there should be no scenic accessory which is not immediately
relevant to the action.^According to Barrault’s vision,
th^ real d^cor is constituted by Oenone, Th^s^e, and Th4rambne.
Neptune qui execute, e’est la chevelure ondul^e de
Th^s^e. Neptune est dans Th^s^e.
Les bois, les arcs, les javelots, le char, les
prdparatifs du voyage constamment remis ; e’est Th^ram&ne.
Le vol n^faste des oiseaux, le Destin, les pl^ureuses
antiques, le godt de I’huile, les parfums loi^s qui
annoncent I’Orient, les superstitions paiennes, le corbeau
du malheur enfin : e’est Oenone.
Th^s^e, Th^ram^ne, Oenone : voilh le veritable d^cor, la
’couleur locale'.11 7

11 2

11 3

11.4
11 5

116
11 7

P.30.
'On doit sentir constamment la presence du soleil
.... II suffit de fissures justement dispos6es dans
les murs, et & travers lesquelles le soleil s’infiltC^a^ pour donner une impression de grande
luminosity.’ p.3l,
’Les ombres, elles, doivent avoir dos tonalitys
chaudes.’ p.31 .
P.31.
P.31.
P.32.
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In order that the attention of the audience should not be
diverted from them, the actual inanimate material environment
should, while subtly evoking the contrasts and atmosphere
mentioned above, become inconspicuous.
Le reste doit 6tre invisible. L& git toute la
difficult^ pour le d^corateur. Rendre le cadre
invisible.^

Finally Barrault defines his vision of the geometric emplace
ment of the d^cor in terms of four 'chemins*, each with a
precise function.
II y a le chemin d'Hippolyte, il y a le chcmin d'Aricie,
il y a le chemnn de Ph^dre, ct enfin il y a le chemin de
I'^vasion^ c'cst par ce dernier qu'on apergoit le coin
lointain de ciel. Par ce chemin arrivera le roi qui
provoquera 1 a mort (Th^s^e). Par ce chcmin on s'enfuit
vers la mort [c^none, Hippolyto). Par ce chemin reviendra
I'homme qui racontera la mnrt (Th^ram&ne).^^9
Thus Barrault intends by this precise disposition of the
d^cor, to provide the visual equivalent of the structural and
poetic symmetry which in his view governs Racine's play.

It is clear that the artistic ethic of the 'd^corateur*,
in order to realize the scenic ideals established by Jean-Louis
Barrault, should be dominated by a consciousness of the
relationship between volume and space, and light.

Any over

abundance of colour or decoration would detract from the original
interpretation; the d4cor should be visualized as an archi
tectonic structure whose presence is felt rather than conciously
seen. That the decor of Jean Hugo was only partially in harmony
with the ideas of his ’metteur en schno’ is not due to any lack
of mutual accord between the artists,120

undue imposition

by the designer of his personal vision, but, as mentioned above.

118 - P.32.
119 - PP.32-33.
120 - See below.
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was due to the predicament oP the contemporary situation.
In 193^ the then 'administrateur g^n^ral* of the Com4diePrangaise, Edouard Bourdet, had commissioned from Jean Hugo
an all-purpose d4cor, which could serve for all the classical
tragedies in the company's repertoire.^21 Hugo's d^cor was
constructed in 1939 and was thus already in the 'reserve' in
1942.

We have seen earlier how material contingencies influenced

the choice of the same 'mise en sc&ne' and d4cor for Hamlet
in 1932 and 19^2, and here similar considerations prevailed:
Hugo's conception was based on the theme of the labyrinth.
II devait 4voquer, dans mon id4e, un pibge 06 les
personnages sent pris, un labyrinthe dont ils ne
peuvent trouver 1'issue.^22

Therefore, by its very form it corresponded to some extent to
Barrault's theory. However, Barrault's four 'chemins' become
five,123 which of course contradicts the logic of his initial
notion, since we now have two 'chemins sorties (Evasion)',
whereas an exact adherence to the precepts of absolute symmetry would require only one.

The most pointedly evident discrepancy lies in the total
absence of the 'coin de ciel*;^24 certainly the presence of
the sun can be emphasized by a skilful adjustment of the
lighting, 25 but an essential element of Barrault's interpre—
tation was negated by the absence of this permanent reminder of
hope, of the normal quality of peace prevalent in Tr^zbne.

121 - See the letter sent to me by Hugo, dated
197^, p.1, reproduced as AppendixjEZ
122 - ibid., p.1.

May(Z^hk

123 - Compare the plan as sketched by Barrault for the
edition of the 'mise en sc&ne', the photo here, with
his original intentions.
€'S"ov%*| Et.
124 - This is apparent from the photo.
125 - See below for his disagreement with Barrault.
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Thus it can be seen that two of Barrault's main
preoccupations have not been translated in their entirety
into scenic terms, that of symmetry and that of contrast.
It would seem also that the d^cor is too intrusive on the
audience's concentration^ its design is too apparent and.
too decorative adequately to fulfil Barrault's intention.
Certainly Hugo has successfully realized his own original
vision, as the set does evoke with power a maze without
exit, but unfortunately and inevitably it is not in complete
accordance with Barrault's ideas.
The need that Barrault felt for an architectonic
emphasis is amply demonstrated by the disagreement between
definite aim
Hugo and himself over the lighting.^^6
was to use cross-lighting from behind the flats to produce
a. pronounced contrast of light and shade,^ ^7 and to delineate
clearly the contours of the set.
Jean-Louis Barrault, dans la tradition de Gordon Craig,
voulait des lumibres venant des c6tds de la sc^ne...
un ^clairage pour des decors faits par des sculpteurs
ou des photographes, non par des peintres.^^S

In contrast Hugo wanted to use only the footlights and floats,
in order to create a subdued kind of light, where light and
shadow would blend harmoniously. Of course he was thinking
from the point of view of the painter, and indeed likens his
desire to the achievement of Degas in painting:
Je n'aime,.. qu'un ^clairage.., de face. dormant la
lumi&re nu'on volt dans les pastels de danseuses de
Degas.'T29

The effect would perhaps have been more pleasing to the eye,
•e'est vrai qu'avec la fampe, nous 4tions bien plus jolies!'^30

1 26

This is a perennial argument on the stage, and we
have already seen its effects in the relationship
between Andr6 Boll and Barrault.

1 27
1 28

A contrast vital to his vision as we have seen.
Letter, p.2.

1 29

ibid.

1 30

Hugo quoting Madeleine Renaud in the same letter,
when she joined in the debate.
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but at odds with tho intended interpretation.
Although the scenery itself had been imagined and
constructed prior to Jean-Louis Barrault's arrival in the
Com^die-Prancaise, the costumes were especially designed
for this production.

Hugo was confronted with the usual

but pertinent problem of how to translate onto the set the
particular cosnumes of Ancient Greece or Rome, transmuted
by the thematic content of Racinian tragedy.

Originallv

the majority of plays in the French classical repertoire
were intended to be played in costumes much akin to the
sartorial fashions of the contemporary period, with no
attempt to relate directly to the Greek and Roman heritage;
this was an obvious development, since, although the actual
story may have owed its existence to ancient Greek culture,
the spiritual and emotional interplay and the social under
tones were derived from seventeenth century French culture.
There is an obvious danger of a blatant discord between the
ideas expressed in the play and the costumes worn, if these
hnv^ an exact resemblance to fhe classical original. Hugo
strove to solve this difficulty by creating highly stylized
costumes, which embodied the influences of Minoan dress and
the fashions prevalent under Louis XIV.^31 He was faced with
a further problem since he conceived d^cor and costumes at
different times.

Jean Hugo achieved his stylization through the use of
painted costumes,^32 according to Andr4 Boll his greatest
innovation in the theatre.

131
1 32

- ibid. , p.l .
Due to a perfect understanding with the
dressmaker, there was no discrepancy between
the design and the completed costume.
'Quant aux costumes ils furent ex^cut^s &
merveillo par Nme Kazinska... qui savait
interpreter exactement mes maquettes et
obtonir le r4sultat que je voulais.*
ibid., p.l.
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L& surtout, o& il fait oeuvre de novateur, c'est
dans cette merveilleuse utilisation du costume
peint... il rehausse leur ^clat par des indications
peintes qui on exaltent la pr^ciosit^.133

Naturally there is an immediate and unhappy contrast with
the sculptural emphasis endowed on the scenery
lighting.

by the

The 'maquettes ’ show this concern with stylization

since the figures are frozen in poses reminiscent of ancient
Greek and Roman art. It does not seem to me that Hugo
sufficiently observed Barrault's desire for the utmost sim
plicity and elimination of unnecessary adornment and ornamentation.

In the 'mise en sc&ne', Th4ram6ne's costume is

described as «... long, de coulour neutre, en tissu grossier,
tr^s grande simplicity',13^ yet the contrast of brown, black,
light blue and white, the intricate design of the toga, do
not really realize this concept. All Barrault desired in the
costume of Phbdre was a predominance of red.
Pour son costume, que dire?
symbolique est le rouge.^35

sinon que sa couleur

The two final costumes worn by Marie Bell in the production
present an unhappy mixture of intricate decoration and contrasts
of colour, though red does in fact predominate. The elemental
violence of the emotional interplay is not properly trans—
cribed by these costumes.

Through force of historical circumstance (i.e. the
obligation to use a ready-made d<Scor rather than one especially
conceived for this *mise en sc&ne), Hugo found himself obliged
to undertake a radical, transformation of his pictorial stvJe,

133 “ Boll, Andry, »Un dycorateur; Jean Hugo’, ParisSoir (May I3th, I927).
134 “ 'Mise en ec&ne’, p.69.
135 - Ibid., p.89.
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which patently was not analagous to the vision of Ph6dre
hold by Barrault.

In this case the union was doomed to

artistic failure, though it is clear that Barrault appreciated that this was a result of circumstance, since in
19^6 he again collaborated with Hugo in the creation of

Shakespeare's Antoine et Cldopatre.^^^

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the
reactions to the production were diverse. Although, in
general terms, the 'mise on sc^ne' itself was approved of,
many critics had severe reservations about the d^cor.
Prominent among these was Robert Kemp, who described d^cor
and costumes in the following fashion:

... ostentatoires, pr^tentieusement arch^ologiqucs,
ont violent^ notre intdret, indiscr&tement occup^
nos regards, et tout fauss^. Ces decors et ces
costumes, inspires des fouilles cr^toises, notamment
ce hammam-palace, pareil k un casino thermal d^sert^
en fin de saison...Et ces costumes qu'Eurlpide
lui-meme, qui vivait mille ans apr^s la destruction
de Cnossos, n'a jamais pu se figurer, et encore moins
Racine, pour qui tout la Gr&ce ^tait celle du Verne
si&cle, celle de Phidias.
La Ph&dre revee par Barrault avait 6t6 assassin^e
in ovo par M. Jean Hugo. 13-7

136 - First letter to me from Hugo, dated
February 8th, I974, p.1 .

137 - Kemp, Robert, »Sur uno Edition de Ph&dre»,
Une semaine dans le monde (June 15th, ^9h6)
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Yet Georges Pelerson in Revolution Nationale reacted
with enthusiasm to this same decor, which, though he states
that it does not correspond exactly with the precepts as
explained in the 'mise en sc&ne', nevertheless it was very
pleasing to the eye.^^^' He has no reservations about the
costumes.

Les costumes, tr&s cretois d'allure,sont par
centre excellents... Et il faut savoir gr& k
Jean Hugo d'avoir donn^ aux couleurs leur signification et d'Atre all4 au delk meme de la
pure joie des jeux...l39

Barrault's 'mise en sc&ne' was seen as the justification of
the description of genius, applied to him both by Claudel
and by Andr<5 Gide.^^^ Cocteau would maintain that this new
production had freed Ph&dre of all the restrictive traditions
which the Parisian public had come to associate with perfor
mances of works from the classical repertory of the Com^die-

138 - Pelerson, Georges,

'Pille de Minos et de
Jean-Louis Barrault', Revolution Nationals
(January 29th, I944).

139 - ibid.
140 - Kemp, Robert,

'Sur une Edition de Ph&dre'.
Une semaine dans le monde (June 15th, I946)
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Prangaise. Whatever the reaction of critic or public,
nobody, according to Andr^ Th^rive,^^^ left the Rue de
Richelieu without being powerfully affected by Barrault's
Ph^dre:
Ph&dre en costumes de Cnossos, o6 le jeune
Dacqmine 4tait clou^ comme une moustique sur un
portant par la reine audacieuse, dans ce d^dale
de caissons florentins faits pour Eurydice et
Lucrbce, a laissd une impression tr&s forte &
ceux-m6mes qui la discutaient.1^2

Despite the anomalous elements in the d^cor, and
the critical reaction, the particular union apparent in the
'mise en sc^ne' between respect for tradition and innovation
allowed the play considerable success with the contemporary
public.

Not only did they see exemplified the depth and

strength of the cultural 'patterns' embodied in Ph&dre. but
they were assured of the continuing vitality of these
'patterns'. The reprinting of the 'mise en sc&ne' since the
war has permitted it to become a 'conditioning element' in
itself. There can be no dispute about the cultural signi
ficance of Racine's play. Furthermore the French, in the
humiliating and oppressive conditions of their daily life,
were forced to be aware not simply of material discomfort,
but of the precarious nature of their worldly existence;
they were obliged to come to terms with the metaphysical
problem of a reconciliation with the concept of imminent
death.

In Racine's play, where a rigd^jTous application of

the Classical ethic allows a full concentration on the essen
tial conflict between man and the Infinite, the French could
find a cathar^^s peculiarly relevant to their own immediate
concerns,

141 - Kemp, Robert, ibid.
142 - Thdrive, Andr^,

'Le Plaisir du th^&tre
frangais’, Panorama (November 4th, I943)

6) The Comedie-Pranpalse as an institution
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Whereas it would not he pertinent here to enter
into a detailed elaboration of the history of the Com^diePrangaise from its foundation unto the present day, it is
nevertheless germane to my study to devote some analysis
to the historical aspect of this institution, in order to
find its relevance in the cultural framework of Occupied
Prance.
As a state theatre, its institutional and artistic
importance as an artifact, as the symbol of Prench theatrical
tradition, and as a vital element of Prench society, is
paramount.

Its very administration, as we shall see, provides

us with a microcosmic representation of the bureaucratic bias
of Prench society. The *Illustre Th^&tre* has existed since
June 1643, whan, under the inspiration of one of its youngest
members, Baptiste Poquelin,1 the members of Moli&re's troupe
signed the 'acte de fondation*.

However, during the reign

of Louis XIV, two other troupes existed, the Th^dtre du
Marais, and the H6tel de Bourgogne;
the rivalry between the
three was intense, and often bitter. After Moli&re's death,
his troupe and that of the Marais joined together in the Hotel
Gu^n^gaud. Later in InLs reign, in I68O, Louis xry decided
to join all three into one united troupe to be called the
Com^diens du Roi, and to be in effect the only theatre in
Paris.2 The Soci4t4 des Cora^diens Prangais came into existence
in 1681, although the actual word ’soci6taire’ did not make
its appearance until 1804 when the artistes signed a new
contract.3 In 1685 the fundamental financial structure of the
Com^die-Prangaise was established, based on the concept of
23 parts divided into 276 •douzifemes•.4 it was not until

Nepveu-Degas, Jean,
(June 26th, 1943).

’L'lllustre Th6dtre% Comoedia

Carri&re, Paul, *Une soci6t6 pas comma les autres’,
Com^die-Pranqaise, No.30 (june-July 1974), p.16.
See below for the power of the Com^die-Prangaise
during the Occupation.
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after the signing by Napoleon in 1812 of the D4cret do

Moscou,5 when the Com^die—Frangaise found itself unable
to maintain financial autonomy, that the theatre finally
came under the power of the state.^ Since that time the
structure of the Com^die—Frangaise has remained in its
essential form unchanged.

Les regimes successifs n*ont apport4 que des change—
merits mineurs au ddcret de Moscou, les retouches
successives que celui—ci a subies n'ont fait que
l*adapter & des ndcessit^s modernes..../

Through its close affiliation to the state, and through

its duty to create and maintain a repertoire of French
theatre, its history has become intimately connected with,
and almost inseparable from,that of France.
Already in 1879 the Com4die-Prangaise had evolved
far beyond the situation of a normal theatre, whose very
existence is often rendered ephemeral by the vicissitudes

of historical circumstance and social attitudes.

Bentley

quotes Francisque Sarcey's explanation of why Britain could
not have a parallel institution:

Because when you transplant a tree you have to carry
with it the soil the roots are sunk in;
the roots of
the Com^die-Frangaise are in French history which
cannot be lifted.8

Bentley further quotes Henry James' appreciation of the
Com4die-Frangaise, as it appeared in a New York weekly in
1879:
The Th^&tre Frangais has had the good fortune to be
able to allow its traditions to accumulate. They
have been preserved, transmitted, respected, cherished.

5 - Carri&re, P.lfe*

6 - ibid.
7 - ibid.
8 - Bentley, Eric, What is the Theatre (London, I969),
p.249•

until at last they form the very atmosphere, the
vital air of the establishment... It has a peculiar
perfection - something consecrated, historical,
academic.9

Its vital source could be discerned as springing from French
society, and thus it had become at once uniquely French and
incapable of transplantation.

Throughout the three hundred

years of its existence until 1943, the Com^die-Frangaise
had continued in its purpose to preserve, protect, and rep
resent French theatre.

In 1814 and 1815, the theatre

suspended its activities only when hostile forces were at
the gates of Paris, and then briefly.

Rel&che motiv^ sur ce que la Ville de Paris a ^t4
d^clar^e hier soir en ^tat de si&ge, attendu que les
armies des puissances coalis^es commandoes par le
due de Wellington et le GOnOral Bliicher ne sent qu'k
trois ou quatre lieues de cette ville.^0

The closure lasted only for a period of ten days. During
the 1914-1918 war, the ComOdie-Frangaise pursued its duty
with such vigour and tenacity that between December 6th,
I9I4, and November lOth, I9I8, there were 1,443 performances
on its stage.^1 During the Occupation, despite material dis
comfort and privation, despite frequent interruptions because
of air—raids,the ComOdie—Frangaise reopened swiftly, and
maintained virtually normal activity.

Given the disintegration of the French political and
governmental edifice, the erosion and mutation of social mores,^3
the French people found within the Com6die-Frangaise, both
through its artistic activity and through the very environment

9
10

11
12

13

Bentley, Eric, What is the Theatre (London. 1969).
p.248.
------------------^
Mas, Emile, 'La Com6die-Frangaise pendant les
revolutions et les guerres', Le Petit Bleu (Seotember
2nd, 1939).
--------- --ibid.
See below for details of these circumstances.
See Chapter
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of the building, the continuing assurance of the permanence
of French art, the relative autonomy of at least this ele
ment of their culture.14 The strength derived from its long
traditions, its corporate structure, its generally conser
vative aspect,has assured its continued existence through
all the political, sociological, and historical upheavals of
French society since the seventeenth century.

The French

came to the Rue de Richelieu in 1943, not simply to indulge
a need for escapism,1^ not simply to effect a necessary
catharsis, but came almost as they would to a religious
ceremony, searching for reassurance of stability, for hope
for the future. Had the Com^die-Frangaise not been the state
theatre, its function would have had no greater value than
that of any other Parisian theatre. As a state institution,
and a cultural museum, it transcended a purely theatrical
r6le to attain a sociologically symbolic importance.
Although this dual aspect of theatre and state in
stitution in these circumstances assumed particular importance,
it paradoxically has been, and always will be, a frequent cause
of dissension within and about the Com4die-Frangaise. The
survival of the theatre depends on the successful reconciliation
of the artistic needs of a theatre, and the conservative,
bureaucratic pressure of governmental policy. By extension,
since their nomination to the «soci4tariat» must pass through
the requisite minister, the *soci4taires’ become civil servants,
and, as such, representatives of their nation.

Their r&le

becomes, not simply an artistic one, but, in a situation where
the fabric of French society is threatened, a sociological one.
Discussions, polemics, and analyses about the administrative
structure of the Com^die-Frangaise have constantly arisen
during its history, no less so in the last war. Both Emile
Mas and Georges Gabory published articles in this period
examining this structure closely.

1 4 - See Chapter X for the limited amount of censure
imposed on the theatre.
15 “ Thus to the Germans, it did not present any danger
as a possible source of revolutionary activity.
16 - See Chapter % for an examination of this need.
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Le syst^me du gouvernemont de la Maison consiste
dans 1'accord ou 1'opposition de deux principes,
Principe r4publicain repr^sent6 par les Soci4taires
et principe monarcbique repr^sent^ depuis la Revo
lution de '48 par I'Administrateur General.^?
«... 1'administration de la Comedie-Prangaise repose
sur une*dualite' dont il est indispensable de conserver I'barmonie. D'une part, 1'Association, la
communaute; de 1'autre, l'Etat.^8

Before examining the course of the Comedie-Prangaise during
the 1942-43 season, it would be beneficial to elucidate
briefly its exact administrative structure,^9 as a proper
understanding of much of its history depends on a lucid
appreciation of these hierarchical details and procedural
obligations.

Within the Com^die-Prangaise the most powerful person
is of course the Administrateur G^n4ral,^^ who is selected
by the Minister, and is directly responsible to him.
Decisions concerning the theatre, both administratively and
artistically, are taken by the Comit4 d'Administration; this
body is presided over by the Administrateur G4n4ral, and is
composed of the senior 'socidtaire', called the 'Doyen',
and seven other 'soci4taires'. A further body, the Assembl^e
G^n6rale, is made up of all the 'socidtaires*, and is also
presided over by the Administrateur G4n4ral.

Its basic

17- Mas, Emile, 'La Constitution de la Cora^die-Prangaise*,
Comoedia (September 5th, 1942).
18 - Gabory, Georges, 'Le Probl&me de la Com^die-Frangaise',
Comoedia (July 26th, 1941).
19 - Although I use the present tense in my description
of the functioning of the Com6die-Frangaise, there
have been some changes since the War. However the
changes are only limited in scope and have in no way
altered the basic structure of the theatre.
20 - At present this function is fulfilled by Pierre Dux,
the 'taetteur en sc&ne' for La Heine Morte.
21 - There are no written texts to govern his duties; his
fundamental function is to be the chief representative
of the *soci6taires'.
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function is to elect representatives to the Comity
d'Administration,^^ to consider the latter's decisions,
and to make felt to its representatives any anomalies or
injustices.
once a month.

The Comit^ d'Administration meets at least
However any major policy decision, and this

includes recommendations for salary increases and promotion
to the 'soci^tariat', must be approved by the Minister.

He

has the power to veto any decision taken by the Comity.
Obviously the whole atmosphere within the Com^die-Prangaise
depends to a great extent on the respective personalities
and ideologies of the Minister and the Administrateur
G^n^ral, and on the quality of the relationship between the
two. It was this last element which most troubled Jean-Louis
Barrault when offered the 'soci^tariat', and which would
ultimately cause him to leave the theatre when given the
choice in the exceptional post-war circumstances.

Actuellement (et progressivement depuis 150 ans)
I'Administrateur a acquis les pouvoirs, les droits
comme aussi les responsabilit^s. Or, depuis deux
ans que je sers la Com^die-Prangaise, j'ai servi
sous deux Administrateurs. Bn trois ans, il y en
a eu trois. Pendant les cinq derni&res ann^es, il
y en a eu quatre. Chaque fluctuation gouvernementale
am&ne un nouvel Administrateur. A chaque Administra
teur, 1'esprit, I'esth^tique mAme changent.^3

Barrault goes on to state unequivocally that he is prepared
to work with the present 'soci4taires', and with Jean-Louis
Vaudoyer, but that ultimately he cannot commit himself to a
lifelong contract, when circumstances can be so radically
altered by the advent of a new government.

Should his

22 - Usually the Minister selects half the ComitA.
23 - Minutes of the Comity d'Administration for the
season 1942—19-43* p.89. The excerpt is from
Barrault's first letter to the ComitA concerning
his possible election to the 'sociAtariat'.
There will be a more detailed examination of this
episode further on in the chapter.
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personal aesthetic, to which he has committed himself
for life, come into opposition with that of a new Administrateur G^n^ral, then he would find himself condemned to
continual conflict. Thus, in Barrault's opinion, the only
solution is to redefine the whole status and function of
the Administrateur G4n4ral.

Ou bien I'Administrateur doit simplement redevenir
d^l^gu^ administratif du ministre, ou bien il doit
Atre nommd & la vie, comme les soci^taires. Nous
devons courir les mAmes risques.24

His conclusion, in this letter, is therefore that he finds
it impossible to accept the particular responsibilities
entailed by the 'sociAtariat'.

The third important administrative body, and the one
most obviously concerned with the artistic side of the
ComAdie-Frangaise, is the ComitA de Lecture, which again is
presided over by the Administrateur GAnAral. Before a new
play can be admitted to the repertoire, or a new translation
or adaptation of a foreign work already in the repertoire
can be accepted, they must be read by the ComitA de Lecture,
and approved by it.

Once a new play, never before performed

in any French theatre, has become part of the repertoire of
the ComAdie-Frangaise, any other theatre wishing to put it
on must apply to the state theatre for permission to do so.
As we shall see from the minutes of the meetings of the
ComitA d'Administration in the 1942-1943 season, this is by
no means a formality.

24

- ibid. p.90.
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Amongst the performers there is a strict hierarchy.
The maximum number of *8oci4taire8* at any one time is
thirty; their senior member becomes the 'Doyen', who in
this particular season was Brunot.^5 Once a member has
been elected to the 'soci4tariat', and has accepted , be is,
in theory at least, obliged to stay at the Com^die-Prangaise
for at least the next twenty years of his professional life.^^
Even after his retirement he must ask for permission from
the Comity d'Administration and from the Minister to parti
cipate in an active fashion in any production on the Paris
stage.^7 Any 'soci^taire' whe wishes to indulge in any
theatrical activity outside the 'Maison' must apply for
permission to the same Comity. The status of the 'soci^taires'
depends very much on the number of 'douzi&mes' that they
have, 28
their admission to the 'socidtariat' they receive
three 'douzi&mes', and one and a half more are kept in
reserve to be awarded during the course of the two years
following their nomination.

When a 'soci^taire' reaches the

position of having twelve 'douzi&mes', he is called 'soci^taire k part enti&re', and becomes one of the most influential
members of the company.

Below the 'soci^taires' in the

hierarchy of this institution, come the 'pensionnaires', who
are chosen for a year, and receive a salary.

The situation

of both categories comes under review towards the end of the
calendar year in the 'Comit4s do fin d'ann^e', often the
scene of bitter disagreement, and the cause of violent
reaction.^9 However, their respective positions differ
pointedly;

whereas the 'soci^taires» basically have only the

25 - At the time of writing, this position is held by
Jacques Charon, who, in 1943, was merely a *pensionnaire'. At the meeting of December 21st, 1942,
he was described as a possible future candidate to
the *soci4tariat'. However, even the position of
the 'Doyen* comes under review, since in the same
meeting it had to be decided whether to maintain
Brunot in the troupe or not, since he had completed
twenty years' service.
26 - This stipulation allied to the controversy over the
cinema, would lead to the major problem in this
season, Ledoux's desire to leave the Com6die-Prangaise,
and the attempts to prevent this.
27 - This principle had lapsed into misuse, and at a meeting
on December 22nd, 1942, it was redefined.
^
28 - See p.lS^of this chapter.
on _
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size of the profit to worry about,the *pensionnaires*
have much greater cause to be anxious, since their contract
lasts only for a year, and the Comit^ can simply decide not
to renew it,3^
Of course it is from these that new 'soci^taires* are elected, when it is thought necessary, and when
there is room.

One of the important aspects involved in becoming a
'soci^taire* is the element of social welfare this entails.
A 'soci^taire* will not only receive a pension upon his
retirement, but during his time at the Com^die-Prangaise,
he will be cared for financially in case of enforced absence
through illness, or any other legitimate motive,!^ This care
extends not only to him, but to those members of his kin
most directly depend&nt

on him.

Even after his death, the

'Maison* still feels responsibility for these relatives.

In

effect, the Com^die-Prangaise is run as a commercial enterprise, and as such it must make profits, for upon these
profits depend the earnings of the 'soci^taires', and the
ability of the 'Illustre Th^Atre' to fulfil its welfare
obligations. State financial assistance is not enough to
guarantee financial liquidity.

It is without doubt upon the corporative structure and
the collective management that the existence of the theatre
depends.

The negation of this principle would certainly bring

about its collapse as a theatrical institution, since the
whole concept of the *soci4taire« implies communal responsibility
in the running of the theatre. This has assured the continued
existence of the ‘Maison* since 1680, and as Pierre Dux has
stated, must remain the foundation of the administrative
structure.

30 ~ There are, nevertheless, occasional 'mises k
la retraite', but these are due to exceptional
circumstances.
31

~ A special principle was adopted in the 1942-1943
season relative to this point, as we shall see
below.

32 - There are a multitude of examples of this welfare
aspect in the 1942-1943 season, not only with reference

to the *socxetaires’, but also with reference to the
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.... ce comit4 est la base de la maison. C*est ce
qui fait que la Com6die-Prangaise est fondle sur une
communaut4. La premiere communaut^ th4&trale, puisqu'elle date de 1680. II y a une direction collective,
il faut 1'accepter. Si elle n'existait pas, par quoi
serait-elle remplac^e? Par un directeur? Ce serait
encore plus terrible. Je crois que si le principe de
la cooptation ^tait abandonn^ ce serait la fin de la
Com6die-Prangaise. Quoi qu'on ait pu en dire, ce
principe a empecb^, depuis une cinquantaine d'ann^es,
toute intervention minist^rielle dans la nomination
d'un soci^taire. Que la quality de ce comity soit
contest^ sur le plan artistique ou moral, c'est une
autre question, une question de personnes.'ll

During the Occupation, government had a limited and eventually transitory influence only within the confines of the
Unoccupied Zqne;34 nevertheless, the social, administrative
and artistic structures of the Com4die-Prangaise were
sufficiently strong for it to continue in its task as a
cultural point of reference. Direct German influence was
limited, and, although the problems concomitant to life
in a conquered city during a war were certainly felt, they
proved a negligible hindrance to the Com^die-Prangaise in
the pursuance of its duty.
Almost inevitably, in such a confined community, with
so many personal financial situations and confirmed artistic
credos dependent upon, and reacting with, each other, internal
conflicts are frequent and often virulent.

Jean-Louis Barrault

did not enter the Com4die-Prangaise unaware of this problem,
although relative to the undoubted prestige and value of this
theatre, it assumed secondary importance.
Les intrigues ^talent c^l&bres. On avait coutume de
dire que 'la society des Com4diens francais 6tait une
grande famine .... comme les Atrides'.35

33 - Dux, Pierre, in dialogue with Louis Dandrel,
•Un entretien avec M. Pierre Dux', Le Monde
(October 5th, 1972). The Minister did, in
1942, have to approve the nomination of new
'soci4taires', as we shall see.
34

The Unoccupied Zone was invaded by German forces
on November 11th, 1942.

35 - Barrault, Jean-Louis, 'La Com^die-Prangaise', in
Souvenirs pour domain (Paris, I972), p.148.
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Many of the problems, in BarraultTs opinion, stem from
the growing influence of the state within the Com^diePrangaise.

As mentioned above, the balance between the

two poles of art and politics is a fine and precarious
one.
Plus le Prangais avait besoin de I'^tat, plus les
intrigues politiques s'infiltraient et d^t^rioraient
le syst&me. C'est le drame de la Maison.36

It is perhaps the unavoidable consequence of the gathering
of so much individual talent that much dissension should
arise.

Perhaps, too, much of the vitality of the 'Maison'

arises from the contrasting and conflicting talents of so
many 'hommes de theatre*.
A frequent source of disquiet and contention is the
appointment of a new 'Administrateur G^n^ral*. Beatrix
Dussane maintains that a new'administrateur' must inevitably
face hostility from some faction within the Com^die—Prangaise

Sauf chances exceptioqklles, un administrateur de la
Com^die-Prangaise est port4, est soutenu par I'espoir
de ceux que m^contentait son pr^d^cesseur, pendant les
deux ou trois premi&res ann^es de son administration.
A partir de Ih, comme il lui est mat^riellement
impossible d‘administrer - mal ou bien - sans faire
des m^contents & son tour, il commence 6. devoir compter
avec Cette coalition inevitable et qui va grossissant..37
In the years leading up to the war there had been several
change^ of ‘administrateur*. Emile Pabre, who had suffered
strong criticism at the hands of the press, was replaced by

36 ~ Barrault, Jean—Louis, ‘La Com^die—Prangaise*, in
Souvenirs pour demain (Paris, I972), p.148.
37 - Dussane, Beatrix, Notes de Th^&tre (Lyon, 1951),
pp,12/l3. We have already seen what reservations
this very problem evoked in Barrault’s response
to his possible nomination to the 'soci4tariat*.
Beatrix Dussane was obliged to leave the Com^diePrangaise in 1939 because of a decree published
in January of that year by the Ministre de
1‘Education Nationale, Jean Zay. She was able to
return to the Comddie-Prangaise in February 1941
and take possession of her ‘loge‘ which had been
TQQO
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Edouard Bourdet, master of the 'Th^&tre du Boulevard',
and a noted theatrical technician with considerable per
sonal prestige. He brought with him the three remaining
members of the 'Cartel des Quatre',1^ with Jacques Copeau.
Each of these major 'metteurs en sc&ne' was supposed to
contribute a certain number of productions to the Com^diePrangaise, while continuing to run his own theatre.
Unfortunately, of the four, only Copeau went any distance
in fulfilling his obligations.

By 1939»

Bourdet %vas suffering

considerable disillusionment. At the outset of the war,
Bourdet was seriously injured in an accident, and named
Copeau as his interim successor.

Upon his recovery, Bourdet

returned to the Com4die—Prangaiso in order to resume his
duties, only to find his resignation requested peremptorily
by the Ministre de 1'Instruction Publique et des Beaux Arts,
Ripert, and Copeau officially appointed as his successor.
Baty, Dullin and Jouvet immediately resigned in support of
Bourdet and sent a letter to Ripert openly dissociating them
selves from Copeauj
Nomm4s metteurs en sc6ne A la Com^die-Prangaise en
m6me temps qu'Edouard Bourdet en ^tait nomm^ I'Administrateur, ayant 6t6 associes h son effort, nous nous
devons de le suivre quand il en est ^cart^.39

Internal dissension and discord increased in intensity and
bitterness as the 'soci^taires' now split into two opposing
factions;

JDux lami Ledoux resigned from

Comity de Lecture

and from the Comitd d'Administration in anger. However, 'le
diff^rend Copeau-Bourdet',^0
became meaningless, since
the ascetic Copeau's intransigent and overt hostility towards
the occupying forces brought about his enforced resignation.
Jean-Louis Barrault describes the episode which finally incited
the Germans to insist upon his removal from office.

38 - Pitodff had died in I936.
39

This is an extract from the letter sent to Ripert,
found in the periodical La France au travail
(January 1st, 194I).
* *--

40 - This was the title commonly given in the newspapers

of that period to this affair.

Copeau eut I'id^e de fixer la premi&re du Cid au
11 novembre, anniversaire de 1'armistice de^Tgig.
Pour les Allemands, ce n'^tait pas le bon. Avec
la complicity des ytudiants cela tourna en vyritable
^^^ifGstation patriotique. Copeau fut renvoy^ dans
ses foyers. Son courage ^tait exemplaire.41
As soon as Copeau bad been named titular bead, tbe Germans
bad demanded bis resignation witbin twenty-four hours.
Bourdet refused to return, and it took Vicby two months to
select a successor.
Tbe man finally chosen was tbe 'Conservateur' of tbe
Musye Carnavalet, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, who :bad during
Bourdet's time organized tbe 'matinyes poytiques' at tbe
Comydie-Prangaise. %t wias ]be w]bo faced tbe twofold difficulty posed by a theatrical company divided into two equally
obdurate factions, and by a theatre suffering the privations
of Occupation. It would not be without difficulty that be
would reunite tbe 'sociytaires'.
Tbe appointment of Jean-Louis Vaudoyer in I94I as tbe
'Administrateur cynyral' of the Comydie-Prangaise met with
almost unanimous approval.

Typical of tbe articles bordering

on tbe eulogistic concerning bis appointment is this one by
Armory:
Jean-Louis Vaudoyer apportera cbez Moli&re sa vive
intelligence, son godt du beau et sa parfaite con—
naissance de notre patrimoine artistique.42
Tbe most common words used to describe him were: 'yiygant',
'sensible', 'littyraire'. Without doubt be was a very refined
and erudite man, since be bad earned the Grand Prix de
Littyrature of tbe Acadymie Prangaise in 1928. However he
had little experience of tbe mechanics of running a theatre,
41

- Barrault, Souvenirs nour domain, p.149. Barrault's
first role for tbe Comydie—Prangaise was tbe lead
in Le Cid.
One other possible reason for Copeau's swift removal
from office might have been tbe fact that bis son,
Pascal, was broadcasting for De Gaulle from London
on Pree Prencb Radio.

42 _ Armory,

'M.Jean—Louis Vaudoyer, administrateur
de la Com4d±e*~Fx^anQaise*, Les Nouveaux Temns
(March 8tb, 1941).----------------
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and even less experience in how to control the tempera
mental effusions of actors.

Dussane recalls the difficulties

he had in coping with these outbursts, frequently bordering
on the histrionic.
Vaudoyer, fait pour vivre dans ces soci^t^s de bon
ton oh chacun poss&de I'art de maltriser ses nerfs
et de polir ses paroles, pr^sidait en martyr ces
histriogonies ...,43
The meetings of the Comity d'Administration were often stormy,
and occasionally violent,
Pourtant, si des ^v^nements r^cents 4tait n^ un double
courant qui divisait la maison, si les reunions du
comity ^taient parfois houleuses jusqu'h devenir
sportivement pugilistiques, on continuait de travailler.44
Yet Vaudoyer had not set about his task in ignorance of the
difficulties, and he saw as his prime duty the need to restore
unity to a theatre where discord divided its members.
J*ai trouv^ une Com^die-Prangaise en effervescence.
Deux factions, ^galement sinc&res, 4taient aux prises.
Mon but 4tait avant tout de r^tablir l'union.45

By the 1942-1943 season he had brought about enough stability
within the confines of the «Maison« to allow him to contemplate
a greater concentration on the artistic element of his task.
Certainly his reign was not without incident, as can be testi
fied by the ’affaire Ledoux'46 and ’la burlesque affaire des
poissons’,47 yet it was undoubtedly a fruitful and important
one with the creation of La Reine Morte and Le Soulier de
satin.
43 - Dussane, Notes de th^Atre. p.38.
44 - Valmy-Basse, Jean, Naissance et vie de la Com^diePranqaise (Paris, 1945;, p.439.
45 - Vaudoyer, Jean-Louis (interviewed by Louis Murat),
.'Notre pabrimoine dramatique et litt^raire.’, Toute
la vie (September 25th, 194I).
46 - See below.
47 - In 1941, the canteen of the Com^die-Prangaise
purchased $0 kilos of fish, when they did not in
fact possess an adequate refrigeration unit for this
quantity. The fish began to rot and the whole episode
had several unhappy consequences.
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Throughout his time at the Rue de Richelieu, JeanLouis Vaudoyer had a very clear idea of his duty and his
purpose.

His first season there, both for the reason

mentioned above, and in order to provide an image of stability
to the public, would be deliberately devoted to a presentation
of those works already in the "repertoire*.
Honorer, entretenir et enrichir ce repertoire, tel
nous a sembie 6tre, dans les circonstances actuelles,
notre premier devoir.^8
Vaudoyer attached a primordial importance to this repertoire
A I'heure actuelle, une seule chose restsintacte dans
notre Prance meurtriel notre repertoire, II est notre
vrai raison d'etre. Notre classicisme est un confluent
o& nos chefs d'oeuvre se sont imbibes du the&tre
classique etranger. Exemple: Le Cid. Le genie frangais
est un filtre. Notre tdche est done de representer dans
un eclairage frangais tous les chefs d'oeuvre que nous
rencontrons. de Shakespeare A Goethe, de Lope de Vega
& Schiller.49
He believed it to be the Coraedie-Frangaise'5 duty to preserve
and ensure its continued existence.
Dans les grands malheurs qui nous ont assaillis, la
Com^die-Prangaise a la chance qu'une de nos plus belles
richesses spirituelles, notre repertoire, soit demeurde
intacte, et que le moyen d*en exalter les beaut^s soit
reste b. notre portee, Ceci nous cr^e un grand devoir.
La Comedie-Prangaise saura n*y pas faillir.50
The next season would see the creation of La Reine Morte
as Vaudoyer began actively to encourage new works. Yet, both
in his consideration of the works in the "repertoire*, and
in his sej^ion of hew plays, Vaudoyer*s ethic would be
dominated by one particular aspect, an especial vision of
poetry.
48 ~ Vaudoyer interviewed by Murat, Toute la vie
(September 9th, 1941).
49 - ibid.
50 - Vaudoyer, Jean-Louis, interviewed by Yvon Novy,

"Quelques projets de M.Jean-Louis Vaudoyer pour
la saison prochaine", Comoedia (August 9th, 1941 )

1.68
Chose curieuse, alors que notre th^&tre cherche &
transposer dans un monde po^tique la r^alit^ quotidienne et & allier 1'observation et la fantaisie,
le cinema se complalt & une representation d'un
naturalisms denigrant de cette meme r^alit^.^l
This vision had always been the fundamental principle in
his artistic ethic, and he did not intend to relinquish it
in taking up his post with the The&tre Prangais.
La haute, la veritable, la permanents mission du
the&tre est une mission poetique, Cette mission est
double: elle consists d'une part & faire de la vie
r6vee une vie
reelA^, et d'autre part & conferer
& la realite le prestige du songe. C'est done en
continuant & me confier & la po^sie que je voudrais
essayer de collaborer ici ir^^c les artistes «qui
composent notre incomparable trnupe du The&tre Prangais.^^

There can be no doubt that his presence allowed the Com^diePrangaise to continue its work in the extreme difficulties
of the Occupation with relative internal stability.

As we

shall see from the minutes of the meetings of the Comit^
d'Administration for the season 1942-1^43,53 bis technique
in dealing with the Germans was much more diplomatic than
that of Copeau, and, in effect, to a large extent guaranteed
the autonomy of the theatre.

Almost inevitably, this sophi-

stication in diplomatic dealings was seen in the post-war
purges and witch-hunts as active collaboration. Jean-Louis
Barrault describes the immediate post-war atmosphere of
hysterical denunciation and persecution:
Mais avec la Liberation apparurent les r&glements de
comptes. Ce fut un moment sordide. Jalousie, delation,
arrivisme: c'^tait affreux, decourageant. Dans
I'adversite tout le monde se regroupe, on s'aime, on se
comprend, on s'entraide, on se nourrit de choses profondes.
Une fois le danger disparu, on redevient trenchant, &pre,
impitoyable, Sgoxste, Sans parler du ridicule des h^ros
de la demi&re heure.54
$1 - Vaudoyer, Jean-Louis, Lettre de Paris (October 1938).
52 - Jean-Louis Vaudoyer interviewed by Pierre Malo, »La
mission permanente du the&tre', Le Matin (March 28th.
190).
-------53 — See below.
54 - Barrault, Souvenirs pour domain, p.lyo.
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In 1946, when Vaudoyer applied for the seat at the Acad^mie
Prangaise left vacant by the death of Octave Aubry, he was
met by a violent reaction on the part of Prangois Mauriac:
Jean—Louis Vaudoyer? Mais il me semblait que notre
Acaddmie avait d6cid^ de n'acoepter aucune candidature
de *collaborateur'.55
This was not simply an isolated personal attack, but sympto
matic of the general attitude of many to Vaudoyer. The
latter decided to bring the matter to public adjudication
by applying to the Soci4t4 des Gens de Lettres to form a
'jury d'honneur' to give a ruling on his case.^he
findings of this 'jury' were published in June I946, in these
terms:
M.Jean-Louis Vaudoyer ne peut pas 6tre qualifi^ de.
'collabo' puisqu'il est ^tabli qu'il n'a jamais, sous
une forme quelconque, particip^ A la collaboration
avec I'ennemi ou favoris6 cette collaboration....
M.Jean-Louis Vaudoyer n'a commis aucune faute centre
1'honneur.57

Vaudoyer's time at the Com^die-Prangaise had come to
an unhappy conclusion. At his instigation, Raimu had been
admitted into the company to replace Ledoux.^8 Hig entrance
was ill-fated, since the first production in which he took
the leading r8le, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, was a failure,
and met with ridicule in the press. This prompted a telephone
call from Abel Bonnard, the 'Ministre de I'Education', to
Vaudoyer;59 what was actually said is not certain, but it led
to Vaudoyer*s immediate resignation to date from January 1944.

55 - Anon, article in Paris-Matin (May 5th, I946),
reproducing Mauriac*^3''‘'reaction to Vaudoyer's
letter of application.
56 - Anon., 'M.Jean-Louis Vaudoyer deraande un jury
d'honneur'. Liberation (May 24th, 1946).
57 - Charles Dauzats quoting the communique of the
•jury', Paris-Matin (June 21st, I946).
58 - This possible nomination is proposed by Vaudoyer
at the meeting of the Comite d'Administration of
September loth, 1943.
59 - This is recalled by Dussane, p.46, and by ValmyBasse, p.467. The latter is more definite about
the origin of the call.
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We are witnesses here again to another example of the
delicate balance between state and theatre;

this heavy-

handed intervention by a government representative brought
to an end a period which had seen the takings of the Com^diePrangaise at a consistently high level, all the more signi
ficant when contrasted with the poor revenue under Emile
Pabre.^^ This situation would eventually culminate in the
crisis described by Jean-Louis Barrault;
La Com4die-Prangaise a toujours refl^t^ la Prance du
moment. Chacun eut alors 'une certaine id4e* de 'la
Maison'. Pas la m6me. Tandis que la Prance cherchait
sa nouvelle voie et que les Prangais, de tous c6tds,
tiraient la sonnette d'alarme, la Com^die-Prangaise
se mit & chercher la sienne et I'alarme 6galement fut
donn^e. Ce qui devait aboutir & une grave crise,^^
The new offer presented in 1946 was not accepted by many
members of the company, and this led to several departures
from the company.
It would seem that, while under the threat of loss
of autonomy, and under the erudite and calming influence of
Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, the Com^die-Prangaise could maintain
its work-pattern, as both circumstance and its 'Administrateur
G6n4ral' imposed a sense of artistic and cultural duty.

With

the end of hostilities, and the departure of Vaudoyer, the
incipient crisis materialized.
If we examine the direct influence exerted by the
Germans during the Occupation, and particularly during the
season under analysis here, if we further study the immediate
effects of the Occupation with all its attendant sociological
re-orientation, we discover that both elements acted more as
unifying than disintegrative agents within the Com^die-Prangaise,
Obviously the 'Maison de Moli&re’ had to obey any anti-Jewish

60 - The size of the takings is examined in detail
below.
61 - op.cit. PP.I7O-I7I ,
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laws passed, such as the law of June 6th, 1942, *r6glementant, en ce qui concerne les Juifs, les professions
d'artiste dramatique, cin^matographique et lyrique':^^
Any member of the company with Jewish ancestry had to
leave. Prominent among these was Yonnel, who fortunately
was later reinstated to play Antiochus in B^r6nice,^3 and
of course Perrante in La Reine Morte. This policy of anti
semitism was applied, not only to the actual members of the
troupe, but extended beyond to a censure of any element

62 - Article premier - Les Juifs ne peuvent tenir
un emploi artistique dans les representations
the&trales, dans les films cinematographiques
ou dans des spectacles quelconques, ou donner
des concerts vocaux ou instrumentaux ou y
_ participer que s'ils satisfont & I'une des con
ditions pr^vues A 1'article 3 de la loi du 2
juin 1941 ou s'ils ont ete autorises en raison
de leurs merites artistiques ou professionals
par un arrAte motive du Secretaire d'Etat
interesse, pris sur la proposition du Commissaire
general aux questions juives et, en outre, dans
le cas 06 le ministre secretaire d'Etat &
1'Education nationale n'est pas competant pour
donner lui-meme I'autorisation d'exercer la
profession, sur I'avis dudit secretaire d'Btat.
Article deuxi&me - Les Juifs atteints par 1'inter
diction resultant de 1*article precedent devront,
dans le deiai de deux raois, & partir de la publi
cation du present decret, cesser d'exercer la
profession qui leur est interdite.
Une prolongation du deiai peut 6tre accordee par
le secretaire d'Etat interesse, sur la proposition
du commissaire general aux questions juives, en
vue de permettre d'achever une serie de represen
tations commences avant la publication du present
decret (rectificatif au Journal Officiel du 13
juin) ou une oeuvre cinematographique entreprise
avant la mSme publication.
Article troisifeme - Le present decret n’est pas
applicable & 1'Algeria ni aux territoires relevant
du secretariat aux Colonies ou du secretariat aux
Affaires etrang&res.
Article quatrifeme - Le Chef du Gouvernement et le
ministre secretaire d'Etat k 1'Education nationale
sent charges, chacun en ce qui le conerne, de
1'execution du present decret, qui sera publie au
Journal Officiel de I'Etat Francais.
Published in the Annuaire general du spectacle for
1942, p.334.
63 - Anon., 'La Rentree de Yonnel au Franqais*, Comoedia
(October 4th, I94I).
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with Jewish associations in the choice of texts for pro
duction.

Since Benjamin Cr^mieux was a Jew, his adaptation

of Pirandello's Chacun sa v^rit^ could not be accepted.
Ve already know that the excellent translation of Eug&ne
Morand and Marcel Schwob of Hamlet, and the one most relevant
to the 'mise en scene * of Granval, had to be changed,

Maicel

Schwob's son protested to the Comity d'Administration, whose
only recourse, as found in the minutes for the meeting of
February 19th, 1942, was to express muted disapproval, since
they could not go against the edicts of the occupying forces.
Les membres du Comity ne peuvent que constater que
cette substitution d'une nouvelle version d'Hamlet
la prec4dente est le r^sultat d'unl 4tat de fait;
1'impossibility dans I'^tat actual des lois et
dycrets concernant les auteurs non-aryans de reprysenter un ouvrage dont Marcel Schwob est I'un des
auteurs.

Apart from the Schillertheater's productions, of
Kabale und Liebe in I94I, Iphigenie auf Taurif

in 1942, and

El Alcalde de Zalamea in 1943, direct artistic intervention
on stage was negligible, The Comydie—Prangaise has never
been a theatre of political unrest, and this is why the
Germans failed to realize its insidious power. They did,
however, frown on the work of Claudel, and the creation of
Le Soulier de satin met with some resistance from the
Occupying administration.
Les autoritys allemandes ne voyaient pas d'un oeil
indiffyrent I'importance de ces pryparatifs au service
d'un auteur qui leur demeurait rycalcitrant.66
They even actively tried to discourage Jean-Louis Barnault
from staging the play; his refusal to suspend the preparations
nearly led to his deportation. 67 To Barrault the whole project
began to assume a patriotic dimension.

64 - Cardinne-Petit, R., L,es Secrets de la Comydie-

Frangaise 1936-1945 (Paris 1958), p.181.
65 - Proems verbaux des Comitys d'Administration pour

I'annye 1942.
66 - Dussane, p.43»
67 - See Chapter
p.3L4.

Cela prenait des allures de bataille spirituella,
d'insurrection nationale. Tous ^talent au courant
des opinions Gaullistes de Claudel. Moi, je me
bornais & d^fendre 'ma chose*.
Further, there is the notorious, if confused and obscure,
tale of Edmond Rostand's L'Ai^lon. prepared under the
instigation of a German, then banned by the Propaganda Staffed after chaotic and almost farcical machinations.
Ve can see that, although the Germans did exert some in
fluence on the Com^die-Prangaise, they did not pursue this
task with any great determination.

When Vaudoyer readily gave his consent to the pro
duction of Iphigenie auf Tauri^ ,
we^ rmt demonstrating
the reaction of an active collaborator, but he was simply
using his diplomatic skill to give at least a nominal
appearance of subjugation.
Ainsi la Com^die-Frangaise a-t-elle pu se conformer
sur le plan spirituel, A la politique de collaboration
pr^conis^e par le Chef de l*Etat.^9
Vaudoyer and the other members of the Comity d'Administration
wished above all to avoid any open hostility towards the
Germans, in order that they might carry out in relative
freedom their duty to protect and extend indigenous French
culture.

Thus, when students began to demonstrate vocifer

ously against the Occupation during performances, the Comity
was quick to show its disapproval. The first mention we find
of this problem in the 1942-1943 season is in the note left
by the 'semainier* 70
the ’Registre ' ( *Livre de bord *)
dated Monday, January 18th, 1943.

68 - Barrault, Souvenirs pour demain, p.164.
69 — Vaudoyer, 'Les Spectacles de la Com6die—Frangaise
en 1941-1942', Revue des Beaux Arts (1939-1944),p.40

70 - His exact function is analyzed below.
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Manifestations des ^tudiants pendant la represen
tation de Pantasio. Les lundis sont supprimes aux
etudiants pendant 1 mois ^ dater du lundi 2$
jan^der.71
This was not a single occurrence, but found echoes in the
reactions of the students on several Mondays.

Vaudoyer

described the attitude of the students in these words:
.... 1'attitude au cours des derniers spectacles du
Tundi a ete particuli&rement regrettable.72

The Comit^ decided to impose immediate restrictions upon
this element of their public, and thus it was able to fore
stall any intervention by the Germans. However, the
Minister did feel obliged to intervene, and demanded that
far more rigorous measures should be taken.
had previously settled on these

The Comit^

restrictions.

Ceux-ci ne seraient plus admis globablement & une
soiree unique cheque semaine, mais un nombre limits
de places (de 10 & 30) serait mis & leur disposition
pour un certain nombre de soirees. Le nombre de ces
places et les soirees pour lesquelles elles seraient
r4serv6es serait en liaison avec le Secretaire.73
The Minister's reaction was swift and more drastic.
En ce qui concerns la presence des etudiants aux
spectacles de la Comedie-Prangaise, 1'Administrateur
fait connaltre au Comite le point de vue du Ministre.
Celui-ci n'estirae pas qu'il y ait lieu de retablir
actuellement en faveur des etudiants, le droit h. des
places reservees pour quelque representation que ce

soit.74

Therefore, what could perhaps have been the excuse for the
Germans to impose greater authority upon the administration
of the Comedie-Prangaise, was turned into a simple matter of
internal policy.
- There were special prices for students on Mondays
72 - Comit4 d'Administration, P.V., p.llZf.
71

73 - P.V., pp.114-115.
74 - P.V., p.119.

The Com^die-Prangaise did not, however, escape so
lightly from the side effects of the Occupation.

Jean-

Louis Barrault gives a graphic account of the extreme
material and physical discomforts suffered by both actor
and public.75 Because of electricity rationing the private
canteen of the theatre had to be closed down as a temporary
measure.7^^ Restrictions became so severe that at the meeting
of the Comity d'Administration on April 15th, 1943,77 it was
decided that anyone who was borrowing the locale of the
Com^die-Frangaise for a gala must pay for all the electricity
used at that particular performance.7^

Paper rationing too

affected the Com^die-Frangaise directly.
II (I'Administrateur) annonce ensuite que les
restrictions impos^es par I'Office de Repartition
vont obliger h une grande ^conomie de papier.79
An indirect consequence of petrol rationing was the need felt
by the Comit^ to have a suitable installation for the public
whe attended performances to park their bicycles, which had
by this time become the most common form of transport.
L'Administrateur fait ^galement savoir qu'il a obtenu
du Ministre I'autorisation d*am4nager provisoirement
un garage & bicyclette & 1*usage des spectateurs de
la Com^die-Frangaise, entre le passage carossable du
peristyle Montpensier et 1'entree de I'Institut de
Cooperation Intellectuelle.80

A further indirect effect of the Occupation, but one
with more immediate relevance to the Comedie-Frangaise, was
the appearance of two decisions contrary to the normal practice
of the state theatre. Firstly, during the 'Comit^s de fin

75 - See Chapter^ ^ p.2.8,
76 - P.V., p.70.
77 - ibid, pp.120-123.
78 - ibid, p.120.
79 - ibid, p.70.
80 - ibid.
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d'ann^e* in the 19^2-1943 season, when the contracts of
the 'pensionnaires' came under their customary review, it
was decided that, given the unusual circumstances, all the
current members would be retained on principle.

L'on commence par prendre la decision de principe, en
4gard aux circonstances, de maintenir pour 1'instant
dans la troupe tous les artistes qui y figurent
actuellement.81

Nevertheless, any 'pensionnaire* who was kept merely because
of this principle would be made to understand that this was
the case.

Each artist must then draw his own conclusions.

Secondly it was decided, again in opposition to tradition.
that no auditions would be held this season. 82 Jean-Louis
Vaudoyer had already pointed out how straitened were the
material circumstances of the Com^die-Prangaise, even in
normal times,and this situation could only worsen in the
unusual circumstances of the Occupation.

However, one happy

consequence, and an unexpected one, was the consistently
high attendance figures.

Traditionally, students from the 'Conservatoire' were
given seats as available, particularly for productions of the
classics, but in the 1942—1943 season this arrangement had to
come under radical review, since booking was so invariably
heavy that it was no longer possible to grant them this
privilege.84 From the first of September 1942 to 3lst June
1943, the Com4die-Frangaise put on 336 performances, of which

237 were evening ones

and 119 'matinees', plus 12 'matinees

81 - P.88, Monday, December 21st, 1942.
82 - P. 127, Thursday, June 24th, 1943.
83 “ Vaudoyer,

'Les Spectacles de la Com^diePrangaise', p.43.

84 - P.V., p.78, Saturday, October 17th, 1942.
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po4tiques'.

This undiminished activity was matched by a

notable increase in the takings of the box office during
this period. Jean-Louis Vaudoyer was able to announce that
the takings for the 1940-1941 season had been exceeded by
those for the 1941-1942 season by 2.22^.000 P.;^^ in Sep
tember 1943, be was able again to make known that takings had
reached a very high level.86
^e consider the takings for
the three plays under considereation here during the season
I942-I943 for the month of January, we have an excellent image
of the value attached by the public to their state theatre.
Such consistently high figures could not merely be the result
of the desire for escapism, particularly since this desire was
well catered for elsewhere.87
Friday, Ist January
Saturday, 2nd
Sunday, 3rd
Thursday, 7th
Friday, 8th
Sunday, 10th
Monday, 11th
Thursday, l^th
Saturday, 16th

LRM
PTT
LRM
Heim
LRM
Ph

LRM
Ham
LRM
LRM
LRM
Ph

Sunday, 17th
Thursday, 21st
Friday, 22nd
Saturday, 23rd
Monday, 25th
Thursday, 2 8th
Friday, 29th
Saturday, 30th
Sunday, 3lst
85
86

87
88

LRM
Lm
Ph"

LRM
LRM
LRM
Ph

LRM

31.403
31.217

F.
P.

31.527 .50
31.542 P.
30.696 .50
29.149 .50
31.695 F.
31.236 P.
29.091 .50
30.969 .59
31.243 P.
31.114 P.
31.505 F.
31.463 F.
30.688 .50
31.330 F.
29.195 .50
30.716 .50
31.109 .50
30.960 F.
31.549

F.
P.
P.
F.
P.

F.
F.
P.
P.
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Vaudoyer quoted by Marc Blanquet, *Ce qu*on jouera chez
Moli&re la saison prochaine*, Le Matin (September 10th,1942),
Vaudoyer, 'La Saison prochaine', Comoedia (September 25th,
I943). It is obviously difficult, given the unstable
situation of the franc in this period to evaluate with
exactitude a comparison with previous seasons. However, the
progression is very clear in quality.
See Chapter %.
These figures are all taken from the 'Registre' for the year
I943. For the sake of conciseness, I have used the following
abbreviations; LRM for La Reine Morte. Ph for Ph&dre, and
Ham for Hamlet. The 'jours de rel&che' were Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. Ph&dre was put on in conjunction with Le Cheval
arabe. Although some other productions could achieve this
average of 3I.000 P. on a Sunday, their comparative takings
in the week were considerably lower. For example, we can
compare the takings of L'Article 330 put on with L'Fcole des
femmes: Monday, 23rd November - 19.360.50 P, Friday, 4th
December - 19.925.50 P, Sunday, 29th November - 29.963 P,
Sunday, 6th December - 31.439 F.

l78

This gives a total of 649«399«50 F. for the one month,
an average of just over 31.000 P. for each performance.
Given the number of seats available, the prices for the
season, the special privileges given to certain members
of the public, this means that the auditorium was virtually
full for every performance.

As we can see from the foregoing, the problems posed
by the occupying forces were relatively minor compared to
the advantages which paradoxically accrued from the situation.
Perhaps the most troubling and professionally annoying in
convenience, was the frequent interruption during performances
due to air-raid warnings. Five members of the Comity
d'Administration

took it in turns to be the 'semainier*,

i.e. the person who signed the 'Livre de bord' ('Registre'),
and noted down any untoward circumstances or occurrences.
Should he be unable to perform this duty, the person named
as his 'suppliant' would have to fulfil this function in his
stead. Although, as we shall see below,^9 this task was not
regularly and conscientiously accomplished, and often the
comments are nearly illegible, we are still able to realize
the frequency of these *alertes', and the untypically phleg
matic reaction of the French public. An interrupted
performance would re—commence once the all-clear was sounded}
in some cases, if the performance was near completion, the
actors would continue, heedless of the 'alerte'. I have
noted here the entries from October 22nd, I942 to July 16th,
1943, the period corresponding to the season under study.90
Unfortunately some of the comments are virtually unintelligible;
nevertheless, the potentially disruptive effect of these air
raid warnings is obvious.
(Thursday, 22nd October, 1942)
Alerte le soir. La representation n'^tant pas
termin^e a 4t4 report4e au mardi 27 octobre.
Les artistes touchent leur feu.
(Hamlet)

89 - See p. 1^190 - Although the season begins in September, there

are no notes in the 'Registre' before this date

1Y9

(Friday, 23rd October 194%)
Alerte - le spectacle a pu 6tre repris et (?)
(L'Autre Dar^^r)
termine & 10h.5O.
(Monday, 18th January, I943)
Manifestations des ^tudiants pendant la represen
tation de Fantasio. Les lundis sont supprim^s aux
etudiants pendant un mois & dater du lundi 25
Janvier.
(Sunday, 4th April, 1943)
Alerte & 2h«l5; M.Charon prie le public d'evacuer
la salle. Fin de l*alerte & 3h.17 repasse en
spectacle & 3h.25.
(Thursday, 13th May, 1943)
La matinee est troubles par une alerte vers 16h.30,
Le spectacle etant tr&s avance, on le termine heureusement.
Signed by Pierre Bertin
(Sunday, l6th May, I943)
La matinee commence avec 33™ de retard & cause d'une
alerte.
(Sunday, 13th June, 1943)
Alerte de 1h.35 & 2h. le spectacle a commence k 2h.50
il s*est termine & 5h.30.
(Friday, 16th July, 1943)
La representation de Feu la M&re de madame est annuiee.
M. Pierre Bertin fait une annonce au public, qui ne
manifesto pas.
(This was due to another 'alerte')qi
During the following season, these interruptions would become
even more frequent, on September 11th, 17th, 25th, 27th;
October 3rd (two 'alertes*), 24th; December 5th, 30th, etc.
Yet it seems that both public and performers viewed these
interruptions almost with indifference. Indeed, no mention of
them can be found in the meetings of the
for 1942-1943.

Comit4 d'Administration

91 - All these notes are taken from the

’Registres*
for 1942 and 1943. Apart from the one mentioned,
they are all unsigned. It is probable that
there were more 'alertes' and other events during
this period, but, as stated above, the function
of ’semainier' was not properly fulfilled for
much of this season. The ’feu* is the basic sum
received for each performance, a very small one
normally.
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Thus both direct intervention and indirect con
sequence achieved a negligible and transitory impairment
of the administrative and artistic life of the Com^diePrangaise.

The consistently high receipts, the productions

of notable new works, the unification of a company divided
before and after the period of the Occupation, provide us
with ample evidence that, under the guidance of Jean-Louis
Vaudoyer, in a position where the Com4die-Prangaise was
obliged to fulfil its culturally significant r8le, the
Occupation provided a paradoxical revivication of the Mllustre
Th^dtre*.

If we study the minutes of the meetings of the
d'Administration

Comity

for the season 1942-1943, we find that the

dominant motif for that period, and for much of the preceding
season, was the Ledoux affair.

In many ways this unfortunate

polemic exemplifies the incipient disadvantages of the structure
of the Comddie-Prangaise, with its dual existence as a state
institution and as a theatre. As this very same relationship
bestowed upon the *Maison de Moli&re* a particular duty during
the Occupation, a duty it fulfilled with resolve and success,
so too it was at the root of the Ledoux affair. Under Bourdet,
Ledoux had reached a high level of artistic achievement, espe
cially in the production of Prangois Mauriac's Asmodde. Upon
Bourdet's untimely departure, Ledoux became disconten^^with
the new situation and demanded his retirement in November 1941.^2
This request was refused by the Comit^ d'Administration on
December 6th, and by the Minister on Pebruary Z^th, 1942.93
Ledoux wished to pursue the far

more lucrative employment of

acting in the cinema, which he could only do with difficulty
if he was still a 'soci6taire*.94 Thus, he feigned, or really
suffered, a nervous illness;

given his undoubted talent as an

actor, it was never definitively established whether this
ailment which troubled him was medically justifiable, or merely
the fruit of the professional ability of an experienced
performer.

Whatever the reason, the affair dragged on until.

92 - Much of the information on the development of the
affair is taken from the letter sent by the 'Conseil
Juridique* to the *Comit6' and copied into the
'Proc&s Verbal', pp.107-113.
93 - Letter, p.lO?.
QJ. _ r.
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at their meeting of Noevmeber l^th, 1942, the Comity found
themselves with no other legal recourse but to grant Ledoux's
request.
Ledoux took sick leave from the Com^die-Prangaise on
December 27th, 1941, and again on March 1st, 1942, and pro
duced medical certificates to substantiate his claim.On
April 26th, Ledoux was given the lead in a play,
.,..et entre en sc&ne en b6gayant et en vacillant,^^
and the performance had to be suspended. On April 28th,
Ledoux asked for sick leave, and even though it was not
granted, he left Paris in order to complete a film.97

it was

at this stage that the advice of the 'Conseil Juridique* was
sought;

the 'Conseil' was composed of several prestigious

members of the legal profession.98

i^e fundamental element

of contention was that, despite his claim that nervous illness
prevented him from performing on stage at the Com6die-Prangaise,
Ledoux nevertheless saw fit to continue his activity in the
cinema.
II est inadmissible en effet que Monsieur Ledoux,
socidtaire k part enti&re, continue k toucher ses
ta^^iennes et son traitement, se fasse mettre en
cong6 sous pretexte de maladie en apportant lui—m6me
un dementi & ses propres allegations, se produise en
m6me temps dans des studios.99

95
96
97
98

“
-

P.107.
Ibid.
Letter, p.l08.
Letter, p.1l3.
Roger Giry
Avou^ pr&s le Tribunal de la Seine, ancien President
de la Compagnie des Avou6s pr&s le Tribunal de la
Seine.
L. Hardy
Agr6e pr^s la Tribunal de Commerce, ancien President
de la Compagnie des agrees pr&s du Tribunal de la
Seine.
Lesguillier
Notaire.
Masson
Avou6 k la cour, Administrateur de 1'Etude de
Maltre Barrier, Prisonnier.
Maurice Gargon
Avocat k la cour.
Duf ommentalle
Avocat & la Cour de Cassation et au Conseil d'Etat.
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However, it was here that the

Comity

found their sphere

of reaction limited by the bureaucratic emphasis in their
statutes; since these statutes did not deal specifically
with the cinema, the Comit^ could not stipulate any
sanction relative to Ledoux's remuneration in films.
Following the advice of the 'Conseil Juridique',^^^ the only
logical course was to establish the precise nature of Ledoux's
illness.

Therefore, "Monsieur le President du Tribunal de la

Seine* was asked to decide on the case by consulting the
professional opinion of three of the medical experts on his
list;^^^
their findings went contrary to the expectations
of the

Comitd , since they concluded that, whereas the

rigours of performing on the stage of the Com^die-Frangaise
would be detrimental to Ledoux's health, the relative
moderation of film work would not seem incompatible. Naturally
the *Conseil Juridique* felt unable to accept the findings,
especially since the doctors attached to the Com^die-Frangaise
itself had not been invited to attend. They decided to appeal
to the President, However, the conclusion reached after an
audience of these doctors went even further against the wishes
of the Comit4
these circumstances, the Comitd
d'Administration

found itself under the legal obligation to

accede to Ledoux's request, since, according to the 'Conseil
Juridique*, there was no other possible recourse in law.^04
¥e find the first mention of this affair in the 19421943 season on the minutes for the meeting on September 16th,
1942, the first meeting of that season.105

The mention is

only brief, and concerns the study of the 'expertise m^dicale'
of July 16th, 1942. The next meeting, at which the^Conseil
Juridique"was represented primarily by Maurice Gargon, took

100 - Ibid.
101 - P.109.
102 - PP.109-110.
103 - P.110.
104 - PP.111-112.
105 ~ P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, 1942, p.69,
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place on September 30tb, 1942, and was entirely devoted
to this question.Two new elements were examined:
firstly the findings of the independent medical commission,
and secondly a medical certificate hitherto not produced.
The latter document was completed by Dr. Martin, Ledoux's
personal doctor, and found him to be 'inapte & toute
activity*.^^7 The Comit4 believed that this might provide
some justification for a 'contre-expertise*,l08 gi^ce it
would seem to imply that any professional activity,
including therefore filming, would be detrimental to Ledoux's
health.

Various solutions were discussed, but all came up

against the main obstacle of the lack of any applicable
ruling within the ordinances.^09 The only possible develop
ment was a 'contre-expertise*.
On 9'arrAte done d^finitivement & la solution de
demande de r^f^r^ pure et simple pour obtenir une
contre-expertise m^dicale concernant l*4tat de
M.Ledoux.110

At the same time a period of sick leave was granted to
Ledoux.^^^
At the meeting of the Comity d'Administration
of November 25th, 1942, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer read to the
assembled Comity the letter he had sent to Ledoux granting

106 - P.V. for Wednesday, September 30th, 1942,
PP.72-75.
107 - P.V., p.72.
108 - P.V., p.73.
109 “ The proposed solutions varied from court action
to the idea of preventing him from taking up any
further employment as an actor.
P.V., pp.73-74.
110 - P.V., p.75.
111 - 'On arrive & conclure k 1'octroi d'un congS sans
conditions, en m^nageant toutefois la possibility
de surveiller 1'usage qu'en ferait M.Ledoux.' p.74.
This 'congy' would begin only after the 'contreexpertise'. p.75.
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his demand^and allowing him to take his retirement from
November 12th.

Nevertheless, this was not the end of the

business, since the Comit4 d'Administration was deeply
resentful of the outcome, which it considered a total defeat^^3
for the Com^die-Prangaise. First of all, Clariond suggested
that an 'amende forfaitaire«114 should be inflicted on Ledoux,
but this idea was rejected by a vote of 4:3.^^5 The Comity
decided that, since throughout it had allowed itself to be
guided by the Conseil Juridique, and especially by Mr.
Maurice Gargon, then this defeat was the result of the incom
petence of their legal advisers.

Comme conclusion & ce vote, les membres du Comit^
constatent que la fagon dont le cas de M.Ledoux se
r^sout en dernier lieu marque un dchec complet pour
la Coin4die.... il est juste de faire porter par
M.Gargon la responsabilit^ de I'^^hec subi par la
Com^die et du dommage moral et materiel encouru par
elle dans la circonstance.^^^

112

113

114
115
116

-

It would seem that the minutes of the meeting
where the actual decision to release Ledoux from
his contract was taken, have not been included in
the extant version of the P.V. I have come to the
conclusion that this meeting must have taken place
on November I9th, 1942, from the following evidence,
First of all, at the meeting of October 17th, 1942,
we find this entry:
'll est d4cid4 que lorsque
I'Administrateur aura communication du Rapport
compl^mentaire des Experts, il convoquera & nouveau
le Conseil Juridique concurrdment avec la Comit6
d'Administration.' (P.V., p.?^). The next mention
of this is at the meeting of November 25th, when
Vaudoyer reads the letter, which had been written
'conform6ment au vote du Comit6 d'Administration en
date du 1 9 novembre.' (p.83).
P.V. for Saturday, Dacember 19th, I942, p.84.
Ibid.
Ibid. M.D. d'In&s was absent from the meeting.
Ibid.

They further decided to ask the Minister to obtain Mr.
Gargon's resignation. However, at the meeting of December
21st, 1942,1^7 the Comity again found itself the victim of
its own statutes, since Jean—Louis Vaudoyer received a
letter from the Minister which he read to the Comity, stating
that in fact Ledou^^s retirement could not begin until
January 1st, 1943.
Naturally, the decision taken by the Comity d'Administration relative to Mr.Gargon was not accepted without some
reaction by the members of the 'Conseil Juridique'. A letter,
signed by ail the members of the 'Conseil* to demonstrate
their solidarity with Mr.Gargon, was sent to the Com^diePrangaise. It examined and described in detail the evolution
of the proceedings against Ledoux, and ended with the con
clusion that the 'Conseil' had saved the theatre from
embarrassing publicity by advising against immediate committal
to the law courtsrecommendation had also allowed
the case to remain merely an exceptional circumstance and thus
no precedent had been established.1T9 Given the limitations
imposed on the action of the Comit^ by the statutes of the
Com^die-Prangaise, and the findings of both medical reports,
the'Conseil\ as well as the Comity,had to admit defeat.
II ne s'agissait plus de faire trancher k son propos,
la faire question de principe qui inqui^tait si justement
les soci4taires pour I’avenir.
On se trouvait en presence d'un neurasth^nique, auquel
les m^decins prescrivaient pour regime pr^cis4ment ce que
I'on voulait empecher.
La solution ^tait fdcheuse, mais il fallait se f^liciter
qu'au lieu d'avoir adopts une resolution irrefiechie on
ait pris la precaution de bien determiner tout d'abord la
situation.120

117

118

P.V., pp.84-85.
P.V. for^kursday^ January 21at, 1942.

119

Letter, p,112,

1 20

Letter, pp.111-112.

P-V.

X8b

The final act in this affair was the obligatory calculation
of M.Ledoux's pension, which had to be worked out strictly
according to established practice. This was completed at
the meeting of January 31st, 1943, before the reading of
the letter from the 'Conseil Juridique'.^^^ The discussion
was swiftly terminated, and the procedure to be followed
decided upon.
Le Comit^ autorise M. Pierre Lesguillier, Notaire
de la Com4die-Prangaise, & retirer de la Caisse du
Credit Municipale, la somme de 54.91^,53 P... pour
en op^rer le versement entre les mains de M.Ledoux
sur bonne et valable quittance.
Le Comit^ autorise en outre, d6s maintenant, M.
Lesguillier & remettre la somme de 143.433 P... en
d^pot & la Caisse Nationals d'Assurance en cas de
d6c&s, formant le complement revenantXM.Ledoux,
dans la masse des fonds sociaux.
Pour representer la Societe du The&tre Prangais au
versement des dites sommes entre les mains de M.
Ledoux, le Comite designs pour commissaires des
Societaires en exercice: MM.Brunot et Denis d'lnes.^^^

This unhappy episode exemplifies the dangers inherent
to an artistic foundation governed by bureaucratic decrees
drawn up by the state. It is extremely difficult to become
a 'socicStaire *, but once this has been accomplished, the
new 'socidtaire* must be prepared to subject the whole of his
professional life to the scrutiny and adjudication of the
Com^die-Prangaise, even after retirement.

If a member strays

from the common course, the others attempt with utmost vigour
to bring him back into their unit;

if this cannot be achieved,

121 - P.V., pp.104-107.
Ledoux had entered the Com^die-Prangaise on
December 21st, 1921, and thus had had 21 years,
23 days of service to be taken into account;
by the decree of December 14th, I938, he was
entitled to 20.000 F, pension after 20 years
of service, and 1 ,000 P. extra for every supple
mentary year, which gave a total of 21.068,50 F.
In addition, sums were due to him from the Caisse
du Credit Municipale and the Caisse Nationals
d’Assistance to the total of 198.371,55 p.
122 -

PP.104-103.
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then a suitable means of heavy sanction is sought with
equal tenacity. Here, the inadmissibility of Ledoux's
demand was compounded by three elements:
extreme circumstances of Occupation;

firstly the

secondly, the fact

that his work had not shown any signs of being affected
by any nervous ailment during Bourdet's time;^^!

finally

the vexed question of participation in film work. This
last element was the matter of considerable polemic during
the period, not only in relation to this specific case, but
to all the 'soci^taires* who indulged in this activity.

Throughout the Occupation,both the 'pensionnaires*
tha 'soci^taires* began to devote increasing effort and
attention to this new art, one which was far more remunerative
than the theatre.

Several articles concerning this problem

appeared in the newspapers;

in Comoedia of August l^th and

Augnat 21st, 1^43, Ren6 Jeanne warned of this movement.

In

Comoedia of September 4th and 11th of the same year, Emile
Mas took up the examination, quoting Pierre Dux's comment
that the theatre and the cinema are two arts subject to
widely different laws.

In his autobiography. Souvenirs pour

domain, Jean-Louis Barrault recalls how both he and Madeleine
Renaud spent some considerable time filming:
Nous continuous & fhire du c^n^ma. Madeleine tournait
avec Gr^millon. Cristian-Ja^ue m'avait engag^ pour une
vie de Berlioz, La Symphonic fantastique.T^^
Jean Valmy-Basse, in his history of the Com^die-Prangaise,
Naissance et vie de la Com^die—Prangaise,^^^ classes the
cinema together with all professional activities undertaken
outside the ’Maison* as a positive threat to the hallowed
traditions of the ’Illustre Theatre*.

123 - This provides us with an example of the problems
envisaged by Barrault with relation to changes in
the 'Administrateur G^n^ral. See above.
124 - There is in fact virtually no mention of the Ledoux
affair in the papers, which demonstrates the validity
of tha conclusion of the 'Conseil Juridique'. Critics
such as Laubreaux would have been pleased to ’expose’
such an affair.
125 “ Barrault, p,l67.
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Pourtant, ces succ&s collectifs et personnels, et
I'afflux de papier-monnaie qu'ils amenaient dans
la caisse entralnaient le theatre dans I'oubli de
ses traditions.

He maintains that, during this period, many artistes were
suspected of devoting the greater part of their energy and
talent to the cinema, and he quotes the vituperative attack
on this phenomenon made by a theatre critic;
... un critique d^montraiT^^ bient8t, par des examples,
qu'une certaine extravagance dans la composition des
programmes sembler indiquer qu'on se pr^occupait moins
de satisfaire la clientele de la Naison que de 'faciliter
les petites affaires des com^diens qui ne jouent rue
Richelieu quelorsqu'ils n'ont rien de mieux & faire .*28
In the test case of Ledoux, who was obviously devoting most
of his time to performing in the cinema,^^9 the Com^diePrangaise found itself powerless in its function as a state
institution subject to definite reglementation.

During the 1942-1943 season, the Comity d«Administration
met in session sixteen times, and at only five of these meetings
was any mention made of the Ledoux affair,^30 although the
one on September 30th, 1942, was concerned entirely with this
problem.

Apart from the few examples given above, the content

of the minutes of the meetings testify to an existence almost
totally independent of external pressure.

The professional,

social, and artistic problems which gave rise to discussion
were those which might arise in any season.

127 - Ibid., p.464.
128 - P„466.
129 ” At the meeting of September 30th, 1942,

the Comity
d‘Administration examined a comparative table of
Ledoux‘s work in the Com^die-Prangaise and the
cinema, from January 1st, I942, till September.
The conclusion drawn was that the services he had
rendered to the theatre were negligible, whereas
his earnings from it had been maintained.
130 - The meetings of September 16th, 1942, September 30th,
November 25th, December 19th, January 21st, 1943.
This list does not include the meeting which I have
f:nnV t-jI
run
1 OfH
1 o;. 9
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The Comity d'Administration for the season was
composed of Jean-Louis Vaudoyer presiding, Brunot as the
'Doyen', and seven other 'soci^taires', Bertin, Clariond,
Dehucourt, Denis d'In&s) Mm^ Renaud, Mme Bell, and Mme
Marquet. As during any normal period, the agenda could
include many and varied items. One of the predominant
occupations as always was the welfare of the members of
the 'Maison' and their immediate kin.

Some of the long-

serving personnel wished to retire, and their case came
up for discussion,
First of all, one of the dressers. Mile Augustine
Lehay put in her request after 62 years and 9 months of
work with the Com6die-Prangaise.^^^ The Comit6 decided,
not only to give her the statutory pension, but to demonstrate their gratitude for her long service by the bestowal
of an extra sum of money and a souvenir.

Further on in the

season two sisters, Clotilde and GTadis Genevois, who had
entered the Com^die-Frangaise as 'ling&res',^^^ requested
their retirement, to date from April 1st, 1949.

Clotilde

Genevois had entered the theatre on August Ipth, I9I9, and
thus had 23 years and 8 months of service to be considered.
Her sister had entered on May loth, I920, and thus had 22
years and 10 months of service. Their respective pensions
were calculated on the basis of 50^ of their average earnings,
worked out from the average of the three years leading up to
their retirement, which was transposed into the average for
the whole period of employmentBoth sisters ended up
with a pension of 10,OOOP.

131 “ P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, 1942, p.71
132 ™ P.V. for Wednesday, March lOth, 1943, p.ll?.
133 - P.V; for Thursday, April 13th, 1943, p.l22.

For Clotilde Genevois
Earnings for preceding three years
1/4/40 - 31/12/40
16,000 F.
1/1/41 - 31/12/41
22,300 F.
1/1/42 - 31/12/42
26,760 P.
1/1/43 - 31/3/43
6,810 F.
Total
72,130 P.
*
3________
24,043 F.
24,043 X 232/3
50
11,380 F.
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This care extended to all members, especially those of
long standing, and even to extras.

When one of these fell

ill and had to undergo an operation, the Comit^ decided
to lend financial assistance.^34 Later on in the season
it was decided to look into the case of Mile Cristiane
Rousseau Duval, daughter of the deceased Secretaire des
abonnements, who had died during the winter.

She had been

left without any relatives, or any means of support, and
was also gravely ill.^35 When the 'archiviste-bibliothdcaire'
died on November l^th, 1942, to be succeeded on December 1st
by Jean Nepveu-Degas, his pension was calculated in order
that it might be paid to his wife.^36

134 - P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, p.7l.

'On accorde 1,000 francs & M.Roberge, figurant,
pour maladie et operation, en consid6raW*wde
son anciennetd et des services rendus.'
133 - P.V. for Thursday, June 24th, 1943, p.128.

Jean-Louis Vaudoyer considered her to be a special
case worthy of particular study, though no definite
arrangement was arrived at during this meeting.
I36 - The method of calculation was basically the same as
that shown above, with the following conclusion;
’...ce qui donne pour la pension :
36,440 P.
soit
: '18,220 P.
2

ramends au maximum de 10,000 F. pour 34 ans 4 mois
3 jours d'activitd. A quoi s'ajoutent pour les
anndes excddant 23 ans : 400 francs par an dont
10,000 francs plus 3,748 soit 13,748, dont la
moitid pour la veuve, soit 13.748 francs soit : 6,874,
,
2
sans prejudice de la bonification de 30^ accordde
par la Comddie-Frangaise.'
This pension would in fact prove inadequate, since
at the meeting of the Comitd on June 24th, 1943, it
would be brought to its notice that family obligations
were such that Monval's widow was forced to find
another means of financial remuneration. She had
decided to open a 'tabac' and had requested aid from
the Comddie—Franqaise. Until the case had been sorted
out, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer decided, with the unanimous
assent of the other members, that a sum of I2,000francs
should be given to her from the Caisse de Solidarity.
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The Comit4 also concerned itself with any births to members
of its staff, and awarded them allowances accordingly.^37
Thus we have the image of the Comddie-Frangaise as an auto
nomous, self-supporting social entity, where the normal
course of affairs carried on almost regardless of the
Occupation.

Other matters which appear in these minutes, and
increase the sense of 'normality* in their frequently mundane
quality, varied from the occasional expression of dissatis
faction by a 'soci^taire', to salary adjustments, including of
course the distribution of the 'douzi&mes' in December. This
last question did in fact give rise to one example of dissatis
faction from one of the 'soci^taires', Mme Ponteney, who felt
that she had been unfairly treated since her number of
'douzi&mes' had not been increased. Her reaction was to
announce that in the future she would only play those roles
already in her personal repertoire, ami she refused to prepare
for tne new rAle in Le Chevalier ti la mode which had been
assigned to her.^38 After consultation and discussion with
Vaudoyer, she was persuaded to rescind her position.^39

Earlier

in the season one of the members of the Comit^ d'Administration
had felt himself obliged to express his personal discontent,
since he felt that he had been badly treated with regard to the
allocation of r61es. At the meeting of December l9th., 1942,
the rest of the Comit^^ in the absence of the member concerned,
Denis d'ln^s, agreed to examine his case, while at the same time
recalling the decree of November I3th, I936.
. .. qui met entre les mains de 1 *Administrateur la
distribution des rdles, C'est seulement pour refuser
un r61e qu'ils estiment ne point leur convenir et non
pour en rdclamer un distribue & d'autres que les
Societaires conservent le droit de recours au Comite.
1 37

139

P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, 1942, p.71.
'E^ pour naissance au cours de I'ann^e : & M.
Simonet, r^gisseur, Mme Lepine et Jourdain,
tapisseurs, 1,500 francs chacun pour leur premier
enfant, A M. Burnet, machiniste, 3,000 francs pour
son quatribme enfant.
P.V. of Thursday, January 21st, I943, p.l06.
P.V. of Monday, February 1st, I943, p.115.

1 40

P.V. of Saturday, December 19th, 1942, pp.84-85.

1 38
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At the next meeting it was announced that Denis d'In6s
had. made it known that he had decided to retire 41
order to maintain his valuable services, the Comit^
pronounced itself prepared to listen to any appeal by
Denis d'ln^s should he feel that he had been unfairly
treated in the casting for any particular play.142 Both
of those problems were easily solved, and in no way
threatened the unity of the 'Maison* as had the Ledoux
affair.
Many decisions were taken during the 1942-1943 season
with relation to the financial situation of the administrative,
artistic, technical and service staff of the Com^die-Prangaise.
The traditional review of those members who had accomplished
20 years of work with the Com4die-Prangaise was undertaken
on December 21st, 1942;^43 afl, i.e. Brunot, Lafou,l44 Mmes

Renaud, Bell, de Chauveron, Ponteney, were maintained in the
company. The status of the 'pensionnaires* was also examined
and the principle stated above adopted.145 Those kept
because of this principle were Den^ux and Mile Promet.^46
Those kept, but who should not consider accession to the
'secretariat', at that time, were de Rigoult, le Marchand,
Valcourt, Mile Clair, Mile Marziano.147

only two members were

elected to the position of 'societaire', Seignier and Barrault.148
Later on in the season, on December 22nd, the 'pensionnaires'
were given a basic rise of 10^; which was adjusted to their
respective importance, as evaluated by the Comity, and accordrng to any domestic obligations.149 ^wo members directly

141

- P.V. of Monday, December 21st, I942, p.86.
142 - P.86.
143 - P.V., pp.86-95.
144 - This name was only partly legible in the P.V.
145 -See above, ppt>S'-/r6.
146 - P.V. for December 21st, I942, pp.89-92
147 - This comment is made about Mile Marziano :

148 - P.92.
149 - P.V. for December 22nd, 1942, pp.95.96.

«Elle

19?

involved were Valcort and lo Marchand.
M.le Marchand en pins de ses 10^ verra porter de
1»%00 francs & 1,800 francs son allocation annuelle
globale pour charges de famille.
N.Valcourt verra son traitement augment^ de 15^^
De plus, sur la base adopt^^pour M.le Marchand, il
b^n^ficiera d'une allocation suppl^mentaire annuelle
de 1,200 francs pour charges de famille.150

Some members of the technical staff were also brought into
consideration during tlhis season.

Those 'chefs de service'

not already affected by the rise of 15^ accorded to the
technical staff in the preceding October, were duly given
the requisite increase.^51

151

- P.V. of Wednesday, December 23rd, 1942, p.98.
At this same meeting of December 23rd, I942, the
Administrateur G^n^ral brought to the notice of
the Comity the situation of those employees of
the Com^die-Prangaise whose salary totalled less
than 1,900 P., and especcally the case of the
dressers who desired 'un traitement net de 2,000
francs par mois toutes retenues op^r^es.
Cependant le Comity ne peut que constater qu'il
ne depend pas de la Cotn^die d'accorder des
augmentations sup^rieures aux 15^ autoris4 actuellement«'
Furthermore, they wished to benefit from the free
seats bestowed to other technical staff by the
authors of new plays produced by the Com^dieFrangaise.
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Also at this meeting the financial situations of
the 'soci^taires' came under review. Out of the 264
possible 'douzi&mes', only 24$ had been allocated in 1941,
which left 18 (one 'part' had to be kept in reserve), to
which could be added the 12 held by Ledoux, which gave a
final total of 30 to be allocated this season.At the
end of the allocations, it would seem that only one of the
'soci6taires' considered herself to have been so badly
treated that she needed to make her feelings felt in direct
action.^53 At the next meeting, on December 22nd, the
treasurer suggested that 'une somme qui se trouve actuellement en caisse & la Com4die'^54 to the total of 6,000 P.

1$2 - PP.93-95.
Prom this total, 6 had to be set aside for the
statutory increase due to the new 'soci6taires',
Louis Segnier and Jean—Louis Barrault, to be given
them over the following two years, plus the normal
3 accorded to each of them upon their acceptance
of the 'soci6tariat'. Prom the 21 'douzi&mes'
now left, the 'socidtaires' appointed in the
previous December had each to receive 1y, 1 to be
given this season, and the remainder next season;
the members concerned were Balpetr6, Bertheau,
Meyer, Mmes Brillant, Dalm&s, and Paure. This
removed a further 9 'douzi&mes' from the total,
which left 12 to be divided amongst the remaining
'soci6taires'; they were allocated in the following
fashion j
Douzi&mes 1941
Douzi&mes 1942
Name
12 (part
11
Bertin
10
9i
Weber
11
10
Dux
12 (part
1 0^
Escande
8
Donneaud
7
8
Chambreuil
7
7&
Martinelli
7
104
Clariond
9
10
Debucourt
9
10
Mme de Chauveron
84
7&
Mme Rouer
7
64
Mme Sully
7
6^
Mme Barreau
64
6
Mme Casadesus
153 - See above.
154 - P.V. for December 22nd, 1942, p.95.
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should be divided amongst the 'soci^taires';
position was unanimously adopted.

the pro

It is clear from the

ability of the administration of the Com^die-Prangaise,
not only to consider, but also to grant claims for wage
rises, that the stringent circumstances of the Occupation
had had almost as little financial effect as artistic and
administrative influence.

However, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer was well aware of the
dangers to tradition inherent in the situation, and wished
to remedy any practices which had developed in apparent
contradiction to the spirit and letter of the constitution
of this theatre. He further desired to revive any traditions
which would seem to have subsided into neglect. He particularly wished to clarify the position with respect to those
'soci^taires' who
tcdcen their retirement, voluntarily or
compulsorily.

For some time there had been a progressive

deterioration in the clear appreciation of the exact relationship which the ex-members were expected to maintain with the
Com^die-Prangaise. The following reglementation was decided
upon to clarify the situation:
Liquidation par autorisation collective donn^e
une fois pour toutes par le Ministre du cas de
tous les Soci^taires retrait^s dans quelque
condition que ce soit, ant^rieurement au ler
Janvier, 1943.
II,

A partir du ler Janvier, 1943, d'une part tous les
Soci41a.xx'GS mis

la. x’etx'ai'fce d ^office r'ecovraieii't

ipso facto - en m6me temps que la notification de
I'arrAt^ les mettant & la retraite une lettre
personnelle du Ministre lui accordant 1'autorisation
permanente de jouer d^sormais librement & Paris.
D*autre part; tous les Soci^taires qui auraient
obtenu leur mise A la retraite sur une initiative
venant de leur propre chef - devraient solliciter
une autorisation minist^rielle pour pouvoir jouer
A nouveau k Paris. Se conformant aux d^crets le
Ministre statuerait alors sur chaque cas individuel
apr&s avoir pris I'avis de 1'Administration et du
Comit4.155

155 - P.97

19^

Another aspect which troubled the Administrateur G^n^ral
was the manner in which the decrees of November 11th 1924,
and December 12th, l93^u relative to 'congas', had not been
observed with any degree of exactitude since 1939.^56
Nevertheless, several members of the Comity d'Administration
considered that a review of this particular aspect would not
be appropriate in the situation of the Occupation, and thus
the question was left for further study.^57

Although the details relevant to the general administration of the 'Maison* were such as might appear during
any season, one problem, which had not existed in the recent

past, was the overbooking of seats.

This was a paradoxical

result of the privations and lack of material resource
prevalent during the Occupation.

The influx of people into

the auditorium of the Com^die-Prangaise was so consistently
high at this time, that several employees and 'soci^taires'
of the Comddie-Prangaise, had taken to booking seats in
advance for their friends and relatives.
M. I'Administrateur signals ensuite les faits suivants.
Au cours de ces derniers mois, devant 1"afflux toujours
croissant des demandes de places aux guichets de la
location, 1"habitude s'est cr^4e et d^veloq^e, k la
Com^die, chez les artistes et les employes de tous services
et de tout rang, de faire retenir des places k l"avance au
bureau de location, pour des personnes de leur connaissance
^trang&res au Theatre. Cet &tat de choses risquerait de
provoquer de la part du public des r^lclamations justifi^es.^^S

Brunot submitted the following solution for consideration:
Le Doyen propose done que seuls les Soci^taires aientle
droit d4sormais de retenir des places en location. La
question du contingentement de ce droit est soulev4e,

156 - P.V. for Thursday, June 24th, 1943, p.l26.
157 - P.1 27.
158 ~ P.V. for Thursday, January 21st, I943, pp.103-106
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mais on attendra de voir si cette mesuro ost rendue
n^cessaire avant de I'appliquer. Le Comity se rallie
unanimement a la proposition du Doyen, qui prendra
effet imm4diatement.'59

In fact his proposition proved to be well founded, since at
the meeting of February 1st, 1943,^^^ Vaudoyer was able to
announce that at the last opening of the Bureau de Location,
only about 30 seats had been reserved for 3 performances

A function, which, in Vaudoyer's estimation was not
being properly realized, was that of the 'semainier'. He
and, in his absence, the 'suppliant* was chosen from the
Comitd d'Administration to sign the 'Livre de Bord* for a
week and to note down any untoward circumstances.

At the

meeting of December 23rd,following Debucourt's request,
a rise for those filling this post, from 300 F. to 700 F.,
was accorded; furthermore, the duties incumbent upon this
function were restated.
Ils veilleront & la tenuo du livre de bord quotidian
qui est r^dig^ & la R6gie, y d^poseront chaque soir
leur signature et y consigneront leurs observations,
double formality qui sera, A leur d^faut, remplie par
leur suppliant. Enfin, dans le cas d'un ^v^nement
leur paraissant justifier cette mesure, ils feront
parvenir sous enveloppe un rapport confidential & M.
1'Administrateur.'"3

The matter did not rest there, since at the meeting of March
loth, 1943, Jean-Louis Vaudoyer felt himself obliged to
express his dissatisfaction with the manner in which this
duty was being accomplished.

159 ~ P.1 06.
160 - P.V., pp.113-114

1 61 - P.114.
162 _ P.V., pp.98-99.
163 - P.99.

The negligent attitude adopted
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towards this task was symptomatic of the incipient discord
and dissatisfaction which would only become destructive
when the war ended.
The matter provoked some discussion
between the 'semainiers' and himself:
D'un ^change de vues entre I'Administrateur et les
semainiers, il ressort que cette omission n'a ^t^
due qu'k un malentendu. Dordnavant le semainier
ou son remplagant signera done quotidiennement le
Livre de la R^gie.^°4

This problem again materialized on June 24th, when the five
'semainiers' stated that they were too few to accomplish the
task properly. It had become evident that a detailed reevaluation of the duties incumbent upon the 'semainier'
needed to be undertaken, and it was decided that an intelligible
and definitive list of these duties would be established in
September of the following season.^

Given the particular quality of the Com^die-Prangaise
as a profit-making state theatrical institution, the attri
bution of dressing-rooms is not simply a matter of arbitrary
allocation, since once allocated, a 'loge' becomes the
hallowed and inviolate enclave of the occupant.

This tradition

was maintained during the Occupation. The 'mouvement de leges'
took place on October I7th, 1942,^^^ with relative simplicity.
Yet a problem relative to the 'leges' did appear later on in
the season. Upon retirement a 'soci^taire' must relinquish
his or her 'loge' and remove all possessions from the
dressing-room.

Berthe Bovy, who had retired, had been sent

a letter in October, 1942, requesting her to complete this
formality. By January 8th, 1943, no answer had been received
and so further stronger action had been decided on.

164 - P.V., p.117.
165 - P.V. for Thursday, June 24th, 1943, pp.126-127.
166 - P.V. p.76.
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Un nouveau d4lai d'un mods est accord^ & Mme Bovy.
Si & I'expiration de ce d^lai, soit le 15 f^vrier,
elle n*a pris aucune decision, le Contr8leur G^n^ral
fera proc^der par un officier minist^riel & un
inventaire et & une estimation aux fins d'assurances
des meubles et objets personnels contenus dans la
loge de Mme Bovy. Auparavant celle-ci aura ^t^ invite
& produire un t^moin pour inventaires et estimations
contradictoires. Puis tons ses meubles et objets
seront transport's dans un garde-meubles o6 ils seront
conserves aux frais de l'intdress8. Le ContrOleur
G^n^ral fera connaitre & Mme Bovy, par lettre recom—
mand^e les termes de la resolution du Comite la
concernant.167

Again we see the weight of tradition and
and the often peculiarly formal relationship which the admini
strative burden imposes between 'societaires'.

A decision

relative to the function and practices of a 'societaire'
which imp^^^s upon or is subject to tradition or statute,
must be the object of official action by the Comity d'Adminitration. This process was maintained here; the Comit^ did
not seek, in the exceptional circumstances of the Occupation,
to find an easier, less rigidly formal course, but relied on
established practice.

Berthe Bovy, in defence of her case,

applied to the Minister, to allow her to keep her ’loge’,
until her 'representation d'adieu';

both Vaudoyer and Haute-

cour dismissed this application as having no basis in tradition
or precedence.affair came to a close when, on March
loth, 1943, Vaudoyer announced that Berthe Bovy had relinquished
her 'loge'. This affair did not simply remain an isolated and
particular episode, but from it Vaudoyer tried to draw a
general principle, an attitude reinforced by the fact that
another ex-member, Mme Ventura, had left her 'loge' *... dans
un ^tat extreme de d4labrement.'1^9
proposed, to the
unanimous approval of the Comit4, that an inventory of a
dressing-room should be made upon the departure of the occupant.
This administrative innovation, surprisingly formalistic in a
theatrical community, had been proved necessary by the course
of past events, and by the institutional structure of the
Com4die-Prangaise.
167 - P.V., p.lOO.
168 - P.V. for Monday, February 1st, 1943, p.llZ^
169 _ P.114.
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One might be led to believe, from an analysis of the
*proc&s verbaux' up to this point, that the influence of
the 'Illustre Thddtre', contrary to tradition, did not
extend in this particular period beyond the confines of
the Rue de Richelieu. In effect this was far from the
truth; its power in theatrical affairs, particularly with
respect to Paris, was as pervasive and forceful as ever,
and there was a reciprocal interest and appreciation from
the public, who not only regularly filled the auditorium,
but also continued to bestow gifts and legacies on the
Com^die-Prangaise - eight in all during this season.^7°
They varied from the presentation of the manuscripts of
Paul Hervieu's L'Enigme and La Course du flambeau by Madame
la Baronne de Pierrebourg,^?! to the portrait of a *socidtaire' from the 1840's, Delphine Fix; and a contemporary
critic, M. de Pomeray, who was a friend of the actress,^7^
to money in the Cerny legacy.173

The use to which this last

amount should be put was clearly stated:
doit r^compenser
un employ^ m^ritant dont la femme a mis au monde un enfant
dans le courant de l'ann^e.*^74 gifts from four people were
announced on April l^th, 1943, from M.Geuvert and Mile Boitte,
The latter provided another example of the close attachment
between the Com^die-Prangaise and Moli&re, and, at the same
time, perhaps the strangest gift of the season:
(Mile Boitte) a fait don d*une lentille de verre
provenant de la collection de son aieul, I'illustre
arch^ologue Alexandre Lenoir; cet objet semble
pouvoir Atre considArA comme produit authentique de
la combuslion des ossements de Molifere, lors de
1’exhumation de ses restes sous la Revolution.175

170 - Not all came from the public, as will be seen
below.
171 - P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, 1942, p.70,
172 - P.V. for Saturday, October 17th, 1942, p.78.
173 - P.V. for Monday, December 21st, I942, p.93.
174 - Ibid.
175 - P.V. for Thursday, April I5th, 1943, p.l21.
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Tlie last gift to be donated to the Com^die—Pi’ancaise in
this season was from Emile Pabre, who bestowed the manu«
script of his work upon the Com^die—Prangaise on the
library of the theatre.^76 Even here, however, the^Maison'
was prone to administrative torpor, since, on January 8th,
1943, Bertin reminded the Comit^ that the theatre had,
through administrative dilatoriness, seen itself deprived
of the invaluable collection of documents concerning the
Theatre which M.Rondel had offered to donate on September
18th, I920.

In 1925, the Ministre des Beaux-Arts, M.de

Mouzie, had transferred the collection to the Biblioth&que
de 1'Arsenal.^77 Despite this irreplaceable loss, the
library of the Com^die—Prangaise was and remains a precious
source of documentation on the theatre, a point of reference.
The gifts bestowed this season helped to assure the continuing
quality of this library, and provided the example of a cul
tural museum unaffected by the rapaciousness of the
occupying forces. The strength of the Com^die-Prangaise
derives not simply from its administrative structure, its
repertory, its traditions, but also from the collection of
priceless theatrical documentation contained in its library,
a documentation which recalls and traces the history of
Prench theatre, of course with special reference to the
'Maison',

The Com^die—Prangaise in 1942—1943 continued to exert
a dominant influence in Prench theatre.

As the principal

theatre in Prance, the Com^die—Prangaise regards any privilege
denied to it should not be granted to another theatre. In
this period the Minister had forbidden the staging of Henri
Becque's La Parisienne on the stage of the Com^die-Prangaise,
•qui est un th^&tre d’etat*.^78 However, it appeared that
Becque’s heir, Guy Robaglia, had made certain promises to

176 177 178 -

P.V. for Thursday, June loth, 1943, p.125.
P.V. for Priday, January 8th, 1943, pp.102-103.
P.V. for Wednesday, September 16th, 1942, pp.68-69.
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Mile Coc^a for the play to be staged at the Th^&tre des
Ambassadeurs. The Comit4, unanimous in its condemnation
of any permission being given to stage a play denied to
the Com^die-Frangaise, decided to make the following
resolution known to the Minister:
II estime que, du moment quo M,le Ministre a jug4
la representation de la pi&ce inopportune sur la
sc&ne de la Com4die-Frangaise, elle le serait
dgalement sur une autre sc&ne.l79

Nevertheless the play was advertised, and Jean-Louis
Vaudoyor announced at the meeting of October I7th, that
he would take the matter as far as the head of the government.
...I'Administrateur informe les membres du Comity
qu'il se propose d'agir soit aupr&s du cabinet du
Mar^chal, soit aupr&s du Pr^fet de la Seine, pour
obtenir que soit pris en consideration le vote ^mis
par le Comite en date du 16 septembre estimant que
si les representations de La Parisienne sont inopportunes A la Comedie-Francaise, elles le sont
egalement & l'exterieur.T°^
Here we have another example of the intimate relationship
between the state and the 'Illustre Theatre', where the
government is obliged to fulfil its obligations to the
Comedie-Frangaise by protecting its theatrical prerogative.
Unfortunately for the Comedie—Frangaise, the government in
Vichy, divided by distance and the line of demarcation from
Paris, could do little except express disapproval to Robaglia
of his action.

In effect the play was staged, from November

24th, 1942, under the title Clotilde de Mesnil.
Th^dtre des Ambassadeurs.^81

at ^he

179

P.69.

1 80

P.V. for Saturday, October 17th, I942, p.77

1 81

P.V. for Wednesday, November 25th, I942,
pp. 80-81 .
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In matters concerning Its personal repertoire,
the Com^die—Prangaise* power could not be thwarted, even
by a person of such stature as Paul Claudel. When he
requested that L'Annonce faite & Marie, which had been
accepted by the Comity de Lecture into the repertory, but
had not yet been staged, should be staged by Charles Dullin
at the Th^&tre de la Cit^, without being withdrawn from the
repertory, the Comity's refusal was adamant and categorical,
Le Comit^ est unanime & refuser cette autorisation.
L'exception faite I'ann^e pr^c^dante - en faveur de
la troupe du Rideau des Jeunes - ne devant pas faire
r&gle. D'ailleurs le Comit^ est toujours tr&s
d^sireux de jouer la pi&ce de M.Claudel sans prejudice
des representations projetees du Soulier de satin du
m6me auteur.
The Comite was more lenient when Mile Jamois asked for
permission to put on Ibsen's Hedda Gabler at her theatre,
the Theatre Montparnasse.

Mme Marquet, 'titulaire du role

d'Heddaprepared to cede the r&le for the space of

one year.
When it came to the borrowing of the premises of the
Com4die-Prangaise, or of any of its scenic material, the
Comitd again had absolute power of decision.

The plays of

Paul Raynal had originally been part of the repertory of the
Com4die-Prangaise, but had later been withdrawn; since the
sets for his play, A souffert sous Ponce-Pilo-te. were still
preserved in the 'magasins*, he requested the use of them
for a performance of the same play outside the Rue de Riche
lieu. 1 84 The rejection of his plea was definitive.
Le Comit4 est unanime k consid^rer qu'il ne lui est
pas possible d'acc^der k cette demande de M.Paul Raynal.

1 82 - P.V. for Wednesday, December 23rd, 1942, p.98.
183 - P.V. for Thursday, April 15th, 1943, pp.120-121
184 “ P.V. for Friday, January 8th, 1943, p.l02.
185 - P.102.
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Of course any performer wishing to indulge in a professional
activity outside the Com^die-Prangaise, had to present his
request to the Comit^l d'Administration, and had to be bound
by its decision. There were several such requests during
the season. The Comit^ agreed on October 17th, 1942, to
allow Pierre Berlin and Jean Meyer to work outside, the
former to prepare the 'mise en sc&ne* for Lefranc's Les
Inseparables at the The&tre Saint-Georges, and the latter
for two 'mises en sc&ne«, Boissy's Jean-Jacques. and an
'opera-bouffe' by Constantinoff.18^ Bertheau, on November
25th, 1942, was given permission to direct Ibsen's Les

Revenants at the Theatre de 1'Humour,and on January 21st,
1943, to direct Denys Amiel's Mon Ami at the Theatre Saint-

Georges.188

further applications were accepted, one by

Denis d'In&s for a play at the Thdatre de 1'Apollo,1^9 and
by Jean Meyer again to direct a play by St&ve Passeur at the
Theatre de 1'Avenue.^90
Com^die-Prangaise
was able to exert a more direct and positive artistic influence,
rather than simply sitting in judgement on requests made from
outside.
One consequence of the exceptional circumstances of
the Occupation was the unusual willingness of the 'Maison'
to lend its theatre for the performance of galas by outside
organizations. At their meeting on March loth, 1943, the
Comity d'Administration studied the request by the Association
des Anciens El&ves des Hautes Etudes Commerciales to use the
stage for a gala to the benefit of those people from the
Grandes Ecoles who were prisoners of the Germans, and also
their direct kin, particularly their children.^91 Their
intention was to stage a work written by a prisoner, M.
Peretti de la Rocca's La Ldgende du chevalier, to the accom-

1 86
187

P.V. for Saturday, October 17th, I942, p.77.

1 88

P.V. for Wednesday, November 25th, I942, p.81.
P.V., p.l06.

1 89

P.V. for Thursday, April I5th, 1943, pp.122-123

1 90

P.V. for Thursday, May 31st, 1943, p.l23.

191

P.V, for Wednesday, March lOth, 1943, p.118.
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paniment of music by Maurice Jaubert, and directed by
Jean-Louis Barrault.
Poems by an ex-prisoner, Patrice

de la Tour de Pin, would also be read. The Comit4 agreed
to the request, but also made it clear that their acquiesence
in this case was due only to circumstances and should not be
felt to establish a precedent in post-war years. The final
date set for the performance of this production, after much
discussion, was September 29th,

The Comit^ main

tained this attitude when, on November 25th, 1942, it acceded
to the request from the Comity d'Bntraide aux Prisonniers
de Guerre du 1er Arrondissement,^93
a gala. Vhen the
Secretaire General & la Jeunesse wished to make use of the
stage of the Comedie-Prangaise for a matinee on February
13th, 1943, in order to stage Gringoire and Le Barbier de

Seville, his request was granted, and the fee to be charged
immediately fixed.194 However, it was with some trepidation
and disfavour that the Comite viewed the desire of the
Director of the Loterie Nationale to use their stage for a
draw; nevertheless, they did not completely reject the idea,
but merely postponed the decision.^93
is apparent that
the Comity was aware of its duty to lend at least moral
support to the war effort;

by tradition and of necessity, it

could not manifest any anarchic revolutionary or intransigent
spirit towards the new authorities. Its first duty was to
preserve the theatrical, literary and aesthetic tradition of
which it had become a vital protector. Yet, at the same time,
it sought to make clear to the French people its concern for
the course of the war.

One obvious way was to break with,

tradition in order to allow these galas to take place.

The predominant impression one receives from a close
study of the Com^die-Prangaise during this season is an almost
hieratical rigidity in the application and observance of
tradition.

Except for the few examples given above, the

1 92 - P.V. for Thursday, June 10th, I943, p.124.
193 _ P.V. for Wednesday, November 25th, 1942, p.81.
194 _ P.V. for Thursday, January 21st, 1943, p.lO?.
’La Salle est lou^e pour le prix maximum,
soit 3,000 francs.’
195 _ P.V. for Thursday, April 15th, 1943, p.l20.
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*soci6taires* and the Administrateur G^n^ral strove to
maintain an atmosphere of normality, and found the stremgth
to do this essentially in the institutional and artistic
traditions embodied in its function. If one considers the
recorded minutes of the Comit^s de Lecture, again the pre
vailing impression is one of normality.

On January 16th,

the Comity de Lecture had brought to its consideration
the new translation of Hamlet by Guy de Pourtal&s, and on
June 30th,

Henri de Montherlant's La Reine Morte.

Hamlet - Comit6 de lecture du vendredi 16 Janvier
1942, pr^sid^ par M.Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, administrateur
g^n^ral:
'Lecture est faite par M.Dux, d'une traduction en
prose d'Hamlet par M.Guy de Pourtal&s.
Apr&s la lecture, les membres du Comit^, k 1'unanimity,
ont vot^ pour la reception.
Get avis donn^, M. 1'Administrateur a d^clar^ la
pi&ce admise & la representation.'
La Reine Morte - Comitd de lecture du mardi, 30 juin
1942, pr^sid^ par M.Jean—Louis Vaudoyer, administrateur
g4n6ral;
'Lecture a ^t^ faite par M.Bertheau d'une pi&ce en
3 actes et 3 tableaux, en prose, de M.Henry de
Montherlant intitul6e La Reine Morte.
Apr&s la lecture, les membres du Comit^ ont donn6, par
scrutin secret, leur avis sur la pi&ce qu'ils ont regue
k 1'unanimity.
Get avis donn4, M. I'Administrateur a d^clar^ la pi&ce
de M, de Montherlant admise & la representation.

Either of these quotes could easily have appeared in any
pre-war season, and there is no hint from them of any external
problems.

No mention is made of why a new translation of

Hamlet had to be examined, when it would have seemed more
logical to continue using the excellent one of Morand and

Schwob, particularly as this one was in greater harmony with
the 'rnise en sefene' of Granval, and had had much to do with
the considerable success of the production in I932.

The

reason, as we have seen above, was the Jewish heritage of the
latter translator.

We are witness again to the emphasis on

discretion Vaudoyer maintained in his administration.

196 - Unpublished letter from S, Ghevalley, biblioth^caire of the Gom^die-Prangaise. See Appendix 6.
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Financially, as we have seen, the 'Maison de
Moli.fer'e • reached levels unparalleled in iinmediate pre-war
years.

After the tour to Lyon to play Leopold le Bien-aim^.^97

Jean-Louis Vaudoyer was able to announce that after an
expenditure of 96.707.50 P. and takings of 164.000 P., the
Com4die-Prangaise had made a profit of 67.292.50 P.

Thus,

despite the oppressive and potentially debilitating atmosphere
engendered by the Occupation, despite internal conflicts,
despite some direct intervention by the Germans, the insti
tutional and artistic framework of the Com^die-Pran^aise
allowed it to pursue its purpose in virtual autonomy. Although
the link with the government, as was proved by the affair of
La Parisienne, was to a great extent weakened, the theatre
was able nevertheless to fulfil its cultural r6le; a r8le with
increased significance given the radical transformation the
majority of French institutions had had forced upon them.
The mass of the population saw the normal codes of behaviour,
the accepted structures of social intercourse, their daily
existence undergo a dramatic disintegration;

yet the Comddie-

Pran^aise was able to maintain an almost normal course.
though there might have been complaints about unseemly

Even

behaviour and disregard for tradition, these were but minor
infractions.
Les membres du Comitd sont ensuite unanimes A d6plorer
que trop de figurants, d'^l&ves, d'inconnus, envahissent
les couloirs, les d^gagement et les ascenseurs r6serv6s
aux artistes et s'y comportent en g6n6ral sans la moindre
discretion. Le chef de la figuration rappellera imperativement aux interessgs les prescriptions dej& enonc^es
en ce domaine.
Certains Societaires d^sireraient ^galement que la
fr6quentatioiis de la Cantine du Theatre soit reserv6e
avDk. artistes et aux employes de la Maison, et permise
aux seuls ei&ves faisant de la figuration.^98

197 - The tour was announced at the first meeting of the

season, on September 16th, 1942. The profits were
stated at the meeting of Wednesday, March loth
1943.
198 - P.V. for Thursday, April 15th, I943, p.123.
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There was nothing unusual or untoward about this behaviour,
or about the complaints;

they are a common matter for

comment in the life of the Com^die-Prangaise to this day.
Pierre Dux, the present Administrateur G^n^ral, felt suffi
ciently troubled by this kind of problem in 1972 to make
his concern known to the press:
Tout a change dans cette maison. Autrefois il y
avait une tenue dans les couloirs qui n'existe plus.
Je le regrette un peu.l99

During the war some members of the press were only
too willing to launch a vituperative attack on the very
institution of the Com^die-Prangaise, on its cooperative
structure.

Laubreaux attacked the 'virus d^mocratique'

which he claimed was dragging the 'Maison' to decadence,
while Georges Gabory in Comoedia concentrated his criticism
upon 'les coups de tdk^hone myst^rieux, les rendez-vous
secrets, les propos clandestins'.ZOl y^t these attempts at
scandal-mongering were not what interested the majority of
the French public in its attitude to their national theatre.
This active policy of denigration was ignored as, consciously
or subconsciously, the French saw in the Com^die—Frangaise
one of the few cultural institutions still virtually intact;
within its enclave, not only could one find satisfied a desire
for escapism, and a need for catharsis, but at the same time
the dominant sense of normality in the functioning of the
Com^die-Prangaise presented them with an inviolate symbol of
the perennial substance of French culture. The Com4diePrangaise even tried to extend its influence into the
Unoccupied Zone, though this met with considerable problems.
On March 22nd, 1942, Marshal P4tain and Admiral Darlan were
among those present at the performance of the Com^die-Frangaise

199 - Pierre Dux in conversation with Louis Dandrel,
'Un Entretien avec M.Pierre Dux', Le Monde
(October 5th, 1972), p.18.
200

-

Laubreaux, 'D^cr^tales du Prangais', Je suis
partout (January I7th, 1942),

201

-

'Le Menage de Moli&re' (January 24th, 1942).
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in the Casino of Vichy of Le Jen do 1'amour et dn hasand,
and II faut qu'une porte soit ouverte on ferm^e.^^^ Although
the government may not have stated its appreciation of the
absolute necessity for the 'Th^&tre Prangais' to fulfil Its
duty, it is nonetheless apparent that this was so, since
Georges pioch could announce in L'Oeuvre of August 5th, 1942,
that the state was considering an increase of five million
francs in the subsidy given to the Com^die—Prangaise.^^3

As we have seen, the Administrateur G^ndral during
the Occupation, Jean—Louis Vaudoyer, had a very precise idea
of his duty and purpose.

After the I94I-I942 season he

would strive to bring new works into the repertory, to em
bolden the French with the realization that their national
theatre did not wish to adopt a purely passive, conservationist
role, but, within the limits of tradition, to bring new works
into the theatre. Unhappily, the crisis which the diplomacy
of Vaudoyer and the exceptional circumstances of ^he Occupation
had apparently averted, would be realized as soon as the iwar
was over; a crisis which would cost the Comddie-Prangaise
the talents of Jean-Louis Barrault and Madeleine Renaud.^^^

i 0 2, ”*
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Pioch, Georges, 'Millions chez Moli&re', L'Oeuvre
(August 5th, 1942).
--------
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In 1946, the government would set up a commission
to examine the situation of the Com^die—Prancaise;
the 'com^diens' were not allowed to elect their
representatives to this commission themselves, a
fact which led to considerable anger from the performers. The new system drawn up was to be accepted
yn Its totality by a 'com^dien' or he would have to
leave.

7) Conclusion
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The underlying consideration which unites the
apparently disparate elements of my study up to this point
is that of the Com6die-Prangaise, both institutionally and
artistically, being in a vital and intimate relationship
with the indigenous culture of which it is a manifestation.
Essentially, the theatre, if it is to have any immediate
and permanent significance in a given cultural context,
must exemplify to same extent the social rituals and assigned
individual and collective r6les which designate the accepted
cultural framework. In all societies there must be a specific
code of social conventions, often tacit rather than cons
ciously derived, which provides a readily decipherable means
of establishing and maintaining cultural identity.

The

social norm thus established necessarily cannot remain static,
since this would lead to stagnation and the ultimate collapse
of the social order.

In any particular extraordinary social

situation, such as the Occupation, the society must evolve
to survive, but this development must be guided by the con
firmed specific code.

The Com^die-Pranqaise is in the unique position of
being, not only a building for the presentation of dramatic
performance, but also a cultural institution, with a socio
logically symbolic r8le to fulfil;^
its purpose in the
Occupation became one of vital cultural importance. In its
institutional organization and administrative existence, in
the quality and thematic content of its productions, it had
to embody the specific code of social convention and behaviour
of French culture. The continuing presentation of the
embodiment of accepted social rituals gave tacit evidence to
the French of the strength of their indigenous culture.

Any

radically innovatory conception or action could easily, in
this unusual social situation, have been a catalytic element

1 ~ See Chapter 6.
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in soci&l disharmony. Yet, within this code, there
needed to be evidence of progress, of evolution; French
culture had to be seen, not only to be strong in tradition,
but also to have sufficient creative potential to continue
O
evolving ^ ^

There are three distinct facets to my examination
of the Com6die-Frangaise in the 1^42-1943 season.

First

of all there is the delineation of the immediate effect of
defeat and occupation on French culture; secondly, there
is the study of the institutional life of the Com^dieFrangaise itself;

finally there is the detailed examination

of three selected productions. Obviously, the dominant
element here is the first aspect mentioned, since it is the
motivating factor for the study of the other two. It is
because of the particular quality of the cultural disinte
gration initiated by the sudden and authoritarian alien
occupation that the Com^die-Frangaise became so culturally
significant.

By logical inference, the productions in this

period assumed an importance beyond the purely artistic
level, and need to be studied with this concept in mind.
Given the precise and vital inter-relationship between the
three elements, it is impossible to obtain a valid image of
the Com4die~Frangaise in this period without analyzing each
in some detail.

2 - ¥e have already seen how fertile a period this
was in terms of the production of new plays, not
only in the Com4die-Frangaise itself, but also
in other theatres.

2

l2

I have shown in Chapter Z how the specific code
and patterns of French Culture^ had been radically altered,
both in physical and spiritual terms.

The Nazi influence

was extended into virtually every realm of daily existence
and, concomitant to this, the inevitable hardships created
by the Occupation, further caused a drastic reorientation
and re-assessment of the explicit and implicit patterns of
French Culture. That the Germans did not strive with any
urgency to assert their dominance in the Com^die-Frangaise
was a fortuitous historical circumstance;

had they decided

to patronize more enthusiastically, and to impose their
particular ethic, then, given the autocratic nature of their
philosophy, it seems inevitable that the Com^die-Frangaise
would not have seen its cultural role assume such importance.
The process of social disintegration which I have analyzed
had tho direct result of beginning the destruction of that
specific code which regulated French culture. The French
were the impotent witnesses of the gradual corrosion of
their social norm, including the appearance of an unusual
level of hypocrisy, deceit and betrayal.^ Yet within the
enclaves of the Com4die-Frangaise, the public was witness
to the interpretation and fulfilment of the code which elsewhere seemed threatened by imminent destruction.

Attendance

became almost a matter of religious obeisance, as the offi
ciating figures on stage offered clear evidence of the
autonomy of French Culture. The public saw enacted what had
become sacred rituals. The public was prepared to endure

3-1 think it would be valid here to quote again the
definition of culture which I have adopted;
'Culture consists of patterns explicit and implicit
of and for behaviour acquired and transmitted by
symbols constituting the distinctive achievements
of human groups;
including their embodiments in
artifacts; the essential core of culture consists
of traditional (that is, historically derived and
selected) ideas and especially their attached values;
culture systems may on the one hand be considered
as products of action, on the other as conditioning
elements of further action.'
See Ch.X, p.% for my interpretation of this
definition.
4 - See below for the relevance of this particular aspect
to the productions under study.
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almost without complaint such hardships and discomforts
in the Rue de Richelieu as cold and frequent interruptions
for air-raids, since here at least they could be certain
that they were participating in a social gathering regulated
by their indigenous code. The constraints imposed by
tradition were not restrictive influences, but were the
constituent elements of the code which the public recognized
as representative of their culture. Once outside the theatre,
away from the free enactment of this code, the public had
again to face the continually visible and immediate threat
to their society.

However, they now had some proof that

French Culture still maintained some autonomy, and was con
tinuing to develop.^

It may seem that my chapter on the Com^die-Frangaise
places too much emphasis on an accumulation of details of
its daily existence in this period.

Yet, I would maintain

that these details have a precise relevance to my main theme.
In that chapter I examined the essentially dual r8le of the
Com^die-Frangaise as an artistic and as a social institution.
The artistic aspect will be dealt with below, but the administrative and social life within the Com4die-Frangaise has as
vital an importance as the more immediately apparent relevance
of the artistic productions. It is the overwhelmingly 'normal'
quality of this daily life which I wish to emphasize.
Within the administrative and technical workings of the Com^dieFrangaise, the social relationships were still governed almost
solely by the French cultural code.

In fact, as we have seen,

adherence to traditional precept verged sometimes on the
rigidly autocratic.

The unusual circumstances of the Occu

pation were, as far as possible, ignored and not allowed to
intrude upon the essential preoccupations of a business
enterprise, such as wage increases and retirement benefits.
It would not have been sufficient for the Com^die-Frangaise
to concentrate only on maintaining its artistic role, to the

5 - The concept of development and evolution within
the accepted structure will be dealt with below
in more detail.
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detriment of its institutional framework.

Historical cir

cumstance imposed upon it an unusually significant social
purpose, which it could only realize by a strict determi
nation to adhere to the specific code within its own social
existence. There were some administrative innovations in
this period, but none were so radical as to threaten the
norm; nevertheless, they did demonstrate clearly that the
process of evolution was being maintained.

Thus, the Com^die-

Prangaise could be seen as the institutional embodiment of a
sophisticated and independent culture system, and at the same
time, the example of the assured progress of this same system,
in contrast to external events. Had the Com^die-Prangaise
allowed its own social framework to be directly influenced
by outside pressures, the inevitable result would have been
a shift in its cultural r6le, as it would no longer have main
tained within itself the tangible evidence of social coexistence regulated by the French culture code. It was
particularly vital in this season, when virtually all other
'artifacts' were subject to pervasive and obtrusive Nazi
influence. When the French came to the Rue de Richelieu,
they entered what force of circumstance had turned into an
'oasis'^ of French culture. The unique situation of the
Com4die-Prangaise as a state institution, closely allied in
its administrative structure to the national government,
obliged it to undertake a r6le of direct social significance.
The administrative, technical and artistic personnel had now
unwittingly become virtually the only free representatives
of French culture in Occupied France.

There can be no doubt

that it was this unexpected, but vitally important, duty which
temporarily united the company; before the war the Com6diePrangaise seemed to be heading towards a constitutional crisis,
The process was halted during the Occupation, but materialized
again, with drastic results as soon as hostilities came to an
end.

6 - Montherlant's description of the Com4diePrangaise, already quoted.
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Within a society whose specific code had been
forcibly and often radically altered by an alien culture,
this 'artifact' of French culture, which is one of the
main 'conditioning elements' of French cultural evolution,
since it clearly represents a 'distinctive achievement',
thrived in this especial situation.7 Nazi cultural philo
sophy could only regard French culture as the product of
an inferior and deficient race,8 which thus needed to be
destroyed in order to implant the perfection of Teutonic
civilization.

It was the very pervasiveness and deliberate

violence of this conscious and purposeful metamorphosis
attempted by the Nazis which created an equally intense
reaction within the Com^die-Frangaise. This reaction became
a powerful unifying factor, to the extent that within the
confines of the 'Maison', the social norm of French culture
was strictly observed, in a positive concentration on main
taining a daily existence as representative of the normal
social situation^ as possible. The Com^die-Frangaise, which
in its very function has become a microcosm of French culture,
and thus always an institution where the specific code is
closely adhered to, saw its cultural duty achieve an unprecedented significance.

There can be no doubt that this concern for the main
tenance of the social norm could not but be reflected in the
selection and presentation of plays in this season.

It is

impossible to divorce the artistic and the administrative
in this institution, since they are vitally inter-dependent,
and cannot exist in autonomy from each other.The Coin4dieFrangaise has always been an institution where tradition has
had predominance over innovation. Had this emphasis been

7
8
9
10

The significance of these words has been examined
in Ch.2,.
One of the races classified by Houston Stewart
Chamberlain as belonging to the 'Chaos of Races'.
jNormal^ in the sense of not suffering the peculiar
impositions of Occupation.
The most obvious, and the most central link in this
relationship, is the existence of the 'soci^taires',
Their functions and duties with reference to both
aspects has been dealt with in some detail in the
preceding chanters -
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changed in any way* the public would have seen it as
another betrayal of their culture, and the Com^die-Prangaise
would merely have become yet another factor to hasten the
dissolution of their specific code.

Yet, as stated above,

there needed also to be some evidence of evolution, of
creativity, to assure the public that their culture was still
a vital force.

The reconciliation of these two contrasting,

but equally important, aspects was a delicate task, which
the Com^die-Prangaise accomplished with success.

We have seen in the Chapter on the administration of
the Com^die-Prangaise how Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, together with
his concern for the preservation of the social norm, nevertheless sought to initiate some administrative changes.

We

have also seen his awareness of the need for the two aspects
discussed above to be realized in the artistic programme.
His first season was consecrated to tradition, and thus
offered the public the theatrical realization of their social
norm; his second season also had a strong bias to tradition,
but in addition, he now strove to incorporate new works into
the repertoire, such as La Reine Morte, and Cocteau's Renaud
et Armide. With the heavy censure effected on all other
realms of artistic activity, again we are confronted with the
paradox that the period was a particularly fertile one at the
Com^die-Prangaise.

As I have discussed above, La Reine

Morte is still one of the most popular plays in the repertory
of the Com4die-Frangaise;

Barrault's 'mise en scfene' for

Ph&dre was published in a new edition as recently as 1972.
Thus we can see in what manner the external force applied by

11 - There were of course several notable productions
outside the Com^die-Prangaise, but they were not
always met at the time with financial success,
nor could they have the social significance of
those works produced on the stage of the 'Maison
de Molibre'. Sartre recounts the fate of his
Les Mouches, first produced by Dullin at the
Th2dtre de la Cit^ in 1943:
’... la pibce, ^reint4e par la critique, eut une
cinquantaine de representations devant des salles
& demi vides.'
Un Theatre de situations (Gallimard, 1973), p.226.
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the Nazi Occupation engendered an opposing reaction in
the institutional framework of the Com^die-Frangaise; the
strength derived from this reaction created a correspondingly
high level of artistic effort in the 'Maison'.

There were three fundamental requisites which the
public expected to find at the Com^die-Prangaise.
catharsis;

reassurance of cultural autonomy.

Bscapsim;

Either of the

first two aspects, or both, could perhaps be found elsewhere;
but only in the Com^die-Frangaise were all three in evidence.
We must examine here how the productions under study realized
these aims.
In this period where death was an imminent threat for
every person, there was an obvious need for catharsis. Yet
there also needed to be a particular emphasis in this
catharsis, on betrayal, deceit, and hypocrisy, three characteristics of human nature which, in this period, received
undue emphasis. Ihe dominant motif in all three productions
was death, and all three demonstrated an emphatic concentration
on the characteristics mentioned above.Thus the public could
be purged not only of the oppressively intense meditation on
death they confronted daily, but also of these elements which
had assumed unusual importance in social behaviour, and which
threatened to disrupt the specific code governing their social
intercourse. The shifting, shadowy, whispering presences in
la Reine Morte, the deliberate emphasis on subterfuge in
Hamlet, the spontaneously Machiavellian reactions of Ph&dre, all
realize this necessary cathartic impact.

There is no hint of any possible avenue of escape in
Hamlet until right at the end. The sudden release from dramatic
tension created in the public a feeling of hope for ultimate
freedom.

The court of Elsinore too has to suffer betrayal,

deceit, and murder, but hope comes from outside in the shape of

12 - See the relevant chapters in myithesis for a
detailed analysis of these aspects.
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Portinbras, as later, Liberation would come
landed in Normandy,

as the Allies

In La Reine Morte the need for escapism

is realized essentially by a brilliant d^cor, and by his
torical and geographical displacement.

Unfortunately the

'coin de ciel', which Barrault intended to include in his
'mise en sc&ne' of Ph&dre as the permanent hint of potential
escape was left out of the decor.

However, the importance

of this production lies more clearly in the last of these
three aspects. Ihus, on the stage of the Com^die—Frangaise,
the public were able first to purge their fear of betrayal
and death, then to indulge the need for escapism.

The final aspect and the one most closely linked to
the institutional framework, and the one.which gave to the
Com^die-Frangaise during the Occupation its particular significance, is that of the reassurance of the public that
their code here at least remained intact.

It is for this

reason that I have, in such exhaustive detail, attempted to
place each of the three works under examination in its his
torical and aesthetic perspective in French culture. Each
one becomes relevant to my study only if it can be seen to
be in a vital link with the specific code and to contain
within itself the potential force to provide creative energy
for the further evolution of this code.

I

believe that the

unique position held by Hamlet and Ph&dre in the French cul
tural heritage has been amply explained in the pertinent
chapters.

Furthermore, the affinity between La Heine Morte

and the French classical ethic has been clearly demonstrated.
With regard to the latter production, it was necessary to
study the artistic ethos of the writer, and the creative
process which gave rise to the play, in order to illustrate
the essentially French quality of his work, and also to show
hovi;, again paradoxically, force of circumstance instead of
stultifying the creative energy of the writer, provided him
with extraordinary impetus.

At the Com^die-Frangaise the
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public were witnesses to the confirmation on stage of the
social rituals and modes of behaviour which they could
recognize as inspired by their code.

Yet it was not simply in the thematic content and
philosophical reflection contained in these plays that the
full burden of the reassurance rested. It arose also from
the form and quality of the 'mises en sc&ne'. There needed
to be a pertinent and vital interplay between the theatrical
framework (the 'mise en sc&ne') and the social framework.
We have seen how Barrault in Ph&dre attempted to reconcile
the traditional with his personal conflicts and concepts;
he wished to return to Ph&dre the importance which Racine had
attached to the spoken word and its musical quality.

Barrault

presented to the public a work marked with the respect for
the social significance of Racine's language and aesthetic.
However, he also offered the evidence that Racine's work
still contained the potential for new interpretation in his
attempt to construct the whole 'mise en schne' in terms of
musical form, and in his desire to compose the production
in terms of each part existing in total harmony with the rest.
Dux, also, allowed the spoken word to be the dominant motif.
The simplicity and understatement of his 'mise en sc&ne' of
La Reine Morte, recalling the French classical emphasis on
litotes, allowed full concentration on the beauty of the
language and on an analysis of the themes.

These last two

elements were in close affinity with the social code in their
quality and content.
In his 'mise en sc&ne' for Hamlet,
conceived in 1932, Charles Gribouval did not strive to produce
a work of extreme originality. His avowed aim was to pare
the play of the romantic accoutrements to which it had so long
been subject; nevertheless he remained within the bounds of
the concepts of presentation as dictated by theatrical con
vention.^^ Although it is conceivable that in 1932 the
13- The French were well aware that their language was
threatened; already the effects had been seen in
Alsace and Lorraine (cf. Ch.2-).
14- He did not attempt any radical innovation, such as
the removal of the proscenium arch, or a complete
evaluation of the purpose and function of the actor,
as had been done by Artaud.
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production may have seemed revolutionary,if not deliberately
anarchic to some, by 194% the majority of the public would
have been familiar with the 'rnise en sc&ne*.

The austerity

of the direction and the d6cor could answer simultaneously
the French classical ethic of strict necessity, and provide
an image of life in the Occupation. Therefore, all three
productions were allowed to retain and display visible
evidence of respect for the French culture code.

However, they also all provided that element of
newness which gave promise of continued cultural evolution.
La Reine Morte was the first play by Montherlant, and its
certain quality seemed to promise more works of equal value
in the future. Barrault placed a new and valid emphasis on
Ph&dre; indeed his 'mise en sc&ne* is still highly regarded
in France. Granval's 'mise en sc6ne' for a play which had
for centuries been an integral part of French culture offered
a fresh approach, which again gave promise of further artistic
developments along the lines of this 'mise en sc&ne constructiviste'.

The outstanding point which arises from this study of
the Com^die-Frangaise in the 1942-1943 season is the intimate
structural and conceptual relationship between the Occupation,
French culture, and the Com^die-Frangaise.

In times of social

stability, the *Illustre th44tre* remains a government insti
tution, but its r8le is primarily an artistic one.

Were one

to limit the examination of this theatre during the Occupation
merely to an analysis of the artistic production, one would
be presenting an unbalanced view of the real task facing the
Com^die-Frangaise.

From the evidence given above, there can

be no doubt that the Com4die-Frangaise achieved at this time
a cultural significance far greater than normal. Yet, it is
impossible to fully appreciate this aspect unless each element ,
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each component which maintained this structural relation
ship is explained and analyzed.

Every detail of the life,

the creative process, the productions in the Com^diePrangaise have to be examined; so too the effect of the
Occupation on French culture and its specific code must
be analyzed with some elaboration. What I have attempted
to demonstrate is the integral relationship of each of these
three aspects to one another. Had I not studied in detail
the daily life of the Com^die-Prangaise, I would not have
been able to illustrate in any valid fashion the vital
relevance this life had to the Occupation and to the per
formance of the plays and finally to the public.

The public

were obliged by the Occupation to seek escape and reassurance;
the paradoxical creativity engendered in the Com^die-Prangaise
by this same Occupation, brought the public to the Rue de
Richelieu. The social rituals enacted and fulfilled here,
between performer and audience, and between audience and
institution, exemplified the continued existence of the French
specific culture code, sustained here by the structural
relationship between the Occupation, French culture, and the
Com4die Prangaise.

Each element of every aspect is a vital

and indispensable component, which must be disclosed and
examined in order to comprehend fully the intimate, positive,
and imperative nature of the tension between all three aspects.
With the Liberation, the cultural significance of the Com^diePrangaise would lose its predominant import, with the consequent
destruction of the tension which had held together a unique
structural relationship. The resultant constitutional crisis
in the Com^die-Prangaise would have far-reaching and drastic
repercussions.
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-taste praticable sur lecuel on plantait les decors, auouel on acoedelt par deux marohos.Entre les marches,deux socles quo^1'on pouvait utiliser come sieves.Ians oe pratioa/ble
nne plaque transparente de conleur

avait etc poroe

vorte^ponr 1 app^^ru^on

u

spectre,nne autre pour la sc&ne des fos^aoyeurs.
les scenes de transition s'efiec/tuaio±t devant troie rrdeaux
(taps) de composition differente.
la couleL^ dtait maintenue dans des variantes gr/is-vert.sur
lesquclles vonaxient se detacher les rouges,les

noirs et les or

des costumes.
la mise en scene de Grandval demeurait,dans ses ^i^nde^
ligncs post—romantique.
In savant hruitage ocoompagnait certaines des s. cencs^
rafales de vent,bruit deo vagues de la mer (21seneur).Chaque iors
gue le spectre dit "Jurez" d'ane voix caverneuse,uno flamme jaillissait du sol.Un orage unit la scene 2 de I'acte III au momonr
ou le roi demasque,Hamlet renonoe a le tuer.la scene a'Hamleu
aveo sa mere est egalemont ponctuee de coups de tonnerre.
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2%trait^

d( Dre:

sur

avg il 1932

^---^ ^-----_
a travers
------ les sallea,
P^looitons Andre BOl^ de noua
avoirs
rromenG
I
t
-p/
Les chambres^les plateforme^'vieax
chAteaa d^Elseneur,et
d'avoir aa
/
aveo sobriete et noblesse fcreer u. cadre d<lgne de Shakespeare.
'h'Art et les artisteq".
Cons les decors dont la constractivie a ete confie a Andre BOll soht
aoaveaax.lear beaate^lear logiqae,lear paia-sancgl d'avocation seront
remarqaesiBlas de todies peintes^plas d'extoriears oa de palais en
trompe l^oeil,mai8 des combinaisons architeotaralesydQ^'h8lief8,des^
plans etages.Bes eclairageq prennent ana place importante,l*atmosphere
dans laqaelle doit se deroaler normal^^nt I'angoissante tragedie est
cree des le ddbat.Elle sabs^lste jasqa'a la scene finale*
(he Matin : Jean Bradhomme).
BOEE a reconstitad et cree de fort belles tapisseries en m&me
qae compose antreeabon^ensemble,ni trop reelle ni trops stylise.
(E*avenir zEagne Boe )
n

Bes decors aax lignes nettes et simples d*A^ndre BOEE dans des gammes
grises et endeaillees me satisfont ploinement.il sont plas remarqaablG
par I'intelligence qae par le faste.Eear ddpoaillement a des ^er^as
severes,
(Ea Eiberte zR^cbert Kemp.)
Ba Comedie-frangaise a somptaeasement fait les choa^es et les decoBS
d'Andre BOEE ont an caractere de grandear d'ane ma^^ste admirable.
[Aax ecoates)
^
mise en ---sceneries
d'Andre BOEE^prodaisent
^88 -^eax
-- de
- - lamiere,la
------ , - ---,--- decors
-le°meillear effet (Ee TempszBierre Brisson)
La presentation fort belle et des le lever da r^Edeaa^les applaadissenent ont crepite^ poar la decoration hardiLq.oiqae classiqae d'Andre
BOEE
(Ea Semaine a Baris: E.JoBinot)
Indre BOEE a compo .e poar le drame an beaa decor,aax vastes proport&e;
bions,oa les personnages semblent menaces par ces enormes pierres
pai sont a I'echelle de lears passions.Gela fait pressentir I'aneantis
3emnt final.
(Ami da Beaple zSeptime)
Lrs decors dVAmdre BOEE sont fort beaas ,simples avec grandear,evocakears 8obrement;le8 cos^rames sont res reassis fEigarozGerard d'Hoavi
Lndre BOEE noqs a offert des decors stylises sans sech&res8e,eclatant^
sans indisaS^^lnn (Ee^ Menestrel zJane Ca talle Mendes)
Les decors d'Andre BOEE,technicien consomme,tres s^ebres de forme et
le coalears,stylis^e8 comme on dit,fort a^loigne da trompe l'oeil,ailent par lear habile architectare 8ceniqae,le gro..pement des ac^^ears
3t collaboranA heareasemOAf avec la mise en scene proprement dite.
(Oaest Ecla ir zMamrice Brilla^nt)
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de Charles CtTIVT-IDVALoDecors el cos time s daWlDSE BOIJ.
Icle I t: 1,4,1
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B T zCOFBilB PRABCAiSE 19^2 : Version S.^orand et K.Schwob
scene de Charles Crandval . hccors et costumes d/ABDRE BOll
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APPSITDIX A'9
Interview tritb. Andre Boll on March 15th. 1975
1.) The understanding between him and Granval was intimate and
total. Boll regardsthe metteur en scene as the "grand patron"
and above all attempts to follow his directives® He found
Granval an extremely likeable and sensitive person.
2) Firt allowed himself to absorb the play as much as possible
and then in conjunction with Granval created a fixed decor sith
"taps" for the intermediary scenes. One inspired by Uccelo and
the other by the Bayeux Tapestry of la Heine Mathilde. A lot
of discussion with Granval.
5) Boll’s intention was to create a timeless decor, so he did
not use any historical reference but allowed the text to be
paramount. To some extent recalls M.A. by the "courbes".
5) Granval intended to create a Hamlet "depouille" against the
extravagant Romantic traditien. Ilinimum of accessories, e.g.
the scene where Hamlet uncovers the truth had anly a platform
and two thrones.
4) Boll was not consulted for the lighting as was usually the
case, Barrault dealt with it.
5) Same decor in 42 & 45*
6) Reproduced the title page of the I6O5 edition of Hamlet so
as to produce a feeling of continuity e^een in the intervals
7) Boll stroveessentially for a unity in the colour scheme, on
the base of a green/grey, with the "taches" of the costumes as
a contrast; e.g. K^ng in red^urple. Queen blue tones (?), Hamlet
in black, his friends in grey/beige(i.e. "tons neutres)
8) Boll wasn't able to create original costumes even in $2
due to lack of funds, so he had to make use of the costumes in
the "reserve", modifying them into the greatest simplicity. The
costume of Hamlet was the traditonal one of "velours noir" c*f«
Delacroix.
9) Boll started off in the atelier Amable where he was a "tache
ron". When I4 or 15 went to see a production of Rouche and was
extremely impressed by his attempt at a stylisation; however at
the atelier with its dogma of 2 trompe oeil" he was ridiculed
and left. He spent two days in another atelier, and then to
Simas. Simas was a very conscientious worker; though his
concept of theatre design was essentially traditionalist, he
was nevertheless very aware of the need of harmony between the
spoken word and the visual aspect. Boll joined up in 1914 and
then on his own. His first work was with Paul Colin 21*affi
c histe" for Josephine Baker's negro revue ( had to create
decor in
courtyard of Champs-Elysees with canvas held
down by paving stones etc. Then for I5 years at the Comedie
Caumartin under Rene Roche (?) until sent to Emil Fabre a,nd his
first decor was the Passion d'Haracourt (?) At the same time
he did work for Paul Abram (?) at the Opera, e.g. King Lear and
in L952 Troilus and Cressida.

!!

10) As he ahd his own atelier there was no problem of "decalage"
between the fetches and the finished decor
11) For him the theatre is a "lieu the^rale" rather than a
"sc ene"" I-Ie thought cut an oveall conception of the decor first
and then worked on the modifications for the individual scenes
12) The conciousness of volume and space is obvious in King
Lear and after in 1933 in his Troilus and Cressida Always
feeling of ^er^ige, of striving towards the Hesens, In Lear
more abundance of colour than in Hamlet (cf the burial sicene
in grey mist) Vastness not only vertical but linear
'» d
13) Yonnel in 1932 (in the tradition of Mounet-Suljat the same
time combining "sobre/expansive") Barrault in 1942 ( much more
restrained style especially noticeable in the movements) But
both were fully integrated in the mise en scene
14) cf I'Onera spectacle integral Boll I963 Paris Olivier
Perrin

Parn'Sj le 12 fevri-er 1974
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'21 PARIS CEDEX 01

Monsieur K. Charisse^
Faculte des Lettres et Sciences HimccineSy
rue Lavoisier,
76130 - Mont-Saint-Aignan

Monsieur,
Accdbtee de travavac divers, j ’avoue avoir oiibZie vne promesse
qu’av.cune ciemande ecrite ne rappeZait d ma memoire,.. Void Zes indica
tions dont vous avez hesoin.
IlamZet - Comite de Zecture du vendredi 16 Janvier 1942, preside
par Monsieur Jean-Lo.uis Vaudoyer, administrateur general.
"Lecture est faite par Monsieur Dux, d’une traduction en prose
d'EamZet par Monsieur Guy de PourtaZes.
Apres Za Zecture, Zes membres du Comite, d Z 'unanimite, ont
vote pour Za reception.
Cet avis donne. Monsieur Z ’Administrateur a decZar^ Za piece
admise a Za reyresentation. ’’
La Rdine morte - Comite de Zecture du mardi 30 guin 1942,
preside^ar Morisveur'Jean-Louis Vaudoyer, administrateur general.
"Lecture a ete faite par Monsieur Bertheau d’une piece en
3 actes et 5 tableaux, en prose, de Monsieur Eenry de Montherlant
intituZee
La Reine m.orte
Apres Za lecture, Zes membres du Conite ont donne, par scrutin
secret, Zeur avis sur Za piece qu'iZs ont regue a Z’unanimite.
Cet avis donne. Monsieur Z ’Administrateur a declare Za piece
de Monsieur de Montherlant admise d Za representation.
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APPENDIX 05 Boll*8 decor for the funeral scene in Hamlet♦
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Illustration 1 ; Tableau $
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Illustration 2 : Act III, 2 (Position gen^rale)
Soldats
X X X X X

Soldats,
X X X X X

Illustration 4 : Act T, 1 (Tableau I5)

Illustration 5 ; Act 7, 2 (Tableau 16)

La. part/ie du decor indiquee en bachures ranges represents un
pratica*ble Qui es.t pos.e derriere le praticable P
K Deux marches descendant du praticable sur la scene
M Passage entre les eacaliers L et K
L Escalier N,R Penetres
T«U.V»WoX.Y« PlatesYormes de chaque c^te des marches L
I Grande porte a double battant a’ouvrant en scene. Elle est
fermee au d6but du tableau
1.2. Fauteuils du Roi et de la Reine
3*4» Petits gueridons triangulairea

Illus.tration 6 ; Act II (Tableau 7)
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Prom the 'mise en scene’ of Phedre
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Chemin sorti^
(Evasion)

n va pieds nu^^, con
des sandales de cuir
c’est le blanc, avec c
tillfc de noil qui s’ac
Mais si Hippolyte
comme un cheval d<
s’arreter siir son 61ai
ventre ». La fiSvre,
Les veilles I’ont 6pil
et cet amour le r6vo
c’est qu’en rSalite il
H se d6bat avec sa p£
par un amour tragiq
rable, au moms pern
Th6ramene, qui le
Fenelon. La qualite
race. C’est par Th6r:
d son gouvemeur
I’dtat social d’Hippo
Tb^ramJne est, er
palenne. II a pris 1
les humains ». Ther
sou dme et de son co
Veille sur
Au corps
Ajin que
Au sein d
pourrait-U dire, con
Sa morale, toute
qui a pu chequer ei
cells d’Hippolyte. /
courses de char.
« Los forets de nos
a done garde rechi
sonore, son ceil est'
vement t faire joue
xcocher. Son costum
grande simplicite.
Grace dTheramei

Photograph, of the “same production.
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Act ill Scene Till
(pol6l)

TERRANTB (/c

prciiaiit par le poignet)

Messieurs, je ne sais comment Tavenir
jugera rexecution de dona Ines. Peut-etre
un bien, peut-ctre un mal. Quoi qu’il en
soit, voici celui qui, avant tout autre, Pa
insplree. Veil^z a ce qu’il en reponde devant
le Roi mon fils. (Des assistaiiis entonrent Egas
Coelbo.) O mon Dieu ! dans ce repit qui me
reste, avant que le sabre repasse et m’ecrase, faites qu’il tranche ce nceud epouvantable de contradictions qui sont en moi, de
sorte que, un instant au moins avant de ces
ser d’etre, jc sache enfin ce que je suis. (7/

attire I^no del More et le tient serre cen
tre lui.) Que I’innoccnce de cet enfant me
serve de sauvegarde quand jc vais apparaitre devant mon Juge. — N’aie pas peur, et
reste aupres de ^noi, quoi qu’il arrive...
meme si je meurs... Dieu te le rendra, Dieu
te le rendra, mon petit frere... — Bien meilleur et bien pire... — Quand je ressusciterai... — Ob ! le sabre ! Ic sabre ! — Mon
Dieu, ayez pitie de moi ! (77 s’ecroule.)

5SAPPENDIX
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Act III Scene VIII
(msse-en^-scene, P0I84)

3- 4
Ferrante lache Egas, Aussitot celui-ci chercbe a Suir
il passe devant 3 pour renonter milieu; 11 a un mouvement
d*hesitation au moment de fendre la foule, puis il s'elance
«...I1 est aus.sit6t entoure de plusieurs Seigneurs, qui
I'entrainent et sortent fond cour. Dino est descendu a
droite de.4»
4- 5

Ferrante voit Dino et 1’attire a lui,

5- 6 Ferrante appuie sa tete sur la poitrine de Dino. Puis
celui-ci s*ecarte.
6- 7 Ferrante se leve hagard. Il se tient la poitrine a
deux mainso
7
Ferrante vdut se diriger vers F. Il chancelle et torabe
mort devant 3 et 4. Dino se precipite et s'agenouille devant
lui,

APPENDIX P5

Act I Scene
(pp.16/17)

l’infante

Z

Vous etes venu, Seigneur, dans ma Na
varre (que Dieu protege !) pour vous y
entretenir avec le Roi mon pere des affaires
de VOS royaunies. Vous m’avez vue, vous
m’avez parle, vous avez cru qu’une alliance
entre nos couronnes, par I’instrument du
Prince votre fils, et de moi, pouvait etre
faite pour le grand bien de ces couronnes et
pour celui de la cliretiente. Vous deux, les
rois, vous decidez d’un voyage que je ferai
au Portugal, acconipagnee de I’lnfant, mon
frere, peu apres votre retour. Nous venons,
nous sommes recus grandement. La froideur du Prince, a mgn egard, ne me surprend ni ne m’attriste. J’avais vu plus loin;
au dela de lui, je voyais I’ceuvre a faire.

Trois jours sc passent. Ce matin, don Pe
dro, seul avec moi, me fait un aveu. II
plaide n’avoir su vos intentions qu’a votre
retour de Navarre, quand il etait trop tard
pour revenir sur notre voyage. II me de
clare que son cceur cst lie a jamais a une
dame de votre pays, dona Ines de Castro, et
que notre union n’aura pas lieu. Je crois que
si je ne I’avais retenu il m’eut conte ses
amours de bout en bout et dans le detail:
tant les gens affliges du derangement amoureux ont la manic de se croire objet d’admiration et d’envie pour I’univers entie^ Ainsi
on me fait venir, comme une servante,
pour me dire qu’on me dedaigne et me
rejeter a la mer ! Ma bouche seche quand
j’y pense. Seigneur, savez-vous que cbez
nous, en Navarre, on meurt d’bumiliation ?
Don Guzman Blanco, reprimande par le roi
Sanche, mon grand-pere, prend la fievre,
se couche, et passe dans le mois. Le pere
Martorell, confesseur de mon pere, lorsqu’il
est interdit, a une eruption de boutons sur
tout le corps, et expire apres trois jours. Si
je n’etais jeune et vigourcuse. Seigneur, de
Paffront que j’ai rcgu du Prince, je serais
morte. 4-

APPEKDIX F6
Act I Scene I
(raise- en--scene, pp»l4/l5)
2~5

L’Infante parle en regardant le roi en face

3“1

L’Infante face au public

1- 2 L*Infante de nouveau face au roi, la fureur monte en
elle
2- 5 L*Infante parle avec ironie face au public, Perrante
descend a don Christoval et le regarde silencieusement
ainsi que don Alvar comme pour leur faire partager sa
stupefaction.

5-4 Perrante se retourne sur place face a I'lnfanfe qui
vient rapidenient a lui dans le temps,
A-'

4
Ii Infan be tourne brusqusment le do s au roi et re joint
ses dames d'honneur cote jardin* La premiere dame s'est
avanceea sa rencontre.

(For the exact stage layout, see p.29 of this chapter)

APPEIfDIX F7
Fourth Tableau
(Act II Scenes. IT & V)

Fifth Tableau
(Act III Scenes l/VIlI)

APPEFPIX F8

Photograph of the last scene in Dux's production of
La Heine aorte

■IPFEFDIX G-1

...jt

The Nazi use of posters.
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APJEITDIX G2

1^4 BA.NDEROLE QUI LE PROCL.\MZ
COVVKE LES MONUMENTS DE PARIS.
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